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EDITOR'S NOTE

That the development of theatricals in

San Francisco forms one of the most significant

chapters in the history of the American stage is

a fact generally conceded. It should, there-

fore, be no surprise to discover that the story

of its non-commercial cousin — the Little

Theatre — should be similarly significant in

the history of the Little Theatre Movement as a

whole. Here that story is told, fully and

scholarly, for the first time,

Much research has gone into the mak-

ing of this volume which, in addition to pre-

senting the complete story of the local move-

ment, is rounded out with a background of the

general development of the Little Theatre na-

tionally, and of amateur dramatics throughout

history. The Little Theatre is defined, its

career traced, contrasted and evaluated, and

its possible future indicated, while the var-

ious groups and personalities connected with

this development also are made to pass in

review.





LITTLE THEATRES

A History of the Noncommercial Stage in San Francisco

Part I

RISE AND DEVELOPMENT OP AMATEUR DRAMATICS

Chapter 1. -- Introductory

It is difficult if not impossible to define the

term "little theatre" in a manner which would be universally

accepted. People who most frequently employ it in speaking

of certain play-producing groups in America or elsewhere are

apt to give it too limited a definition. Others whose ex-

perience of the stage is limited, who seldom or never employ

the term but. who have often heard of it, may construe it so

liberally that it means nothing at all. As a result there is

much disagreement as to what constitutes a little theatre and

what type of organization can be classified as such. Writers

who have sought to clarify the issue usually adopt a flexible

definition which could be applied to any theatrical group

regularly producing plays for reasons other than those asso-

ciated with exploitation of stars for commercial purposes.

Such a definition includes civic theatres, community theatres,
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repertory theatres, art theatres, experimental theatres,

children's theatres, left-wing theatres, college and univer-

sity theatres and so on.

The term '' little theatre" applies to a movement

which has now become a recognized art form in drama, as dis-

tinct from the commercial theatre as light is from shadow.

Since it began on a small scale, restricted in personnel,

equipment, and appeal, the little theatre described this

movement quite literally; hence its adoption. Today circum-

stances render it necessary to amplify a title which is no

longer adequate in either a literal or descriptive sense.

Alexander Dean, in 1926 associate professor of dramatic art

and literature at Northwestern University, director of the

North Shore Theatre Guild at Chicago, in his book Little The -

atre Organization and Management writes 5

"I have taken the term, Little Theatre, to mean
a group of actors who play for the love of it
rather than as a business, with a constitution
which signifies the purpose of the organization
to be the production of plays and advancement
of the drama for a definite audience and at
definite periods of time. 1 '

So extensive is the scope of this statement that it

allows inclusion not only of those types of theatres mentioned

above but also may extend to civic centers, settlement houses,

and other recreational establishments conducted by social

service bureaus. In universities it can apply to dramatic

clubs and extensively developed drama, speech and dramatic
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arts departments. Practically all such groups are nonpro-

fessional; yet there are many little theatres throughout the

world which have "become partially or wholly professional dur-

ing the course of their growth. These, when they fulfill

every requirement of the definition, cannot be excluded.

Moreover, as Dean later points out, a strictly professional

attitude and organization is necessary if little theatres are

to reach their highest development and serve the purposes- for

which they were originally intended.

Little theatres then, as distinguished from the com-

mercial theatre are nonprofessional, co-operative rather than

exploitive, experimental and plastic rather than stereotyped

and rigid. However they may vary in repertoire, location,

and housing. Whatever their separate ideologies may be, they

at least possess in common those attributes just enumerated.

Box office receipts are a secondary, not a primary problem;

stars are nonexistent. The objective of all little theatres

is to create a new art, a synthetic art in which every phase

of dramatic production may be fused into a complete whole. Con-

sonant with this objective is the unshakeable conviction that

no single aspect of play production should be regarded as

more important than another; technicians, scenic designers,

artists are playing just as important a part in most little

theatres as actors and dramatists.

Some of the most advanced students of drama contend
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that a play is not a play until it is produced; in its manu-

script, typescript, or published form they regard it as a set

of stage directions which can never live as drama without the

complement of production involving not only every other art

of the theatre but audience participation as well. This is

perhaps an extreme view, but it does express the idealism of

the entire little theatre movement from its inception to the

present day.

The statement of this idealism (illustrated by the

plays of Shakespeare which for more than 300 years have lived

as literature) shows the basis of disagreement between two

schools of opinion in the little theatre -- one which harbors

the advocates of art; the second, of literature. Despite the

fundamental disagreement, both schools concur in the belief

that fine plays are vastly enhanced by being produced and

that to revive classical drama on the stage is to give it a

richei , more complete life and setting as well as a wider

appreciation. While this is by no means the only principle

of little theatre organization and practice, it represents

one powerful motive for the little theatre's origin.

GENESIS IN PARIS

The term "little theatre, ll as defined above and

hereafter used, refers actually to a renaissance in thoatre

art which began with Andre Antoine, who is said to have

founded the world's first little theatre, the Theatre Libre,

or "Free Thcatro," in 1887 in Paris. One could substitute
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the word liberal for little in the case of Antoine's theatre

and those later established as a direct or indirect result of

his influence in Paris, elsewhere in Europe, and in the United

States. It was Antoine's purpose to present plays which had

never been seen on the orthodox Parisian stage; the work of

unknown, youthful, revolutionary dramatists; the work of for-

eign dramatists which had never been admitted to the French

capitol. He introduced Tolstoy, Ibsen, Hauptmann, Bjornson,

Strindberg and Turgenev. He provided inspiration and outlet

for such native writers as Brieux, Porto-Riche, Prevost, De

Vigny, Wolff, and Zola. His work inspired the establishment

of two other well-known French little theatres i Lugne'-Poe's

Theatre d 1 Oeuvre in 1893 and Jacques Copeau's Vieux Colom-

bier in 1914. In Germany Theodore Wolff and Maximilian

Harden were so impressed by Antoine's endeavor that in 1889

they started the Freie Buhne. Their declaration of purpose

is quite interesting not only because it later obtained in

America but because it is typical of the revolt which has

characterized little theatres everywhere.

"It is the plan of those assembled to found a
stage independent of any existing theatres, yet
not in rivalry with them, which shall be free
from censorship and from financial preoccupa-
tions. There shall be given performances of
modern plays of outstanding interest which,
because of their nature, might find difficulty
in being presented elsewhere."*

-«- Dean, Alexander. Little Theatre Organization and Manage -

ment, p. 33.
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GAINING IMPETUS IN EUROPE

This theatre in a short time became the center of

the so-called naturalist movement, gaining its reputation by

excellent productions of plays from Hauptmann, Sudermann,

Ibsen, Strindberg, Zola, Becque, and Tolstoy, the last five

of whom were for the first time brought before appreciative

audiences in Berlin. Both the French and Gorman little the-

atres profoundly influenced the trend of drama in their

respective countries, besides exerting considerable influence

on commercial theatres. One of the most important commercial

theatres in Paris, the Odeon, found it advantageous to secure

Antoine for its director in 1906 after his notable achieve-

ments at the Theatre Libre; and Otto Brahm, production artist

at the Freie Biihne, was elected director of the large com-

mercial Deutsches Theater in Berlin in 1894.

Agitation for a liberal theatre spread throughout

England as a result of newspaper publicity detailing the

achievements of Antoine; so when in 1891 Jacob Grein,a Dutch-

man, established the Independent Theatre in London there was

already an assured public for the real and naturalistic drama.

But since thero were no English playwrights to supply such

drama, foreign importations had to be used during the first

two years of Groin's experiment, which began with the produc-

tion of Ghosts by Henrik Ibsen. This was followed by Emil

Zola's Theresa Raquin . In the fourth year, however, the

Independent Theatre introduced Bernard Shaw, presenting Widow-

ers' Houses, which ho wrote at thoir request. It was Shaw's
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first play, a premier performance at which, it might be said,

the independent theatre gave to the world one of its foremost

modern dramatists.

MEW TECHNIQUES AND CRAFTSMEN DEVELOP

Despite its considerah], e contribution to dramatic

history Grein's theatre lasted hut a brief time, furnishing

the idea, later, for the London Stage Society and inspiring

the Irish Theatre which attempted in 1399 to revive Irish

literature and encourage new Irish playwrights. Although, as

in the case of its predecessors, dramatists and actors of the

Irish Theatre were decidedly amateurs, the success they

achieved after their reorganization in 1901-1902 established

them as ranking professionals under the name they still bear,

The Abbey Players. Since that time they have traveled exten-

sively and seasonally through England, continental Europe,

and America, and their fame has become international. They

have produced such capable writers as Padraic Colum, William

Boyle, Lennox Robinson, St. John Irvine, John Millington

Synge, Lady Gregory, and the distinguished poet-dramatist

William Butler Yeats.

The predominant quality of these first little the-

atres, the feature which has been most characteristic of all

of them, has been ensemble acting rather than the exhibition

of stars. The second revolutionary principle, which has now

been adopted by virtually every little theatre in existence,

came late in the nineteenth century when Gordon Craig began
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to advocate his own ideas of artistic staging and scenery, a

radical departure from anything that had hitherto been done

in these departments.

In the search for a more perfect drama, action was

further subordinated; the importance of lighting and three-

dimensional sets was emphasized, Craig's rebellion originated

within the theatre itself, for he was an actor playing in the

company of Ellen Terry, his mother, until 1896 when he des.ert-

ed that profession to study the art of stage management. By

1902 ho exhibited some of his unique and unsettling dosigns

for sets and three years later began publication of his ideas

on production as a whole. His iconoclasm was almost fanati-

cal, but it provided an antidoto for tho poisonous decadence

which was gradually strangling all expression in tho the-

atre. Craig demanded productions which would express tho

inner, or spiritual quality which the dramatist had givon to

his play. Ho demanded a realism of mood as well as a realism

of appearance. To achieve this he demanded above all a com-

plete and harmonious unification of all the artists in any

way connected with a given production, including not only

actors, designers, musicians, but each and every technician

of the theatre, even down to the electrician and carpenter.

These, he insisted, should work together in co-operation under

the control of one supreme artist, the director. In brief,

Craig advocated a synthetic theatre

The commercial theatres of course offered no field

in which to sow the seeds of such recreancy and Craig found
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his first supporter in Stanislavsky who in 1888 had gathered

a company of proficient amateurs and founded the Moscow Art

Theatre. Stanislavsky had already been working along similar

lines. He extended Craig a hearty reception; gave him an

opportunity to try his ideas in actual productions. Together

these innovators accomplished things which became at once the

object of admiration and envy of little theatres all over

Europe

.

Within a short time other directors with ideas akin

to Craig's made their appearances Appia, Reinhardt, Puchs,

Bakst, Meyerhold and many who are not so well-known. A new

trend had started for, despite Antoine's revolt against

stereotyped theatrics, he was not an artist; he had not the

means to finance a complete revolution which would embrace

also a novel technique in scenecraft. Because of these two

handicaps Antoine represented a ''literary" theatre while

Gordon Craig instigated what has since become an I! art" the-

atre. Both have remained distinct forms or types of little

theatres and only in the productions of Stanislavsky and

Reinhardt have the two been combined in Europe with any

measurable degree of excellence.

AMERICAN PIONEERS

When the American little theatre originated about

1914 or 1915 (although the spirit had been quietly fomenting

much earlier) it had the advantage of precedent and from the

first presented a unification of both artistic and literary
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elements of dramaturgy. Here, apparently, the theatre of

revolt sprang Into full life overnight. Noncommercial

groups, whose avowed intention it was to create a renaissance

of the stage, burst into activity everywhere; leaders were

discovered or imported; articles and even whole magazines

devoted exclusively thereto began to publicize this unique

and novel theatrecraft, emphasizing its particular appeal,

its abhorrence of money-making. Professionals returned the

fire, accused the insurgents of being art-fanatics, called

them "cvibists" and degenerates of theatre art. Nevertheless

from the time of their inception to the present, little thea-

tres have put forth the more vigorous, healthy and interest-

ing half of dramatic production in the United States during

the last quarter century, often in obscure playhouses but not

infrequently on Broadway itself — defying lions of the the-

atre mart in their own arena.

In the Middle West, Maurice Brown waged continuous

warfare for five years against indifference, opposition, and

misunderstanding in order to keep alive the Chicago Little

Theatre, an experimental group of playmakers who sometimes

achieved magnificent staging. Zona Gale in Wisconsin strove

to perpetuate the rebellion there, in both playwriting and

production. Aline Barnsdall founded the Los Angeles Little

Theatre which in its first and only season brought Norman

Bel-Gcddos professionally to the stage. The Provincctown

Players in New York discovered Eugene O'Noill, America's

internationally important dramatist.
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All of these examples (many more could be added if

there were sufficient space) signify the insurgent determi-

nation to combat abuses resulting from commercial domination

of theatres which has existed nowhere on so enormous a scale

as in the United States 5 for theatrical trusts, crushing

competition, have been as overwhelming as those that control

steel, oil, or wool and have counted their profits in mil-

lions with utter disregard for the public whose interests

they are reputed to serve.

REASON FOR THE REVOLT

As early as 1890 there began a syndicate war which,

by 1910, resulted in virtual monopoly and centralization of

theatre production in New York City. Shrewd business men, by

the purchase of a number of theatres, by combination, in-

timidation, and maneuvering, gained control over both the

mechanical and artistic adjuncts of theatrical production.

Owning playhouses in certain important cities, they could pro-

hibit or exclude touring companies which refused to conform

to whatever terms the syndicate dictated. Rivals they could

undersell, later raising their prices when competition had

been thwarted. Upon such isolated independent owners who

still survived they could force inferior plays by threatening

to withhold all the good plays which of course thoy had

secured long in advance. In these ways they defeated com-

petitive theatres, buying those they desired and forcing the

remainder into bankruptcy. Even stars were forced into
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capitulation -- else they found no stages on which to act --

and in time the American theatre was in the grasp of commer-

cial monopoly.

It is because of this situation that repertory pro-

ducing disappeared; businessmen soon learned that there was

greater profit in long runs. Actors were compelled to remain

in the same parts for months and in some cases years, without

opportunity to develop nuances and increase the versatility

or scope of their art. Outworn, proved types of plays were

demanded of writers, or else play"doctors" were called in to

adapt some English or French importation. Any dramatist

having originality , combined with vision, found the theatre

barred to him. The public was permitted no more classics, no

experimentally new plays jit had to accept what the commercial

interests considorod popular, saccharine, or thrilling enough

to survive as continuous box office attractions.

In general that situation, although exaggerated for

purposes of emphasis, provoked the rise of little theatres.

They rebelled against the tyranny imposed by vested interests

who had no concern for the theatre itself save as a means to

wealth. They wished to perform the classics of ancient

times, revive the best of Elizabethan drama, give a hearing

to Shaw, Ibsen, Strindberg whom they considered classical

dramatists of modern times. They hoped to provide unknown

native playwrights with a theatre whore their strictly Amer-

ican vision could be oxpressod and wherein would emerge in
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due course the great American playwright. They wished to ex-

periment with staging, scenery, lighting; to abolish the

sterile picture-perspective sets and adopt the strange chal-

lenging designs of Gordon Craig, urged perhaps by his

published views on "the old living-dead theatre' 1 and curious

to learn what an artist-directed theatre could accomplish.

Naturally they did not command vast resources like the New

York producers; therefore they opened bandbox theatres in

which the acting, though not often the directing, was merely

amateur. Although failures were more numerous at first than

successes, discouragement was banished by the fact that two

famous predecessors, The Moscow Art Theatre and The Abbey

Players, had started on a scale identically humble.

Little theatres have always flourished best in

cities and largo communities whore already existed a theatri-

cal background or some appreciation of drama acquired outside

the theatre, as in play-reading. Elsewhere, particularly in

isolated townships with an agrarian population, it proved al-

most impossible to maintain little theatres on a self-paying

basis. Potential audiences created in outlying districts

(largely through the influence of high school, university, or

junior college dramatic groups) were not numerous and within

the last dozen years even second or third-rate road shows

have almost ceased to visit them. Lacking the necessary the-

atrical background such communities did not widely support

exotic, esoteric, or experimental drama. Little theatres

had to depend upon a select and usually a society audience to
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fill their houses, and for financial support upon a few

patrons. In many instances they became a mere fad, the

proteges of dilettanteism and art-for-art 's-sake hypocrisy.

During the World War, however, such subsidization was

superseded by appeals from the American Red Cross and other

humanitarian organizations. After the war, in a period of

general rehabilitation, little theatres everywhere began an

independent existence, even though they were compelled to

perform undistinguished plays in order to gain, hold, and

educate an audience. Today in metropolitan centers many of

them have become efficient semiprofessional organizations

with a large following, housed and conducted in an atmosphere

of permanence and efficiency. But there is not yet economic

demand enough, particularly in rural communities, to warrant

every little theatre being placed in a category of profes-

sional excellence. Some are patronized only on occasions

reminiscent of festival days which brought forth ancient Greek

and medieval church dramas; therefore actors, artists, tech-

nicians and sometimes (except in schools or universities) oven

directors must retain the status of amateurs, earning their

livelihood by other occupations, but returning to the stage

as an avocation at stated intervals which vary according to

the nature and location of each.

Inasmuch as the commercial theatre in America is

chiefly confined to New York City -- few road shows being

sent out and repertory-production having almost vanished —
the drama-minded public can scarcely be satisfied by it ;and as
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long as the demand for drama continues to increase, as present

indications show, there must coexist with it a demand for the

little theatre, and such other nonprofit co-operative organ-

izations (such as the Federal Theatre Project established

under WPA) which can adequately serve the interests of that

public. It is therefore probable that little theatres will

tend to become professional (at least to the extent of en-

gaging directors and actors on a full-time basis) a3 their

public increases, but it does not necessarily follow that

they will become commercial. Their success, for sometime at

least, will depend upon: freedom from tradition; experimenta-

tion and willingness to replace with something else whatever

is awkward, inartistic, cumbersome; and finally, an eagerness

for the unusual, both in the selection of plays and in their

dramaturgy.

VARIETY IS THE KEYNOTE

Most notablo failures of stock companies during the

decado just past have boon duo to tho monotonous level of

thoir porformancos; a tendency to avoid uniquo plays because

they have discovorod one or two typos which thoy do better

than others. Prom a financial standpoint, certain safe pro-

ductions are the measure of success over an extended season.

Little theatres on tho other hand have been educating and

participating with their audiences, drawing spectators into

as close a relationship with the stage as possible. In

time, outside the cinema, there will be no marketplace for
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hackney melodrama, threadbare farce, and painfully attenuated

comedy strung on a few bars of music.

Any self-sustaining, self-respecting little theatre

which presents more than three plays of a given kind during a

season embarrasses the premise on which it is founded, and

this fact is demonstrated by the diverse productions which

little theatres have presented throughout the United States

in single seasons since 1927. A few of the extraordinary

novelties include The Life of Man , by Leonid Andreev; Shake-

speare's Measure for Measure ; The Madras House , by Granville

Barker; The Elder Brothor , by John Fletcher; and The Tidings

Brought to Mary , by Paul Claudol.

But for actual variety it would bo difficult to

find a range moro representative of different periods and

countries than that encompassed by the Clovoland Playhouso

during the season 1927-1928, starting with the Greek Hippoly -

tus and continuing with On Approval , a contemporary American

play; Our Betters , typifying the American in England; The

Adding Machine , an experiment in expressionism; School for

Scandal and Caesar and Cleopatra , exemplifying costume plays;

Right You Are (If You Think So) , The Green Cockatoo , and The

Good Hope , representative of Italy, Austria, and Holland.

Realism and fantasy were amplified by White Wings , Fashion ,

The Skin Game , Arms and the Man , The Dark Lady of the Sonnets ,

Trelawney of the Wells , The Groat God Brown , Everyman , Doctor

Faustus, Much Ado About Nothing , Macbeth , and King Lear .
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Any comparison of sizes will show at once the

futility of classifying little theatres as "little" on that

ground alone, for among forty-two commercial playhouses in

New York City only seven can be named which seat upwards of

one thousand people; and among little theatres only two ever

warranted the name in its narrowest sense. These are The

Little Theatre of Chicago which contained 91 seats, and The

Vagabond Theatre of Baltimore, with 60 seats. Really impor-

tant little theatres compare in size with many of the smaller

commercial houses, and others are growing at a rate which will

soon surpass, for example, The Booth Theatre, The Bijou, The

Century Roof, and Wallack*s — all with a seating capacity

well below one thousand.

Since repertory is the only means by which an actor

receives continual and varied schooling, such theatres are

important in perpetuating the drama as an art. Moreover,

groups of players constantly associated year after year tend

to develop ensemble production which characterizes at least

one phase of that excellence attributed to such famous com-

panies as the Moscow Art Theatre and The Abbey Players. Yet,

until the little theatre revived it, repertory-producing had

almost disappeared in Great Britain and the United States

with the termination of Augustin Daly's company in the nine-

ties.

SOME NOTABLE GROUPS

As long as the stage remained strictly a financial

venture from which was expected the greatest possible income
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from the least possible speculation, the repertory theatre

could not exist o But since 1925 three noncommercial groups

in New York — little theatres in the best sense of the

definition — have been striving towards a complete repertoire

plan. The Neighborhood Playhouse, which initiated the idea,

has now closed, although certain of its activities havo been

resumed elsewhere by individuals who originally belonged to

it. Undor Eva Lo Gallionno, Tho Civic Repertory Theatre has

made progress in this direction, but has not yet attained

equality with Tho Moscow Art Theatre. Tho Thoatrc Guild,

porhaps moro secure, has worked slowly towards a recognized

repertory program — a stock of prepared plays repeated at

intervals — and seems most likely to becomo a permanent

institution.

In tho West there may be found community theatres

moro genuinely of the repertoire type than any in New York

except Miss Lo Galliormc's. Tho majority of those, though,

have not emerged from amateur into full professional standards

of acting. The Clovcland Playhouse, The Santa Barbara Com-

munity Theatre, Tho Dallas Little Theatre, The Goodman Mem-

orial Theatre of Chicago, The Pasadena Community Playhouse

have grown into community or trustee-owned organizations,

representing the advancement of little theatre ideals to a

point which is very nearly professional and permanent. These

are all housed in buildings of their own, all are regularly

producing new plays and developing repertories. Despite their
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youth the story of modern American dramaturgy is being written

in them -- the only full-sized theatres in the country which

cannot be leased, rented or borrowed for the production of

motion pictures, sex reviews, musical comedies, or cheap

commercial plays of any description. With this idea in mind,

remembering the theatrical degeneration which instigated the

rise of little theatres and the subsequent phenomenon of

their development, let us now advert to the little theatre in

San Francisco which is the true province of this history.
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CHAPTER 2.

YERBA BUENA

Everything which has hitherto been said, while it

describes the modern background and nature of contemporary

little theatres, cannot be specifically applied to their pre-

cursors in Spanish or early American California which had a

crude but definite amateur theatre (arising out of contingen-

cies peculiar to that environment and none other) before the

professional theatre had penetrated farther west than New

Orleans. Isolated in unpopulous, rawly civilized communities,

the California pioneers were compelled to find whatever

amusement they could among themselves. Thus it was not de-

fection from the theatre they had once known that led thorn to

establish amateur theatricals, but the complete absence of

any formal entertainment --'a revolt against boredom itsolf.

As the primary impulse produced highly gratifying results,

there came into being various accessory motives which eventu-

ated in the formation of dramatic corps -- usually in con-

junction with some existing military, social, or athletic

organization.
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San Francisco in particular, other settlements to a

lesser extent, at once fostered a theatricalism quite apart

from any stage; and when the first theatres were opened their

audiences participated almost as freely as the actors in the

presentation of drama, violating all preconceived notions of

conduct, creating a tradition which for many years ran counter

to and existed independent of the theatre tradition which had

grown up in more polite society. Before this condition could

be modified by outside influences there had already been

established a little theatre shaped by amateurs who were ful-

filling a definite histrionic requirement of the community

and receiving its almost unanimous support.

Spontaneous manifestations, in their crudest form,

of an activity which has since become conscious, deliberate,

and socially objective on a universal scale, can hardly be

designated by the name we now employ; but it is significant

that most San Francisco amateur dramatic societies of the

early days resembled in their constituency, physical struc-

ture, and organization, as well as in their raison d'etre,

the little theatres of today. The only essential dissimili-

tude between them is that which springs from the accident of

time and place. There was therefore a distinct endemic

little theatre germination in San Francisco prior to the

epidemic revolt against commercialism in the theatre insti-

gated by Andre' Antoine with his Theatre Libre, founded in

Paris in the year 1887.
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A FESTIVE BEGINNING

As might be anticipated, the genealogy of theatri-

cals in the American West goes back to the time of Spanish

occupation and is colored by vivid picturesque Latin gusto,

as shown by one of the earliest entertainments on record -- a

housewarming at the home of Jacob Primer Leese in 1835.

Governor Chico had granted Leese a homesite, whereon the

latter built a combination store and dwelling, at Yerba Buena

which was the name of the original site of San Francisco.

According to Charles Caldwell Dobie?

"The site of the new structure, rendered in pres-

ent-day terms, would be the block bounded by

Grant Avenue, Stockton, Sacramento, and Clay

Streets. The spot is marked by a bronze tablet

bristling with the misinformation that the Leese

house was the first building to be erected and

that Mr. Leese 's daughter was the first white

child to be born in San Francisco. 1 '-*

Although the housewarming began with typical Anglo-

Saxon festivities, represented by American music and American

forms of the waltz, these were soon replaced by native Span-

ish amusements, the heritage of high-spirited, hot-blooded,

young Castilians or Aragonese. The Nordics, if one accepts

Charles Caldwell Dobie's imaginative account of this celebra-

tion, then became mere spectators for the most part, standing

aside and beating time to the rhythm of such dances as La

Jota, the contra-danza, El Son, and Espirito Santo which, de-

spite its sacred- sounding name, appears to have been a

# Dobie, Charles Caldwell. San Franc isco. A Pageant,
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spectacle enlivened by flouncing skirts and stately and agile

movements. Senoritas gracefully performed to the sharp stac-

cato accompaniment of castanets; older couples demonstrated

the intricacies of Moorish dances. Guitars made captivating

music in an atmosphere of lace, satin, scarlet and gold em-

broidery, perfume, confetti, and mantillas. On the whole an

exotic atmosphere, a scene predominantly Latin — a fiesta.

With intervals of eating, drinking and, one must

suppose, a little sleeping, festivities continued in the

house until the fourth day, when the party adjourned to

Rincon Hill and held a "merienda," which in English means

a luncheon. Here again the predominant atmosphere was Spanish.

Sheep and oxen, roasted barbecue-fashion in a huge trench,

comprised the main course at dinner, augmented perhaps with

tamales, frijoles, tortillas, and various Latin-American con-

diments. When the feast ended, so likewise did the celebra-

tion because, as Mr. Dobie concludes

=

"Even the best of fiestas must give way to the
demands of a workaday"world and we find these
brief but melancholy words penned in the diary
of Jacob Leese; 'Our fourth ended on the morn-
ing of the fifth.' Thus passed into history
one of the most famous celebrations on western
shores. .. .The position of' the Yankee trader
was assured for all time, and for days, and
weeks and months after, the native inhabitants
repeated again and again 'Que buenos son los
Americanos 1

' "*

# Ibid.
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Fiestas of this nature, though perhaps not so elab-

orate, were common in Yerba Buena and its environs. Frequent-

ly they ended with a round-up during which the vaqueros

drove in livestock to be slaughtered for the barbeciie; after-

wards there wa3 generally a bullfight, displays of fancy

horsemanship, and the pageantry of song and pantomime. The

Californians were a fun-loving people, given to gay diver-

tissements of all kinds. To them pleasure was one of the most

important considerations of life; they valued it above busi-

ness or learning and on a basis of equality with eating,

drinking, and religion, which after all was no more than the

effort to secure a happy existence in eternity for the soul.

EARLY RELIGIOUS MOTIFS

Religion indeed framed the circumstances (as so

often before in history) which produced the first formal

attempts at drama. Serious -minded priests in mission settle-

ments brought forth each year, customarily on Christmas Eve,

an old sacred pageant composed by Padre Florencio of the

Soledad Mission, at Soledad, California. In English we would

call it a pastoral, representing by music, speech and panto-

mime a modification of the legend of Bethlehem with shepherds

occupying the prominent roles. The chief character, Bato,

was often played by Pio Pico, supported occasionally by mem-

bers of the Vallejo family and by one Jacinto Rodriguez, re-

puted the best actor, who practiced his part by the seashore,
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gesticulating and uttering fearful shouts to the keen enjoy-

ment of neighborhood boys lurking in some concealment where

they could watch him unobserved.

La Pastorela
, presented in the open without stage

or setting, possessed little of real dramaturgy; it was more

of a rite or ritual derived from medieval Catholicism through

the Spanish church which, as in Prance and Italy, had always

sanctioned the presentation of miracle plays on church anni-

versaries or saints' days. But the purpose of such plays,

wherein Good and Evil appeared in graphic personification,

was more a matter of edifying the faithful or converting the

unfaithful, than of amusing them; and this same objective be-

came paramount in the new world during the centuries of Span-

ish occupation in Southern California, where the padres had

an even greater problem on their hands by attempting to incul-

cate in utterly heathen minds the doctrines of a papal

religion. Transplanted church dramas had been given in the

mission of San Diego as early as 1832, attended in state by

grandees of Toledo, Castile, and Aragon, with handsome wives

and daughters accompanying them; attended too by swarthy Mex-

icans and native Indian neophytes. Padre Florencio's pageant

however seems to have been the only one of its kind that was

natively composed, perennially popular, and annually drama-

tized at the various missions along El Camino Real, From

such evidence it is reasonable to infer that theatricals re-

ceived their impetus in the South, being carried northward

perhaps through seasonal performances of La Pastorela .
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In any event a brochure published by the Security-

First National Bank of Santa Barbara (copyrighted in 1930)

claims for that town not only tha "first community theatre

in California (if not in the United States)'" but also, in

1842, an amateur .performance of Shakespeare accomplished

through the efforts of Messrs. W, D. M. Howard and John C.

Jones. If this Is a fact it must be somewhat unsettling to

various other claimants for first honors.

THE FIRST DRAMA EMERGES".

The true genesis of drama in California, amateur

and professional alike, is exceedingly difficult to dis-

cern among contentions which conflict one with another and

merely serve to obscure the issue. Sonoma, Santa Barbara,

San Francisco, and Monterey have each claimed to be the cra-

dle of amateur California dramatics ; and each of several

plays, with different casts, has been assigned a first west-

ern performance in one or another of the communities named.

Justice in such controversies demands that due consideration

be given to every commentator who has ever recorded the

opinion, and when this has been accomplished one fact emerges?

according to authoritative research, amateur plays were first

staged in either real or makeshift theatres, between the

autumn of 1847 and the spring of 1848. Three initial per-

formances by amateurs probably took place at about the same

date in Santa Barbara, Sonoma, and Monterey. They proceeded

directly from the circumstance of Col. J. D. Stevenson's
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arrival in 1846 with, a regiment of New York volunteers,

which, was afterward divided and separately garrisoned accord-

ing to companies, not only in the localities mentioned but in

other parts of the state as well. Until absolute proof es-

tablishes which of the three deserves precedence, no one can

say where English drama was first introduced, or which play

has the distinction of being given its first California per-

formance.

The Pageant of America (Vol. 14, "The American

Stage, 11

p. 180) contends that Benjamin Webster's drama The

Golden Farmer "proved to be the first legitimate English play

in California."

"In 1847, the second year of the Mexican War
which brought to an end the long Spanish dom-
inations of California," they write, ''a group
of American soldiers, volunteers from New York
State, had been commissioned to arrest General
Vallejo, the commander of the Spanish post at
Sonoma, California. The General proved himself
an amenable prisoner, and in addition a most
conscientious host. For the amusement of his
captor-guests he fitted up a crude theatre, in
which the American soldiers gave what proved to
be the first legitimate English play in Cali-
fornia s Benjamin Webster' s popular domestic
drama , The Golden Farmer .

'

'

In conclusion, however, a statement is appended which empha-

sizes the uncertainty of this contention'.

"At about the same time, (the author admits)
other American soldiers (detachments of Col.
Stevenson's regiment) gave performances, en-
tirely, it seems, of the minstrel variety, in
San Francisco, Santa Barbara, and at the the-
atre in Monterey, which enjoys the distinction
of being the oldest California theatre."
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While it is true that Stevenson's soldiers per-

formed minstrel or variety entertainments, the conclusion,

that with but one exception they produced nothing else, does

not logically follow. On the contrary, during the month of

August 1847 a group from the garrison stationed at Santa

Barbara played Bulwer-Lytton' s The Lady of Lyons and on the

same program, interspersed with singing and dancing, The

Secret , a farce written by E. Morris.

There is also a suggestion, penned by "Squeers" in

The Golden Era , September 18, 1853, that this group, for

their next performance which must have occurred the same year,

presented Shakespeare's tragedy Richard III and John Poole's

farce Intrigue, or The Path Road . "Squeers" in humorous

fashion proves his authenticity as witness to the first per-

formance (which could easily have occurred prior to that

given at Sonoma) by describing it in some detail, naming mem-

bers of the cast, and in general reconstructing the prevalent

amateurish atmosphere of the occasion:

"It is a singular but no less fixed fact that

the Yankee Nation is most essentially a nation
for amusement. No matter where they go, or in

what quarter of the globe they locate, Yankees
invariably carry with them the germ of dramatic
entertainments. Our army, whether of regulars
or volunteers, has almost Invariably its the-
atrical corps, and in every squadron dispatched
on service they have representatives on board
the ships. The stirring events in California
(referring to the Mexican War) gave the theat-
rical tar no time to assume the sock and buskin;
but whon Stevenson's regiment arrived here and

were stationed in barracks, the want of armise-

ment soon scared up the talent which lay hidden
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among the soldiers, and Santa Barbara was the
first to have the honor of intr oducing the Eng-
lish drama on the Pacific shore's.-::-

"In the month of August 1847,a company consist-
ing of C. R, V. Lee and brother, L. Gannon, J.
Rowe and others of the military then stationed
here (Santa Barbara) , announced by written bills
that they would give an entertainment in a
large adobe house which they had fitted up in
elegant style, without regard to expense. All
the world and his wife v/ere agog to see what
could be brought forth. The bills of the eve-
ning promised The Lady of Iyons , by Bulwer-
Lytton; comic singing, dancing; and the farce
of The Secret, The part of Claude Melnotte, by
C. R. V. Lee j Col. Damas, Mr. Gammon; and Paul-
ine, Mr. J. Rowe.

"The house was crowded in every part long be-
fore the rise of the curtain, (which consisted
of four blankets, two red and two blue ones,
which were very fancifully arranged to come up
and down whenever it was necessary). The pit
and gallery were skillfully put up by combining
all the spare lumber, barrels and boxes that
could be raised in town. The box portion of the
community were required and enjoined to bring
their own seats with them.

;, The orchestra, consisting of one violin played
by a member of the corps, two guitars operated
upon by the natives, and the Company drum be-
labored by a miniature soldier, commenced the
overture. They intended to play the national
air 'Hail Columbia, ' but the California guitars
had not as yet got the hang of the time, and
most obstinately refused to emit any sound re-
sembling said tune. The leader sawed away on
his violin, totally regardless of his adjuncts
--until at last the tune they played resolved
itself into a confused jumble of 'Hail Colum-
bia,' a fandango turn turn, 'Coal Black Rose,'
and 'Dan Tucker.' At last the drummer, getting
desperate at his attempts to keep time or tune,
rushed in with a tremendous 'rabaflam' which
effect ively drowned all the rest and drew a
storm of applause from the audience when it was
concluded.

# Italics are placed here to call attention to this state-
ment. They did not occur in the press transcription.
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"Ting, ting, went a cow bell, and up went the
blanket, or rather blankets, and Pauline and
her venerable mother were discovered. Now
Miss Pauline had a very Dutchified accent, and
both herself and mother were awfully deficient
in the article of splendid wardrobe—but, like
the girl in Illinois, 'what she lost in dancing
she made up in turning round' ; so they made up
in acting all the deficiencies in their ward-
robe, and the play went merrily on.' 1

A SUCCESSFUL FIRST NIGHT

The correspondent goes on to portray the central

character of the play, Claude Melnotte, who appears to have

been a swashbuckling hero whose long legs, encased in a pair

of white cotton drawers, were quite invisible at the back

part of the house, but who, nevertheless, revealed his torso

to good advantage and made his voice carry to its farthest

extremity. Changes of scene offered little difficulty to

this group of amateurs. When the action took place in a

forest they utilized as backdrop a green blanket, replacing

it with a yellow one to indicate a parlor, and a white one,

later, to indicate a kitchen scene. From the quartermaster's

store they obtained sundry articles which could be made to

serve as stage properties, footlights and so on. In the last

act, being soldiers, they were enabled to do full justice to

costume requirements, simply wearing their regular uniforms.

Skull caps made of lambskin, worn with the wool outside, gave

the appearance of real wigs

.

When the curtain at last fell there could be no

doubt that The Lady of Lyons had achieved a first-night suc-

cess. Rounds of applause greeted the principals as they
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stepped before the footlights and made their final bows.

First the manager, C. R. V. Lee (who had also played Claude

Melnotte) was called out; then Pauline, in the person of Mr,

J. Rowe. Not content with these alone, the spectators

continued clapping until the entire corps dramatique appeared.

Afterward the orchestra struck up another tune, minus the

drum accompaniment,* comic songs were sung and encored, and

Mr. Morris's farce The Secret "was rattled through in a very-

lively manner."

"The success of this evening's performance,
(concludes "Squeers, " )and the immense receipts,
some fifty dollars, encouraged the manager to
persevere, and go to some additional outlay to
procure wardrobe, etc. But where to get material
was the difficulty. There was no store in town
and the sutler had no such thing in his stock as
calicoes or ginghams. In their dilemma they ap-
pealed to the sympathies of the fair senoritas,
who, in the fullness of their hearts, came down
with any quantity of the required material; and
Johnny Rowe (who had played Pauline) being a

sort of tailor and manteau-maker, soon brought
to light a magnificent display of tunics, cloaks
and female wardrobe

.

"They had sent to Monterey and procured cotton
cloth and paints, and with the aid of an amateur
painter concocted a splendid lot of scenery.
Thus accoutred, they announced the tragedy of
Richard III and the farce of The Bath Road for
their next performance.' 1

CALIFORNIA'S FIRST THEATRE

Meantime at Monterey another theatrical group had

been recruited from a company of Col. Stevenson's volunteers

quartered in that town. Early in 1848 these amateurs staged

their "first" performance, a play by N. H. Bannister called
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Putnam, the Iron Son of [76 . It is hardly arguable that this

preceded the performances at Sonoma and Santa Barbara of The

Golden Farmer and The Lady of Lyons , but at least the event

is memorable because it initiated the first theatre in Cali-

fornia -- a half-frame, half-adobe structure complete with pit,

stage, a wooden drop curtain hung on hinges from the

proscenium arch (to permit its being raised or lowered), and

a kind of lounge, with fireplace, at one side of what would in

present terms be the auditorium; obviously a house remodeled

and dedicated for presentations of drama. Included in the

cast, moreover, was Lieutenant Derby, California's alleged

first humorist, whose writings under the nom de plume John

Phoenix or " Squibob' 1 are said to have inspired the later

humor of Mark Twain. Whether or not this is true, Derby

seems to have invested his acting with an all too potent

sense of the ridiculous, burlesquing his role and killing the

whole spirit of the play. Later, in the same theatre, the

soldier-amateurs played Damon and Pythias by John Banim;

Grandfather Whitehead by Mark Lemon; Nan, the Good-For-Nothing ,

adapted from Good For Nothing by the Frenchman, R. Andre;

Box and Cox (probably a minstrel burlesque) taken from an

English farce by John M. Morton; and finally Benjamin Web-

ster's Golden Farmer, or The Last Crime .

Prior to the first amateur performances at Santa

Barbara, Colonel Stevenson's volunteers had for a time been

stationed in San Francisco, the name given in January 1847 to
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the hamlet formerly called Yerba Buena. To their activities

has been ascribed a series of minstrel concerts performed in

Leidesdorff 's "old"- City Hotel in March of that year, with C.

R. V. Lee and "brother" prominently mentioned among the par-

ticipants. But, aside from these, the only amusements which

afforded outlet to the incipient theatricalism then fomenting

in this village of four hundred inhabitants, newly America2i-

ized,were parties such as that described in the home of Jacob

Leese, outdoor meriendas (or picnics) and fandangos.

Sporadic immigration had brought newcomers around

the Horns traders, adventurers, with a restlessness engen-

dered by months of close confinement on shipboard, who squan-

dered their energy as well as their money in the Casa de

Bebida de Brown, or other such gaming and drinking establish-

ments. Nothing resembling a theatre had as yet been imagined.

Not indeed until the signatories to the treaty of Guadalupe

Hidalgo had annexed California to the United States, on Feb. 2,

1848, did the idea of amateur dramatics make its appeal in San

Francisco. And this happened, as it had elsewhere, with the

more or less permanent residence of Stevenson's soldiers,

some of whom, released from further military campaigns,

drifted into the little seaport with the intention of becom-

ing settlers.

A REFERTORY IS ESTABLISHED

In the north, at Sonoma, the garrison had continued

its amateur productions of plays until a regular Saturday
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evening repertory was an accomplished procedure. For at

least a month San Franciscans availed themselves of the enter-

tainment provided at the Sonoma Colonnade Theatre, traveling

between the two settlements by boat. Iwring this interim San

Francisco itself still had no theatricals, hut early in May a

group of young men formed an association called The Eagle

Olympic Club, "for the purpose of producing plays, etc."

While there is no direct information that Colonel Stevenson's

men were connected with the enterprise, it is quite likely

that their presence helped to motivate the general amateur

dramatic activities which immediately followed, for the name

C. V. R. Lee again appears, signed to an announcement in the

Californian of October 1848 that a "regular monthly meeting

of the American Dramatic Association" was to be held at

Shade's Tavern. Lee, apparently, had been elected temporary

acting manager of the group ;
but if they or their predecessors

ever produced any plays that autumn, no references to them

have yet been discovered.

Certainly San Francisco was abandoned by almost

every able-bodied citizen it had ever possessed during the

initial gold scramble of 1348; and not until midsu^er of the

succeeding year did its reinhabitation mount to the almoet

fantastic figure of five thousand, which by September had

been quadrupled. The fabulous city had by then forgotten its

amateur Thespians, with their elaborate plans for a theatre

to be erected by public subscription; the name C. V. R. Lee
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and all with which it had been associated passed from news-

paper columns, filled now with more exciting comments.

THE GOLD RUSH INTERVENES

This population, however, was largely migrant. San

Francisco owed importance to the fact of its being a seaport

located within reach of the gold fields, hence a point of de-

barkation, a source of supply, a place wherein outgoing and

incoming streams of adventurers met, mingled for awhile, then

pressed on towards their real destination. Those who actually

inhabited the town were as intent upon gaining wealth as the

miners themselves; they had little time either to encourage

or participate in formal, rehearsed entertainment. Tha needs

of livelihood beset them; food, clothing, shelter, to say

nothing of added comforts or luxuries, commanded enormous

prices because of their scarcity. It was the sole concern of

residents, if they were to get rich quickly, to obtain pos-

session of all manner of such commodities as were in demand

and to dispense them for vast quantities of gold. Since suf-

ficient lodgings were at first unattainable, saloons attract-

ed men in greater numbers than ever before and their amuse-

ment naturally became drinking and gambling. Other forms of

entertainment, as the demand for them increased, likewise

assumed a commodity-status — to be sold by their purveyors at

the highest possible prices. Contingent upon such circum-

stances were also the means by which this could be accom-

plished.
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If lodgings were scarce, places of congregation,

were even more so and arbitrarily limited to saloons and

drinking houses, usually in combination. Moreover these were

so crowded with patrons as to prohibit any elaborate theatri-

cals. Therefore music was introduced; German bands, one or

two-piece orchestras, ballad singers -- anything which pro-

vided pleasant accompaniment for the faro tables and the

gaiety in progress along the bar. As these gaming saloons,

frequently described as ''palaces of pleasure, 1
' multiplied,

Negro minstrels were employed to furnish additional variety

with their banjos, comic songs, and tricky staccato dances.

Thus, although amateur dramaturgists had promised in 1847

the beginnings of a theatre in San Francisco, the actual

start was made by professionals who came to the gold coast

during the stampede of '49 and '50. The first exclusively

theatrical performances were, in the order named, that given

by Stephen C. Massett* in a schoolhouse or police station at

the southwest corner of Portsmouth Plaza, and that given by

a minstrel troupe** in a hall above Tom Haguire's Parker

House Saloon.

ARGONAUTS AND EARLY DRAM

Sacramonto, meanwhile, because of its proximity to

the mines, became the center of drama. Although its popula-

tion could have been scarcoly more stable than that of San

* See Monograph on St_ej2hen_ C. Massett , Vol. I, this series
-::--::-See Monograph on Minstrelsy, Vol, XIII, this series
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Francisco, a company of professional Australian actors played

there in October 1849, The Bandit Chief , a melodrama whose

author is unknown and a farce called The Rendezvous, by C. B.

Pagan and Richard Ayton. Relating the circumstances of its

opening, Pauline Jacobson wrote of this performance in the

San Francisco Bulletin, September 2, 1916:

of 1849 Sacramento opened the
in J Street, as its first building

to the drama. It
95 feet (the roof
together (the side

"By the fall
Eagle Theatre
to be dedicated exclusively
was a frame structure 30 by
of sheet iron and tin) sewed
walls were of canvas) at a cost for the work of

$16 a day a man. Pieces of packing boxes served
for constructing the stage. The drop scenes

were three--a wood, a street and an interior
view. The pit had for a floor the bare ground
and was fitted up with rough board seats . Che

entrance to the upper tier
step-ladder on the outside,
of canvas nailed beneath In
ladies. Lumber ran from '

sand feet. The cost of

was reached by a
which had a strip
deference to the

V500 to $700 per thou-
building was $30,000.

The saloon which flanked the front and where
tickets to the theatre were sold, cost $80,000.
Here the ticket-seller had his scales for weigh-
ing gold dust, then the more general medium of

exchange than minted coins.

"The first performance at the Eagle Theatre was

The Bandit Chief, or The Forest Spectre . I

t

had been raining hard and blowing a gale. The

waters rose six Inches in the pit before the

doors were opened. Yet, despite the wind and

torrents of rain, crowds of enthusiastic miners
clamored for admittance and jammed the place

long before the curtain rose. By the second
act not a dry seat was to be had. The audience
remained however, enthralled to the end.

"On January 16, 1850, the next year, this com-

pany gave to San Francisco its first dramatic
presentation in The Wife and Charles II in the

second story of Washington Hall. . .
.''
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One may reasonably assume that the Australian com-

pany went first to Sacramento with the intention of directly

appealing to those who mined the gold, but that, because of

adverse natural conditions, chief of which were floods, they

at length and reluctantly transferred their activities to San

Francisco. In any case their success in Washington Hall

served to inspire the opening of Rowe's Amphitheatre, formerly

a circus ground, to an extended season of plays.

"Immediately after this successful opening per-
formance, (Miss Jacobson adds) Rowe rushed to
fit his amphitheatre with a stage, and initiate
a dramatic season that Included a change of
bill almost nightly. Matinees were unknown in
those days, but the evening performances ex-
tended until midnight, with a program of both
play and after-piece."*

THE THEATRE FLOURISHES

By this time numerous actors were on their way to

California from Australia, from eastern America. Rowe there-

fore did not have to depend upon the original Sacramento com-

pany for his amphitheatre performances. During the month of

February, with Mr. and Mrs. Hambleton, Mr. and Mrs.McCron,

and other recent arrivals in the casts, he presented fifteen

plays. Among these were such familiar pieces as The Lady of

Lyons , Intrigue , and The Golden Farmer , besides two extraor-

dinary attractions: Shakespeare's Othello and, in March,

Richard III. Within the next eight months Tom Maguire opened

* San Francisco Bulletin , Sept. 2, 1916.
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his Jenny Lind Theatre (above the Parker House Saloon) , offer-

ing James Stark, the tragedian, in Damon and Pythias, The

Merchant of Venice , Macbeth , and Virginius .

As yet, although the professional theatre had

gained a foothold, the amateur theatre remained for several

years in a state of parturition. It is entirely possible,

since its conception had begun in 1847 and its earliest known

manifestations did not occur until about 1852, that a settled,

more organized social structure was necessary before it could

reach birth and attain independence of the forces which

created It. Announcement of the discovery of gold had aborted

all attempts to establish an amateur theatre in San Francisco

during the years '47 and '48. Events of the next few years,

as we have seen, attracted professional actors who capably

answered the demand which amateurs would necessarily have had

to supply otherwise If there was to be a theatre at all.

When finally an amateur theatre did commence, an entirely dif-

ferent set of conditions governod its inception -- conditions

which themselves arose with the beginnings of a stable social

order.

Masquerade balls, which had been held occasionally

during the turbulent gold rush period, became somewhat of a

fashion in the early 1350s. Hotels, halls, theatres were

utilized for the purpose, admission being $5.00 per ticket —

except to women, who could not be admitted unless their names

were acceptable to the committee in charge. Prom all Indica-

tions these were community affairs sponsored by groups of
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prominent citizens for purposes of divertissement, or to

afford the elite an opportunity of publicly mingling with

their equals, masked and often elaborately costumed. Although

dancing occupied a major part of the evening, amateurs pro-

vided incidental entertainment when called from amongst the

crowd, either in a spirit of rivalry or fun, to display their

talents.

ROOTS AND SOCIAL ASPECTS

Most of such entertainers sang, danced, or played a

musical instrument; but not infrequently those with stage

ambitions would recite passages from Shakespeare. Here,

then, was the matrix of an amateur theatre. With an outgrowth

which developed in the formation of church societies, social

organizations, athletic clubs, amateurs attained a new status,

a certain importance and above all a new reason for being,

namely, to raise money for some specific charitable or organ-

izational purpose. This in turn prescribed formal dramatic

entertainment similar to that of the theatre.

Churches were among the first to adopt dramatic

entertainment for subscription purposes by presenting tab-

leaux, usually with some religious theme, at fairs or festi-

vals given by a ladies' auxiliary or some other society

pledged to establish a fund for the construction of a new

edifice, to conduct a charity, and so on. One church in

particular, St. James Episcopal, utilized its amateur talent

with highly gratifying results;
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"The Ladies 1 Pair, ,! reports The Daily Dramat -

ic Chronicle of October 6, 1866"; "for the pur-
pose of raising funds sufficient to build a
free Episcopal Church--St. James'—has thronged
Piatt's Hall every evening during the week with
the most fashionable people in the city, in-
cluding Queen Emma of Hawaii who spent an hour
there last evening. It has been a great suc-
cess. The tableaux were lovely, the music en-
chanting, and the money poured in like a
thousand bricks—to build St. James' Church.
San Francisco needs some fashionable promenade,
and whenever a fair is given under patronage
of members of society in good standing, every
one flocks thither."

Secular organizations, such as athletic or social

clubs, built their halls, purchased equipment, donated money

to charity by this method also. But they allowed a much

greater freedom in their performances than churches could

permit. Most organizations formed a regular troupe of actors

for such occasions and presented plays written for the the-

atre. And from these sporadic theatricals, given as the need

arose, came the genuine amateur dramatic clubs — organized

either independently or as subsidiaries of some existing

organization, with the object of staging plays for the love

of it* and incidentally to gratify the ambitions of the ac-

tors themselves, many of whom aspired to the professional

stage although few of them ever realized their aspiration.

# It is interesting to note however that they continued to
subscribe their box-office receipts to some fund, charita-
ble or otherwise, and thus not only substantiated their
policy of charging admission, but induced large attendance
in more or less direct competition with professional the-
atres whose bills, of course, were far superior.
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The ;, littlo theatre spirit'' which lived in San

Francisco during the 1850s may be dismissed with the above

generalization since a more detailed discussion of it would

lend nothing of interest or importance to this history. Dur-

ing the next decade however various amateur dramatic socie-

ties emerged from their heterogeneous background, became

entities, gave the "spirit" a less tenuous and in some in-

stances a corporeal life as theatre. The origin of many of

these societies (wherein actually took place the amateur the-

atre's birth) is undiscoverable amid haphazard or contradic-

tory news reports of the period, but this much is certain; the

San Francisco Amateur Dramatic Association, credited with

being first in the field, was formed in 1061. Its members

were active in 1862 when, according to the Daily Evening

Bulletin (June 25, 1862) they gave "a touch of their art ;i at

the Academy of Music, and in 1863 when they performed The

Lady of Lyons . Unfortunately there appeared no other infor-

mation about their performance in either the Bulletin or the

Alta California .

\

THE AMATEURS INCREASE

In October of 1862 the Bulletin reports similar

theatricals at Tucker's Academy of Music; an advertisement

inserted by the Union Amateur Dramatic Society announced The

Death of Ellsworth , a patriotic drama of the South by T.Lewis.

This performance was to conclude with ''the laughable farce"
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Lend Me Five Shillings by John M. Morton, an English play-

wright; but whether it ever took place cannot be learned. The

next three amateur performances were scheduled by The Dashaway

Histrionic Association at either a small hall or a private

residence for purposes of establishing a fund to build their

Dashaway Hall. Notices of these events ran consecutively in

The Daily Alta California of January 19, February 13, and

October 2, 1363, each performance to occur in the evening of

the dates reported. The first was to be a miscellany;

" Lend Me Five Shillings . The Man With the Car-
pet Bag , and Box and Cox , with songs and bur-
lesque lecture. Among the cast we notice the
names of Mrs. A. H. Perry and John C. Fremont,
who plays second waiter. The evening's enter-
tainment will conclude with dancing."

The second program consisted of two farces, My Fellow Clerk ,

by John Oxenford and To Paris and Back For Five Pounds , by T.

and J. M. Morton, with the usual aftermath of singing, danc-

ing and general gaiety. The last program promised Dion

Boucicault's London Assurance — "on which occasion the club

will be assisted by Mrs. Dora Tracy and others." Again there

was no further mention and we may assume, if these entertain-

ments took place, that they were not considered important

enough to merit critical reviews or descriptions. And we may

assume likewise that a new group, The San Francisco Amateurs,

became active to some extent during the sixties, for The Daily

Dramatic Chronicle of August 7, 1866 announced;

"A subscription dramatic entertainment and
social dancing party given by the San Francis-
co Amateurs will take place on Tuesday Eve-
ning, Aug. 14th at Turn-Verein Hall. On this
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occasion Hamlet will be produced. The San
Francisco Amateurs is the title of a dramatic
association well known in this city and the
oldest organization of the kind,"

By 1866 the San Francisco Amateurs had a considera-

ble number of rivals. The Hawthorne Club, Excelsiors, Edwin

Forrest Amateur Dramatic Association, and Miss James' Amateur

Entertainers all sprouted about the same time and were flour-

ishing, either in conjunction or individually, at infrequent

intervals, before the spring of that year. Preference has

been accorded, as named, to those considered first in time

and importance, but this order cannot be vouchsafed since

future findings may necessitate its rearrangement. Nor

should other would-be dramaturgists who were also active in

1866 — The Philo-Dialesian Society, Sangerbunds, Germania

Concert Society, Charlotte Crampton's Dramatic School, the

Shakespearean Amateur Society — be omitted, although it is

probable that one or two were not of the strictly theatre-

type with which we are concerned.

An item in the San Francisco Call (April 21, 1901)

stated that "dramatic amateurs were almost as thick as real

actors in 1865-66, the swell society contingent of budding

Thespians giving their entertainments at Professor Miol's

Institute in South Park." The Hawthorne Club is identified

with this "swell society contingent" by the Call and its

genesis has been discussed, though not stated, in the Daily

Dramatic Chronicle of May 25, 1367, making a story both

typical of the times and topical to the little theatre itself.
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According to McCabe j s Journal on June 12, 1866 a

group of young society blades led by George Ciprico, whose

name later became important in amateur theatricals, quite

without malice decided to perform in a private residence on

Hawthorne Street and subscribe the proceeds to the Christian

Commission, an organization devoted to benevolence and main-

tained by various San Francisco churches. When the money was

handed over to the agent of the Commission he refused it,

denouncing the means by which it had been raised. Further,

in self-righteousness, he declared all amateur theatricals

immoral and made his statement public. The church people

took sides for or against the pronouncement, creating a con-

troversy that raged at white heat with the press as the bat-

tlegrounds

"The newspapers were filled with communications
on the subject, (stated the Daily Dramatic
Chronicle of May 25, 1367), and for awhile it

really seemed as if the balance of opinion among
the religious community was against private the-
atricals. But as the discussion went on, more
liberal enlightened views began to obtainjprej-
udice born of ignorance, and bigotry born of

narrowness of mind and of clerical isolation
from the contact of progressive influences,
gradually gave way. The voice of common sense

made itself heard; outside lay opinion assert-
ed its influence, and today there is in this

community no opposition to private theatrical
entertainment that is at all respectable or

influential. This fact shows the healthy prog-
ress of public opinion in the right direction,
and it is a most encouraging symptom. 1 '

While this controversy raged George Ciprico and his

colleagues formally organized an amateur dramatic club which

in deference to the locale of their first performance they
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named The Hawthorne s . Their Generosity, perhaps their in-

nocence, had been flaunted. Now they sought reprisal in

action as against mere words; they would prove to the city at

large the highly moral, irreproachable character of the drama

in amateur performances. Their revolt against prejudice

gained adherents, allies, patrons, even in the church. Simi-

lar organizations sprang up until, within a few months, San

Francisco again became ;'a citadel of his Satanic Majesty' 1 as

the opposition put it. What actually happened was this;

A little theatre with purely local ramifications

had begun; it survived to become the precursor of today's

little theatre, a revolt shaped by the theories of Andre

Antoine, Gordon Craig, Stanislavsky and others against arrant

stereotyped professionalism and, in San Francisco, against

almost utter stagnation in the so-called legitimate theatre.
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CHAPTER 5

AMATEUR UPSTARTS
(1862-1872)

Any microcosmic account of the little theatre move-

ment which germinated in San Francisco prior to this century

could not succeed in convincing the reader of either its quan-

titative or qualitative success. If historically Inclusive,

complete in detail, punctilious as to fact, it would bulk

larger than all its import justifies. If restricted to a pro-

portionate length, with no omissions, it could only become at

best a precise catalogue. Elsewhere such a catalogue*" may be

found — indispensable as the skeleton on which the meat of

the movement is borne — the framework, as it were, of a pal-

pable dramaturgy which concerns us here. In order to maintain

a readable narrative we must therefore restrict our interest

to the amateur dramatic societies most typical, most important,

most definitive of the period in which they flourished; the

others, many of them sporadic or non-topical (not little the-

atres in the true sense), may be summarily classified as an

undercurrent in the general movement and hence omitted.

See the appendix to this volume
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NATURAL AND RECEPTIVE BACKGROUND

The theatricalism which pervaded San Francisco be-

fore the initial period of amateur activity, from 1861 to

1871, was something of a phenomenon. Portsmouth Plaza and the

streets approaching it had become the off-stage scene of a

perpetual Western cavalcades unique or eccentric characters

— such as "George Washington," Emperor Norton, the shabby

little guttersnipe, the equally shabby but more decorative

Rosie -- could be distinguished in the afternoon crowd that

paraded along Montgomery or Kearny Street. With the crowd

they also turned into the Plaza, as if it were a theatre, a

proper and advantageous setting in which to display their own

contributions of color, costume, personality. Less fantastic

individuals intentionally distinguished themselves by their

manner, dress, or some form of exhibitionism that proclaimed

their professions writers, with sheaves of manuscript pro-

truding from their pockets ; gamblers, with frilled shirts,

diamonds, top hats, and broadcloth; miners, with beards, high

boots, sombreros, red shirts, and neckerchiefs; Spanish Cali-

fornians, with boleros, silver spurs, ornaments, and bell-

shaped trousers — all these mingled in this amphitheatre of

life, lent it movement, a realism unnatural but vehemently

existing.

On adjacent street corners newsboys re-enacted the

thrilling parts from melodramas they had often witnessed in

the theatre, carrying theatricalism further by speech and
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gesture suited to the role which at the moment they were im-

itating — either villain or hero or love-stricken heroine.

Strangers arriving in California from less spectac-

ular communities manifested surprise at all this, wondered why

the stage should thus be carried beyond its normal bounds,

wherein there must have been enough of hackney melodrama.

Moreover they were puzzled by audiences in the theatre it-

self; sometimes these would demonstrate, with applause or

silence, the nicest discrimination between good, excellent, or

bad acting. At other times, if a favorite were appearing,

they might tolerate both inept acting and outworn plays with

a patience which belied their former discrimination.

When curiosity at length conquered one stranger's

reticence, he inquired of his neighbor the reason for such

strange indulgence and was overheard by a representative of

the press, evidently a critic who deplored repetitions of

plays like The Lady of Lyons , The Hunchback , Honeymoon , and

The Stranger which, because they were prime favorites, had

been done to death. So next day, in The Golden Era of June

24, 1854, the critic answered this stranger's inquiry and

provided a probable explanation for the whole phenomenon

(sheer love of theatre) in a didactic apologues

The silent applause which so often greets actors
in this city when giving a pathetic or thrilling
scene in any of these plays reminds us of an
anecdote heard from an old play-goer, the fact
of which actually occurred at the old Park The-
atre in New York several years ago, when that
theatre was in its prime. He was a frequent
visitor at this theatre, and often noticed on
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these occasions a young "boy always asleep while
the performance was going on. One night he
accosted the lad, with a familiar shake of the
shoulder which rather startled the slumberer
from his dreams, and the following colloquy took
place

:

Veteran play-goer: "My young friend, why do
you go to sleep every night during the perform-
ance?" Boy: "Oh, I'm tired of 'em. It's the
same thing over and over again; when they make
a hit the applause wakes me up." Veteran play-
goer: "Why do you come to the theatre then?"
Boy: (yawning) "Oh, I have to come." Veteran
play-goer; "Why so?" Boy (going to sleep
again): "I have to come. I've got a season
ticket!"

So it is with many who visit our theatres here,
who, instead of having season tickets, pay the
price of admission and have to be wakened up,
during the performance of these worn-out plays,
by some two or three "Pike Countians" (emigrants
from Pike County, Missouri) who have never seen
them before, starting the applause; the majority
of the audience gaping between a nod and a wink
during the performance.

SAN FRANCISCO AMATEURS

Such tolerance in the legitimate theatre made

acceptable in 1865 a group of amateur actors who met in Turn-

verein Hall during the early part of February, organized a

society whose avowed purpose was to "study and improve the

drama" and present regular performances of plays for a speci-

fied audience. Primarily the undertaking derived impetus

from the ambition of certain would-be "stars"' to go on the

stage; these, however, had to satisfy their ambition vicari-

ously at first in semimonthly discussions, play-readings, and

later in annual entertainments, largely musical -- but termi-

nating at least with a farce or light comedy -- after which

there was dancing.
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The San Francisco Amateurs made their first theat-

rical appearance at Franklin's Light Infantry Armory, 727

Market Street, May 25, 1865 in The Iron Chest . From Langley '

s

City Directory we learn that Robert Fulford was stage -manager

and vice-president of the organization, positions he held

throughout the next docade, as well as being its protagonist

and leading man.

Not much is known of their predecessors, The San

Francisco Amateur Dramatic Association, which had perhaps

been active during the previous five years — years chiefly

notable for their lack of interest. Dramatic societies were

few, their entertainments largely undrama tic, without novelty,

hence incapable of attracting notice from a disinterested

press. The first amateurs, virtually alone in the field,

served to keep alive the idea of annual theatricals until

1866 when, like a sudden spontaneous conflagration, amateur

groups sprang up everywhere in the city and became so positive

an influence that their very numbers forced public recog-

nition.

In that year Fulford 's organization celebrated their

second anniversary with a play by Tom Taylor, Retribution ,

and Thomas J. Dibdin's farce Two Gregorys . Both of these

were presented on a single program at Turnverein Hall, Jan-

uary 19, 18G6. This event signalized the abandonment of their

former policy of one production a year for, on March 8th

next, they followed it with a repeat performance of The Iron

Chest — first brought to the West, at the Jenny Lind Theatre
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in 1852 by Junius Brutus Booth, the elder. Still remembered

from the Booth repertoire, their own production of George

Coleman's The Iron Ches t gained for the San Francisco Amateurs

an almost instant prestige, which was further enhanced by the

fancy double clog dancing, during intermissions, of Lotta

Crabtree and another juvenile named Master Walter. Turn-

verein Hall, capable of holding 2,000 persons, contained

something in excess of that number — a fashionable crowd

which loudly applauded the dancers and rewarded the actors

with thunderous handclaps.

ASSAULT ON THE BARD

Flattered by their easy success, Fulford and his

associates prepared a series of productions ambitious enough

to warrant editorial opprobrium, beginning with Hamlet . So

far as the newspapers were concerned, the plays of William

Shakespeare remained in a kind of sacred category untouchable

by amateurs. Hamlet , above all, demanded preservation from

mistreatment j it was the holy of holies. The Da ily Dramat i

c

Chronicle of August 4, 1866 therefore announced, with a mild

sarcasm which in other papers turned rancid or actually

hostile

!

"San Francisco Amateurs: This dramatic associa-
tion will give their second subscription enter-
tainment and social party (second series) on
Tuesday evening August 14, when will be pro-
duced the tragedy of Hamlet - -rather a heavy
undertaking for a company of amateurs."
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Nevertheless, Turnverein Hall was again filled with

socialites vociferous in their acclaim of Fulford and others

in the cast who, like themselves were persons of high

estate," leisure, and affluence. More than two thousand in

number,, such an audience cotxld represent public opinion when

it chose, supporting these exclusive theatricals for the

benefit of charity, but at the same time delighting in their

own exclusiveness, parading self-esteem dressed in silk, bro-

cade or satin, exciting invidious admiration from people of

lower estate. The influence of society, with its sheathed

potentialities for coercion, naturally forced the newspapers

to adopt an equivocal attitude towards amateur performances

which is noticeably absent from their criticisms of profes-

sional ones.

In the majority of cases (there were of course some

exceptions) reviews of amateur theatricals somehow convey the

impression that their writers had attended a fashion show, an

elaborate masquerade, or a dress rehearsal for some Punchi-

nello ball -- anything but a performance of drama. In the

main, despite their equivocation, these writings taken to-

gether form an accurate conception of the facts derived from

analytical sources, and reveal, though more cynically, the

true amateur status as it was both on the surface and beneath

its manifold pretentions. After the performance of Hamlet ,

the Dramatic Chronicle of August 15, 1866 retracted its first

purely impulsive sarcasm in a review intended to mollify all
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persons whose feelings had been hurt and to draw from the rest

a responsive friendliness;

"Turn-Verein Hall was crowded last night by a
brilliant and fashionable audience, on the oc-
casion of the second subscription dramatic en-
tertainment given by the San Francisco Amateurs,
The entertainment consisted of Hamlet j Robert
Pulford impersonated the Prince of Denmark. Mr.
Pulford's reading and acting were both worthy
of much praise. He had evidently studied the
character and availed himself of the experience
of the best actors. Mr. Pulford displays too
much effort in delivering impassioned passages,
and has a tendency to degenerate into rant
occasionally. His delivery of the soliloquy
commencing: 'Oh J What a rogue and peasant slave
am I' was extremely good. Taking it all in
all, Mr. Pulford's performance of Hamlet last
night was--for an amateur --more than creditable

.

"Miss Theresa Berrie acted and read the part of
Ophelia gracefully and naturally. W. H.Colton,
who acted the King of Denmark, should avoid
over-acting; he gesticulated far too much and
attempted by facial contortions to display more
emotion than the language he was uttering called
for. The production of Hamlet was a consider-
able undertaking, and was accomplished in a
manner which gave general satisfaction,"

Whether the production as a whole had been good,

bad, or indifferent, nothing could prevent Pulford from ad-

vancing his own and his colleagues' pre-eminence --not even

his nearest rivals, The Edwin Forrest Amateur Dramatic As-

sociation, who planned to produce The Carpenter of Rouen , by

Joseph S, Jones, at Turnverein Hall about a month later.

Masquerading as amiable jesters, Pulford' 3 entire corps

dramatique (having access to the hall) entered it and removed

the stage properties and footlights. Frank Wilton, stage-

manager for the Edwin Forrest amateurs, refused to present
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his carefully prepared dramaturgy without these essentials,

which could neither be replaced on short notice nor recovered

from an unknown concealment . The Carpenter of Rouen therefore

did not go on, and The Morning Call ,October 7, 1866, one of

the staunchest advocates of noninterference with the art of

Shakespeare, took opportunity to reprove the miscreants and

suggest their own dramatic incompetency — which in this in-

stance it could do without fear of reprisal:

"A Fiasco — The Edwin Forrest Dramatic Associa-
tion did not play The Carpenter of Rouen on
Friday evening, Oct. 5, at Turn-Verein Hall as
advertised, for the reason that The San Fran-
cisco Amateurs, who also do their little bit of
spouting in the same place, removed the scenery
and footlights. They must be jealous of the
superior talents of the 'Edwin Forrests' when
they give them clear stage and no favor in that
kind of stylo .

"

DENOUMENT

A week later the San Francisco Amateurs returned to

this stage, onco more fully equipped, and presented a comedy,

Ruy Bias , by Victor Hugo, and John M. Morton's farce The

Double Bedded Room -- an interval, it would appear, in their

serious dramatizations which were resumed November 8, 1866

with a production of Othello that cost them their pre-eminence

-- and another, March 21, 1868, of Don Cesar de Bazan , a

French drama by P. F. P. Dumanoir and M. Dennery, that utter-

ly devastated their reputation in spite of all the society

claque could do to uphold it. In a word the performance was

impossible, for even the Dramatic Chronicle , March 23,1866,

came out with a forthright damning criticism:
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"On Friday night the San Francisco Amateurs
gave their twelfth subscription entertainment.
Robert Fulford appeared to have taken Bandman 1 s

impersonation of Don Ce'sar as his model, and in
attempting an imitation failed utterly; he
mouthed his words abominably, and his hard cold
laugh awakened no responsive mirth in the hearts
of his hearers."

During the remainder of the year it became in-

creasingly evident that The San Francisco Amateurs possessed

little real ability. Alone in the field, they had been good

enough; but with the appearance of rivals this vague quality

became temporal, relative, and finally the opposite of what

it had first signified. The society claque found new attrac-

tions; the newspapers were forced to turn their attention to

a score of competitive groups, depriving Fulford of even the

limelight of censure. Obscurely, gradually, like most of

those who came afterward, The San Francisco Amateurs expired

without leaving a vestige of rueful sentiment. After all,

acting was just an avocation with such people; when ambition

was frustrated there no longer remained an incentive to go on

and they could just as easily turn towards some other less

difficult, less complicated endeavor,

THE CALIFORNIA DRAMATIC CLUB

In the autumn of 1366 The Morning Call published

what has since proved to be a short prologue to the emergence,

rise, and decline of one of the most durable of all the

amateur dramatic associations which emblazoned the initial

period of their history. On August 19, that year, the Call

proclaimed:
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"More Candidates for the Sock and Buskin--A new
dramatic association has been organized in this
city on the 17th under the name and style of
The Californians. We will be able by and by to
fill all orders from abroad for players. There
are three manufactories now in full blast."

The prediction was true in its larger aspects, but if applied

to The Californians they soon disproved it. Their contribu-

tion to demands from abroad for players (and we have no proof

that such demands existed) exhibited entirely negative qual-

ities; indeed, they could not fulfill even the most minor

expectations at home. But they left a title which three

years later passed into the hands of a group who amplified it

and became the heirs apparent to a specific vacancy in the

amateur theatre.

Organized in grand style, The California Dramatic

Club boasted not only the usual officers, stage -manager

,

business manager, but a prompter and property man besides.

At their first meeting, August 6, 1869 they also designated

individuals, on the basis of natural suitability, to play

certain kind3 of roles; Prank G. West. leading business;

Harry Pish, genteel comedy; P. W. Saunders, leading heavies;

J.P.Clement, juvenile leads; G.S. Crane, 1st Old Man; Charles

Gates, eccentric comedy; J. P, Tracy, 1st low comedy; George

W. Smith (stage manager-director), 2nd low comedy; George

Hall and Samuel Dixon, walking gentlemen; and so on. A

similar classification designed for the women members and

provisions for utility players, or "supers," rendered this

internal structure so elaborately complete that it defied
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comparison with any save the professional theatre -- with

which perhaps these amate-urs intended to compete.

In any case they were people of social prominence

and affluence, successful in civic life, confident that like-

wise they should succeed as actors. Prank G. West, the lead-

ing man, was also somewhat of a playwright, a specialist

apparently in short skits or two-act comedies. Thus equipped,

The California Dramatic Club began to dabble in playmaking as

well as play-producing right from the start, but they pre-

sented their theatricals (composite affairs of song, reading,

comic dialogue) exclusively for friends, not venturing appear-

ances in any of the public halls until they had received con-

siderable encouragement in private

.

AN AMBITIOUS BEGINNING

Their first reported entertainment followed an

Independence Day celebration, July 4, 1877 at the home of one

of their members. The program commenced with a medley of

patriotic airs rendered by the orchestra, after which the

curtain rose on a two-act comedy, The Lost Will , written by

Prank West. As far as can be ascertained from a sketchy

review in The Pacific Life (July 7, 1877) this was a trite,

imitative, loosely constructed bit of nonsense. However,

according to Pacific Life ;

"The characters were remarkably well- sustained,
especially that of Pert, by Miss Jennie Wilson.
The entertainment concluded with the farce of
The Widow's Victim , in which Mr. George W.
Smith was irresistibly comical in a protean





part giving imitations of Barry Sullivan, John
McCullough, Lawrence Barrett, J. T. Raymond, and
others."

Some historical interest attaches to The Lost Will

inasmuch as it was the first amateur play produced by ama-

teurs , without professional assistance, in their own "work-

shop" — using this term advisedly, since it has both familiar

and significant connotations as applied to little theatres of

today. The Widow's Victim , staged as an afterpiece, was a

farce of professional workmanship from the pen of Charles

Selby which had already been performed in 1850 at the Jenny

Lind Theatre; but from the treatment given it here one must

imagine that the amateurs took certain liberties with the

author's text, adapting it possibly to local conditions and

thus creating another circumstance which sets them apart from

their contemporaries.

In December 1881, after a period of inactivity and

preparation, The California Dramatic Club privately performed

Shakespeare's Othello , repeating the performance at another

private theatrical in January 1882. Neither of these received

much attention from the press, nor did their next offering, A

Celebrated Case
f

written by Alfred Arthur , and produced at

their fourth entertainment that year, in the month of February

.

But when in November they played another of Selby' s works,

The Marble Heart , a long silence was broken by The San Fran-

cisco Examiner, November 26, 1882:
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"Whatever merit the members of the California
Dramatic Club may or may not possess as fol-
lowers of the drama, the qualities of energy
and perseverance are certainly due them. One
performance succeeds another with scarcely a
month at interval, and the manner in which each
one is put upon the stage would not reflect any
discredit to the professional drama. Their
last effort was the Marble Heart which was given
for their eighth entertainment at Saratoga Hall
last Thursday night. The cast was: Characters
in the prologue— Gorgias, a rich citizen of
Athens, A. 0. Hosmer; Alcibiades, the General,
E, Sullivan; Phidias, the sculptor, K. C. Levy;
Diogenes, the philosopher, G. Halleck; Strabon,
a slave, D. Nettor; Thea, a slave, Miss Palma
Schroder; Statues — Aspasia, Miss Charlotte
Little; Lais, Miss Kate Forrest; citizens,
slaves, etc. Characters in the play— Viscount,
a butterfly, S. Kraus; Ferdinand Volago, an
editor, R. L. Levy; Mons. Veaudorc, a rich
Parisian, A. 0. Hosmer; Raphael Duchatlct, a

sculptor, K. C. Levy; Lord Morton, D. Hotter;
Fred de Courcy, M. H. Abbot; John, a footman, E.
Wilson; Marco, Charlotte Little; Marie, a poor
orphan, Palma Schroder; Clementine, Kate Forrest;
Mariette, May Little; Fedora, Lulu Forrest; Mme.
Duchatlet, mother of Raphael, Nellie Marshall."

Their rapid production continued with one or two

plays a month, among which were frequent and ravishing at-

tempts to dramatize the tragedies of Shakespeare, now no

longer in private but in the theatrical arena of Saratoga

Hall. First they performed Julius Caesar , May 22,1865 before

an overflowing house, compensating for awkwardness, as the

Daily Evening Post said, "by elegant dressing of the parts."

R. L. Levy and K. C. Levy, respectively, played the roles

of Mark Antony and Brutus; T. Harrington played the title

role and C. F. Euter, Cassius. These were "good" performers.

Others, including Hattie Forrest as Portia, were only "fair."

In July they presented a play called Rosedale , with the same
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persons cast in prominent parts, and in September, Louis XI,

and the fifth act of Shakespeare's Richard III .

On April 1, 1884, however, they eclipsed all these

with a triumph at Piatt's Hall, playing a tragedy which never

before had been staged in San Francisco. This was Baker's

France sea da Rimini ,based on the story of Paolo and Francesca,

whose illicit love affair in the province of Rimini (Italy)

in 1285, ending tragically for both, has many times been the

subject of poetry, prose, and drama. It was an anniversary

occasion; a lavish spectacle had been promised, and the house

filled so rapidly that only standing room remained at quarter

of eight. The play was said to have been most difficult to

act, but (according to The San Francisco Post , April 5, 1884)

:

"For amateurs it was a very clever rendition.
Miss Ida Aubrey, the rising juvenile actress,
acted with grace and fully sustained the good
name she earned while supporting Miss Jefferys
Lewis at the Baldwin (Theatre). Louis Levy,
as Lancioto, was a miniature Barrett, and re-
ceived well-merited applause for his efforts to
please. He was ably supported by Kossuth Levy
and George Euler. The costumes and effects were
most elaborate and the club deserves credit for
the splendid manner in which they put this work
on the stage."

After Francesca da Rimini they went back to Shake-

speare and at a benefit performance for one of the local

lodges presented Othello , with tho popular Levy brothers in

the two chief roles, supported by May Wells and May Helbert;

but since no review of the performance has been found, we can

only assume that it was given a production as elaborate, per-

haps, as the former. Indeed, despite this club's vast ac-

tivities, the newspapers announced their productions without
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much comment, restricting themselves,as if with deliberation,

to mere statements of fact: Opening its fall and winter sea-

son the California Dramatic Club presented '''the great drama

Michael Strogoff with a powerful cast." In October 1884 they

presented The Sculptor's Dream , in which "a young society

lady" made her debut. In March 1888 they produced the Irish

drama Kathleen Mavourneen at the Mission Opera Hall; reorgan-

ized in July, they presented "the great Eastern and London

success Jim, the Penman /' and finally, so far as research can

determine, ended their career in the autumn of 1891 at Sara-

toga Hall with a production of Hamlet . Richard Levy played

Hamlet; his brother Kossuth, Laertes and the ghost; George

Euler, Polonius; and Miss Nellie Smart, a newcomer, tried the

difficult part of Ophelia.

THE METEOR IS EXTINGUISHED

The San Francisco Call , for reasons unknown, ex-

hibited an unnatural constraint in its review of August 9,

1891. Yet one can read between the lines a trace of that

resentment which manifested itself unequivocably in more can-

did criticisms of the amateurs who dared to interpret Shake-

speare :

''The performers were warmly received by the

audience, which was evidently composed princi-

pally of friends of the actors. The play se-

lected, which is considered one of the most

difficult of Shakespeare's works to interpret,

was too heavy for the company and although the

performance was a good one for amateurs, xt was

far from satisfactory. Master Levy read the

lines intelligently and in some of the scenes
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displayed considerable power. Miss Nellie Smart,
who made her debut as Ophelia, surprised even
her friends. She has an attractive face and good
stage presence. She also displayed considerable
elocutionary powers and with some practise and
a better knowledge of stage business, will be a

success. ,?

Whatever The California Dramatic Club intended to

play, or played next, remains entirely unknown, for there is

not a shred of evidence to suggest its continuation beyond

1891 save a report in The Evening Bulletin , November 25, 1908,

that The California Club (well-known today as a social group)

presented for its membership on that date an ''afternoon of

Dickens." It was a series of impersonations by women members

of the club, showing David Copperfield,Mr. and Mrs. Micawber,

Little Nell, Bet3y Trotwood, Mr. Pickwick, and other realistic

characters created by the English novelist. But the sugges-

tion is strictly nominal, arising from a similarity, not an

identity, in titles and therefore cannot be regarded as proof

that The California Dramatic Club was not by this time de-

funct, nor that it had a resurrection in the California Club.

THE HAWTHORNE CLUB

George Ciprico, one of the few amateurs who real-

ized his ambition to appear on the professional stage, wrote

a brief but interesting chapter in the annals of the nonpro-

fessional theatre before he achieved that distinction. It

will be remembered that he was the mainspring of the Hawthorne

Club, organized about 1865 in a spirit of revolt which has

characterized the founding of little theatres everywhere in

America during the current century.
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Despite its undoubted accidental origin, the Ha?;-

thorne Club resulted as much from the culmination of certain

forces and aptitudes that had shaped the career of Ciprico

himself as from the religious prejudice which actually in-

spired its formation. Considering that Ciprico had nurtured

a frustrated passion for the stage since his tenth year, one

may well imagine how intense his ambition had become at

eighteen, when he seized an opportunity to further his own

ends by involving others in a venture which seemed impersonal

and social, appealing therefore to their personal ambitions

as well as to his own.

AN IMPORTANT PROGENITOR

There were three families of Cipricos, all of the

seventeenth century nobility, one at Florence, one at Madrid,

another at Venice. George Ciprico belonged to the last, a

descendant of Count Johannes di Ciprico, his grandfather, a

general in the army of Napoleon Bonaparte. After his Emper-

or's defeat at Waterloo, Count di Ciprico immigrated to the

United States , where he married a French noblewoman whose

family had fled from Paris during the revolution of 1792. Al-

though born at New York in 1847, of Americanized parents,

young Ciprico was well endowed with an aristocratic heritage.

Both his mother and father, having grandiose ideas

about their son when they brought him to San Francisco at an

early age, immediately discouraged his attempts to become an

actor • They gave him a liberal ''collegiate"' education and
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through United States Senator MacDougal secured for him an

appointment to the Military Academy at West Point. George,

however, refused the appointment, studied medicine for awhile-

drifted into business, joined a number of civic clubs. Fi-

nally yielding to the persuasion of friends who perceived his

forensic talent, he entered the law office of Judge E. B.

Drake

„

The courts, he decided, were hut a poor substitute

for the stage j so, without further parental objection (al-

though not yet twenty), he began to live the most exciting

half of his life in a house on Hawthorne street , frequented

by society blades of his own years, similarly theatre-minded

but without his initiative, perhaps. It was this gro^^p, in

the circumstances already related, which he recruited into the

Hawthorne Club. Thenceforth the name George Ciprico became

almost a household word.

The Hawthorne Club, under Ciprico' s management,

soon attracted favorable attention and was invited to enter-

tain the socialites who regularly congregated at Professor

Miel's Institute, a kind of fashionable dancing academy and

social hall in South Park. Here they presented their first

series of theatricals, exclusive if not strictly private

affairs, with Ciprico in a position of prominence as foremost

actor, stage-manager^ and director. But he was not satisfied

for very long with the light comedies, skits, farces, with

emphasis always on sociability rather than drama, which the
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club had to perform in order to please their rather volatile

audiences j he wanted a more substantial achievement .Moreover,

his eye always on the stage, he desired less secluded appear-

ances in the hope of attracting the notice of critics and

theatrical managers.

Therefore in the spring of 1867 the Hawthornes

moved to Union Hall for their second and apparently last

series of dramatic entertainments. But although achieving

one of his objectives, Ciprico may have had to make conces-

sions, for on March 5, 1867 the club presented two farces:

Poor Pillicody by John M. Morton, and Trying It On by an

author unnamed, instead of the drama he preferred.

"We notice an increasing love for private the-
atricals in this city, (announced the Daily
Call , Mar. 10, 1867, in commenting on this per-
formance). The Hawthornes gave a second per-
formance in the parlors of Union Hall, on Tues-
day evening last; and the Bay View Private The-
atrical Club celebrated their third anniversary
at the residence of Seldon S, Wright, Esq., on
Friday last, by the domestic drama of The Har-
vest Storm , the farce of The Thumping Legacy and
a scene from Coleman's play of The Review . The
Hawthornes were satisfied with two farces: Poor
Pillicody and Trying It On . The managers of the
regular theatres may see in this desire for
private theatricals a little danger to the box
office treasury, and derive from it the hint to
put on the stage none but pieces of decided
merit, and to distribute the parts to none but
those who possess the ability to fill them. 1 '

Sometime afterward, at a date unspecified, Ciprico

left the Hawthorne Club, started an independent organization

called the Cipricos,which was either related to or frequently

confused with a third group under his direction, called the
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Occidental Amateur Dramatic Association. Meanwhile the Haw-

thorne Club went on producing farces at Union Hall. In April

they staged A Bull in a China Shop ; in May, No. 1 Round the

Corner and Woodcock's Little Game , in conjunction with which

they presented a reading of "The Sack of Baltimore"', prob-

ably a dramatic narrative or poem rather than a play. None

of these farces were of the slightest importance and if they

served any social purpose, aside from affording the "elite"

an opportunity to glorify themselves, it must have been (as

the Call stated) to warn theatre managers that they must bet-

ter their plays or suffer a loss in the box office. Referring

to the performance of May 23, 1867, the Daily Dramatic Chron-

icle next day published this statements

"Union Hall was filled last night on the last
performance of the season of the Hawthorne The-
atricals. The entertainment concluded with the
farce of No. 1 Round the Corner in which 'Flip-
per and Nibbler' went through their performance,
The Sack of Baltimore was well read by the most
talented member of the Hawthorne Theatricals.
Miss E. C. Brannon sang 'II Bacio' admirably,
and in response to a unanimous encore sang 'The
Last Rose of Summer.' The theatrical and musi-
cal portion of the entertainment concluded with
the capital comedy, Woodcock's Little Game , in
which no one distinguished himself or herself
particularly, with the exception of the lady
who on a former occasion played Edith in Pom-

bey and Son , This lady—though cast for a part
unsuited to her—that of Mrs. Larkings--acted

• very well. The audience as usual comprised the
majority of the prettiest ladies in San Fran-
cisco and a fair proportion of quite well-bred
men."

The San Francisco Call, however, seemed more intent on help-

ing the social crowd glorify themselves than critical of the

performance, for it stated, May 26, 1867:
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"The Hawthorne s gave the last party of the sea-
son at Union Hall on Thursday evening last. It
really appears that the Hawthorne s know all
the prettiest young ladles in town. All the
beauty and fashion of the city, or a large pro-
portion of it, assembled in Union Hall. We
consider the Hawthorne s true missionaries! they
are engaged in a good work; many of the young
men who assembled there in white kid and swal-
low-tailed coats must have been materially bene-
fited and civilized, San Francisco is a little
too free and easy and full dress is not at all
hurtful to young California gentlemen,"

Deprived of Ciprico, its only talented actor, the

Hawthorne Club disintegrated before the end of the year. In

August of the next year, 18S8, its memory was briefly revived

when one of its former members, Mrs. Howard (described "a

beautiful blonde and beautiful reader"), made her stage debut

at Maguire's Opera House, playing Prances Stuart in Tom Tay-

lor's comedy Court and Stage, or The King's Rival , which had

been given its first San Francisco production thirteen years

earlier at the Metropolitan Theatre, But even this episode

was as quickly forgotten as the farces which had typified the

Hawthornes' only notable achievement.

THE CIPRICO- OCCIDENTAL AMATEUR DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

In the summer of 1867, after leaving the Hawthorne

Club, George Ciprico started an organization formally named

or misnamed the Ciprico Club or The Occidental Amateur Dra-

matic Association, and familiarly known as the "Cipricos."

It is of course possible that these were separate groups act-

ing concurrently under one management although the identity

of personnel and the fact that Ciprico himself always played
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the leading roles tend to warrant the suggestion first pro-

posed. The newspapers in any case applied all three titles,

indiscriminately perhaps, to Ciprico's organization which,for

convenience, has been designated here The Ciprico- Occidental

Amateur Dramatic Association. Prom evidence in the Daily

Dramatic Chronicle , its entertainments were snobbish affairs

designed for the personal aggrandizement of Ciprico and his

associates, and presented for the delectation of bored so-

cialites.

THE SOCIAL ASPECT

Since all amateur dramatic societies of the '60s

were identical in this respect, the relative importance of

The Ciprico- Occidental Amateur Dramatic Association rests

with George Ciprico himself, who in addition to being one of

the best amateur actors of his time, was also an astute man-

ager, director, and press agent. He began his first season

with the new group most elaborately, presenting The Lady of

Lyons , May 21, 1867, at Union Hall, before a fashionable and

select audience which would not be seen at a theatre except

in private boxes. Naturally it was a success, every one ap-

peared in full evening regalia, politely applauded the vocal

and instrumental music directed by .Frofessor G, A. Scott,

gave the players a tremendous ovation, and enjoyed themselves

after the final curtain with dancing and gossiping. Two

nights later, as a concession to the religious among his au-

dience, Ciprico repeated The Lady of Lyons at Piatt's Hall
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during a festival held by The Church of the Advent for its

building fund, all proceeds of course being subscribed to the

church.

Despite frequent laudable gestures of this kind,

George Ciprico was no more democratic than the wealthy dilet-

tanti from whom he recruited his actors and for whom he pre-

sented plays. He wished to keep his theatricals exclusive,

yet in the press he wanted them to appear popular. Never

forgetting his stage ambitions, visualizing himself, perhaps,

a future idol of the people, he announced in The Daily Drama -

tic Chronicle , June 22, 1867:

"The second entertainment of the series of Oc-
cidental Theatricals under the management of
George M. Ciprico, will take place at Turn-
Verein Hall on Thursday evening, June 27th.
Tobin's five-act comedy, The Honeymoon , will be
given; after which there will be dancing. In-
vited guests are expected to attend in full
dress. These entertainments are becoming very
popular, and are always attended by the Bon Ton
of the city."

A review of this entertainment, in which Ciprico apparently

did not win chief honors, appeared in the Dramatic Chronicle

of June 29, 1867:

"Occidental Theatricals: On Tuesday evening
this amateur dramatic association gave another
of their interesting entertainments, which was
largely attended by our most fashionable belles
and beaus. Tobin's comedy of The Honeymoon was
well played for an amateur performance, and was
much more enjoyable than a great many perform-
ances of the kind that we have attended.

"The best played character was 'Zamora,'by Miss
Theresa Sharks who seemed perfectly at home on
the stage. Her enunciation was clear and dis-
tinct, and her reading very correct $ too much
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seriousness and a tendency to be tragic were
noticeable faults which the young lady should do
well to correct.

"The 'Rolando' of George Ciprico ranked next in
histrionic merit, and was a good personation.
J. B. Badger did the 'Duke of Aranza' in a very
satisfactory manner, evincing considerable un-
developed ability in the passages where power
was requested. Mr. B. made too much effort to
look forcible and too little to reading with ad-
ditional emphasis. The ' Mock Duke ' was splendid-
ly played by D. D. Roberts jbut he committed the
unpardonable error of interpolating vile gags,
in none of which San Francisco was mentioned,
thus destroying the illusion. 'Juliana' and
'Volante' were very poorly played, each lady
seeming to vie with the other in making the most
singular facial contortions and reading in the
most affected and unnatural manner. We doubt
if either of them possesses any histrionic
ability at all. Their acting was strained,
forced and frequently ridiculous.

"The 'Count Maltaban' by J. C. Jenkins, 'Bal-
thasar' by E. H. Morgan, 'Lopez' by Hartley
Martin, and 'Pedro' by G. W, Morriss, were all
well sustained by these gentlemen. After the
play a program of fourteen dances was par-
ticipated in by those present."

Ciprico 's activities as press agent further demon-

strate the pretentious undemocratic attitude which prevailed

among amateur theatrical groups in San Francisco,with but few

exceptions, until the present century. Not satisfied with

merely local publicity, he attracted the notice of Eastern

editors by flattering them with invitations to his exclusive

entertainments, although it was manifestly impossible for

them to attend. In this manner his production of The. Honey-

moo_n received belated comment August 31, 1867, in Wilkes '

Spirit of the Times , published in New York J
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I can but own my life in vain
A desert void of peace;

I missed the Ooal I sought to gain,
I missed the measure of the strain
That lulls Fame's fever in the brain,

And bids Earth's tumult cease.

Myself I alas for theme so poor
A theme but rich in Fear;

I stand a wreck on Error's shore,
A spectre not within the door,
A houseless shadow evermore,
An exile lingering here."

It was hard to reconcile these srriritual strivings,

these morbid fancies, this brooding unhappiness, with the

passionate and amoral beavity, whose charms were being flaunt-

ed so aggressively before the public. People were pleased

to observe that Adah Menken had sxich a beautiful, sad soul.

oven more worldly literati were to be fascinated by

the Menken's beauty and duped by her literary pose. Their

critical judgment was to be distorted by their appreciation

of her lavish charms; they were to confuse this theatrical

frenzy, this hysterical shrieking with lyricism; they were to

be dazzled by the multitude of exclamation points. Dickens

was to accept the dedication of Infelicia , and William

Rossetti, who used four of her poems in his anthology of

American poetry, was to discover in her work touches of geni-

us. Yet Swinburne after going to much trouble to touch up

many of her lines was to remark r. few years before her death,

when questioned about her poetry: "How can you ask me? A

girl may be admired a3 'Ilazeppa' without being admired as a

poet. I think it the greatest rot ever published."* But

-x- Falk. Bernard. The Naked Lady , p. 19.
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Objection therefore subsided. The Daily Dramatic Chronicle ,

on the eve of the performance, offered this tacit apology to

the amateurs:

"Tonight the Occidental Amateurs attempt Ham-
let . We are assured that the cast is a very
strong one. So might it be. We understand
that George Bonnell, who plays Laertes tonight,
will make his debut at the Opera House on Sat-
urday evening in this role to Edwin Adam's
Hamlet .

"

Turnverein Hall, as had been anticipated, was the

scene of a large and fashionable gathering that night. But

the costumer, who was due at seven o'clock, did not appear

until almost nine-thirty, kept everybody waiting for the cur-

tain and, as one correspondent put it, "exposed Hamlet to

the danger of taking a severe cold because he was left to go

about (backstage apparently) without his tights.' 1 The per-

formance lasted three-and-a-half hours j mediocre in every

respect, one would gather from an account in The Daily Dra -

matic Chronicle of August 24, 1867. For reasons already

stated this newspaper found it advisable to placate Ciprico's

group whose feelings had been ruffled by the editor's previ-

ous statement: "We do not think amateurs should molest Shake-

speare at all."

The editor himself apparently reviewed the play,

addressing his readers in deliberately equivocal language,

praising the performance in one sentence, retracting praise

and substituting blame in another by stressing the fact that,

after all, it was amateur and not professional and contained
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"many defects, a few of which we shall point out for the bene-

fit of the players." Specific charges of incompetence were

directed at George Bonnell, who played Laertes; at Miss E. A.

Pitts 3 who played the Queen. These were advised to avoid

further dramatic appearances -- especially Bonnell, whose

stage debut at Maguire ' s Opera House had been announced for

the following Saturday night, when he was to play Laertes op-

posite Edwin Adams' Hamlet. George Ciprico, although "perfect

in the words and business of the title role," became too

boisterous in some scenes, dwelt too long on his syllables,

and further displeased the editor-critic by his singsong

speech. Mrs. EvaUna Moss Ludium seems to have made a "charm-

ing Ophelia." But she was the only one in the cast who re-

ceived unqualified approval! the minor characters were sum-

marily dismissed with the word "creditable," which may be

given any number of interpretations.

Nevertheless Ciprico' s first Shakespearean endeavor

could not be considered, on the whole, otherwise than success-

ful. He repeated the play several nights later at a compli-

mentary benefit tendered him by his friends, who, of course,

applauded loudly and dissipated whatever doubts Ciprico might

have had regarding his own genius.

WHERE ANGELS FEAR TO TREAD

In October, two months later, the Ciprico- Occidental

amateurs presented Don Cesar de Bazan at Turnverein Hall,

starring Mrs. P. M, Bates, a professional actress, mother of
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the famous Blanche Bates, instead of George Ciprico who, how-

ever, returned to his own, December 17,1867 as Shylock in The

Merchant of Venice . Despite the kind offering of her services,

Miss Belle Devine, the actress, could not on this occasion

save the amateurs from bitter stricture by the press, Decem-

ber 22, 1867.Although Miss Devine' s Portia is not mentioned,

the Call utterly devastated Ciprico' s second Shakespearean

production with a single paragraph:

"The Merchant of Venice floored. On Tuesday
evening last,*" the Occidental Theatricals, a
prominent amateur organization, laid violent
hands on The Merchant of

[

Venice and put him
through a course of dramatic insolvency at Turn
Verein Hall. Amateurs are apt to be ambitious
to audacity. As a rule they scorn to essay
anything of lighter caliber than Shakespeare.
In their endeavors to carry the 'Immortal Bard'
they generally succeed in bringing him and
themselves into disgrace by going to the floor
with him, u

However, shortly after this notice reached the pub-

lic, Ciprico made his first appearance on the stage, at the

age of twenty,when he played a minor role, "'the first actor,"

in Hamlet , with Lawrence Barrett and John McCullough at

Maguire's Opera House, February 28, 1868. From this time he

began in earnest the pursuit of his ambition. The Ciprico-

Occidental amate^^rs consequently were inactive during the

spring and summer of 1868 while their manager struggled at the

bottom of the theatrical ladder, " climbing by merit, aided by

extraordinary industry" to a position of some prominence.

Judging from a short biography published in The San Francisco

Hews Letter and California Advertiser, September 15, 1877,
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just prior to his departure for London where he had been en-

gaged to play leading roles at the Royal Surrey Theatre,

Ciprico regularly appeared at the California Theatre from

shortly after the date of his debut (which is not specified)

until early in 1869, when he left for New York because "every

opportunity had been closed against him."

But he did not altogether abandon his amateurs dur-

ing this period of hardship,which is said to have been caused

by poverty and the jealousy of his fellow actors. He intended

perhaps to retire the Ciprico-Occidental Amateur Dramatic

Association with honor, for he advertised a "farewell party"

at Turnverein Hall, September 3, 1868, with Bulwer-Lytton'

s

Richelieu as the dramatic attraction. In concluding the ad-

vertisement, The Daily Dramatic Chronicle of August 22, said;

"The Occidentals are going to die as they have lived, ambiti-

ously •
"

Immediately after the performance, in which Ciprico

played the Cardinal, The Daily Dramatic Chronicle (Sept. 4,

1868) came out with an enlightening statement:

"George M. Ciprico, The King of Local Amateurs.
Thursday evening the Occidental Amateurs gave

their farewell entertainment at Turn-Verein
Hall. This performance is supposed to have
afforded the public a dissolving view of this

popular organization. It can never be charged
that the "Occidentals died through lack of

ambition, for that has been their predominating
passion throughout—Richelieu oeing selected

for the dissolution furor. Notwithstanding his

persistent attempts to o'erleap himself in

selection of plays and roles, George M. Ciprico

is to be ranked as king of local amateurs only.

He pla^s Hamlet and Richelieu with marked
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imitative sic ability. If he meditates shoot-
ing up in the Eastern theatrical zenith as a
star (a presumption that his ambition gives war-
rant to) we hope he will not (but fear he will)
come down a 'stick.' 11

Notwithstanding this criticism Richelieu proved

another success. The society claque, more pleased than ever

with its idol, persuaded him to give another series of the-

articals, which he did, playing Shakespeare's Richard III in

October and two performances of Macbeth at Union Hall in

November 1868. The actual farewell therefore took place

only when Ciprico was certain he would leave California, per-

haps intending to come back; nevertheless he returned in the

spring of 1876 to recuperate from a severe cold he had con-

tracted while playing at the Theatre Royal, Montreal in below

-zero weather. This engagement was the culmination of numer-

ous star engagements in every Important theatrical center in

the Eastern United States.

In July 1876 the management of Wade's Opera House,

which had been newly opened the previous January, !, coaxed

Ciprico out of his San Francisco retirement, 11 and he appeared

as M« Albert in Fates and Furies , a play expressly arranged

for him by the dramatist G. 3. Densmore. The San Francisco

News Letter and California Adve rtiser in its biography of

Ciprico, published September 15, 1877, states that his per-

formance, on this occasion,

"...oroved one of the greatest successes that
has yet crowned his career; indeed one of the
most pronounced triumphs that have signalized
the history of the California stage....
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Whether or not the statement is exaggerated, Ciprico

had achieved undoubted professional ranking which reflects

his importance as an amateur and seems to warrant these pages

assigned to his Ciprico-Occidental Amateur Dramatic Associa-

tion, dissolved in the autumn of 1868 after a final if triumph"

with Macbeth »

THE HESPERIAN DRAMATIC AND LITERARY SOCIETY

In the winter of 1868 a group of amateurs under the

direction of T. C. Maher, organized in Turnverein Hall what

was to prove the only association of its kind that survived

the 1860s. Its purposes, according to The Daily Dramatic

Chronicle of November 9, 1867, were purely benevolent. It

began with twenty members who planned not more than four per-

formances a year and apparently carried out their plan, since

the Hesperian Dramatic and Literary Society continued its

active life well into the next decade -- until the spring of

1871 to be exact.

The importance of this group derives from the fact

that it perpetuated '''little theatre' 1 activity in San Fran-

cisco during an interregnum, roughly between 1869 and 1871,

which separates the dissolution of one crop of amateurs from

the rise of another. The Hesperians however began their ca-

reer quietly with a play called The Gambler's Fate, written

by H. M. Milner at about the time George Ciprico was creating

a furor by his alleged !imolesting of Shakespeare."
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At Turnverein Hall, where the Hesperians made their

first dramatic appearance November 28, 1867, a farce called

The Spectre Bride groom constituted a companion piece to The

Gambler's Fate ; and Miss Belle Devine, the same actress who

later aided George Ciprico when they ;, floored The Me rchant of

Venice," played the leading female characters in both. Sev-

eral newspapers complimented her performance, particularly

the Dramatic Chronicle which also praised,with a word or two,

several amateurs whom T. C. Maher, the stage -manager, had

cast in supporting roles. But without exception the Chron-

icle's remarks are significantly dissimilar to its effusions

regarding the Ciprico-Occidental theatricals; no suggestion

of what the audience felt, no mention of scintillating young

men in full dress, or exquisite young belles in evening gowns.

One must therefore conclude that the atmosphere of orchids

was entirely absent. The entertainment, though, "went off in

very lively style, and elicited abundant and hearty applause,"

Its proceeds were donated to Mrs. Fanjoy, a lady in evident

financial distress.

Their second entertainment , also at Turnverein Hall,

occurred perhaps within a night or two of the first, since

the newspapers, without specifying its date, simultaneously

publicized both in their issues of November 30, 1867. During

the latter occasion the Hesperians offered The Ticket of

Lesve Man which became popular in San Francisco thirteen

months afterward when Lotta Crabtree,'* arriving famous from

# See Monograph on Lotta Crabtree , Volt VI, this series.
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triumphs in the East, played six weeks of the initial three

hundred consecutive nights wnich celebrated the opening of

the sumptuous new California Theatre in January 1869 and she

included this play in her extensive repertoire.

Nearly all amateurs imitated the legitimate theatre

in appending an afterpiece to their programs, but often it

was indiscreetly selected, such as a farce to succeed a farce

or unsubstantial comedy. The Hesperians were guilty of a no-

table mis /judgment in this respect when they presented J. B.

Buckstone's farce, A Rough Diamond conjointly with The Ticket

of Leave Man which, like many plays popularized by Lotta

Crabtree, appeared insufficient as dramatic comedy under any-

body's treatment save her own. The performance, however, had

been given for the benefit of Mrs. Sallie Clark, one of the

Hesperian amateLirs; it became transfigured because of that

fact, the farcical combination becoming a fiasco which people

construed as either deliberate or commendably unintentional

and therefore accepted without criticism. Even the news-

papers overlooked an opportunity to scoff, confronted perhaps

with a happier consolation. Who could deny the Hesperians

their respect for Shakespeare? Whatever one might say of

their unwise selection of plays, they had at least restricted

themselves to something within the range of their talents and

with laudable wisdom had loft the ''Bard of Avon' 1 entirely un-

molested.
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Although this conclusion may seem too imaginative,

it appears to be justified, generally and successively, by

the press's reaction toward the Hesperians during their sea-

sons of 1867, »68, '69, '70. The Call, in particular, prof-

fered them a mild, noncommittal approbation which was alto-

gether inconsonant with the quality of plays produced and,

more surprising still, incompatible with the Call's general

attitude regarding amateur theatricals, usually scornful, ex-

cept when Shakespeare was attempt ed> then bitter, contemptuous,

vitriolic. In December 1867, the Hesperian Dramatic and

Literary Society announced George Almar's The Charcoal Burner

combined of course with the inevitable farce — this time an

Irish one -- His Last Legs, written by V;. 3. Bernard. At

best these pieces promised slight entertainment; at worst an

evening of boredom, and the editors were well aware of the

fact. Yet, on December 15, without its customary sarcasm,

the Call merely stated?

,!The Hesperian Dramatic Society, which seems to
be a highly philanthropic organization, will
give a subscription and complimentary enter-
tainment at Turn Verein Hall, on Friday eve-
ning (date unspecified), for the benefit" of two
destitute families."

The Daily Critic of December 20, 1867 reiterated this an-

nouncement in an even more laconic statement?

''This evening the Hesperians will give an en-
tertainment for the benefit of two destitute
families. The Char coal ourner will be per-
formed by members of the association."

And The__D_ai_ly Dramat ic Chronicle , with a rare absence of ver-

bosity, the same day affirmed?
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"The Hesperian Amateur Association will give an
entertainment at Turn-Verein Hall, tonight, for

the benefit of two destitute families. We com-

mend the object of the performance. The Char-

coa l Burner will be performed by the members."

As if editors feared to commit themselves to a more

critical attitude, there never appeared any reviews of the

Hesperian' s performances; and the laissez-faire policy of the

press continued despite a succession of mediocre or intoler-

able farces. The Call , at least, seemed grateful to Maher's

actors (who scrupulously avoided Shakespeare) when, on Feb-

ruary 18, 1870, it actually complimented them after a repeti-

tion of The Charcoal Burner and His Last Legs:

"The Hesperians gave a very enjoyable enter-
tainment last night, consisting of the drama of

The Charcoal Burner , an interlude , and the Irish

farce "of His Last Legs , very nicely played by

the amateurs, assisted by Miss Craig and Miss

Fanny Gibson. This was held at Turn-Verein
Hall."

A LAVISH BENEFIT

Another amateur group, whose technique paralleled

that of the Hesperians, sprang into existence during the

spring of 1368. Calling themselves The Nucleus Literary Club,

they alternated with the former at Turnverein Hall during the

next two years in a series of dramatic comedies and farces

which included o To Paris and Sack for Five Pounds, by the

English collaborators T. and J. M. Morton; My Uncle , by D. S.

James and W« Y. Stewart; The Poor of New York by Dion

Boucicault; and Slasher and Crasher, again by the collabora-

tors first named. For a season it looked as if the younger

organization would outstrip the older, but Maher's Hesperians
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came back into the limelight by reopening the Alhambra Thea-

tre, which had been unoccupied during the summer, and tender-

ing a huge benefit to Robert Guerineau Marsh, manager of the

child-actors known as "The Marsh Juveniles/' October 14,1869.

On the whole it was a lavish entertainment, remi-

niscent of the time, several years before, when Mr. Marsh had

been billed at the Alhambra as Robert Guerineau. John Tobin's

comedy, The Honeymoon, and J. Oxenford's "comic drama," The

Porter's Knot, hardly warranted all the talent which was

volunteered on the occasion; for if we are to credit an ad-

vertisement published in the Figaro (October 14, 1869) no

less than eight professional actors, all stars in their own

right, participated in the performance of these second, or

third-rate, plays. Nevertheless a grand manner was in evi-

dence throughout the evening. A huge crowd packed the thea-

tre; even belles and young men in full dress, hitherto

conspicuously absent from Hesperian theatricals, condescended

to put in an appearance. But for all that the newspapers

next day remained taciturn, noncommittal as before, report-

ing only the simple facts.

Apparently this fulfilled their quota of that year,

for the Hesperians gave no more dramatic entertainments

until the next autumn when, on their fourth anniversary,

December 19, 1870, they presented The Stage Struck Yankee and

Make Your .'ills . These were both farces % the first, by 0. E.

Durivage; the second, a collaborate effort by E. Mayhew and

G. Smith. As evidence of how unimportant they were, we have
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only to consider certain unstated, between-linc implications

in this notice from the Figaro (a genially edited newspaper)

of October 20, 1870:

''Soth the dramatic entertainment and the social
dance given by the Hesperians last night, at
Turn Verein Hall, were thoroughly enjoyed by a
large and fashionable audience. We trust the
Hesperians will celebrate many more anniversa-
ries in equally good style.'*

MO HE STRENGTH IK UNITY

Shortly afterward representatives from the Hesper-

ian and Nucleus Amateur Dramatic Associations, finding they

had more to gain by consolidation than by remaining separate,

met December 20, 1870 in joint session at Turnverein Hall

and consummated the business of amalgamating these two groups.

Popularly, the consequent organization retained its t:>. cle,

the ;'Hesperians,'' but a formal name had been given it also.

The Hesperian-Nucleus Amateur Dramatic and Literary Society.

The consolidation at once terminated all rivalry and sig-

nalized the beginning of that interregnum during which the

Hesperians reigned alone -- supreme until the next crop of

amateurs appeared.

Right after Christmas that year, they presented the

old melodrama Ten Nights in a Barroom (about which we shall

hear more when we approach the twentieth century little thea-

tres) and repeated the farce His Last Legs, subscribing the

proceeds of this performance to the Father Mathew Temperance

Association. Here was an event of no slight importance, a

triumph for the purists who were determined to oust Satan
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from San Francisco; a farce-spectacle for the opposition, who

were equally determined to keep tho city democratic by pre-

serving its traditional alcoholic conviviality, its saloons.

The Fi garo 3ubtly called attention to this fact by display-

ing a large advertisement , complete with the full cast of

characters, on its front page; also, in its dramatic column,

it published the customary announcement, December 28, 1870;

'''The Hesperians — This popular company of
amateur actors--the last left out of many formed
in this city—will give an entertainment on
Friday evening, December 30, at Turn-Verein
Hall, for the benefit of the Father Mathew Tem-
perance Association. The performance will com-
mence with Ten_Ni,ghts in, a Barroom.; after this
the farce of" His Last Legs will be played, and
the entertainment will conclude with a social
dance. The full cast appears on our first
page.

"

The stage-manager, T. G. Maher, played both leading

roles. Sample Switchel, in the melodrama; Felix 'Callahan,

in the farce which he had advertised ;iby special request,' 1

as if to apologize for a too lengthy program. Tickets sold

at '.1.00, admitting a gentleman and, apparently, any number

of ladies — on condition they were all attached to the one

escort. There were mechanical and scenic effects by a staff

of amateur technicians, a prompter, a band, in fact every-

thing possible was done to assure an almost professional

stagecraft.

For days the newspapers had carried advertisements

of the performance, making much of It, yet the Figaro alone

(December 30, 1870) published even the semblance of a crit-

ical review;
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"The Hesperians last night presented Ten Nights
in a Barroom, with T. C. Maher as Sample
SwTtchel; end the farce of His Last Legs , with
the same gentleman as Felix 0' Callahan. Miss
Esther Angelo, Miss Vohlers, Miss Annie Pratt,
Miss Linda C. Cole, Miss Jones, and Miss Etta-

Sawyer, appeared in the female characters in
the two plays. T. C. Maher made quite a hit in
his part, playing it in a quiet, gentlemanly
manner, and thus carrying out the idea of the
author.

"

There is no reason to doubt the Hesperians' benevolence, but

to what extent, financial or otherwise, it helped the tem-

perance campaign we are not told.

Al'lD SO TO EMBERS

Meantime, in Europe, the Franco-Prussian war, with

the siege of Paris and the downfall of Louis Napoleon III

had created so much bloodshed, privation, and misery that its

shock was felt throughout the world. The San Francisco

Chamber of Commerce organized a special committee of French

Relief and appealed for donations. The Hesperians rose to

this emergency as they had to lesser ones, staging a b enef it

March 8, 1871, when they presented Dion Boucicault ' s The Old

Guard and David Garrick's Katharine and Pe t ruchio , adapted

from The Taming of the Shrew * Apart from an historical con-

nection, the performance itself is noteworthy because it may

have been their last, and because it came dangerously close

to "molesting Shakespeare'1

' — a climax which the Call , at

least, could well have considered both ironical and sad. The

Figaro , March 9,1971 ,me rely exhibited an ingenuous tolerance;

did not affect to recognize any infringement of the previous
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hands-off-Shakespeare policy, and termed Katharine and

Petruchio an ''afterpiece/' without reference to its deriva-

tion;

''The performance of the Hesperian-Nucleus ama-
teurs for the benefit of the sufferers in
France came off last night. It commenced with
the drama of The Old Guard * T. C. Maher read
the part of Havresac very well, and his acting
was good, with the exception that he failed in
the simulation of the Infirmities of age*
J. A. Coffee made a rather cool lover as Henri
Lefevre; and Miss Esther Angelo would have done
much better with the part of Melanie had she
taken more pains to study it. In the after-
piece A. H. Wilson read and acted the part of
Petruchio with considerable power; he was how-
ever a little too restless and gesticulated
too much with his head. Mrs. Prank Rea was
well up in the text and business of Katharine
ond acquitted herself well.''

Thus the Hesperians passed from notice. There is

no indication of when they finally disintegrated or what were

their further benevolent activities if any. But another era

had arrived, terminating everything in the old save one or

two regrettable aftermaths. The initial amateur theatre seem-

ingly so irrepressible, rich in outcroppings of minstrelsy,

burlesque, music ,a few years before, had now significantly

died.

MOPPETS AND MORE AMATEURS

During Its decade of existence, though, every ram-

ification of the legitimate theatre had found representation,

similarity, or reflection therein. Not even juvenile per-

formances can be excepted; for the Shakespearean Amateurs,

composed of boys in their teens, had flourished as early as
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1867, boasting considerable talent and a private "little"

theatre (which seated about one hundred persons) on Mission

Street between Eleventh and Twelfth, at or near the residence

of William Greene, their director.

According to The San Francisco Bulletin there

existed another group of juveniles, called The Golden State

Amateurs, in the summer of 1861. The Bulletin gjinounced June

4 of that year a "drama by juveniles" which apparently con-

stituted their first public appearance

:

"The Golden State Amateurs, a band of budding
Rosciuses"35, who cannot afford to advertise and
who yet want 'a first-rate notice, 1 will give a
dramatic entertainment and ball at the Turn-
Verein Hall tomorrow evening. The 'thrilling
drama of The Miser of Marseilles, or Nobleman
and Clerk , together with The Merry Cobbler, or
Contentment vs. Riches , will be performed. All
the characters, including the female parts,
will be represented by boys. At the special
request of a committee of the youthful actors,
we do not publish their names. It appears that
some of them are ashamed that they appear at
all on the printed bill; others, that their
names are badly spelled; others, that they are
cast in inferior parts; and others again, that
they are to wear petticoats. We can only say
that James E. Carton is manager, and W.G. Ryder
is treasurer. Tickets, 50 cents. Half a dol-
lar's worth of amusement may be got from the
show. The proceeds are to go for the benefit
of the boys themselves--in the purchase, prob-
ably, of apples and soda water."

Chronologically these juveniles preceded even the

San Francisco Amateur Dramatic Association; but technically,

since they made only one other appearance, August 12, 1861,

# Humorously so designated by this editor because of Gallius
Quintus Roscius, a Roman comic actor and friend of Cicero.
Roscius died about 62 B. C.
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we cannot consider them a functional organization deserving

that precedence allotted to the San Francisco Amateur Dramat-

ic Association early in this chapter.

In addition to the juveniles there were numerous

State Guard amateurs, amateur minstrel clubs, literary

societies,musical associations, sectarian and foreign amateur

dramatic groups, and military dramatic clubs — one of which

performed plays on Alcatraz Island in what was then the Unit-

ed States Army prison.

Less pertinent to our subject, taut related to the

amateur theatre during Its Initial decade, were various ath-

letic organizations chief among which, both in importance

and contemporary interest, the now well-known Olympic Club

made its appearance during the sixties, specializing in ac-

robatic performances, but occasionally producing a play or

sponsoring a theatrical entertainment.

From this initial decade, with its potpourri of

amateur theatricals which germinated and grew in lavish pro-

fusion like the undergrowth In a forest, several consequences

emerged -- isolated, even irrelevant and therefore not ger-

mane to the general narrative. There are the aftermaths al-

luded to a few pages back. Set forth here in similar isola-

tion, they at once cap the decade's activity and form a brief

critical summary of its worth.
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FATE OF TEE PASSION PLAY

Samuel Piercy began his amateur career at San Jose

and made his appearance as a professional actor November 11,

1870 at the California Theatre, playing Iago in Shakespeare's

Othello . David Belasco, perhaps the most famous of those who

came to the legitimate theatre from the ranks of San Fran-

cisco amateur dramaturgists, made his initial effort as a

leading man with the Firefly Club, June 23, 1871, when this

group presented A_ Life of Revenue, or Two Loves for One Heart .

In December that same year, the Firefly Club presented an

original play by the amateur dramatist Col. W. H. L. Barnes,

a barrister by profession and the former employer of Samuel

Piercy, whom he is said to have started on the stage. A

play by Barnes, Solid Silver -- possibly with David Belasco

in the cast, for 3elasco at the time was financial secretary

of this organization — was judged a competent work and later

brought to the professional theatre, both in San Francisco

and the East, by the actor John McCullough. On August 24,

1879 during an amateur production in San Francxsoo of The

Passion Ploy , James O'Neill, father of the contemporary dram-

atist, Eugene O'Neill, was arrested along with Samuel Piercy

and all members of the cast, and fined $50 by the presiding

magistrate for taking the part of Christ. The others es-

caped each with $5 fines, since they had taken lesser parts.
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It will perhaps be remembered that these occur-

rences were termed "regrettable aftermaths. 1 '""" That may be

an overstatement, but in one sense at least they are all re-

grettable since so little is known about them. The last how-

ever is obviously and literally so classified, an expmple of

intolerance and censorship which today (and not alone in the

theatre) is being protested by every democratic country in

the world against that dictatorial minority who practice it.

* There is one other incident, not an aftermath, yet isolated
in unimportance and detail from the narrative, which should
also be appended here oecsuse of its passing interests. On

. August 25, 1863 a group of amateurs named The San Francisco
Dramatic Association (described in The Da 1 ly Al ta Cal lfo rn I

a

of the same date as "gentlemen amateurs") presented for
their own benefit, et the Metropolitan Theatre, a perform-
ance which included The Lady of Lyons and The Maniac Lover .

On this occasion three notable professionals appeared on
the bill; Julia Dean Hayne, Mrs. Burrill, and Mrs. Judah,
"the grand old lady of the stage*"
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CHAPTER 4

THE BOHEMIAN CLUB

During the 1070s people in California began to

realize that there was a depression in the United States.

The Civil War had resulted in unification of North and South,

abolition of slavery, and had settled, at least speciously,

those sectional differences which had caused the rupture.

But despite the attainment of an ideal through bloodshed,

there still remained an economic maladjustment — the penalty

of all wars — that spread its ramifications westward across

the country until at length even the Pacific Coast was

affected.

In San Francisco, as elsewhere, financial failures

resulted; the wealth became concentrated among a handful of

ruthless swindlers and a few of the more fortunate bankers

and capitalists who had profited by the losses of investors

and stock holders. As a large number of erstwhile fortunes

collapsed, the society grouj) which had sponsored, patronized

and participated in amateur theatricals began to diminish.

One after another the upstarts of a little theatre movement

relinquished their places In the limelight to amateur minstrels

who made no pretentions to dramaturgy, even though some among
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them aspired to a status of professionalism in the theatre -—

as blackface comedians, not actors.

THE PRS3 S IS UNCOMPLIMENTARY

Moreover, during a decade mostly characterized by

farcical activities, amateur acting companies had earned for

themselves a disreputable standing in the community. Critics

at last refused to recognize their existence; the public re-

fused to patronize their entertainments. It was no longer

possible to palm off nonsensical wish-fulfillments disguised

as benefits for the poor. With money scarce, conditions of

existence difficult, people carefully guarded against wastej

refused to sacrifice necessary comforts in order to abet ego-

tistical, and In many cases unjustifiable, ambitions.

On May 27, 1872, The Figaro reprinted from a London

newspaper an article Intended to show how sated San -Francis-

cans had become with the trivial dramatic fare offered by

amateurs in the decade prior to that years

"The vitality of the theatrical amateur is
something truly wonderful, says The London Era .

In vain do we assure Tompkins that his voice
has little more melody in it than is to be
heard in the sharpening of a saw. In vain do
we declare that Brown's face has no more ex-
pression than a peeled turnip; that Smith,
whose legs are Invisible, should never do the
lover in tights; that Jones, with his fat,
round figure, broad face and goggle eyes, is
not Shakespeare's Romeo; that Johnson, with
his remarkaole squeak, does not present the
crook-backed Richard. Nothing depresses and
disheartens the amateur. Pie has the adventurous
spirit of a Livingstone, the heroic nature of a
Nelson, the pat.Lence of a Job, the subtlety of
a Machiavelli, to compass this great end--whicli
is to be seen and heard on the stanie.
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"A modern computation of the numbers of theat-
rical amateurs at the present moment*" would
startle some non-theatrical readers. Perhaps
we should not be far wrong in assuming that
five thousand of these harmless lunatics are
spouting, shouting, raving, giggling, and for-
getting the language of estimable authors every
week, under the impression that they are doing
themselves much credit, amusing their friends
and advancing the drama. The very best actor
that ever trod the stage must once have been an
amateur; but finding one born actor in the
midst of a thousand amateurs Is as hard as the
proverbial finding of a needle in a stack of
hay."

Nobody who had been reading tho Figaro consistently

for the past few years would have missed a similar and

even more censorious article published In 1368, when the

amateurs were at their height. Large portions of this arti-

cle represented the opinions of Sol Smith who had spent most

of his life managing theatres in the West and South, and had

related his experiences in a volume of 276 pages published by

* In slII probability this statement is made in reference to

conditions in the city of London. Apart from a scattering
of amateur minstrel troupes, there were in San Francisco
at this time only two or three functioning amateur dramatic
associations; The Druids '" Literary Club, French Dramatic
Club and possibly The Hesperian-Nucleus Amateur Dramatic
and Literary Association. The first had presented only one
recorded farce, A Good Night's Rest , May 4, 1871, at Mozart
Hall. It is doubtful whether the club still existed in
1872. The second was a French-speaking group and probably
presented no English plays. The last, as has been indicat-
ed in Chapter 3, seems to have terminated its activities
about a year earlier, in March or April 1871.
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Harper's at New York in 1861. Although. Smith w&s naturally a

spokesman of the professionals against those whom he could

not regard as other than interlopers, there lies implicit in

his statements (which the Figaro of December 10, 1868 repro-

duced) an understanding of what motivated amateur theatricals

and a suggestion, apart from economic reasons, as to why they

could not become popular unless some more formidable raison

d'etre were to supplant mere ambition. Thus, in contrast with

the London £ra '

s

humorous tolerance, Smith's views present a

complete devastation:

i! I never knew any good to come of Thespian So-
cieties; and I have known them to be the pro-
duction of much harm. Performing a character
with success (and Thespians are always success-
ful) inevitably begets in the performer a de-
sire for an enlarged sphere of action. If he
can please his townsmen and friends, why
should he not delight a metropolitan audience?
He becomes dissatisfied with his profession or
business, whatever it may be, applies to a
manager for a first appearance in a regular
theatre—appears, fails, takes to drink, and is
ruined.

"Then to see the inordinate vanity of those
amateurs who occasionally 'volunteer' for some
charitable purpose; the air of consequence
they give themselves; the ignorance they be-
tray of a profession which they degrade by
adopting, even for a single night; the consum-
mate impudence with which they strut before
the public in highest characters; not a shadow
of fright about them—Oh, no I Their friends
are in the house to applaud them, whether they
deserve applause or not. Their success is not
doubtful; the thing is settled; they must suc-
ceed; and they generally do, for the applause
is bountiful, and indiscriminately showered up-
on them, and they are, in their own minds, im-
mensely great actors before they have the
slightest knowledge of the first rudiments of
the profession.''
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As if the above might be construed specifically in-

adequate, the Figaro added a few remarks of its own, relating

the evil to local conditions;

"Sol is rather sweeping in his condemnation of
amateur theatrical associations, but there is
much truth in what he says. We don't think
that as a rule they act as primary schools for
actors. What their members learn, they often
learn the wrong way. San Francisco was at one
time (and still is) severely plagued with ama-
teur dramatic associations, but the majority
of them appear to have broken up. These asso-
ciations are well enough where they can afford
amusement in country towns where there are no

. regular dramatic companies, but in this city
they are becoming a serious nuisance."

When virtually every cause for the Figaro's com-

plaint had ceased, professional minstrels began complaining

about the plague of amateur blackface comedians who threatened

to ruin their business. These, however, could not be consid-

ered true exponents of the movement begun in 1862; they were

but one of its surviving, decadent manifestations in an in-

terlude preparing for the emergence of a new theatre art.

Meantime the germination of this art received impetus in the

most unlikely of all places -- the editorial rooms of a news-

paper — the Examiner , to be exact.

FOUNDING OF THE BOHEMIANS

Whatever the historical disparity between place and

consequences, all of which developed afterward, the Exaininer

office was a logical enough choice for the group who met

there February 5, 1872 and formed the Bohemian Club. They

were journalists, with literary leanings, who desired to
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sharpen their individual wit against the whetstone of a cumu-

lative and collective wit provided not only by association

with their fellows, but with their kindred -- men of all

letters and allied arts, including actors. It will be under-

stood at once from the profession of those who founded it,

that this category was both general and predominantly aucto-

rial. The Savage Club in London, rather than any association

of specific craftsmen, served as prototype for the Bohemian

Clubj and its founders had in mind no objective more express

than rubbing the Aladdin's Lamps of one another's personali-

ties to see what marvels of witticism would result*

The name itself, to say nothing of the controversy

aroused by its proposal, is significant of the high-hearted,

unconventional character which the founders intended to super-

impose upon the formal structure necessitated in the organi-

zation of any kind of club. Indeed some of those who had

first signified their intention of joining wished to withdraw

because of the name! they were afraid of its sometime conno-

tations, afraid people would impute to them, as members, the

halo of licentiousness, drunkenness and loose morals general-

ly attributed to those who look towards Dionysius, instead of

elsewhere, for guidance.

At the second meeting an argument ensued. In view

of a prevalent Philistinism which motivated such withdrawals,

someone moved to conciliate the dissenters by substituting for

the word "Bohemian" another less susceptible to criticism.
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The motion, however, was unanimously rejected by the eighteen

persons present; either the renegades had forfeited their

right to vote or had not attended the meeting.

Temporary quarters v/ere found in rooms over the

Standard Theatre on 3ush Street, offered by the Jolly Corks,

a

social organization whose name suggests its bibulous charac-

ter. But if there v/ere people waiting to cry "I told you so,"

these v/ere forced to maintain silence. The Bohemians conduct-

ed themselves in a manner beyond reproach, soon rented quar-

ters of their own in The Astor House, at the southeast corner

of Sacramento end Webb Streets, and in less than two months

had attracted to membership most of the prominent literary

men, artists, musicians, actors, and barristers then resident

in California. With such names as Joaquin Miller, Charles

V/arren Stoddard, Col. W. H. L. Barnes, Henry Edv/ards and a

score of others on its register, the Bohemian Club gained a

reputation just the reverse of what had been expected.

A DISTINGUISHED BEGINNING .

When the new club rooms v/ere formally opened on the

evening of April 13, 1872 the brilliant festivities attracted

more people of fame and importance than had ever assembled on

the Pacific Coast for a similar purpose. The entertainment,

although carefully planned in advance, included nothing of a

dramatic nature, but was notable for its flashes of wit, epi-

gram and report co. The San Francisco News hotter and Califor-

nia Advertiser described it ''a memorable milestone in the

march of intellectual progress on these Pacific shores.''
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As membership further increased, providing talent

in every sphere of art, elaborations of this more or less in-

formal amusement became increasingly opportune and resulted

in prepared, formal entertainments known as "jinks." A "sire,"

or master of ceremonies, was appointed and he would select a

motif, usually literary or musical, assign certain members to

prepare papers on the subject, proclaim the jinks by summon-

ing the whole club to attend, and preside over it when the

time came. Afterward they held a midnight supper.

It became the custom to follow this supper with a

Low Jinks — a humorous parody of the regular or High Jinks,

under the direction of a different Sire. These Low Jinka at

first were merely impromptu, the Sire being appointed on the

spot and the contributors called upon without warning, which

often put a strain upon their responsiveness of wit.

EVOLUTION OF THE JINKS

Prom these evolved the more or less elaborate

affairs, such as the Christmas Low Jinks, with rehearsals,

costumes, scenery and many other appurtenances of a regular

theatrical performance. Thus, in the Midsummer and Christmas

twice-yearly Low and High Jinks, a new theatre art gradually

developed — an art, moreover, strictly of the little theatre

type.

The first jinks, Tom Moore and Offenbach , was

held November 30, 1872, about eight months after the club's

founding. In 1873 there were five; and either five or six
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every year thereafter until 1880, when the more theatrical

semiannual jinks were established. Most of these celebrated

some literary or musical genius in essays and poetry composed

as well as delivered by various members of the club whom the

Sire had deemed qualified for the purpose.

This does not mean however that actor members re-

mained in the background. Indeed the 3ohemians ' second presi-

dent,Henry Edwards, was an actor — and by preference, among his

several other professions including that of law and entomology;

that of artist, author, and poet. Edwards had become an actor

in Melbourne, whither he had voyaged from England during the

rush to the Australian gold fields. Prom there he went to New

Zealand,where he managed a theatre and played star engagements

for a season. But since the theatres of New Zealand seemed too

restrictive for a man of his robust activities, he sailed for

California in 1866, and resumed his stage career in the more

liberal San Francisco theatres during the next twelve years.

Edwards was a charter member of the Bohemian Club,

its first vice-president and he became president in 1873,

holding the office for two consecutive terms. He sired the

William Shakespeare Jinks on April 30, 1873, intending that

actors in the organization should have a prominent part in

the ceremony. The Sire himself read an address on the topic

of the evening's discussion, showing the universality of

Shakespeare's knowledge, proving him a poet, historian, doc-

tor, statesman, theologian, and man of science — preemi-

nently a naturalist in advance of the age in which he lived.
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There were songs by the glee club, another address

in which J. F. Bowman attempted to prove that Lord Bacon and

not Shakespeare wrote the plays ascribed to j-the latter. The

argument seems to have failed, however. W. A. Mestayer, who

had been active as an amateur actor several years before,de-

livered Biondello's speech from The Taming of the Shrew , de-

scribing Petruchio s horse. John McCullough was present and

he read Hotspur's description of a fop, boing loudly applaud-

ed for his fine style. Henry Edwards delivered Biron ' s dis-

course on love from Love's Labour's Lost . In conclusion

McCracken Bunglatoe read the following original sonnet, com-

posed in honor of Shakespeare;

Immortal BprdJ thy spirit we invoke
To shed its lustre o'er our evening task
That we who kneel before the tragic mask

May heed what Hamlet to the players spoke;
May in our acts express what in our hearts

Y/e feel of love for genius and for thee,
And prove that we may play our several parts,

As thou wouldst have them acted be.
Oh, poet, prophet, moralist and sage,

Before whose name all other names grow pale,
Before whose pen the conqueror's sword doth

fail j

Whose fame grows even brighter, age by age,
Grant thou our prayer and let us feel the

v/hiles
Sweet William Shakespeare's spirit on our

effort smiles.*

THE FIRST 0URD00R JINKS

The Shakespearean Jinks may be considered typical

of all the early jinks held prior to 1078 at which time the

* Reprinted in Figaro, April 30, 1873,
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first consequential innovation was introduced. In January of

the previous year the Bohemian Club had removed to larger

quarters, consisting of a suite of six rooms and an ample hall

above the California Market on the north side of Pine Street

and east of Kearny. Nevertheless, even these quarters seemed

too cramped to contain their exuberant conviviality and they

decided to hold their Midsummer Jinks out of doors. With

this object in mind they took camping eqiiipment , and one hun-

dred strong adjourned to the country over the week -end of

June 29, 1978. Porter Garnet t, in the Argonaut of September

11, 1905, has written of the origin and development of these

outdoor jinks. Regarding this initial one, he says:

''It was a camp without comfort. The hundred
members who attended had their blankets to keep
them warm, a generous supply of liquor for the
same purpose, some Chinese lanterns by way of
light and decoration, and abundance of the ele-
ments of Bohemian!sm, to wit; intellect, taste,
conviviality, self-indulgence and the joy of
life. The program was much the same as those
conducted in the city clubhouses, save for the
added freedom and zest imparted by the sur-
roundings. The following year a jinks was
given for the first time in a redwood grove
near Guerneville, when the proposition that
the club should purchase a piece of forest
land was first advanced."

Indeed the whole significance of the Midsummer

Jinks of 1878 lies in the fact that it established a prece-

dent. The out-of-doors offered possibilities of staging and

setting which had hitherto been entirely lacking and which

ultimately appealed to the Bohemians' ingenuity with the re-

sult that they evolved a new theatre art, deriving perhaps
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from a conception of ancient Greek drama, but steadily pro-

gressing towards a concept entirely and uniquely its own.

Generally speaking the manner of staging the Mid-

summer Jinks remained static during the next several years.

As before, the Sire would select a theme, devise a framework

for the performance, invite members to prepare original essays

or poetry to be read before the assemblage. This gradually

took the form of a ceremony or rite; costumes were added, and

various spectacular effects aided in the establishment of a

unified whole. But whereas formerly the themes had been re-

lated to personalities in music, poetry, prose-literature,

they now became impersonal, graphic and theatrical in char-

acter.

Held variously in natural amphitheatres in Marin

and Sonoma Counties,Midsummer Jinks in the late eighties be-

gan to assume definite dramatic characteristics, one of the

earliest of this type being the Shakespeare al fresco ceremony,

in which the Witches' Scene from Macbeth was produced in the

redwood forest near Duncan's Mills, on the Russian River.

A kind of naturalism, both weird and picturesque , was achieved

in this performance. The incidental music, composed by

Matthew Locke, rendered by the Bohemian Club orchestra

under the direction of J. ^. Redding, further enhanced the

spectacular effects. But little in the performance, apart

from the music, the setting, could be considered original.

The poetry on this occasion was that of Shakespeare. It lead

however to the creative forest drama-spectacles of the next
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few years — so elaborate that they required the combination

of every available branch of art represented in the club; so

costly that they required the expenditure of thousands of

dollars, to say nothing of the time and energy lavished upon

thern.

During this second phase of its evolution the Mid~

summer Jinks developed into a kind of dramatic pageant where-

in a malign character named Care was opposed to the avenging

power of Goodness and Right. Although it was still customary

to assign a new motif for the pageant each year, the general

pattern of the drama remained unalterable. Porter Garnett

has described it as follows:

''Ideally and traditionally, the malign charac-
ter of Care is introduced in all jinks. It
stalks through the plot, bringing woe in Its
train, until vanquished and slain at last by
the avenging power of Goodness and Right,
which are variously personified. •

"With the Death of Care, the High Jinks comes
to an end. Before the last note of the final
triumphant chorus has died away, a light is

seen to flame from the very top of the hill,
and a solemn cortege of white-robed figures,
led by musicians similarly garbed, appears on
the uppermost trail. Some of them carry torch-
es and others a bier covered by a pall. The
band plays the Chopin Funeral March, and the
procession slowly descends the winding way that
crosses and recrosses the declivity from the
hilltop to stage. Arriving at the stage, the
cortege is supposed to take possession of the
body of Care. It then pursues its way through
the glade, which has served as auditorium, fol-
lowed by the participants j.n the jinks, and
finally by all the members. Many of them don
black-hooded gowns, the better to carry out the
spirit of the ceremony which is about to take
place and which is known as the Cremation of
Care . "

*

* The Argonaut, September 11, 1905
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THE ELABORATE BUDDHA JIMS

This description of course applies to a specific

location, the scene of much later jinks than those we are

about to consider. * But in general it depicts the procedure

in vogue at the time of the Buddha Jinks, one of the first

forest dramas, held in Sequoia Valley, on the southwestern

slop© of Mt. Tamalpais, Saturday evening, Sept. 3, 1892.

Fred Somers, who sired this jinks, had been travel-

ing in the Orient during the spring and early summer of that

year. He had gathered some unique ideas which not only sug-

gested a theme, but decorative effects as well. He assigned

Marion Wells, the sculptor, to create a gigantic statue of

Buddha sixty-five feet in height. Near it were to be erected

altars, as if within a Buddhist temple -- curious architecture

in a setting of redv/ood trees. These in turn dictated the

costumes, the nature of the pantomime, dialogue, poetry, and

music.

Charles Warren Stoddard, then professor of English

Literature at Georgetown University, was asked to write a po-

etical invocation to Buddha> and Professor H. J. Stewart to

set to music one of Sir Edward Arnold's lyrics on Buddhism,

taken from Pearls of the Faith -- this music to be sung by

the Bohemian Club quartet and chorus. Other participants,

notably three Priests of the Trees -- A. Gerberding, Joseph

D. Redding, Jerome A. Hart — were to read original sonnets

at the altars of Buddha.

:«- The Bohemian Grove, ne?r- Monte Rio, on the Russian River.
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Weeks in advance of the performance, Marion Wells

and a corps of artist-assistants worked on the construction

of Buddha's statue, a white plaster replica of the Daibutsu

of Kakamura in Japan. Other club members labored cooperative-

ly, setting up architectural decorations in the midst of lofty

redwoods at the mouth of a gorge. Out in front they built a.

kind of stage enclosed by a semicircle of artificial stone.

Leading to it was a central aisle bordered by an imitation

stone coping five feet high upon which Japanese temple lan-

terns were so placed as to traverse the length of that area

reserved for the audience. On either side of this aisle, as

in a regular theatre, there were rows of seats, some hewn out

of redwood logs; others collapsible camp stools..

Immediately in front of the statue stood the altar

of the archpriest, which role had been reserved for the Sire

himself. In front, and at various lower levels, were the al-

tars of the Priests of the Leaves, the altars of the Priests

of the Trees, and finally, front-center, the altar of the

High 'Priest, George Bromley. Before it lay a coffin to re-

ceive the remains of the arch-villain Care when he should be

at length vanquished, slain, and ready for cremation. Torch-

bearer Joseph D. Grant was to be stationed near it, tending sa-

cred fire in an archaic Japanese crucible supported by a

tripod.

The jinks began at nine o'clock when two hundred

and twenty Bohemian Club members, attired in white kimonos
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and headdresses, marched from an adjacent clearing — desig-

nated as a place of assembly -- through an avenue of trees and

into the natural amphitheatre or Temple of Buddha. A military

band, in contrasting red kimonos and caps, preceded them, mak-

ing a weird and somewhat ghostly procession through the forest.

When all were seated within the temple, the priests of Buddha

entered. They took their places at the altars assigned to

them, each attired in the color which best suited his repre-

sentative role: olive green for the Sire; purple for the

Priests of the Leaves; sage green for the Priests of the Trees;

orange for the High Priest; and yellow for the Torchbearer.

Before each, in an ornate cresset, burned incense and sandal-

wood, which the priests continually replenished throughout

the ceremony.

The Si re then delivered his prologue, invoking be-

nevolence upon the assembled Bohemians and bidding them wel-

come to the temple. The band and chorus struck up a chant

by Felix kendelssohn; the various priests contributed ora-

tions or sonnets typifying the trees which each represented;

redwood, bay madrone -- the two latter, as generally in the

Sequoia regions of California,were also plentifully and natu-

rally evident. After this the orchestra played K. J.Stewart's

especially composed funereal music and High Priest Bromley in-

toned his prelude to the cremation rites. All true Bohemians

were abjured to cast their burden of care into the coffin

when fired. The .Torchbearer stepped forth, applied flame
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which immediately rose in a column, burst into a huge bon-

fire which mounted, high into the black void overhead, lighting

up the surrounding trees. With Care's destruction came the

signal for a solemn march, to the accompaniment of vocal and

instrumental music. Fantastically garbed priests then pro-

ceeded along the central aisle, an avenue brilliantly, spec-

tacularly illuminated, and were followed by the audience in

formal procession.

The High Jinks ended. Everybody repaired to anoth-

er clearing, arranged with concentrically grouped tables, for

purposes of dining and drinking. Solemnity gave way to

merriment. Under the direction of 3. Pomeroy, Sire, the Low

Jinks participants laughably parodied the ceremonies just

terminated, and this amusement continued until early next

morning.

It would of course be inadvisable to describe each

Midsuxraaer Jinks in such detail, but the above, apart from

variations in setting, theme and design, epitomizes their

charateristics , spectacular effects, and the rigid ceremonial

pattern which prevailed until 1902, when the third phase in

their evolution began. Although the early jinks were without

dramaturgy, they nevertheless illustrate in its earliest,

most advanced form, the little theatre activity of today

particularly with regard to ensemble production, naturalistic,

experimental staging and synthetic fusion of the arts contrib-

uting to theatre-craft. In ideology they differed too, out
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approached closer to the ideals of many genuine little the-

atres than had the theatricals produced by amateur dramatic

groups. The Bohemians indeed staged their Jinks ambitiously,

as a form of art, but sought no personal aggrandizement there-

from. They were interested solely in their own delectation.

Most of them being accomplished professionals, they did not

covet public gratification of the stage. In a word, but with

more circumscribed connotations thgn the term is generally

given, they were art-for-art 's-sake playfellows, intent on

amusing themselves. And they always sixcceeded.

In the late nineties, the Bohemians started produc-

ing plays at their Jinks aid we have recorded in The Bohemian

Club Annals by Robert Fletcher, Vol. Ill, the mention of one

of the earliest of these, called The Prince of Goulash or The

Last Chance , a tragedy in nine acts, which was produced De-

cember 29, 1894, at the Christmas Jinks in San Francisco.

Thereafter plays were written and produced at infrequent in-

tervals for several years. The Argonaut of July 31, 1893,

states that J. D. Redding, Sire of the Midsummer Jinks that

year, had written a ''spectacular drama for the occasion,' 1

titled Faust .

Perhaps the most important factor in establishing

the Bohemian Club as a play-producing group was the location

of a permanent grove which offered the advantages of virgin

forest and certain natural stage facilities. As has been

said, the Midsummer Jinks were held in various places in Marin
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and Sonoma Counties -- all of them accessible from San Fran-

cisco, but not all of them equally spacious or conforming to

the requirements of theatre. The Ideal place was located by

a commi'tLtBe of two, sent to explore the Russian River country

for that purpose In 1881.

THE ACQUISITION OF BOHEMIAN GiROVE

The jinks of 1880 had been staged In a fine grove of

redwoods not far from Guerneville, which has since become a

popular summer resort. But when the committee reached it, to

consider its possible re-utilization, they found (as an Argo -

naut correspondent put it) to their horror, that the advance

inroads for a future suburban vacationland had already been

made. Along the river, for a half mile in every direction,

magnificent redwoods had been leveled to make way for build-

ings and a settlement. The committee therefore climbed into

a dugout and paddled downstream a few miles. Here the river

flowed deep and trees sheltered its banks. They sounded, dis-

covered the depth to be about 30 feet, and decided to propose

this spot for a swimming pool. Exploring the immediate ter-

rain, they discovered quite by accident what they had .prima-

rily set out to find -- an amphitheatre suitable for their

jinks.

Known as Meeker's Grove, this place became the site

of Midsummer Jinks for the next fifteen years, because it

was protected from deforestation by its owner, a pioneer in

that country who steadily refused to cut his own trees, or let
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anyone else cut them, for any purpose whatever. On the occa-

sion of the Bohemian Club's nineteenth annual Midsummer

Jinks, the Argonaut of August 31, 1896 published the follow-

ing commentary:

"The nineteenth Midsummer Jinks, which the
Bohemian Club just held, took place in what has
come to be known as 'Bohemia Grove,' although
the name applied to it by the country people
thereabouts used to be Meeker's Grove. Meeker,
in the minds of the country people is a freak,
He is the only man of them who has not cut down
the redwood trees and sold them for lumber,
'slabs,' 'stumpage,' etc.

"Meeker loves the redwood trees.

"Hope springs eternal in Meeker's breast on
account of the Bohemian Club, which, everj year
passes resolutions to buy the grove. And^then,
it does not buy the grove.

"The grove is the most beautiful the Bohemians
have found within a hundred miles of San Fran-
cisco. Its desirability is shown by the num-
ber of times they have repaired thither from
other places; they return because they cannot
find anything to equal it elsewhere. Twice
they have tried to hold a jinks In the narrow
gorge along Austin Creek, near Cazadero, but
the jinks have always been qualified failures
because of natural conditions. The canyon is
so narrow that the camp is extended In a long,
narrow streak, so to speak, instead of being
concentrated around the nucleus, the jinks
ground, as in Meeker's Grove.

"Among the most notable jinks, one of the most
successful was the first one given in Meeker's
Grove. At this jinks a number of scenes in the
Forest of Arden, from As You Like It , were giv-
en, with Joe Grismer. A. D. Bradley, and a num-
ber of other well.-known- actors in the cast."

Finally, In 1898,Meeker ' s Grove became club proper-

ty by right of purchase. Almost coincidental with its pur-

chase, the Bohemians obtained also a new urban home in San

Francisco, at the corner of Post Street and Grant Avenue. It
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was a four -story building obtained through the transfer of a

lease held by the Pacific Club, which in that year announced

its intention of consolidating with the Union Club. It is

doubtful whether, as in the Pine Street residence, a hall or

auditorium occupied part of the new quarters; but there was a

music room on the third floor and it must have been here that

the town jinks were held and where the actor members on June

10, 1901 staged Clay Greene's "Passion Play," Four Times

Foiled, or Vaunted Virtue and Virile Vice .

By this time the Bohemian Club had established a

reputation abroad as well as in the United States. Local news-

papers, especially the Argonaut , publicized it extensively.

Notices originating in San Francisco were distributed else-

where, In print, by word of mouth. News of Greene's play

reached Paris where one of the French journals, L'Univers , an

ultramontane supporter of the Papacy, instantly confused it

with a religious pageant which had been presented by the stu-

dents of Santa Clara College, near San Jose, California.

L'Univers therefore wrote a tribute to Greene which no one

could take seriously. The Argonaut of August 5, 1901 regard-

ed it with sly humor

:

"The leading Roman Catholic daily of Paris,
L'Univers , prints this peculiar paragraph; 'We
have received the journal of the San Francisco
Argonaut , containing a. full account of The Pas -

sion , given by the students of Santa! Clara
College , California, directed by the Jesuit
Fathers. At the first representation only stu-
dents and their relatives were admitted. But
such was the success that the Jesuit Fathers
allowed six additional representations, at which
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the audiences were composed almost entirely of
Protestants. The author of the scenario acknowl-
edged" his indebtedness to Edmund Harancourt,
our eminent collaborator. The author of The
Passion is the Reverend Father Clay Greene.

'

''The friends of Clay Greene, both East and West,
will be surprised at the title given him by this
French journal. The Lambs Club ought to give a
jinks in honor of the fact that their shepherd
has taken holy orders.' 1

THE JINKS BECOME ELABORATE

This event preceded by less than a year the third

phase in the evolution of the Midsummer Jinks, which might

aptly be termed the commencement of drama-making. Thenceforth

the spectacles staged at Bohemia Grove became collaborative

efforts by a writer and a composer — the one to produce dia-

logue and continuity, the other to create appropriate music.

The first of these collaborations,The Man in the Forest , writ-

ten by Charles Field,with lyrics and orchestral accompaniment

by Joseph D. Redding, was produced in the autumn of 1902. Per-

haps it could best be described as a dramatic allegory rather

than a drama, opera, or music drama. For, although combining

certain elements of these three, it retained a uniqueness all

its own, while at the same time rigidly adhering to the Aris-

totelian unities of action, time, and place.

Since the Bohemian Club made a practice of not di-

vulging details of its performances for newspaper publication,

we are unable to get a very clear idea of dramatic sequences

in the Man of the Forest . But Porter Garnet t tells us in his

history of the Midsummer Jinks that it was an allegorical
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Indian legend, utilizing to the full all the opportunities for

theatrical effects which the background afforded.

"A sudden light on the hilltop shows the lithe
form of an Indian runner rapidly descending the
slope. He is stark naked save for a breechclout
and moccasins , and his bronzed skin, under which
his muscles are seen to play, shines in the
light that follows him in his descent. Ignoring
the trail,he dashes down the declivity, crashing
through the underbrush and leaping at the risk
of life and limb over bramble and brake , over
stones, logs, gullies, until, bleeding and
breathless, he stands before the chief and de-
livers his message''"'

MONTEZUMA

The next year they announced Montezuma , a spectacle-

drama written in blank verse by the poet Louis A. Robertson,

with a musical score by Dr. Stewart, the club's distinguished

composer. This promised to surpass The Man in the Forest In

sheer theatre — and did, after preliminary difficulties were

ironed out. Every one who had read the poetical speeches

contained in Robertson's libretto declared it a lyric master-

piece and demanded for It a production more lavish than any

the Bohemians had ever attempted. James D. Phelan, however,

at that time the club's president and later one of the United

States Senators from California, objected to the expenditure

of so much money on the jinks. Others protested what they

termed his false economy; Dr. Jack Shiels Indeed went so far

as to suggest (or threaten) to mortgage valuable paintings

in the club rooms, if the money for Montezuma could not be

-«- The Argonaut, September 11, 1905,
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otherwise raised. Finally Phelan's objections were overcome.

Rehearsals started, artists began preparation of the set at

Bohemian Grove, near Camp Meeker. But when it was learned

that Donald Graham had been cast in the role of a young Aztec

lover whose life is to be sacrificed, according to the tribe's

custom, in order to propitiate the angry war god and save the

Aztecs from utter destruction, the artist Amadee Joullin

raised a complaint. He averred that Graham, despite his ac-

knowledged fine tenor voice, was too adipose for the role.

Dr. Stewart and Graham were firm friends. Stewart

had written a tenor solo to be sung by the naked Aztec youth

as he was about to offer himself before the high priest on

Teocalli, the sacrificial altar, and he had intended the song

especially for Graham. Another controversy arose, apparently

a bitter one, for it ended in the withdrawal of Joullin, the

substitution of Robert Aiken, sculptor,for Graham in the dis-

puted role, and left Aiken in sole charge of the scenic effects.

The Sire insisted, however, that Graham should sing the solo

behind scenes -- since Aiken, although he had a splendid phy-

sique, could hardly sing a note.

This unfortunate occurrence aptly demonstrates the

little theatre technique employed by the Bohemians in their

Midsummer Jinks. For they made plays in a most literal sense,

fusing and synthesizing all of the various arts of stagecraft

within the particular group chosen by the Sire to participate

in a given production. No outside help was allowed; no inter-

ference, beyond that of cooperative criticism by the artist



.
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expressly engaged, was tolerated. The acting itself remained

subordinate to elemental dramaturgy and "by virtue of poetry,

pantomine, music, costumes, and staging rendered the jinks a

unique form of expression in the theatre which seems to have

no definition in any orthodox dictionary of the stage.

Montezuma , notwithstanding these initial difficul-

ties, has since been judged a triumph among amateur dramatic

creations prior to the emergence -of a genuine little theatre

in San Francisco in 1912. Robertson, who appears to have

sired the High Jinks on that occasion, as well as being its

author, issued his convocation in verse -- and better verse,

some affirmed, than any that had ever been written for a pre-

vious jinks

:

"Bohemians

:

"When Cynthia, garbed in all her silvern splendor,
climbs through the cloudless August night over
our classic grove:

"Beneath the Titan trees we hope to show
How mighty Montezuma faced the fate
That left him throneless, thralled and desolate
In Cortez' clutch four hundred years ago.

"Upon a victim's breast shall glow
A War G-od's favor to propitiate;
And you shall hear the priests and prophets prate
The princely Aztec's doom and overthrow

"There Aiken's able genius shall unfold
A gorgeous spectacle and ghastly rite,
While Stewart's matchless minstrelsy is rolled
To where the star-bedizened Dome of Night
Sends back an answering chorus; while your Sire
Lends to the scene and song an answering lyre." -1

'
5
"

* Reprinted from Town Talk , August 1, 1903.
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But not only was this jinks distinguished for its

poetry. It also had dramatic content, based upon the Spanish

conquest of South America, with its subsequent and triumphal

capture of the Aztec chieftain, Montezuma, by the conquistador

Cortez* Much was made of the accepted theory in support of

the Aztec sacrificial rites which were supposed to have been

common in North America at that time; and the play teemed with

the mystical portent that some conqueror from beyond the seas

would arrive and overwhelm the Aztecs with his strange war

machines. To prevent this catastrophe, the youthful lover, or

"perfect youth," offered himself In sacrifice to the War God

and in so doing broke the heart of the maiden designated as

his future bride. The sacrifice proved useless. Just as the

Youth's heart has been cut out, the enemy is heard approaching

amid the thunder of cannon. Aiken, as the perfect youth, is

said to have made a splendid figure in the nude; and the nude-

actor motif was further carried out in the roles of Montezuma's

chieftains, many of whom wore only necklaces and girdles of

barbaric design.

Music written for Montezuma and later jinks fol-

lowed the orchestral formality and choral dignity of an

opera, with a prelude, solos, choruses, dances, interludes,

and a finale. Thus an equilibrium between the sung and

spoken word was maintained to an extent unfamiliar in any

other stage art.
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MONTEZUMA BURLESQUED

After the cremation of Care had "been solemnly at-

tended, the Low Jinks held sv/ay wider the direction of Porter

Garnett, Sire. Some idea of its parodic, revelous spirit may-

be obtained from a glimpse of the convocation which Garnett

issued, as in postscript, imitating the verse of Robertson i

"P # S, Bohemians"

;'When Comus, gorged upon the sylvan supper,
reels through that sleepless August night in
our expensive Grove;

"Before the tight on sprees pass out, we'll show
How mightiest Mazuma faced the Pate
That left him speechless, stalled, disconsolate,
To dine upon 'the Figurative Crow.'

"Within a victim's turn a pang will grow,
The Dining-room Committee he'll berate,
And you shall hear us knock and kick and prate,
And sense, at last, acknowledge overthrow.

"In making our ingenious tale unfold,
With gorgeous spectacle and ghastly sight,
McCoy's mad melodies, by tourists trolled,
Will biff the Bot--Bedizzened bar at night,
Whence back an echoing chorus tells your Sire
That he who wrote the scenes and song's a liar. *

Prom materials such as this has been created annu-

ally what Porter Garnett called "the Great Dream," begun with

slow sonorous majesty, developed to a tense climax, and ending

in a revel. Its spell has pervaded the person of every one

fortunate enough to have witnessed one of these Bohemian Club

Jinks — which aro to California what the fetes were to an-

cient Greece and what the Passion Play of Oberammergau is to

-* Town Talk , August 1, 1903
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Germany and Austria. If, on the morning after, there were

many headaches, what difference did that make in the long

run? Art had been served in a manner which was still plastic,

experimental, evolutionary; which was still laudable theatre,

even though private and restricted to club members and their

guests.

Occasionally, for the Christmas Jinks, Will Irwin

wrote a satire or travesty which was produced in the town club-

house. One of the most notable of these, Abe Hur , a travesty

of Ben Hur , was presented December 19, 1903 when Irwin

sired the Low Jinks. The next year he wrote The Hamadryads ,

an allegory which represented the release of tree souls ac-

complished by Apollo through his slaying of Maledon, the

spirit of Care and the Hamadryads' keeper. Afterward, the

Low Jinks, presented Earnest J. Simpson's clever and parodic

skit The Inimitable Itinerants . At least for the evening tills

proved an imitation to end all imitations.

SPIRIT OF BOHEMIA

Although by 1905 the Bohemian Club had increased in

numbers to its constitutional limit, seven hundred and fifty,

(excluding several classes of membership other than that reg-

ularly subscribed) it was constantly being subjected to pres-

sure by those waiting to join and they were almost as numerous

as members. With its numerical increase concurred a propor-

tionate increase in material wealth. A bridge-annexed theatre

had been joined to the rooms on Post Street. Famous actors
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from all over the country enjoyed privileges of honorary

membership and a list of these, with guests or frequent vis-

itors, reads like a Who's Who of the theatre. David Warfield,

Nat Goodwin, Henry Irving were among those who participated

in club activities of the early 1900s. Yet, despite the op-

ulence of its library, art treasures, club house, furnishings,

its vast property acquisitions and its distinguished member-

ship, the Bohemian Club remained strictly Bohemian and crea-

tive in character, its interest increasingly focused on the-

atre art rather than on pure literature.

Many notable illustrations of this fact can be

gleaned from its nontheatrical activities; but perhaps none

is more revealing than that which occurred during a reception

tendered to the English actor Sir Henry Irving some months

prior to the fire and earthquake of 1906. After dinner the

distinguished guest was invited to the jinks room for coffee

and cigars. Unaware that any special program had been pre-

pared, Irving settled down to enjoy the blended aromas of his

beverage and tobacco. He therefore showed surprise when one

of the Bohemians appeared on the stage cunningly disguised as

a character in one of Irving 's plays. Without warning or pre-

amble, the character then delivered an objurgation to the

guest, using identical lines spoken in the play by this char-

acter when he addressed Irving in the role of protagonist.

Irving of course was not on the stage and he therefore con-

sidered himself the object of an uncommon and delightfully

ingenious toast.
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A moment later there appeared a second character

from another of Irving' s plays, who repeated the performance

In lines from the play he represented. After the second had

done, a third, a fourth, a fifth — indeed a seemingly inter-

minable procession of stage characters came out, each address-

ing the amazed Sir Henry in rhetoric characteristic of their

roles. Even before reaching the conclusion of this anecdote

we can guess its general scheme; but, as Irving himself dis-

covered, no one could possibly surmise its extent and perfec-

tion until the last character had spoken. Then it became man-

ifest that the Bohemians had scrutinized every line of every

play, modern or ancient, classic or popular, English or for-

eign, in which Sir Henry Irving had appeared during his entire

career as a star. Moreover, they had enlisted only the vil-

lainous or antagonistic speeches which expressed disapproval

of Irving' s characterizations and had garbed each conscien-

tious objector in the fashion stipulated by Irving himself in

stagdng the plays. Pew persons who had not actually helped

in its presentation, perhaps no one save the actor himself,

could comprehend the magnitude of such presentation. It had

been rendered with serious and appreciable theatre value, yet

with no more serious an Inspiration than that of amusing a

distinguished visitor who had similarly and professionally

amused thousands of delighted playgoers in the capitals of the

world.
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TRIUMPH OF THE PHOENIX

Inasmuch as the Bohemians so thoroughly prepared

their nondramatic interludes, there is little wonder that in

formal major undertakings, like the Jinks, they achieved a

high degree of artistry. In 1906, after the fire and earth-

quake which devastated the greater part of San Francisco,

club properties, including many thousands of dollars worth of

art and other treasures, were destroyed and the organization

was left homeless from April 18 to 26,when temporary quarters

were finally obtained in the room of a private residence at

2171 Pacific Avenue, which served until summer of that year

when the Bohemian Club removed to Sacramento and Octavia

Streets and thence, in August 1907, to the northwest corner of

Post and Leavenworth. During this period of rehabilitation

the Midsummer Jinks of 1906 naturally suffered from scarcity

of attendance but lost nothing of its spectacular effect.

In 1907,almost simultaneously with removal to their

new club house, the poet George Sterling emerged like a

phoenix with his spectacle-play The Triumph of Bohemia , which

was presented before a crowd of some six hundred members, the

largest ever assembled at the Grove. Edward Pi Schneider com-

posed the music and Porter Garnett did costumes and undertook

the direction. Symbolically, too, Sterling's drama represented

the triumph of the Phoenix in a legend somewhat different

from the original: an assault by the North Wind and the South

Wind, by Fire and the god Mammon against the Redwood Forest
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and the final overthrow of all these forces of evil by the

Spirit of Bohemia, which had preserved the redwoods.

For a time, in 1908, it appeared that there might

be a further evolution of the Jinks. Porter Garnett, "scribe

and recorder of the Bohemian Club Jinks," wrote and published

a history of these annual forest spectacles from 1872 to

1908. * In this work Garnett insisted that their title be

changed to one more consonant with the dignity which attended

the performances themselves and he suggested "Grove Play" as

a substitute for "Midsummer Jinks." Grove Play it became

then, officially, but those who expected drastic changes were

disappointed* The Sun of Baldur , that year, The Cave Man
,

in 1910, Apollo , in 1915, were all like their predecessors;

they differed in setting, costume, theme, but all were alle-

gorical spectacles ending with the cremation of Care.

A DIFFERENCE OF OPINION

In 1914 a critic who styled himself "Josiah Grouch"

wrote a series of stinging rebukes, stylized after his own

pseudonym and conforming to the policy implied by the name of

the newspaper which printed them, The Wasp . "Grouch" alleged

that the Bohemians in their grove plays were browbeating the

muses portentously,, shamefully, in a grand manner which af-

fronted rather than served the interests of art. Although

there could have been little justification for the raging and

ranting, one of these articles, appearing August 15, 1914,

* The Bohemian Jinks, a"treatise published by The Bohemian
Club, San Francisco, 1908.
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suggests not only the basis for a logical criticism which may

have been voiced elsewhere with cheerful urbanity, but also

affords an example of bombast which today only excites our

risibility and undoubtedly excited the risibilities of the

Bohemians of that day:

"What an awful strain it must be for those tal-
ented Bohemians to put on a new forest play
every year and hypnotize themselves into the
conviction that it is the best ever. The end-
less struggle to beat the record reminds me of
the attempt of the European powers to bankrupt
one another by building more warships.

"A plague, say I, on the fellow who first be-
thought him of a forest play. In Heaven's name
why didn't the aspiring noodle try to make the
leafy glades ring with laughter, instead of an
echo to the bombastic flapdoodle of allegorical
spirits of 'Hate,' 'Love,' etc., and the rhyth-
mical rubbish of amateur scribblers, obsessed
with the notion that they were born to put
Shakespeare and Milton in the shade?

"The Bohemian Club is not composed altogether
of fat insurance agents and lean lawyers, who
know not the limitations of art. There are men
of genuine talent in the club, who would tell
their fellow members that you cannot paint the
lily or gild refined gold. Nature is more sub-
lime than the brain or hand of man, and he who
tries to add to the grandeur of pathless woods
by building therein a little stage for amateur
actors to mouth bad verse and scare the owls,
is the next thing to a chattering blue-jay that
invites the shot gun.

;i Come down from your high horses of Allegory,
ye ambitious Bohemians, poets and composers.
Their withers are wrung and their backs galled.
Give them a rest. Let your teeming imagina-
tions lie fallow for a season or so and have
surcease from the composing of elaborate wood-
land masques, so strongly resembling each oth-
er, like stage twins in a comic opera, that
you can tell the difference only by looking at

the ribbons on them.
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"If you can find no satisfaction of Soul in the
silence of the redwood forest, and must needs
raise a helluva racket, do it without stilted
affectation that shall make Pan and all the
woodland nymphs sneer at you.

"Be natural in Nature's shrine inviolate. Cut
up monkey-shines, if you so desire. Clink
glasses with Bacchus and Gambrinus, and swap
stories that would make an old maid throw cat-
fits. Dance the tango and the hootchy-koo and
stand on your heads if your feet get tangled.
Pan, peering at you out of the sheltering un-
derbrush, will laugh good-naturedly at your hu-
man capers till his hairy sides are aching.

"When you pack your frying pans and blankets
and leave the woodland shades for your stores
and offices, the Hamadryads and all the other
fairies of the moonlit forest will proclaim you
a bunch of sensible, jolly good fellows and
thank their stars you didn't stage them another
woodland play, with red fire, property thunder
and verse that would make all poets from
Chaucer to Tennyson turn over in their graves."

A month or more later, when Josiah Grouch had mean-

while delivered himself of other strictures of this nature,

he announced triumphantly in the Wasp of September 19, 1914,

that the Bohemians had at last heeded his objurgations and

"canned" the grove plays. He added by way of mitigating the

statement: "There Is to be a distinct change in the literary

style and dramatic method of the Bohemian forest play, so

'tis said." Frank Pixley, a playwright of some reputation,

was said to have been entrusted with the initial reformation.

Pixley* s Apollo , however, instead of instigating a

departure, merely followed the traditional pattern which had

been in force since 1902. It proved to be a dramatization of

one of the myths of Olympus, ending with the cremation of
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Care, a rollicksome midnight supper and the even more rollick-

some and customary Low Jinks. But the performance is memor-

able because of the record crowd of twelve hundred who as-

sembled to witness it, among them such notables as Harrison

Fisher, the artist; Jack London, and Owen Wister, novelists,

and Lord Richard Plantaganet Neville of London, personal rep-

resentative of Lritain's then reigning monarch, King George V,

who had come to San Francisco bringing the golden yachting

trophy to the Panama Pacific International Exposition.

As a fact of no slight interest in regard to the

traditional fixity of the grove plays, Jack London was asked

to write the Jinks for 1916 and when he submitted the manu-

script it was rejected by the committee, who declared its

theme unsuited to the grove and London's style much too

"strenuous" for adaptation to the atmosphere created by "ro-

mantic redwoods."

Thus the grove plays have remained allegorical and

romantic, rather than realistic, up to the present time.

As such, they represent an anachronism in today's little the-

atre movement. Indeed, when considered from a public view-

point, they cannot be regarded as part of that movement

in the strictest sense; but they interest us as one of its

important tributaries — a kind of historical accessory be-

fore and after the fact.
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CHAPTER 5

THE PLAYERS CLUB

It is a matter of genuine oddity that San Francisco

should have had a little theatre as early as 1912. There was

no apparent preparation for it, no proper evolutionary back-

ground; yet it came into being, remained alone on the horizon

of historic enterprises for awhile, and managed to survive.

This is remarkable in view of those ill-advised and awkward

upstarts of the little theatre discussed in a previous chap-

ter. Clearly, the amateur dramatic associations of the nine-

teenth century did not constitute a theatre in the totali-

tarian sense; they were sporadic, abortive in aim, incon-

clusively ambitious and in fact utterly fruitless in all but

their most meagre cultural aspects. Given sufficient time,

they ran a gamut which came to its farcical expiration with

the end of the century.

During the initial years of the twentieth century

a revival of sorts brought amateur actors back into the lime-

light. Again we are confronted with a dismal succession of

theatricals, ranging from the naive to the ridiculous; from

the tolerably proficient to the insupportable. The nineteenth
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century gamut had started to repeat itself and so, whether

the public liked it or not, these amateurs preserved a cult

of theatrical dilettantism in which, finally, a substantial

theatre took root.

Meantime the little theatre movement had already

begun in Europe, spreading from France to Germany; thence to

Russia, England and Ireland. In 1900 there were perhaps a

half-dozen important groups at work on the other side of the

Atlantic. But their influence penetrated the United States

only gradually and germinated for at least a decade longer

without bearing palpable results.

On the Pacific Coast , farthest removed from the seat

of this new culture, few people had even heard the term

" little theatre. ll Fewer still, knew what it meant. Yet,

surprisingly, suddenly and without due processes of evolution,

San Francisco had a little theatre at least two years before

the ideas of Andre' Antoine were put into general and suc-

cessful practice in any other part of America. There had

been sporadic attempts to establish little theatres in the

East, and in the Middle West. A few were actually started,

but after a brief existence they failed. This unique drama-

turgy had gained supporters , advocates and even practitioners,

but their repeated and combined efforts produced nothing

substantial, nothing recognizable, in the large sense, as a

theatre, until 1914 or 1915. By this time the Players Club

in San Francisco, had left behind it the concrete evidence of
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drama, skillfully rehearsed and professionally staged, in a

spirit of revolt against the stereotyped and degenerating

commercial theatre.

SAN FRANCISCO'S FIRST LITTIJI THEATRE

At first the Players Club seemed just another dra-

matic society. It did, indeed, derive its nucleus from one,

the Cap and Bells Club, an organization of women dilettanti

who sought to express themselves on the spoken stage. It ap-

pealed directly, both for membership and financial support,

to the wealthier group of art patrons who had always espoused

the amateur's cause and made it their darling. It had, at

least to justify its existence to the populace at large, a

familiar and now worn-out excuse for being, namely to sub-

scribe the proceeds from its plays to charitable institutions.

Finally, it was an organization of vagrants who had not even

a clubhouse,' actors who had no theatre save what was granted

to them for a single performance.

Vagabonds in any profession are immediately suspect.

Actors without a stage on which to demonstrate their art,

particularly amateurs, could not hope for anything but a cold

reception in San Francisco. Too many of them had gone before.

Too long had the public suffered from their puerile declama-

tions and inane posturing. People would not willingly and in

numbers let themselves in for that sort of thing again.

Therefore when Reginald Travers decided to or-

ganize the Players Club, he had to use precedents already
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established. That explains why it resembled other amateur

dramatic associations to the extent just indicated. Since

there was no backgrovmd,no favorable contemporary atmosphere,

he planted his little theatre in the only extant hospitable

niche, hoping it would grow beyond mere dilettantism and

achieve a free, self-sustaining life. of its own. But al-

though Travers compromised in this fashion in order to start

his theatre, he nevertheless had ideas as to how it should be

directed; knew precisely what means were necessary to accom-

plish his ends. And for this reason the Players Club dif-

fered from its predecessors: it had a professional director,,

a man whose heart was really in the theatre and whose life

was bound up with it.

In Travers' case the usual relationship between

cause and effect was reversed. He was not an amateur seeking

to advance himself towards the commercial stage, but a pro-

fessional who had been through all of that and now sought to

advance the new and profound expressionism of the little

theatre on an amateur stage. He had been prominent in the

New Theatre of Chicago, one of the early experimental groups

in America, lie had worked, since leaving the commercial stage,

with groups in schools and universities where dramatic arts

are inculcated before they are expressed. Thus he had found

the proper raison d'etre for his Players Club before, instead

of after the fact of its creation. There was to be no

haphazard groping towards self- justification, but rather an
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empirical effort to establish and maintain the art of drama-

turgy which threatened soon to become an extinct art.

In two other respects the Players Club differed from

those amateur groups which had at one time or another held

the boards in San Francisco prior to its founding; first,

they desired to present only significant plays -- the clas-

sics, ancient and modern; experimental and expressionistic

plays that the commercial houses never brought to San Fran-

cisco; and plays with an appeal to the intelligence as well

as the emotions. Second, they were interested also in plays

by new writers who had something to offer besides box-office

stuff, common melodrama, or sanguine and insipid comedies,

farces and the like.

The term "little theatre," of course, had no spe-

cific meaning on the Pacific Coast when Travers organized his

group and it was only applied to them later. Nevertheless,

from an historical viewpoint ,the Players Club was manifestly a

true little theatre from the time of its initial performance.

THE IDLE BORN

By April of 1912, a short time after its organiza-

tion, the Players Club had acquired about thirty-five active

members, including many prominent society women and a few

competent actors. But its associate membership was far larger.

This comprised wealthy people who didn't care to act, yet

supported the organization with their money and active

participation in its business affairs. There was, however,
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no haste, no attempt to rush upon the stage Ill-prepared, at

the first opportunity.

Travers had discovered an interesting comedy of

manners in four acts, The Idle Born , written by H.C. Chatfield

Taylor and Reginald De Koven. Perhaps this comedy had been

brought to his notice by the authors themselves, In answer to

advertisements Travers had inserted in the daily papers re-

questing playwrights to submit their manuscripts to him at

his residence at 1509 Gough Street — the only headquarters

of which the Players Club at that time could boast. Anyhow

The Idle Born was an untried play; it had never been produced

on any stage. Yet Travers liked it. The play-reading com-

mittee, to whom it was next submitted with the director's

recommendation, liked it also and voted to use it for the

initial performance. 3ut even then there were no attempts

to hurry its staging, no anxiety lest enthusiasm should

cool, which so often happens in the case of amateurs.

With the utmost deliberation Travers selected his

cast. Then for seven weeks he rehearsed the play, intensively,

as though it were a costly elaborate production destined for

the legitimate stage. Finally, on the evening of October 24,

1912 the finished performance took place at Soros is Club

Hall, 635 Sutter Street.

Here, then, occurred the formal and overt beginning

of the Players Club, distinguished by an audience among whom

were people whose names are exceptionally well-known through
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their connections with the artistic, literary, and commercial

traditions of San Francisco. The hall, which was amply oc-

cupied, perhaps a little crowded, belonged to one of the im-

portant women's clubs which is still in existence* A tempo-

rary, if distinguished, house and a one-night stand were the

components of this beginning. In themselves they promised

nothing. But permanence lurked deep in the plans of Reginald

Travers, the perseverance and energy to build a home for the

Players Club.

As to the play, its performance as a whole, the in-

dividual actors -- these were somewhat more than competent,

somewhat less than brilliant. It would be a gross overstate-

ment to say that, in conjunction, these elements of dramaturgy

made a tremendous hit. Success in the little theatre, accom-

plishment in Travers 1 theatre, does not come that way; nor is

it commensurable with stilted praise from the dilettanti.

But The Idle Born at least distinguished these actors from

all previous amateurs and justified their going ahead — at

least to the extent of demonstrating what further novelties

they had in store.

THE GAMBIT

However, in advancing towards the goal which Travers

had in mind, many circumambages were necessary. People who

held the purse strings had to be propitiated; and the fact

that these players were unproved had constantly to be

considered in working out a policy. One could not simply
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march against the prevailing theatre tradition, avowing overt

contumacy, and storm it. One could not lay down a barrage of

experimental plays and expect people utterly unprepared for

them to offer anything but truculent resistance. One

could not, in a word, declare the little theatre for what it

was. This had to be done by patient insinuation.

Therefore we find the Players Club giving benefits,

one after another. On November 6, 1912, after a period of

assiduous rehear sing, they next presented Maeterlinck's three-

act tragedy Mary Magdalene at the Scottish Rite Auditorium.

Proceeds from this were donated to the Women's Outdoor Club.

Then, in January following, there was a special performance

for associate members of their own organization. This in-

cluded a somewhat mixed program: two episodes from Schnitzler's

Anatol cycle and Hauptmann's Elga . The former being given a

simultaneous production in New York, created much favorable

publicity for the little theatre there; and the latter had

scored an outstanding success at the New Theatre in Chicago,

two years earlier. Both were uncommon in San Francisco, the

first infiltrations of that type of drama elsewhere already

associated with the little theatre movement. With such of-

ferings the Players Club launched its distinguished career in

less than six months, thereby identifying itself with the

free theatres scattered over Europe and becoming in the United

States one of the earliest established proponents of revolt

against the trust which controlled commercial theatres from

Wall Street.
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Before the initial season ended, in May 1913, the

Players Club also performed Rudolph Desier's fantastic satire

Lady Patricia ; John Masefield' s The Tragedy of Nan ; George

Bernard Shaw's satirical Candida ; and repeated Maeterlinck's

religious drama Mary Magdalene . Not one of these had ever

been played in San Francisco before Travers undertook their

production. His casts had been unusually competent, too;

they began to attract attention. The newspaper published

feature articles explaining the nature of this new dramatic

group, describing its aims, ideology, ambitions. One of these

appeared in the Chronic le of May 13, 1913, a few days prior

to the repeat performance of Mary Magdalene with which the

inaugural season ended. It was written by a journalist who

signed herself "Cholly Francisco," and reveals with feminine

naivete the somewhat ambiguous position which the Players

Club at first occupied in the public mind — not yet recog-

nized as a little theatre in the term's genuine definition,

but genially described as such because the writer fancied a

piquant and literal flavor in the words themselves

!

"With debonair disregard for the theatrical
manager's pocketbook, which must give that much
harassed person a real thinking part, (states

the article) the society thespians seem deter-
mined to become their own producers, marketing
talent, energies, abilities long suppressed.

Mere frivoling and endless bridge parties no

longer suffice as an outlet for feminine wits.

Milady must be up and doing. Hence comes this
and that 'little theatre' where congenial
friends take turn about to show what they can

do if given the opportunity.
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"First New York had its 'little theatre,' then
Washington society made a tremendous success of
it, and now San Francisco, which is never con-
tent to remain behind, has set its heart on
having a tiny bijou theatre, where genius may
blossom in a friendly environment-

"A number of prominent society women are back
of the scheme, which is to be immediately pro-
jected on a financial basis, preliminary props
to be furnished by the Players Club, which will
give Maurice Maeterlinck's latest drama, Mary
Magdalene at the Sorosis Club on the evening of
May 21, 1913, to raise the first sum toward
building the 'little theatre' of San Francisco.

;IThe same production is to be given at Carmel
later in the year, for now that the Players
Club has made up its mind to have its own
theatre, there will be an ambitious bustling
to add to the building fund.

''Heretofore the productions of the Players Club
have been exclusive affairs to which one had
access only by invitation. This time, however,
the passport will be one dollar, given in ex-
change for a ticket."

This article is subtly revealing. It shows only an

exterior view of the Players Club, but more than one hint of

Travers' real purpose may be glimpsed between the lines --

especially in a last paragraph, not repeated here, telling of

projected plarys for the 1913 - 1914 season. All of these are

dramas of first importance,many of them "written by playwrights

whose genius nowadays is generally accepted without question.

It says nothing about the actors, but from other documentary

sources we learn that some of them were indeed society women;

and all, of course, were people with incomes sufficient to

allow them to work In the theatre without compensation. 3ut

they were proficient, some of them extraordinarily so; later

there were professionals willing to devote their time to this
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activity because it allowed considerable liberation of talent

and increased the scope of their art. During the first sea-

son Travers enlisted the support of such players as William

Rainey, Marie Hillenbrand, Francis P. Buckley, Mae O'Keefe,

Rowena Danhauer and William Mellander,all of whom contributed

largely to its success.

DISTINGUISHED PERFORMANCES

But Travers went ahead slowly, carefully. His en-

deavors, which had already attracted wide attention, made it

possible for him to get the best available amateur talent in

the Bay region. He continued staging new, classical or experi-

mental dramas which commercial producers considered too risky;

and these could not be seen elsewhere than in New York or

Chicago little theatre productions, or in wayside theatres

where art was held in higher esteem than the box office.

Hence Travers did this for San Francisco; he made the plays

of Shaw, Galsworthy, Pinero, Hauptmann, Schnitzler and Clyde

Fitch a living reality on the stage here; he created a thea-

tre in which free expression could obtain despite the com-

mercial trusts whose interests lay in suppressing it. Mean-

time he strove to acquire a private playhouse which would be

at once a workshop and a means to further independence.

The first season had served to establish confidence

in the Players Club; during the second they were able to

abandon much of their initial ambiguity and progress towards

the realization of Travers' objective. Aid was forthcoming
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almost immediately when the Camel Theatre Association, an-

other private producing group, invited them to use the Forrest

Theatre at Carruel during the summer of 1913. There they

again presented Mary Magdalene , returning to San Francisco in

October with The Amazons of Sir Arthur Wing Plnero, played at

Scottish Rite Auditorium; in November, The Pigeon of John

Galsworthy, at Sorosis Club Hall; and, the following January,

Leopold Lewis' The Bells and Bernard Shaw's How He Lied to

Her Husband * They terminated the season on May 7, 1914 with

Prunella by Laurence Kousman and Granville Barker, presented

also at the Sorosis Club Hall.

But for two more seasons they remained without a

theatre of their own, riving notable productions meanwhile in

San Francisco, Mill Valley, and the Greek Theatre at the

University of California in Berkeley. This last, an outdoor

amphitheatre like those of the time of the great Greek drama-

tists of antiquity, built on a hill-slope north of the campus,

was the scene of several spectacular triumphs staged by

Travers. The first of these occurred July 27, 1915 with the

production of Nero by Stephen Phillips -- a play whose his-

torical significance and dramatic climax are much enhanced by

a scene which depicts the burning of Rome.

Such a play, obviously, could not be staged indoors

without loss of its realistic effects and few orthodox thea-

tres in the country had stages large enough to accommodate

its tremendous setting. It had been seen only once before
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on the Pacific Coast, in 1910, when the University's English

Club presented it and judged the drama so worth while, the

Greek Theatre so well adapted to it, that they invited the

Players Club to present it again for the benefit of non-res-

ident summer students and the throngs visiting San Francisco's

Panama Pacific International Exposition. The Musical and

Dramatic Committee of the University collaborated with

Travers to make a colossal production which satisfied all the

conditions of an announcement appearing in the Examiner ,

July 18, 1915, under the flamboyant heading:

"Rome Will Again Burn In Play*

"Miss Lurita Stone will play the part Poppaea
when the Players Club produces Nero in the
Hearst Greek Theatre on the night of July 27.
The cast will Include Dion Holm as Nero; Miss
Pearl King Tanner as Agrippina, Nero's scheming
and imperious mother; and William Rainey as the
infamous Tigellinus.

"For the burning of Rome bonfires will be built
and lighted on the hills immediately around the
Greek Theatre. These are to be set alight one
by one until even San Francisco will learn that
Rome i s burning

.

"An orchestra of fifty pieces and a chorus of
sixty voices, including Miss Aileen Buckley as

soloist, will furnish the incidental music.
In the banquet scene an Egyptian dance is to be
introduced with Miss Virginia Whitehead as
premier danseuse. She is spoken of highly as
a pupil of Pavlowa."

A THEATRE FOR THE PLAYERS CLUB

That year, also for the first time,Travers produced

Shakespeare, following Hauptmann's The Sunken Bell , early In

spring, with The Merchant of Venice after which he reverted
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to Pinero's The Gay Lord Quex ; then, that winter, Edmond

Rostand's The Romancers . But 1915 was memorable for yet an-

other reason: in mid-September the Players Club was able to

lease quarters of its own, at 3029 Clay Street, formerly oc-

cupied by Dr. Arnold Genthe as a studio.

This of course was a residence, commodious and

pleasant, but unsuitable for the production of plays without

extensive remodeling. During the greater part of another year

the group still remained theatreless and did not accomplish

the much needed alteration until October of 1916, when a dis-

tinctive little playhouse seating one hundred persons, com-

plete with stage and dressing rooms, repaid all the time, ef-

fort, and money expended towards its realization.

With completion of this playhouse the first strug-

gle for recognition was over. Recognition meant an audience,

a kind of popular tolerance (neither indifferent nor frigid),

and a source of income. It meant that the little theatre

had secured itself firmly in the cult of dilettantism and

had no avowed enemies outside of it. Practically it meant

performances every night, with a matinee on Saturdays. It

meant professional conduct in the theatre and in its manage-

ment . It meant that the Players Club could boast of more

capacity houses than any other little theatre west of the

continental divide.
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POMP AITD CIRCUMSTANCE

But perhaps the most important meaning that can

attach to this event was obscured at the time — its signifi-

cance to the community. Not only had Travers established a

little theatre in San Francisco; what became more palpable

with the opening of his playhouse was that he had also cre-

ated a demand for it — a demand small at first, but of suf-

ficient strength to warrant the start of a little theatre

movement within the next two years. Professional actors now

began to ally themselves with the Players Club, or in one way

or another lent their names and prestige to it. Some became

honorary members, including William H. Crane, Henry Miller,

Margaret Anglin, John Drew, and Otis Skinner. Margaret Anglin

appeared in a number of their later productions, as did the

well-known and popular Emelie Melville.

Those who remained amateurs and still continued

with the organization and were regularly cast, had begun to

exhibit professional skill in their work. Travers knew his

business and demanded that his actors know theirs. His

standards were uncommonly high; the dramas he staged imposed

on actors a degree of excellence and versatility rarely de-

manded in most commercial theatres -- especially since they

followed one after the other closely, in unrelenting succes-

sion.

Towards the close of the 1915 - 1916 season the

Players Club performed successively, within a period of six
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months prior to the opening of their new playhouse, Shake-

speare ' s A Midsummer Night's DreamjThe Playboy of the Western

World by John Millington Synge; The Red Robe by Eugene Brieux,

and capped these with a brilliant climax at the University of

California's Greek Theatre, July 15, 1916 playing Shake-

speare ' s King Le ar

•

In connection with the last there was an incident

which shows the director's impersonal determination to eval-

uate his art above the human elements that so often interfere

with it during productions staged by amateurs. A prominent

local man, Richard Hotaling, who was also one of the main-

stays of this little theatre, had been cast as King Lear*

After rehearsals started Hotaling revealed that he favored a

version of the play wholly unacceptable to other members of

the cast. A controversy ensued, but Hotaling would not con-

cede himself wrong even when the fact was demonstrated by a

mediator from the University — a scholar who proved Hotaling 's

version to be apocryphal. Consequently Travers had to dis-

miss his leading man and play the role himself. But despite

this last-minute change the production was both a financial

and artistic success. It was indeed one of those rare suc-

cesses which dramatic critics, scholars,. and public united in

praising; and since there were large numbers of people who

had not witnessed it, others who wished to see it again,

Travers repeated King Lear with the original cast on Novem-

ber 3, 1916 at the Oakland Auditorium. It drew a capacity

house.
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AN OUTLET FOR LOCAL PLAYWRIGHTS

One of the prime interests of any little theatre is

to discover talent in all the departments of dramaturgy. If

the stage is to have a vital growth, if it is ever to attain

stature independent of mere commercial exploitation, new

elements must constantly be infused to replace those which

are decadent. Travers sought to make his Players Club ex-

perimental even before producing at all. He advertised in

the daily papers some months prior to completion of the club's

formal organization, inviting local dramatists to submit

their plays to him. And it will be remembered that his in-

itial performance constituted one of these -- an untried com-

edy, The Idle Born , by Chatfield Taylor and Reginald De Koven.

Afterwards the productions were those of proven dramatic

worth entirely, it is true; but we must not therefore suppose

that the experiment failed, or that Travers intended to ban

the unknown playwright from his theatre.

The little playhouse on Clay Street was opened with

a group of one-act plays all unknown in the West, and among

them was the work of a Players Club member: Adrien Metzger's

The Cradle Song . The others were Kisses, by S. J. Kaufmann;

The Side of Ben Mohr , by Ruth Sawyer; The Maker of Dreams ,

by Oliphant Downs; The Spur of War , by Milliard Booth. These

plays provided San Francisco theatre-goers with uncommon en-

tertainment and ran nightly, with an added Saturday matinee,

during the week of October 16, 1916.
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Thereafter, with increasing frequency, Travers

•

group showed themselves to be playmakers as well as play per-

formers. Between productions of the more substantial dramas,

they regularly produced one-act plays by writers within their

theatre and others outside it who were wholly unknown. Some

of these have since become writers of considerable importance,

although it cannot be argued that the Players Club ever gave

to the world any dramatist comparable to William Butler Yeats,

George Bernard Shaw, or Eugene O'Neill -- all of whom were

given their first audiences in little theatres.

JOURNALISTIC AMBIGUITY

One of the Players Club actors, Raine Bennett,

should be mentioned here for his fine drama The Talisman which

Travers produced in the Greek Theatre on July 21, 1917 in

conjunction with a short play called Matsuo by the Japanese

poet Takeda Izumo. William Rainey, foremost leading man of

the little theatre, and the motion picture actress Beatrice

Michelena, played the chief roles in Bennett's drama and this

whole conbination was so extraordinary that it became a high-

light in the season. But, reading of it in the Wasp of

July 28, 1917, one does not get such an impression:

"Before a large and appreciative audience at
the Greek Theatre in Berkeley, thespians of the
Players Club, with Beatrice Michelena, produced
The Talisman of Raine Bennett last Saturday
night.

"This was the summer play given annually by the
club and the efforts of the players were well
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rewarded. The production was xinder the direc-
tion of Reginald Travers.

"The play was preceded by the one-apt sketch
Mat suo , by Takeda Izumo, who is called 'the
Japanese Shakespeare, 1

"

The above notice is really too matter-of-fact.

Nothing at all about the significance of Raine Bennett as a

dramatist; nothing of the Japanese poet's lyricism; nothing

of the palpable circumstance that the entire production was

local and unique and that its kind could be witnessed no-

where outside the little theatres of which there were then

few enough in America to excite interest by their rarity

alone. As a further example that the little theatre move-

ment was not generally recognized as something quite differ-

ent from amateur dilettantism, we find in the Wasp of Sep-

tember 15, 1917 a reference to the little theatre as a play-

house on Clay Street, and apparently separate from the or-

ganization which gave it life and meaning:

"Four plays with picked casts for their pro-
duction will feature the opening of the Players
Club season at the 'Little Theatre' on Septem-
ber 24. Reginald Travers, who has been devot-
ing his entire time recently to coaching, will
be seen in The Fallen Star .

"There will be The Fawn with William Rainey,
soon to join the Henry Miller Company, in the
leading role. With him will be Virginia White-
head of the University of California, her
brother Douglas Whitehead, and Bess Rause, a
talented child actress.

"Grant Carpenter's The Dragon 's..Claw, and Big
Kate are the remaining two pieces. Among those
who will appear in them are Mrs. Mabel Gump,
Carolyn Green and Raine 3ennott. There will
also be some instrumental music by the Players
Club Trio."
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A NEW PLAYHOUSE

Along with his other activities, Travers also man-

aged to produce light operas, being himself a singer of some

note particularly distinguished as Ko Ko in Gilbert and

Sullivan's Mikado » He inaugurated his first musical season

during the Christmas week of 1917 with the operetta just men-

tioned. It earned a reputation for him, besides being tre-

mendously popular, and the next year he was invited to pre-

sent The Mikado at the Bishop Playhouse in Oakland; in the

Greek Theatre at the University of California; and in various

commercial theatres of the Bay region. In the spring of 1918

he staged Gilbert and Sullivan's Patience during a highly

successful two weeks at the theatre on Clay Street, which was

not nearly large enough to admit all of the people who pre-

sented themselves for admittance.

During the next year it became even more difficult

to accommodate the crowds who wanted to see Players Club pro-

ductions, both dramatic and musical -- for they revived The

Mikado by request, playing it in the Colonial Ballroom of the

St. Francis Hotel as well as in their own theatre — and

Travers was forced to consider the possibility of obtaining

larger quarters. In the fall of 1919, after a thorough

search, he discovered a suitable building on Bush Ctreet,

between Octavia and Gough, which also met with approval from

the board of directors. It had at one time been a church,
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then a storehouse for odds and ends of uncertain use and des-

tination. And a storehouse it was when the Players Club took

it over from the San Francisco Board of Education.

The exterior of the building, brick with stone

facings, they found well-preserved; but the interior had suf-

fered considerable abuse since its abandonment as a place of

worship. The walls and floors had been much ravaged by time,

the accumulation of debris and the movement of cumbrous ar-

ticles of worn-out school furniture. The windows had been

shattered by neighborhood boys with a penchant for throwing

rocks. Nevertheless nothing had defaced the fine Gothic

lines of the structure. Once remodeled,with a sloping floor

rows of comfortable seats, and a thoroughly equipped stage

where the pulpit had formerly stood, it made an admirable,

attractive little playhouse, whose capacity was considerably

greater than the old one. Here, on October 22, 1919, the

Players Club began its eighth season with Shakespeare's

Hamlet , William Rainey playing the title role; Emelie Mel-

ville, the Queen; Marie Louise Meyers, Ophelia; and Clay M.

Greene, the Ghost.

In spite of being thus firmly established and sit-

uated, with seven seasons of unequivocal successes behind it,

there still seems to have been a furtive ambiguity regarding

the Players Club and its relationship to the community. One

observer, a newspaper woman whose views may be supposed to

have had some influence on popular opinion, wrote in the San

Francisco Chronicle of October 26, 1919:
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"The Players Club occupies a unique position
among dramatic organizations. It is not a

little theatre in the accepted sense of the

term, as it is a non-professional organization,
the members working through their interest in
the drama. Neither is it to be classed with
the ordinary amateur or community dramatic club,

as it has now 100 active members to call upon
for anything from playing a leading role to

painting scenery or ushering. Identified with
the club are a large number of semi-profession-
als, as well as clever amateurs who have had
long and varied experience in stage work."

THE LITTLE THEATRE MAPS MANIFEST

Primarily, as has been said, the inability to clas-

sify Travers' group was due to a misunderstanding of the

little theatre movement j else complete ignorance of It. But

there also existed, at that time, a second misunderstanding

which derived from a natural though unfortunate selection of

title for their playhouse. It had been named The Little

Theatre and newspaper writers, some times with quotation marks,

sometimes without, referred to it in such a way as to leave

the impression that it should be faintly distinguished from

the organization which owned and used it. However, with re-

moval to the quaint Gothic structure on Bush Street, a more

specific title, The Players Theatre, was adopted, and this

change served at least to properly identify the players with

their own playhouse, though it did nothing to clarify the

more important identification with theatres of its kind which

now, in numbers, had been established elsewhere. Not, indeed,

until commercial theatres became moribund and little theatres
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began to replace them In San Francisco, did their full social

significance become apparent.

Meanwhile the Players Club developed to an uncommon

degree the seraiprofessional standards with which they had

started. More and more frequently we find professionals as-

sociated with them in their productions « names that are of

first importance today in drama and its allied arts. Travers

himself is of first importance to the little theatre of the

West. He has staged nearly all the productions, in recent

years, of the English Club at the University of California.

His group of players has given to the Greek Theatre many of

its notable artistic spectacles. Prom among the players have

emerged several distinguished actors, a few dramatists and at

least one director of note; Morris Antrum,who played opposite

Pearl King Tanner in a fine production of Ibsen's Hedda

Gabler, staged by the Players Club at their new playhouse in

the spring of 1920.

But the measure of any little theatre's success

must take into account both cumulative values — that is,

those which transcend and outlast a given performance -- and

transient values, or those which are apparent at the time,

emotionally. It is the latter which most concern audiences.

People attend the theatre to be entertained, to take pleasure

in the combined skilful performance of dramatist, actors,

technicians, artists, and director. Seldom do they think of

the theatre in its abstract sense, In Its large sense, in its
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social sense, as we tiink of It here. Thus the little theatre

movement could, and did, manifest itself, quite unrealized by

many of those who continued to enjoy its productions. And it

is this fact, contingent upon the extreme diversity of plays

presented, which indicates the transient values of the

Players Club.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A REPERTORY

Travers seems to have overlooked nothing producible

in his efforts to promote a diverse and intelligent theatre-

art. In the fall of 1920 he began a repertoire season, pre-

senting a different bill every evening for the next two

months — a practice which must have taxed his resources, the

ingenuity of his players, more heavily than any commercial

theatre manager would willingly do. There were one-act plays

by local authors, including Charles Caldwell Dobie's Charity

and Dan Totheroh's The Breaking of the Calm . There were Gil-

bert and Sullivan operettas, with the addition of one not

previously in the repertoire. This was the highly delightful

Ruddigore , Travers himself singing the title role. Succes-

sively he produced three Shakespearean masterworks :
Richard

III , Hamlet , and Julius Ceasar . From these he turned to a

series of ballet productions, featuring the famous dancers

Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn. Then he presented Tolstoy's

Feyda and Eugene O'Neill's Emperor Jones .

The season, as all Players Club seasons, extended

into the following spring at which time Travers revived an
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odd, delightful and seldom-staged play, Lococq's Girofle, re-

ceived with large enthusiasm by audiences which crowded the

playhouse to its doors Another group of one-act plays came

next: the poetic, fiercely passionate Salome of Oscar Wilde,

a drama seldom staged, yet probably one of Wilde's finest

theatre compositions; a contemporary comedy, Lima Beans , by

Alfred Kreymborg;a whimsical pantomime, The Enchantress , em-

ploying Chinese actors and special Chinese folklore music;

and Price of Orchids , a vivid, pretty and optimistic play by

Winifred Hawkridge.

That November, by way of culmination and contrast,

there were more operas : Sister Beatrice , La Pompadour , and

The Bracelet . The ever and deservingly popular Gilbert and

Sullivan were now represented by still another addition to

the increasing store of operettas in the Players Club reper-

tory, The Yeomen of the Guard . That the public should be

served apparently stood as a first principle with Travers;

that it was served, by the inclusion of light opera among the

usual dramatic fare, appears evident from the following com-

ment of the Wasp , November 5, 1921:

"Delightful opera at Players Theatre —
"Owing to the great success of the present bill
now running at the Players Theatre, Sister
Beatrice, La Pompadour and The Bracelet , two
additional performances , be sides the performances
on Friday and Saturday nights of this week, are
announced for Friday and Saturday nights, Novem-
ber 4th and 5th.
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"The opening night of Gilbert and Sullivan's
delightful opera The Yeomen of the Guard is an-
nounced for Friday evening November 11th; and
will continue every Friday and Saturday night
during the months of November and December.

"A fine cast of singing principals and a chorus
of forty will be a feature of the production.

"Special scenery has been designed and executed
by Gerstle Mack, Selma Warner, and Henry C.
Burthe. The principals' costumes have been de-
signed by Gerstle Mack and executed by Tillie
Meyers

#

"The opera will be under the direction of
Reginald Travers; music under the direction of
Austin Mosher."

PUBLIC INTEREST

Both the Wasp and Argonaut , weekly publications,

had begun to devote more space to the Players Club, a prac-

tice in which they echoed sentiments in the daily newspapers

in a feebler manner — not equipped perhaps with such drama

critics as John D. Barry, Thoman Nunan, and George Warren,

who were writing columns of discriminating criticism in praise

of this little theatre which had already given to the West

several actors distinguished professionally and adopted by

the commercial stage.

Publicity indeed came from all quarters and inter-

est was heightened in the spring of 1922 by announcements

that William S. Rainey, who had during the past few years be-

come a box-office attraction in both San Francisco and New

York, would return to the Players Club as co-director with

Travers. This event marked another stride away from dilet-

tantism towards a more secure professional status. It
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promulgated their reputation for efficiency and capability

even among people who had never seen Travers '
players on the

stage. Prima facie without corroborating evidence it meant

something to the readers of theatrical news who had never

heard of the little theatre: it meant, in short, that here

was no mere group of amateurs to be lightly dismissed from

mind as inconsiderable. Obviously they were competing with

the orthodox stage on its own ground, with or without a dec-

laration of such purpose.

In August 1922 another former member of the Players

Club who had risen in the professional theatre returned to

play opposite Rainey when Travers and his co-director pre-

sented a unique and rather fascinating drama by Henry Meyers

called The First Fifty Years . For 3velyn Vaughan, however, it

was not only a return to the little theatre, but a return to

the legitimate stage, for she had been in motion pictures

prior to this event. But the performance was notable for an-

other reason — a reason that would appeal to specialists of

stage technique and others whose interest in the theatre is

keenly comprehensive. Painted scenes had been eliminated

and instead the curtain rose upon a three-dimensional set

designed by Livingstone Piatt who had done some remarkable,

vividly realistic settings for Margaret Anglin's plays at the

Greek Theatre in Berkeley.

Not least remarkable in the whole conjunction of

remarkable circumstances was the fact that The First Fifty
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Years , a play entirely without supporting cast, had to be

sustained by Rainey and Miss Vaughan, alone, — in the char-

acters of husband and wife. Highly experimental, but success-

ful in New York, the Wasp of July 22, 1922, announced its

presentation in San Francisco with the most conventional and

conservative of the declarations just stated:

"Evelyn Vaughan, for many seasons leading woman
at the Alcazar, and a great San Francisco fa-
vorite, is to return to the legitimate stage

•

This announcement will be of unusual interest
to the many friends and admirers of this splen-
did actress. Her vehicle will be the unique
and fascinating play by Henry Meyers The First
Fifty Years , the feature of the current " "Hew

York theatrical season.

"It will be presented here by Reginald Travers
and William S. Rainey at the Players Theatre
for two weeks, commencing August 7th. It is
doubtful if Miss Vaughan has ever had a play so

well suited to her ability as this realistic
story of married life. It depicts in seven
episodes the lovers on their wedding day, and
then in turn their various anniversaries from
the first, the paper wedding, to the fiftieth,
the golden wedding. On each anniversary they
question their hearts. The frankness and truth-
fulness of the young author in his treatment of
these scenes is one of his most powerful char-
acteristics. He is declared by the New York
Herald to have the courage and poignancy of
Eugene O'Neill, plus the genius for dialogue of
Eugene Walter.

William S. Rainey is to play opposite Miss
Vaughan. He needs no introduction to San Fran-
cisco, having played here for many seasons in
modern and Shakespearean roles. He has recent-
ly returned from New York where he appeared as
leading man in two Broadway productions this
season, The Spring , by George Cram Cook and The
Red Geranium , by Ruth M. Woodward."
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EAST AMD WEST

A short time after Evelyn Vaughan rejoined the

Players Club, Guy Kibbee, later a popular cinema actor, and

Ronald Telfer, destined to become prominent in the Children's

Theatre in San Francisco, likewise added their names to the

now impressive membership roll of Travers ' players. Such ex-

perienced actors greatly aided in productions that season and

the next — productions which, taken together, were impres-

sive in range and spectacular in effect. Shakespeare was

represented again, with The Merchant of Venice ; Charles Cald-

well Dobie, with Doubling in 3rass ; Sheridan with The School

for Scandal ; Ann Crawford Flexner, with The Marriage Game ;

and Gilbert and Sullivan, with Patience . But perhaps none of

these surpassed in sheer effectivness, in sheer sensation-

alism, the Russian drama Nuju by Ossip Dymow. Dymow had cre-

ated in this modern work one of the most interesting and

complex stage characters since Ibsen's Hedda Gabler . The

searching analysis employed throughout the play's nine scenes

was not dissimilar to Ibsen's technique, though, of course,

Dymow had arranged a distinctly different set of psychological

subtleties and interpretations. Evelyn Vaughan played the

title role opposite William Rainey as the poet; while Ben

Erway, for the past two years leading juvenile man at the

Alcazar Theatre, took the part of Nuju's husband. Altogether

this Russian drama furnished a startling termination to what

would have been, even without it, a highly colorful season.
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Satisfied that he had wrought well on the Pacific

Coast, that the organization would continue its sturdy ex-

istence without him, Reginald Travers went in October of 1922

to New York where, with the help of Rainey and Miss Vaughan,

he established a little theatre in Greenwich Village called

The Cherry Lane Theatre. In his stead, Everett Glass became

director of the Players Club, launching its thirteenth season

with a group of one-act plays? Eugene O'Neill's lie , Andrey-

eff's The Sabine Women , Synge's In the Shadow of the Glen ,

and Pitch's Beau Brummel .

A NEW DIRECTOR

Glass Mmself, it appears, matured in somewhat the

same tradition as Travers -- that is, in the little theatre.

He had been connected with The Toy Theatre of Boston and The

Greenwich Theatre in New York. In San Francisco he had been

director of the Stage Guild and assistant director of Hume's

Greek Theatre Players; besides, he had found time to write

several plays. Everett Glass, then, carried on the work

Travers had started; giving an audience to local playwrights,

producing the best of Elizabethan drama, modern classical

drama and contemporary experimental drama.

In the spring of 1924, while Glass was still direc-

tor, the Players Club announced a kind of declaration of

purpose, the first such notice that had ever been published

during its twelve years of life:
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"We have set out on an adventure in search of
beauty in the theatre. We shall try and follow
the adventure wherever it may lead us \ from the
arctic seas to the pampas of the Argentine."*"

4

The conditions in this statement had already been filled, but

pursuant to a policy long in force, the "search' 1 was given a

new impetus early that year when the Players Club offered $50

for the best one-act play submitted by a local author. The

judges were dramatic critics of various San Francisco news-

papers: Clay M. Greene, Thomas Nunan, George C. Warren, Idwal

Jones, A. P. Glllaspey, and Curran Swint, together with A.

Purrington, the club's president, and director Everett Glass.

As a result some forty-eight manuscripts came to

the committee for consideration and caused, naturally enough

almost as many opinions of their merits as there were judges.

But finally a majority awarded the prize to Ransom Rideout

for his Roots . Josy Martin, Fisherman and Reverse English ,

second and third choices respectively, were presented with

Roots during the first week in May 1924, at the Players Thea-

tre, this being their initial presentation on any stage.

Objectively considered and quite apart from the question of

whether these plays possessed importance in themselves, the

contest affords another example of genuine little theatre

technique practiced today with periodic regularity throughout

the country. Out of some such contest, perhaps, another great

American playwright will emerge; and if none does, play-

writing contests will still retain their inherent sociological

* The Wasp , March 15, 1924.
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value which Is to encourage dramatists to write as they

please and. insure them a hearing, if their work deserves one,

whether or not they have ignored restrictions imposed by the

theatrical trust whose sole concern is with the box office.

TRAVERS RESUMES IE ADERSHIP

Although Glass remained director for only two years,

in this time he abundantly promoted the principles laid down

by his predecessor; ably and without remiss conducted the

organization itself. Travers returned from New York in 1925,

once again resuming the position that he had only temporarily

relinquished. He brought with him fresh enthusiasm, gained,

one must suppose, at the fountainhead of the American thea-

tre — if we are constrained so to regard New York's Broadway.

Specifically he brought with him the intention of producing

some of the late Broadway successes and began with Fashion ,

a play revived from post-Elizabethan England, which had

proved popular in contemporary America along the Atlantic

seaboard. Travers popularized it in San Francisco during the

whole spring and summer of 1925.

Another idea which seems to have had its origin in

New York was that of changing the Players Club — nominally —
to the Players Guild, not that this made any difference

either in its policy or structure. Launched anew as the

Players Guild, however, Travers' group presented in 1926 at

least a half-dozen plays that had stirred in little theatre
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audiences elsewhere a quick, almost shocked response (in some

cases) to their authors 1 genius. With Cameron Prud'homme and

Guy Kibbee in most of the substantial roles, they played

Liliom, by Franz Molnar; Androcles and the Lion , by George

Bernard Shaw; Emperor Jones , The Hairy Ape , and The Great

God Brown , all by Eugene O'Neill*

VAGABONDS AGAIN

At the season's culmination, in fact during the run

of The Great God Brown, their theatre took fire, was practi-

cally demolished and the players were bereft of the physical

attribute by which, after all, they were best known. They

were reduced to the status of strolling players again. That

summer, therefore, they went to Carmel and on their return

in autumn were offered temporary headquarters in the Women's

City Club on Post Street. The theatre here proved unsatis-

factory; so when the Western Women's Club building had been

completed at Sutter and Mason Streets, Travers arranged for

the use of its beautiful, completely modern theatre. Stanley

MacLewee then became manager of the Players Guild, whereupon

he reorganized it, candidly, on a semiprofessional basis

which it has maintained until the present day.

Their new theatre, the Community Playhouse, opened

in September 1927, with Emelie Melville in Noel Coward's Hay

Fever — a comedy both delightful and ingenious, the kind of

comedy, indeed, that one might expect of Noel Coward; the

kind of comedy, too, that San Francisco audiences liked. It
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ran every night for three weeks . Thereafter, at the Commu-

nity Theatre, Travers began another series of uncommon p3ays;

plays of fine artistic structure which otherwise never would

have been brought to the Coast: Fata Morgana , by Ernest Vadja;

Fanny's First Play , by George Bernard Shaw; Rollo's Wild Oats ,

by Clare Kummer; The Jest , by Sam Bonelli; Goat Song , by Franz

Werfel; Craig's Wife , by George Kelly; and others of a like

character.

Desiring to do such plays ample justice, Travers

engaged talent wherever he could find it and often imported

actors if he could not find them in San Francisco. Emelie

Melville, Isabel Withers, Cameron Prud'homme, William Rainey,

Ronald Telfer, Allen Conner, Virginia Phillips, Ben Legere,

Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Charlotte Walker, Beatrice Benaderet,

and Sarah Padden -- all appeared with the Players Guild that

season, most of them members of the Guild, true; but some

were recent and foreign importations, if one may believe the

honest protest published in a new monthly called the San

Franciscan in its issue of January 1928:

"We drop the stock ticker a moment to consider
the Players Guild and its importation of out-
side talent. Not that we resent their produc-
tions—nor presentations. But we naturally
resent the Guild's selection of actors and ac-
tresses who are not at all San Francisco's own.
When we review the extraordinary genius San
Francisco has given to the boards; when we re-
view that great army of excellent thespians who
have had to toddle towards New York for appre-
ciation--then we are most properly astounded.
Surely Los Angeles, for instance, cannot deliver
us talent of higher worth than that developed
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among ourselves. Nor do we feel that glamour
of professional names is sufficient wool to
cover the eyes of those who have come to regard
the excellence of Guild productions of first
importance. And finally, we do believe the proud
regard for San Francisco's dramatic importance
is considerably lowered when it becomes neces-
sary for the Guild directors to consider and
engage foreign talent, to the exclusion of our
own."

DRAMATIC NOVELTIES

But despite the San Franciscan's objection, which

expresses possibly a certain attitude in other quarters as

well, the Players Guild continued to "import" actors where

such action served as a means to the end their directors had

in mind. In October of 1928 they presented The Devil in the

Cheese , a play by Tom Gushing oddly compounded of fact, fan-

tasy, and melodrama. Again several new actors made their ap-

pearance in the cast, including Walter Merrill, a motion

picture player featured in several Warner Brothers ' produc-

tions; June Mason, another celebrity of the cinema; Jean

Joslyn, V. Talbot Henderson, and Herbert Hayes, of the legit-

imate stage, the last three of whom took the chief character

roles. The play itself was wholly novel, perhaps a little

bewildering. With some misgivings the Argonaut wished to

describe it as "psychological melodrama"; but compromised at

length on "melodrama masquerading as something else"--stating

that the spectator himself would have to decide just what

that "something else" might be. According to the Argonaut ,

October 20, 1928:
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''An archeologist from Kansas, if you can con-
ceive an archeologist from Kansas, has rented a

monastery in Greece so that he may search for
the treasures of the past that are presumed to
be hidden there. Among these he finds a species
of Puck which answers to the name of Min, and
arranges for the hobgoblin to spy on the
thoughts of the archeologist ' s daughter. These
thoughts are about those you would expect to
find in the head of a young woman from Kansas,
and add very little to the enlightenment of
either her father or the audience.

"Melodrama takes the stage with the arrival by
aeroplane of a ship's steward for whom the
daughter has contracted a passion on her way to
Europe. Ke indulges in some vinlikely heroism,
and is accepted into the family. Min disap-
pears into the legendary past from which he has
emerged, probably feeling rewarded for his ef-
forts.

"In its whimsical moments The Devil in the
Cheese recalls Witter 3ynner ' s Cake. "But the"

Cushihg play is neither so consistent nor so

intelligent. It Is amusing and there is no
reason why it should not make many new friends
for the Players Guild. In many respects it is

very well done. Herbert Hayes is good as the
keeper of the monastery. V. Talbot Henderson
does well by Mr. Quibley, although he has a

tendency to over-act during some moods. Walter
Merrill and June Mason, as the sweethearts

,

convey the illusion of daydreaming lovers, play-
ing about enthusiastically In air castles of
their own building. Jean Joslyn is capital as
Min and Lloyd Howard is admirable In a cockney
role.

"The inbimacy of the Playhouse makes demands
upon players that so far have not been met ex-
cept in rare instances. There Is a difficulty
in maintaining a sense of illusion that is due
to the theatre. Conversational tones are usual-
ly adequate and exaggerations which are neces-
sary both in speech and action in a larger audi-
torium break rather than make the desired sense
of illusion in the Playhouse."

Actually this play was one of those experiments by

which the little theatre constantly renews itself. There
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were others which, if dubious art, were tried anyhow in the

interests of advancing dramaturgy towards a new zenith. And

there were novelties of indubitable classic worth, such as

Masefield's poetic translation from the Norwegian of a six-

teenth century play, The Witch * Noel Coward became prominent

again in the Players Guild repertory when his Fallen Angels

was produced -- just prior to the Guild's removal to their

own theatre on Sutter Street near Steiner, a structure newly

completed in 1929 and opened with a production of the popular

old comedy The Royal Family, January 9, 1930.

RECENT PRODUCT

I

ONS

During the first several years of the current decade

productions of the Theatre Guild, which transferred its ac-

tivities in 1930 to the Travers Theatre in the Fairmont Hotel,

have been even more striking and varied. In 1931 they played

The Geisha , a Japanese musical play starring Kathleen Sherman

and Cameron Prud'homme; In 1932 they revived an old and now

whimsical melodrama The Drunkard, or The Fallen Saved , por-

traying it in the style of 1840; In 1933 they gave a premiere

performance of Dragon Gabe , a Chinese play by M.S. Rosenblatt

of San Francisco — and ended that year brilliantly with

Aristophanes' satirical masterpiece Lysistrata and a dramati-

zation of Lewis Carroll's Ali ce xn ^Yonderland . But these, of

course, are only a few of the astonishing or unique plays

which ordinarily would not appear in San Francisco, outside

the little theatre, in a lifetime.
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At the end of 1933 Travers decided to devote him-

self to a school for actors and there were no more public

productions by his group as a unit for nearly five years.

But in the words of George C. Warren, dramatic critic of The

San Francisco Chronicle , the Players Guild "awakened from its

long nap" at last -- in 1938 — and revitalized Shakespeare's

Julius Caesar in modern dress at the Greek Theatre, Berkeley,

on July 23 of that year. This surprising and pleasant un-

Roman version, featuring Robert Warwick as Brutus, Montgomery

Mohn as Cassius, Paul Laughton as Marc Antony and Walter C.

Pell as Caesar, was inspired by the example set in New York

in the fall of 1937 which made both The Mercury Theatre and

director Orson Welles popularly heroic as innovators.

Travers also enlivened the year 1938 with Gilbert

and Sullivan operettas; with Dan Totheroh's new and excellent

drama, Live Life Again ; and with removal of the Players Guild

to yet another playhouse at 1566 California Street, where

they established a workshop of playwriting and interpretative

and scenic playcraft.

During the second of a new series of play readings

Travers discovered a socially significant drama in three acts

by Marianne King, a local playwright who used the Pacific

Coast as setting and vividly depicted one of its numerous

waterfront strikes. This drama, American Made, created quite

a sensation when the Players Guild presented it in March 1939,

at their playhouse on California Street, because it was a new
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and factually realistic experiment — an experiment which

might be thought "dated" — of a kind only hitherto tried in

the left-wing theatres. But whether dated or not that play

advanced the whole little theatre rebellion against stereo-

typed indifference towards those particular social issues

which so often frighten audiences either unable or unwilling

to visualize them adequately as seen on the stage of life.

Shakespeare himself knew that, in the end, the theatre of

life can only be elucidated through some medium of art; there-

fore if lesser dramatists emulate him and their works are

dated, it is only because they have insufficient command of

art, artifice, and wisdom.

As this is written the Players Guild still plans

further productions, further experiments. We have constantly

emphasized its unquestioned authenticity as the first San

Francisco little theatre and adduced numerous examples of its

adherence to little theatre technique. But in one respect it

has exhibited a rather deficient conservatism which has no

place in the coming theatre. And that is its proclivity to

feature certain players, many of them from the commercial

theatre, as stars. No little theatre can remain wholly ad-

mirable while it neglects ensemble acting. For, in so doing,

it offends the essentials of modern dramaturgy which is above

all else a synthetic art utterly independent of big names --

names that can, alone, attract an audience but can in no way

produce an entire drama or even sustain it.
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In this respect one cannot help but think of the

Moscow Art Theatre and The Abbey Players. Here are names

great in the collectivist sense and that is why they remain

in the vanguard of the world's little theatres and come near-

est to being perfect types. Others will never compare with

these until they become equally unified and uniformly excel-

lent. This applies as much to the Players Guild, despite its

undoubted late pre-eminence in San Francisco, the undoubted

service it has rendered to the community, as to any other

theatre which can never transcend the brilliance of its par-

ticular bright star of the moment*
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CHAPTER 6

THE OUTDOOR THEATRE
ii ii i ii - in

Less than a year after Reginald Travers founded his

Players Club, the little -theatre movement in San Francisco

gained its second apostle, Garnet Holme, who sought to revive

publicly the lost art of producing drama in the open.

In order to understand what this means in terms of

present-day theatre tradition, we must remember that the

drama originated out of doors, inspired by the Festivals of

Dionysus, sometime during the fourth century B, C. According

to acceptable legends, the god Dionysus came down into Hellas

from the wild mountains of Thrace. Although a stranger

there, the Greeks apotheosized him because he was an amiable

fellow -- exuberant and full of licentious recreation. They

designated him god of the fields, giver of rich harvests,

bestower of intoxicating wine. They worshiped him, as be-

fitted his largesse, in pantomimic revels of song and dance.

The dithyrambs were thus invented. Poetry came into being,

and Thespis is said to have ennobled it in due course by the

introduction of crude dramatic innovations.
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The Greeks were never prudish about their religion,

They allowed it to develop unhampered into an art and learned

soon to distinguish its meditative abstractions from their

symmetrical content or form. They erected a Dionysian temple,

a completely enclosed and divine place of worship. Nearby

on ground hallowed by the feet of two centuries of Dionysian

revelers, they afterward erected his theatre --or olayhouse.

Design, and not accident, was responsible for the

fact that this theatre had no roof. It was deliberately so

constructed, on the south slope of the Acropolis, because

heretofore participants and spectators were accustomed to

celebrate the Festivals without any artificial obstructions

whatever. The miracle of that earlier, cruder, necessary

licentiousness could here be exemplified in the simple omis-

sion of a roof.

The Greeks followed this practise until it became a

tradition. During the era known as the "Great Age of

Pericles, "when Greek civilization and Greek art reached their

apex,the tragedies of Aeschylus, Euripides, Sophocles and the

comedies of Aristophanes were all performed in theatres

which, if more advanced in architectural design and stage

equipment, still retained the pattern of their original on

the Acropolis, the Theatre of Dionysus. The Aegean climate,

of course, favored such a schema of collaboration with nature,

which signalizes all of the finest Greek art. Without it,

the genius of this people might have been less temperate and
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certainly their drama, forced indoors, would have been modi-

fied, restricted, and compelled to assume a different expres-

sion.

THE GREEK OUTDOOR THEATRE

Architecture itself being one of the fine arts, the

Greeks employed it in conjunction with all arts to achieve a

harmony, a naturalness, that has never "been surpassed. They

built their theatre on a hillside, utilizing the slope as a

spectators' gallery where they laid tiers of stone seats,

dividing these into wedge-shaped sections -- narrow at bot-

tom, wide at top -- by a system of aisles extending outward

like spokes from the hub of a wheel. This "hub" was a disk

of flat land at the hill's base. On its quarter-segment

farthest from the spectators' gallery, they erected an elevat-

ed stage, broad and spacious as to depth; behind the stage a

line of magnificent tall columns; behind these a structure

known as the scene room, used for much the same purposes as

a modern backstage and flanked by projecting wings called the

paraskenia. Then to unify and integrate all this vastness,

they enclosed the whole with a high circular retention wall

which shut out distractions in the surrounding landscape as

effectively as though actors and audience were within a huge

bowl.

Anyone who has seen the Greek Theatre on the campus

of the University of California at Berkeley, can readily ap-

preciate the beauty of this type of architecture. Anyone who
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has witnessed a play there, will have experienced a sensation

of uplift caused by its grandeur in open presentation, where

each scene has a sen^e of immensity; each voice a seeming

illimitable volume, range and power; each action a clear, um-

preoccupied magnitude. Indoors, no matter how large the

stage, how well equipped the playhouse, how ingenious the

lighting, no such spectacular effects can ever be achieved.

Something is lost. The drama is concentrated, intense, per-

haps more intellectual in appeal, but not so liberated. It

may be fierce with intensity; suave with artifice, like the

touch of silk; and yet the artifice is there. Imagine the

Agamemnon of Aeschylus, as it was presented at Athens, on a

modern indoor stage where the perspective is delimited to

perhaps one quarter of its original scope. Any one familiar

with this play and with the reconstructed idea of its

Athenian performance that scholars have attempted, will at

once perceive the real, the essential difference, between

ancient drama and modern theatrical art, which is a lineal

descendant from the Elizabethan theatre of Shakespeare.

Something like twenty-one centuries lapsed between

the time of Dionysus' s descent from Thrace and the ascension

of Queen Elizabeth to the throne of England. During this

considerable period Greek civilisation reached its pre-emi-

nence, declined, and disappeared. With it went the Greek The*

atre, Its successor in Rome -- actually a Graeco-Roman copy

of the original -- articulated a similar trajectory, then
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crumbled into nothing when the Roman Empire did. Then fol-

lowed the Dark Ages, without any established theatre, with-

out playhouses, without drama, save those tenuous patchworks

preserved in the performances of strolling players or trouba-

dours who traveled from place to place, gathering impromptu

audiences in some village square or common. After this came

the "glorious Italian Renaissance" -- with reservations which

revived the classic spirit in a new dress, a new type of the-

atre building which accomplished a transition from acting on

platforms or bare areas to acting amid painted scenery.

RENAISSANCE TO ELIZABETHAN

In essence the Renaissance theatre was more open

than closed. Proper playhouses, with roofs, had not yet

emerged to any considerable extent when English vagrant ac-

tors, in a later but retrogressive transition, began setting

up their platform-stages in the courtyards of London inns.

They were influenced by Italian successors to the Renaissance

— the professional Commedia dell' Arte players who in the

sixteenth century paraded their charming and versatile art

all over Europe.

GENESIS OF THE MODERN PLAYHOUSE

The Elizabethan theatre of Shakespeare derived from

these performances in the open air. It remained informal,

unhoused, unroofed until 1576 when James Burbage, an actor

(and father of the afterwards famous Richard Burbage), built
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what was, if not the world's first indoor playhouse, at least

the first in sixteenth-century England* -* If there had existed

any proper model for The Theatre, as Burbage named his play-

house, this is to be found in the Graeco-Roman amphitheatres

which were common before the Christian era, rather than in

the Renaissance theatre structures. Burbage doubtless planned

his own architecture, being a joiner as well as an actor and

manager. He retained the classic form, but instead of an

open auditorium, he constructed a covered circular wooden

building with tiers of gallery-boxes completely surrounding

a central section or "Yard" so named -- and this is signifi-

cant -- because it recalled the inn-yards. Afterwards anoth-

er name was substituted, "the pit," -- probably owing to its

pit-lite surrounding construction.

-::- This is on the authority of Karl Mantzius in his History of
Theatrical Art in Ancient and Modern Times , Vol* III
"The Shakespearean Period in England." Sheldon Cheney, in
his The Theatre , however, disagrees with Mantzius and
contends ' that Burbage • s playhouse was an unroofed struc-
ture. But in spite of this disagreement, we may safely
say that the modern theatre (i. e. the tradition of in-
door playhouses and the type of drama we are today ac-
customed to) did in fact derive from the event of Burbage '

s

theatre. For, whether roofed or not, it represented a
more intimate, closed and formal playhouse than any that
had preceded it. Then, too, as Cheney states, there was
the Blackfriars' Theatre in London itself, a roofed play-
house constructed a little later, but co-existing with
Burbage 's theatre; and The Curtain which was built out-
side London because of the law forbidding public theatres
in town. The Blackfriars' Theatre was called "private"
in order to evade the law; nevertheless it actually did
solicit and receive public patronage.
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THE DRAMA MUST CONFORM

By the time Shakespeare emerged as a dramatist, in-

door playhouses had become conventional, although their shape

had altered to conform with the rectangular disposition of

London courtyards. The drama — the only considerable drama

anywhere in contemporary Europe — had been canalized com-

pletely at last, diverted from the open or semi-open forum

into roofed theatres. Plays had to be written according to a

new formula; dramatists had to devise an entirely new end

specialized technique ensuring their effectiveness. Actors

had to meet a new set of conditions. Producers were con-

fronted with unfamiliar problems of staging, lighting and

scenecraft. In fine, the whole contrivance known as drama

had begun a new epoch. The classical theatre and the modern

theatre had begun to part company when Burbage completed his

playhouse, Within Shakespeare's day they became absolutely

dissevered.

Another long span between the age of Queen Eliza-

beth and our own machine age has only served to accentuate and

sharpen this disseverance until the two have become irrecon-

cilable, like deadly enemies. The whole of modern civiliza-

tion, indeed, is at odds with what the Greeks thought civi-

lized; and modern civilization Imposes, besides the inherited

Elizabethan convention, yet another restriction upon its the-

atre — money. Dramatic art — any art *- has little place in

the twentieth century unless it can make money for its com-

mercial producers. All of this weight of time, flux, evolution
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and change is implied when we speak of the lost art of pre-

ducing drama out of doors; for this kind of drama runs

counter to the present direction. It is resurrection of some-

thing thought dead and irrevocably buried under the Middle

Ages, as well as a rebellion against the closed corporation

of theatrical producers who control the playhouses on Broad-

way from their headquarters in Wall Street.

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY REVIVAL

We have seen that rebellion is the special province

of little theatres. This particular kind of rebellion in the

name of art is what Garnet Holme began, consciously or not,

when he associated himself with John C. Catlin and Austin

Ramon Pohli to produce the first mountain play on the slope

of Tamalpais in the early summer of 1913. Mt. Tampalpais,

true, lies beyond the limits of San Francisco, in Marin

County. But the present Mountain Play Association, managed

by a San Franciscan, drawing its audience largely from San

Franciscans, has since 1913 become virtualy a San Francisco

little theatre.

The originators of this open-air theatre had little

to start with — presupposing, of course, their technical

equipment, gained through experience with productions more or

less similiar to that which they now planned. There existed

a natural setting on Tamalpais, but no theatre as yet. There

were innumerable plays to which they could get production

rights, but relatively few suitable for outdoor presentation
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because written for an entirely different stage, indoors.

There were hundreds of actors, amateur and professional, whom

they could employ, but relatively few whose training enabled

them to cope with the exacting requirements of performing in

the open because, as with the playwrights, their technique

had for years been adapted solely to an indoor stage. There

was a large potential audience in the Bay Region, but no

actual demand for a mountain play. So, had this been proposed

as a commercial venture, it would have failed for want of

practicability, for want of money to finance it, for want of

everything substantial to success.

But little theatres have always pioneered amid such

conditions. It cannot be properly estimated as other than

idealism opposed to the hard, founded substance of materialism

— a movement constantly opposed to what is established and

set up as orthodox. The individuals who have advanced little

theatres, of whatever type, to the point where they have now

become a recognized part of that total institution known as

theatre, have all been visionaries rather than practicalists

— artists, even though promoters or managers, rather than

mere entrepreneurs. That we have today in San Francisco a

little theatre out of doors, in The Mountain Play Association,

indicates that its founders were as undeterred by practical

or commercial obstacles as was Andre Antoine, in 13&7 when he

inspired the whole little- theatre movement with his Theatre

Libre in Pnris.
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Garnet Holme was — and so continued until the time

of his death in 1929 — the artist-director of this theatre;

Otlin and Pohli were, respectively, its promotor and manager.

These three were motivated by a desire to revive an ancient

art, retain its inherent culture, and give it a contemporary

import. Such a desire could not, of course, at once gain

wide understanding or, when understood, any considerable ao-

proval or financial backing. It appealed to a select minor

group from whom alone patronage and funds could be solicited.

ACHIEVEMENT AND THE FIRST OUTDOO R THEATRE

Under the circumstances director Holme oould use

only such materials as lay easiest to hand in organizing his

first production. He selected his actors from the Mask and

Dagger Club, a group of undergraduates majoring in drama with

whom h° had worked for many years in producing plays at the

University of California. He chose an old Miracle Play,

Ab raham °nd Isaac , which, being more a dramatic pantomime-

pageant than a play, could be presented with little or no

adaptation on such stage as the landscape afforded and with

such stage properties as could readily be carried up the

mountain side by man power.

At that time there was not, as p_t present, an

automobile road on Tamalpais. There were footpaths, used

first by animals, trailing along the ridges, crossing water-

courses, gullies, and ravines, to the top of the mountain.

There was a picturesque narrow-gauge railroad which twisted
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and doubled back on itself like a corkscrew and articulated

its own route to the summit. The site chosen as a theater

was however a mile or more westward, below the summit; and

even had it been possible to transport cumbersome freight on

the toy-like trains drawn by wheezy, puffing, miniature lo-

comotives, there would still have remained the problem of

how to traverse the rest of the way. So there could be no

question of an elaborate indoor- theatre technique involved

in the mountain play. It was, and had to remain for several

yeprs, a simple pastoral event not unlike the Theatre of

Dionysus.

In physical appearance indeed the Tamalpals moun-

tain theatre was less contrived than the first proper G:^eek

Theatre, being utterly primeval — a hillslooe in the wes-

tern flank of the mountain, surrounded by a stand of virgin

pines and cupped into a grassy ravine; at the bottom a glade

to serve as stage. To this natural amphitheatre actors and

audience alike walked, most of them all the way from the

town of Mill Valley at the foot of the mountain (as had been

the custom with Sunday hikers for years). The first perform-

ance took place on the fifth of May, 1913 — Garnet Holme's

production of Abranaa and Isaac . And thus was established

the precedent for San Francisco* s little theatre out of

doors.

According to the San Francisco Examiner of May 6,

1913 the audience was composed of all kinds of people, some

coming out of mere curiosity:
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"On the muscled flank of Mt. Tamalplas, with a

dip In the hills for a theatre and a two-hundred
mile panorama of tumbled ridges, dazzling water,
half-sunk islands and distance— silenced cities
for a back curtain, a handful of Inspired ama-
teurs discovered to dwellers about the Bay the
feature (sic) setting of a new and native drama.

"It was an audience of strangely mixed pioneers
who assembled for this open-air play on the
Marin uplands. Professors and their families,
Sunday trampers escaped from their week-day
commerce in the cities, tourists wide-eyed with
curiosity, society folk —> all absorbed in the
unfolding of history-making events."

Garnet Holme, originally an actor with the Strat-

ford~on-Avon Players in England, had directed the Shakespeare

Tercentenary in New York, besides various productions in

California National Parks, of which he was Pageant Master by

official appointment. He founded the Forest Theatre in

Carmel and directed the Pilgrimage Play in Los Angeles. He

was a poet and writer as well as a teacher of the drama. He

had an eye for pageantry, for effects to be gained out of

doors in key with the landscape. Hence thi6 choice of the

Tamalpais amphitheatre which caused John D. Barry to state in

his column, "Ways of the World" In the San Francisco Bulletin,

May 3, I913:

"It is doubtful if on the mountain a spot could
have been chosen more happily adapted to dramat-
ic representation. It commands a marvelous
view of the Bay and of Mt. Diablo and Mt.
Montara, with tall pines for a background. The
6tage consists of a natural amphitheatre. The
spectators sit on the slope of the mountain.
Rock Springs (site of the theatre) is reached
by trail, about a half-hour's walk from West
Point (terminal of the then Tamalpais-Muir
Woods Railroad) , a delightful walk giving some
of the most magnificent views in California."
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THE FIRST PRODUCTION

As for the spectacle which this first audience wit-

nessed, that was a dramatization by an unknown monk, in 1316,

of the familiar story which in the Bible represents the trial

of Abraham, who has been commanded by the god Jehovah. '(not

then known to Abraham by this name) to sacrifice his son

Isaac on a hilltop. It began with a procession of monks

winding along the Tamalpais slope, singing a solemn chant as

they grouped themselves about the glade where Abraham and

Isaac were to enact their drama. Since the stage had no

curtain, this mass-effect was used to conceal the entrance of

the two principals, who, when the monks retreated (note here

the similarity to a Greek Chorus), were revealed sleeping on

the ground not far from the place designated by Jehovah for

Abraham's sacrifice. The remainder of the action followed

the Biblical story almost exactly -- with speeches on the

part of father and son, the knife poised, and finally the in-

tervention by an Angel of the Lord.

In conclusion there were more choral effects -- the

chanting of monks, accompanied by music from unseen trumpets.

Then, to relieve the solemnity, a group of Holme's undergradu-

ate actors from the University came forth and presented the

comic Malvolio scene from Shakespeare's Twelfth Night --

which, incidentally, is a play Itself admirably adapted to

open-air production and has been so produced, by Kolme and

others, in the Greek Theatre as well as elsewhere in Cali-

fornia,
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ENTHUSIASTIC AUDIENCE AND PRESS

Because of its novelty, pastoral' beauty, and sim-

plicity, the mountain play attracted considerable notice from

the press. An appreciative first audience, numbering about a

thousand persons, added its praise to the commendations of

drama critics. The public in San Francisco, Berkeley, Oak-

land, Alameda, became interested in the idea. Something new,

something startlingly theatrical had taken place. It aroused

a demand which warranted plans for another performance the

next year.

Meantime, however, Austin Ramon Pohli died from in-

juries sustained in falling from a cliff in Yosomite Valley,

and Mrs. D. E. P. Easton succeeded him, becoming not only

manager, but patron and promotor of the present Mountain Play

Association. For, like most little -theatre ventures, the

mountain play had to depsnd upon subscriptions from benevo-

lent art-minded citizens rather than on gate receipts, which

are often inaxafficient to cover expenses. Since Mrs. Easton

had been prominent in local clubs and amateur theatrical

organizations, being one of the directors of the Drama League

of America, the Association in 1914, the year it was organ-

ized, elected her to the office she now holds as manager of

the Mountain Play.

PRODUCTIONS AND SUCCESS ASSURED

That year Holme presented Ahakuntala , a Hindii

drama of the Himalayas, May 17; then, successively Rip Van
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Winkle j with Joseph MacCauley as Rip; Willi? rn. Tell , Mrs.

Easton playing Helwig (wife of Tell); Je -ope -On-The -Hill ,

translated from the Banish of Ludvig Holberg; Robin Hood and

the Three Kings , by Alfred Noyes; Tall:r-Ho , an unpublished

play by Joaquin Miller, with his daughter Juanita in the

leading role; and As You Like It , another Shakespearean play

suitable to production out of doors. All of these occurred

about the middle of May, twelve months apart.

As can be imagined, Holme experienced considerable

difficulty in finding plays, with good dramatic content,

simple enough to be performed in the open with literally no

stage equipment. Like Travers, he sought to encourage

local playwrights, so that the mountain play should have as

complete a native tradition as possibla. Year by year an in-

creasingly large audience attended the Tanalpais theatre.

A demand had been created. In 1920 As You Like It drew a

crowd of 4,000 up the mountainsides, assuring continued pop-

ular attendance at these annual performances and resulting in

greater publicity, of which the following from the San Fran-

cisco Wasp of May 22 , 1920 is typical:

"Whether it was the drawing power of Shake

-

spear or the allure of a day out-of-doors that
took the crowds up Mount Tamalpcis for the pro-
duction of As You Like It by the Mountain Play
Association, the result was most satisfying
from the point of view of attendance, for fully
four thousand spectators crowded the grassy
hillside to watch the players.

"With the redwoods and mountain- oak for a back-
ground that no stage could reproduce, glimpses
of the valley and mist -covered bay seen between
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the trees and a stage carpeted with the long
grass of the mountain slopes, the play had a
wonderful setting. It was a California version
of the Forest of Arden, with California foliage
replacing the trees more familiar to Shake-
speare; but none the less enchanting for that
reason.

"Under the branches of century-old trees, Or-
lando and Rosalind played out their immortal
romance; the duke and his followers held court;
foresters in their green and brown listened to
the song that tells of life 'under the green-
wood tree. 1 Touchstone, the melancholy Jaques,
Audrey, Celia--all the folk of the comedy--
moved for the delight of the audience,

"Garnet Holme again manifested his thorough
understanding of the peculiar requirements of
outdoor plays in the broad pictorial effects
he attained in grouping and stage movement.
Even for those who were so far distant from
the stage that lines now and then failed to
carry, although the splendid accoustics of the
open-air theatre and the good voices of the
actors got the majority of the lines across-
even for those there was keen pleasure in
watching the changing stage pictures, as this
or that group took its place on the grassy
meadow. The cast:

"Duke-- Boyd Oliver; Frederick- -Fred: Smith;
Amiens--Jack Hilman; Jaques—Sydney Schles-
singer; Le Beau--Raphael Sennet; Charles, the
wrestler -- Charles Hoffman; Oliver -- Edward
Roberts; Orlando-- Hal Roberts; Adam--Garnet
Holme; Dennis --Jacob Goldberg; Touchstone --

Dan VS. Totheroh; Corin--Frank Roberts; Silvius
--Russel Stirnmel; Vi/illiam--Vvilliam Horsfall;
Rosalind --Ada Beveridge ;Celia--Dorothy Haslett;
Phoebe --Raymond Morgan^ Audrey--Dorothy Glesner,"'

THE STIMULUS FOR LOCAL PLAYWRIGHTS

Significantly, this cast no longer represented an

exclusive scholastic group of unfinished actors; there were

semi -professionals in it. One name especially attracts

notice -- that of Dan Totheroh, the playwright, a young man
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from California who has since made a national reputation. As

we have seen, Totheroh responded to Reginald Travers' appeals

for plays with several that were given their premieres in San

Francisco by the Players Club. He also cooperated with

Holme, writing a play especially designed for the outdoor

theatre : Tamalpa , the drama of an Indian legend concerning

the mountain itself, and produced in the mountain theatre in

May of 1921. From this time the Mountain Play Association

may be considered a little theatre in the second sense, pro-

viding not only a new form of drama, but an outlet for local

playwrights, known and unknown, as well ac actors.

The next year we find a further synthesis of this

kind in the production of The Pied Piper , a poetical drama by

Josephine Preston Peabody based on Robert Browning's poem

"The Pied Piper of Hamelin." Some years before Mrs. Peabody

had won a prize for this play, which was so admirably adapted

to the mountain theatre and so expressive of the festival at-

mosphere on Tamalpais during "play day" that Holme decided to

use it as the successor to Tamalpa , Sunday afternoon, May 21,

1922k There were more than a hundred persons, including a

large number of specially trained children, in this cast --

with Emma Knox and Baldwin McGaw, both well-known in the

American little-theatre movement, as two of the leading

characters: Barbara and Hans, It drew a crowd commensurate

with that which had witnessed Shakespeare's As You Like It.
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A DEED OF GIFT ASSURES PERMANENCE

Whether or not the Mountain Play Association would

survive, the mountain play had become a fixed tradition. In

1915 William Kent, who then owned the amphitheatre and ad-

joining properties, deeded this land to four trustees who were

instructed to hold it in perpetuity as an outdoor playhouse.

The mountain players, then, had early assurance of

a permanent theatre and none of the difficulties as to how

they should keep a roof over their heads which for a long

time had worried The Players Club. They were unusually free

in this respect to attend solely to the development of their

art -- which was fortunate, since their particular art is by

no means as simple as its informality and pastoral, festive

nature might suggest. Holme, indeed, faced problems of a

specialized kind, for in a city playhouse environmental

distractions do not exist; there are no magnificent vistas to

engage the audience, no wandering of attention from stage to

sky.

MASTERING A NEW- OLD TECHNIQUE

There is too an additional training required of the

actor. He must be taught to familiarize himself with an

unconventional atmosphere, wherein the scale of proportions

is vastly magnified, the audience two or three times as

large; its distance from the stage and multitudinous fan-

wise disposition apt to make him feel small, self-conscious,

ineffectual. Forgetting that natural acoustics permit his
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ordinary speaking voice to reach the farthest extremities of

the amphitheatre, his tendency is to shout all his lines, not

only destroying dramatic nuances, but often making his enun-

ciation indistinct from the thunder of combined tone and

overtone. In the absence of props, footlights, and scenery,

he is likely to feel ill at ease.

Inasmuch as there co-existed with such technical

problems a quite restricted number of plays from which to

select, Holme accomplished considerable in the way of variety

and artistry In his productions. Over a period of fourteen

years he repeated only two performances: Tamalpa , by Dan

Totheroh, in 1923 and Rip Van Winkle , with Guy Kibbee, the

internationally known professional actor as Rip, in 1926.

(Owing to the Hoof and Mouth disease, which had infected the

whole of California that year, there was no performance at all

in 1924). Of the remaining eleven, two plays had their West-

ern premieres in the mountain theatre: The Pied Piper , by

Josephine Preston Peabodyjand Drake written by Holme himself,

featuring Guy Kibbee --in 1925. The next year Herbert

Grimwcod of London, then visiting in California, with Holme's

assistance presented Lord Dunsany's fine poetical', drama, The

Gods of the Mountain .

A whimsical sidelight on production of this sort,

which also evaluates the open-air theatre in its general

relationship to the theatre as a whole, may be foxmd In an

article published in The Theatre Arts Monthly of September

1932:
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"The summer theatres that have spread like wild-
fire across America are not a new but a happily
re-established form. It is amusing to see that
in England, too, besides the regular festival
of the Old Stagers at Canterbury and Sir 3arry
Jackson's festival at Malvern, the theatre has
found ways of escaping the indoors tradition;
such, for example, as taking Twelfth Night into
Regents Park for special performances. ' That
the outdoor theatre, even if it is not all sun-
shine, is worthwhile, is attested by this de-
lightful extract from Charles Morgan's weekly
dramatic letter to the New York Times :

"'The difficulties of concentration on the play,
so, from the actor's point of view, the dif-
ficulties of holding an audience and preserving
its illusion are greatly increased by the
chances of nature and particularly by the in-
satiable dramatic curiosity of birds. Birds of
all kinds are fanatical playgoers. At Oxford,
when The Tempest was played beside a stream, the
neighboring swans, though their intentions were
probably good, became a menace and an anxietyj
for swans, as Loda know, are birds of deceptive
purpose. And if, by avoiding water, you avoid
swans, wood pigeons will come and, if not wood
pigeons, sparrows.

"'Sparrows are worst of all. They have no
sense of comedy or tragedy; for them all plays
are, or should bo, farces; and if they are not
farces by intention, the sparrows do their
wicked utmost to make them so by rivalry and
caricature* They will stage such a domestic
quarrel as would make a joke of Desdcmona's
death; they will perch on the crown of any king
who gives himself airsjthey are persistent and,
as critics, they oft in know what they are about.

"'For this and other reasons, of which our
climate is not the least, open-air performances
are inclined to be restless and perilous, but I

hope that, now the precedent is created, such
performances never be allowed to cease. They
should bj given at night as well as by day, for
at night their beauty and strangeness are in-
creased, though whether our public parks will
often be mr.de available for that purpose I

sadly doubt. At night our parks are shut, there
being in the mind of authority an abiding fear
lest two real lovers should wander down a real
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path undor real trees when even the mocking
sparrows have closed their eyes.'

"Charles Morgan, as many thousands of readers
know, is the author of the distinguished novel,
The fountain ."

Mr. Morgan, in his humorous fashion, was speaking

of the open-air theatres in England; but this in no wise

makes his remarks irrelevant to the mountain theatre in Cali-

fornia, except where specific references occur. The Tamal-

pais players have, of course, no quarrel with "authority" in

the matter of keeping a park open, although their privately

owned amphitheatre does stand well within the confines of a

forestry and game preserve under government jurisdiction.

Being far removed from any stream or lake, they have never

had trouble with interfering swans. But in all likelihood

they have at one time or another encountered the mockery and

inquisitiveness of squawking jays and shrill sparrows and

such other species of ornithological drama-critics as inhabit

Marin County during the summer. To conclude the analogy, let

these also represent all the unmentioned and far more serious

difficulties; in spite of them the Mountain Players, locally

at least, have managed to keep alive the tradition of a thea-

tre art which it is to be honed will not be allowed to die.

A GROWING INTEREST AND AUDIENCE

Actually, Garnet Holme's productions had exceeded

this hone before it was ever made oublic. Not only was a

tradition being maintained in credible circumstances; its
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artistic technique was being advanced and improved with each

annual performance. Audiences were increasing far beyond that

number who always attend out of a sense of loyalty, a love of

the outdoors, or mere curiosity -- and this happened long be-

fore the automobile road, which today skirts the amphithea-

tre's outer rampart of pine trees, was completed, making it

accessible to motorists for the first time in 1927*

Completion of the Fairfax-Ridge Crest Highway

from the suburb of Fairfax to the top of Tamalpais, signal-

ized the closing of an era in that part of Marin County. The

crazy little mountain trains ceased running; the railway it-

self was torn out, leaving only a tortuous, bare, earthen

pathway, too direct and too wide ever to be mistaken for a

footpath, that reached from Mill Valley towards the summit*

At West Point, where the track had terminated, a modern

building of pink stucco replaced the old picturesque tavern

which had somewhat resembled a Swiss chalet. Where the new

highway ended a parking space had b'jon leveled off for the

accommodation of automobiles; and in general the whole man-

made topography of the mountain quickly, decisively altered.

An old era had retreated before the advance -f a new as waves

retreat from a beach at ebb tide.

Influenced by those changes in a pertinent, practi-

cal way, the Tamalpais theatre likewise entered a now era in

its own life. Completion of the highway made possible rapid,

convenient, and direct transportation to its very gate -- a
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curious, staggered opening in a rail fence with two turns

which admit the passage of persons in single file, but effect-

ively bar the way to deer or other large creatures of the

forest. Not only could the theatre now be reached by private

cars; the Greyhound company began running buses to it on play

day, with the result that in 1928 a record crowd of 6,000 at-

tended the performance of Flamenca , another original play by

Dan Totheroh, written especially for this occasion.

As with its predecessor, Tamalna, Totheroh used for

his dramatic material in Flamenca a legend with local sig-

nificance, telling of the love of Flamenca, a lost gypsy

queen, for Gaspar, son of a wealthy and powerful Spanish-Cal-

ifornian, Don de Luna. Besides being especially adapted to

the mountain theatre in theme, the drama had that peculiar

romantic quality known as the call of the open road. Baldwin

McGaw directed it, with his wife Emma McGaw and the actor Sam

Hayes playing the leading roles.

AN AMBITIOUS ftEPERTOIITJi

With the death of Garnet Holme in 1929, Baldwin Mc-

Gaw continued directing the mountain play for the next two

years,undertaking ambitious productions of Ibsen's Peer Gynt ,

May 19, 1929, with Sam Hayes as Peer Gynt; and Hauptmann's

Sunken Bell , May 25, 1930, with two professional actors, both

prominent in the local little theatre movement in leading
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roles: Bon Legere and Juno Do Roche. Those plays are modern

classics not oaslly performed out of doors without proper

stage facilities. They wore, nevertheless, given unique and

excellent treatment in the Tamalpais theatre -- a treatment

which by no means spoiled their dramatic significance for

those in the audience who had witnessed them, more advantage-

ously staged, in some of the finest indoor theatres in Amer-

ica. They wore witnessed by a crowd which exceeded even the

record established in 1928, of 6,000 attendance.

During the next six years Everett Glass directed

the mountain play, choosing for the most part original dramas

and particularly those with local color or local historical

significance. Glass, of coiirse, had been a little theatre

director for some years -- active in San Francisco and at the

University of California. He brought this past experience to

a new usefulness, in a different sotting, when he undertook

outdoor productions at the theatre on Tamalpais, beginning

with The Trail of the Padres , by Frederic Stuart Smith, on

June 7, 1931. Then followed, in 1932 and 1933 respectively,

a dramatized version of Scott's Rob Roy and Gabriel d'An-

nunzio's The Daughter of Jorio .

But perhaps the most important, as well as the most

colorful ovent in the mountain theatre's second era occurrod

in 1934, when Glass attempted, so far as is known, the first-

open-air production of David Belasco's famous drama The Girl

of the Golden West . In anticipation of the success it actu-

ally achieved, the spectacular effect it actually had under
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Glass's presentation, the San Francisco Wasp and News Letter

of May 5, 1934 stated:

"Eighty-six years ago the discovery of gold in
California wrought swift and abnormal changes
in the history of the Great West. Hectic days,
fateful intercrossing of life threads, strange
human reactions to unprecedented situations.
These are all a part of the story. Skilfully
David Belasco uses the setting in building the
plot for the love story in The Girl of the
Golden West .

"Interest in the forthcoming production of the
Belasco drama, in the open-air theatre on Mount
Tamalpais on Sunday, May 20, has added impetus
in the newly awakened activities in the Mother
Lode Country.

"So far as is known to local players, this event
will be the first effort at an out-of-doors pro-
duction of The Girl of the Golden We st. Certain
necessary adaptations in the text are skilfully
evolved by the director, Everett Glass."

The same journal, on May 26, at conclusion of the performance,

recorded the general reaction of press and public as follows:

"The annual Mountain Play was produced before a

large throng last Sunday in the beautiful open-
air theatre high up on the slopes of Mt. Tamal-
pais. The Girl of the Golden West was the play
chosen for this year's production and was en-
thusiastically applauded by an appreciative
audience. Miss Jean Scott as the girl Minnie
was extremely good, and each one of the cast

played his part most creditably. It was proba-
bly not the easiest thing in the world to enact
the different parts with the extra effort of

speaking distinctly enough to be heard in all
parts of that vast amphitheatre, but that is

just what every one did.

"It was a wonderful selection for such a glori-
ous day. The audience was 'perched' on a slop-
ing ridge rising from a low foreground, with a

backdrop of beautiful trees, and the little
white boats of Sausalito appearing in the dis-
tance like egg-shells dancing on the waters of

San Francisco Bay.
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"Not the least interesting bit of the enter-
tainment were the few remarks by our own Cal-
ifornia girl, Blanche Bates (Mrs. George Creel),
who made the part one of the hits of her career
in the East...,

"On the whole, both sponsors and performers of
this annual Mountain Play are to be congratu-
lated on the splendid work they are doing. It
was well worth going to see."

In 1935 Glass presented The World We Live In , by

Joseph and Carol Capek, an amusing, satirical drama of insect

life in which the affairs of human beings are discussed. It

had a distinguished cast of one hundred players, led by Irwin

Holton who played the solitary human role, and Iris de Luce,

premier danseuse and trainer of the ballet ensemble.

THE OUTDOOR THEATRE GROWS .

At the conclusion of this forceful, spectacular

play, the Tamalpais theatre entered another transitional in-

terlude which has not yet been completed and which bids to

insure it a long life. Such large crowds had attended each

performance that it was now deemed advisible to undertake

certain physical improvements at the amphitheatre. Shrubs

were planted at the back of the stage. Another line of

shrubs, native to the region, was so arranged as to demarcate

the wings without interfering with the landscape's natural

disposition. Tiers of stone seats were set along the hill-

slope, transected by aisles of smaller stones arranged in

stair-like order.

Most of this work has been done, under supervision

of the Marin County Board of Directors, by members of the
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Civilian Conservation Corps located in the Tamalpais State

Park area encamped not far from the amphitheatre. During the

first year of operations eleven seating terraces were

completed. These provided, however, for only 1,650 of the

several thousands who witnessed George Bernard Shaw's

Androcles and the Lion , directed by Earl Lee (who played the

title role, Androcles) and presonted late in May 1956*

Between that time and the next performance addi-

tional tiers had boon set in place; but the projected im-

provements have not yet bean completed (December 1959), for

they are arduous and time -taking and represent, even with

limited use of machinery, a labor comparable to that of

building Egypt's pyramids.

Nevertheless, another* thousand or so of the specta-

tors to the 1957 performance were able to sit on the huge

blocks of stone when Thunder in Paradise was presented. This

play, sometimes called "an Hav/aian pageant, 11 marked a strict

departure from anything that had hitherto been attempted.

Although it stayed close to the pageantry-perspective estab-

lished by Garnet Holme, it served to prove, ou$ of doors, the

possibility of rcprod\icing further variations of theme than

the natural environment would seem to admit -- without the

aid of elaborate stage devices and with only natural lighting.

It was written by James Cook, a local playwright and directed

by Reginald Travers, who appeared again at the mountain play-

house in 1958, directing Dan Totheroh's Tamalpa in its third
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presentation and the theatre's twenty-fifth year of existence

-- a Silver Jubilee anniversary. Appropriately, Emma Knox

McGaw and Baldwin McGaw returned to play the leading roles.

In 1939 Reginald Travers again directed the moun-

tain play, with still greater seating accommodations, as the

work progressed. He presented The Valiant Cossack , by the

San Francisco writer, Charles Caldwell Dobie

.

In this history of San Francisco little theatres it

would of course be irrelevant to enter into a discussion of

little theatres of the outdoor type which belong specifically

to other localities. But it is worth mentioning here that

the Mountain Play has its counterpart in virtually every

large community on the Pacific Coast. Because of favorable

climatic conditions, California particularly has been the

modern inheritor of the ancient art of play-producing as

practiced by the Greeks. In some form or other the outdoor

theatre flourishes all year round. During winter, naturally,

performances are fewer and confined largely to Southern Cali-

fornia. But as early as April or May strolling actors and

hiking spectators become active In widely separated groups

from the extreme north to the sun-baked Imperial Valley, each

in its own amphitheatre -« be that a bowl, stadium, or garden

playhouse.

OUTDOOR THEATRES INCREASE THROUGHOUT THE STATS

In 1928 there were thirty open-air theatres in Cal-

ifornia alone. Since that time the number has increased until
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it is difficult to enumerate them, since many are small pri-

vate amphitheatres hidden away in private estates and devoted

to a select private audience. Some are merely stages in a

garden or meadow. Others are magnificent architectural

structures such a3 the Greek Theatre -- known far and wide to

be one of the chief points of interest on the campus of the

University of California at Berkeley -- and the famous Holly-

wood Bowl,

There are forest theatres in the redwoods -- sev-

eral indeed within a few miles of the Tamalpais Theatre, in

Muir Woods and other parts of Marin County, There are desert

theatres in the south, with limitless horizons and backgrounds

of brilliant colored cliffs and mesas. There are theatres, or

at least play-spaces, in the National Parks -- Yosemite,

Grant, and even Yellowstone -- where some strolling producer

and his actors annually present the dramaturgy of Indian lore

as represented in the known legends that abound in those

places. There are the Missions which provide a theatre of

adobe setting and Spanish-California drama in the annual

Mission plays. There is a theatre somewhere outdoors,

even though it be not a proper theatre, -- for the production

each year of The Passion Play, Pilgrimage Play, and Helen

Hunt Jackson's Ramona, native to California and reminiscent

of the brave days when the West was young.

In any attempt to evaluate the little theatre out

of doors a question naturally arises: What is this intensive
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revival of an ancient art contributing to America, and

particularly to Broadway, the accepted center of American

drama? For answer to this question we can consider the state-

ments made by Dan Totheroh, who should be qualified to speak

with some authority out of his experience as playwright and

actor for the little theatre -- and especially the little

theatre out of doors. He writes in an article published in

the Theatre Arts Monthly for September 1928:

"It would behoove many of Broadway's best per-
formers to take a course in the art of outdoor
acting. They would be surprised to learn that
the technique which they have worked so hard to
perfect within four walls of the so-called le-
gitimate theatre is woefully inadequate and un-
developed for acting in the open--which con-
tributes definitely toward the training and de-
velopment of the actor, the director and the
playwright. Ask Miss Anglin her difficulties
in casting Greek plays in the Greek Theatre at
Berkeley, California,

"Although Miss Anglin has always had the best
of legitimate actors to choose from, with few
exceptions the outdoor stage has baffled them.
Why? To bugin with, the use of the voice in the
open air is not understood. Almost every actor
is nonplussed by the distances at first and the
effect of vast swueps of sky and the remoteness
of the audience. Laboring under the supposition
that the only way he can be heard is to shout,
he succeeds only in achieving sound and fury
signifying nothing,

"It is not necessary to raise the voice in an
open air theatre. To enunciate clearly and dis-
tinctly and to acknowledge the existence of the
dramatic pause are the two secrets that must be
loarned. As these secrets apply just as much to
the indoor theatre, here lies the value of the
outdoor training,

"I have seen young serious actors, whose ex-
perience in indoor little -theatre playing had
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tended to make them careless and sloppy, mirac-
ulously improved in diction and strengthened in
breathing and vocal cords after a very short
period of open-air work. In California you can
always distinguish the actor who had had out-
door training by the fresh vigor of his tono
and the clear, rounded polish that he gives
each word,

"Outdoor acting also tests the actor in panto-
mime, the most difficult and exacting form of
histrionic art. On a large stage with the com-
pletion of a natural backdrop, pantomime is
second only to clear diction. In the pageant,
which does away with the spoken word as much as
possible, it comes first. The long stretches
of stage to be covered offer real problems in
pantomime. To bridge effectively the time spent
In making entrances and exits, for example/ the
pantomime must be clean cut and intelligently
employed. Much of its success depends upon the
skill of the director.

"And what about the playwright? Out West there
is a crying need for outdoor plays. Only a few
published plays can be adapted to the require-
ments of this form of entertainment, for few of
them concern themselves with the out of doors
exclusively. Therefore this is a highly spe-
cialized form of playwriting. An outdoor play
must be short to compete with nature's dis-
tractions, so within a brief hour and a half
must be crowded drama, pageantry, humor, and
music. Not an easy task. What a training for
a young writer—learning to mold his play to
the requisites of nature, amplifying his' dia-
logue and carefully selecting each word as a
musician selects his notes to fit a definite
rhythm that will effectively carry the meaning
of his speech into the remotest corner of the
stadium. Here the dramatic poet counts for
something, and is it too daring to hope that
some day a new Euripides may spring from this
contact with the teeming soil and life-giving
sun?"

But outdoor theatres have an audience-value too.

They have come to represent In this modern age something of

the spirit of Dionysus, in which the audience also partici-

pates through direct contact with the earth and sun. They
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have come to represent, in California, the fiesta of the

people, as in Athens they represented the festival. In both

cases there is present a feeling of license, of gaiety, of

folklore; of indigenous popular pleasure and respect for the

raw environment of culture.

The amphitheatre, then, is more than a mere theatre

of the drama. It is a people's theatre as opposed to a pro-

ducer's theatre, and is farthest removed from commercialism,

in spirit and fact, than almost any modern form of entertain-

ment. That it will endure as long as there is a culture to

sustain it, as long as there is necessity on the part of

people to contact their native earth, is a reliable, forth-

right conclusion based on theatre history.
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CHAPTER 7

THE CHILDREN'S THEATRE

In the three thousand or more years since drama be-

gan there is no precedent until well into the twentieth cen-

tury for a children's theatre. Its ideology is therefore

entirely modern, originating within the resurgent movement

against commercial productions which we studied at the begin-

ning of tills volume.

It is true, nevertheless, that the ideology itself

had what might be termed an "impulse" in various places and

at various times during the course of the world's theatre

history. In medieval Europe we find the church sponsoring

mystery plays and the priests picturing or illustrating

scenes for naive audiences. This led by extension and ampli-

fication, to the picture-perspective background which became

the usual stage setting during the Italian Renaissance. The

drama itself was deliberately adorned (some commentators would
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say adulterated) with artificial, flowery settings designed

to please child-like audiences and children,^ The principle

of visual appeal continued, offering all manner of "attrac-

tions for children" and those with a lower-than-adult intel-

ligence; and even before Shakespeare's day children appeared

on the stage.

YOUTHFUL THESPIANS

In Elizabethan England it was the custom to train

grammar school boys into acting companies. Church choir boys

on occasion combined drama with their musical activities. In

time boy actors became professional favorites with that select

public which attended the theatricals at Elizabeth's court.

They were favorites also, on certain occasions, at tho so-

called private Blackfriars Theatre in London, Again they ap-

peared during the Jacobean era, when masque -making, command

performances, exotic settings had largely supplanted regular

plays -- when the public stage in England had commenced its

decline

•

At a still later period we find child actors of

both sexes almost a commonplace in the theatre and they have

# Sheldon Cheney, in his history of the theatre, states: "It
is a question, indeed, whether the coming of perspective-
picture settings has not been more of a curse than a bless-
ing to adult drama (though I believe in color, lighting,
and the visual element in general as a major contributing
element in production) , Anyway it was at this time (Italian
Renaissance) that 'scenery' flowered; and until tho twenti-
eth century the painted-perspective setting will claim its
showy place on all the stages of Europe," The Theatre , p. 195
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remained so to this day. But there is no historical reference

to a children's theatre until we hear of them in modern

Europe and the United States, as part of the little theatre

movement in general. For this is a very special theatre,

product of an age of specialization in non-theatrical aspects

of life.

SAN FRANCISCO BEGINNING

In San Francisco the children's theatre came early,

first germinating as an educational plan in 1912. Three

years later it emerged as a specifically theatrical institu-

tion, with two separate groups of practitioners: one under

the direction of Mrs. John J. Cuddy; the other under Garnet

Holme, who was also the director of the outdoor theatre.

Despite the priority of Mrs. Cuddy's efforts in

this field, her group did not constitute a theatre in any

real sense until about the time Garnet Holme created his

Children's Theatre in 1915, with the assistance of Mrs. D. E.

F. Easton and a number of associates. In that year the two

groups emerged into the theatrical stream of consciousness

and became concurrent entites in the San Francisco little

theatre movement.

Mrs. Cuddy began inadvertantly to inaugurate chil-

dren's drama while teaching oral expression at the San Fran-

cisco State (Teachers ') College .Besides conducting classes at

the college, she also superintended the classes taught by her

own student teachers in the various public schools. This
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involved certain elementary drama studies -- part of the con-

duct employed in teaching oral expression — and she found it

advantageous to develop in connection with these studies a

form of play-producing. Suitable children's plays, however,

were few. Mrs* Cuddy wanted plays that would stimulate a

child's imagination; plays that would satisfy a natural de-

sire for beauty, color, and adventure and at the same time

provide an educational value. In order to supply the need

she startod writing them hersolf . They were first produced,

as a kind of extra-curricular activity, at the San Francisco

State (Teachers') College in 1912,

GROWTH AND THE FIRST PRODUCTION

The operatic and ballet factors considered so es-

sential to this form of play were made possible by Mrs. Eileen

Macauley, head of the State (Teachers') College music depart-

ment, who composed the music for dances and songs, Milliard

W, Beatty, onetime director of stagecraft for the Players

Theatre, contributed his service by designing the sets. Thus,

within three years, a purely vocational idea developed into

an actual, recognized children's theatre.

Prior to 1915 Mrs, Cuddy's endeavor remained scho-

lastic. Audiences for the most part consisted of parents,

relatives, friends of the children she was teaching to act.

Her players performed in a non-theatre sense for spectators

already predjudicod in their favor and their dramaturgy did

not become "theatrical" until it moved into the realm of
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theatre, attracting that larger public which was personally

not interested in the child actors themselves. Roughly, this

occurred about the time of the Panama Pacific International

Exposition, when Mrs. Cuddy presented her group at the Expo-

sition Auditorium in a play of her own composition, Jack the

Giant Killer .

Meantime Garnet Holme had started his Children's

Theatre, with the avowed intention of presenting finished

performances by adult players acting child characters for an

audience of children. An Interview with Holme, published in

the San Francisco Examiner , January 24, 1915, sets forth the

basis of his particular experiment:

"I have much pleasure in announcing that the
long talked of Children's Theatre is to make
its appearance in San Francisco. During the
first four months of 1915 there will be pre-
sented a series of four plays especially adap-
ted to the young people.

"I do not set out to present these plays as
given by children. It is my object to present
them in the best manner possible and in an in-
direct way to promote the growth of expression
by children in the various parts of San Fran-
cisco. The plays will be given by the best
talent around the bay. The expenses of the
production will leave little money and the
first object of the enterprise is to be self-
supporting* I am absolutely sure that chil-
dren's plays cannot be run as charitable under-
takings. There are too many other claims.

"I know that there are many ways of running a
children's theatre and I know that the practi-
cal way we have chosen has many commendable
features. From this sowing I hope that there
will grow a wider and largar movement, which
will educate the- future rulers of the world In
a wholesome and educational way.
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"Mathematics and dollars are a large part of
the world, but they arc not all. Therefore,
come ye, and see what there is in store for you
and your children at their own playhouse, The
Children's Theatre,"

Holme's statements indicate that a children's thea-

tre is something quite apart from an adult theatre and that

it is not an attempt to "lower" the drama to an inferior in-

telligence level. It is an attempt at specialization striv-

ing to create a special drama for children which may or may

not interest adults, but which will encompass within its

limitation a complete theatre art.

Since ensemble acting and audience-participation

have become recognized as prime contributing elements in most

little theatre productions, the value of Holme's experiment

is at once manifest; for in giving the children a .playhouse

with trained professional actors, he gave them an institution

as significant in its own field as any their elders possess

in the little theatre movement, and certainly superior in all

but outward show to the theatre marts on Broadway.

A theatre as special as this (like the outdoor the-

atre) must have special plays. But these plays were quite

limited in number: a few fairy tale dramas; several of

Shakespeare's plays, which can be rendered understandable to

young children; Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett's The Little

Princess and Little Lord Fauntleroy ; and of course the peren-

nial favorite, Alice in Wonderland . (Mrs* Cuddy had written

a considerable number of children's plays, too, but they were
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exclusively produced by her own group and not available in

published form until 1926.)

INTO THE REALM OF REAL DRAMA

With so little to chose from, Holme decided upon a

foreign play for his first production at Knights of Columbus

Hall, February 4, 1915. Struwwelpeter in Germany , a chil-

dren's classic, became in the English translation Shock-

Headed Peter , but lost none of its charm; boisterously dis-

playing in a cast of child characters who had frequently been

seen on the stages of London, and had incited London audiences

to laughter. Besides Peter himself, there were his numerous

amusing brothers and sisters, Fidgety Phil (who couldn't sit

still) and a company of dancers decked out in the somewhat

fanciful trappings of a corps de ballet. If the play was

slight, as some critics contended, this deficiency was com-

pensated by an abundance of sprightly situations, cheerful

songs, and gay dances. William Ramsay was engaged to play

the title role; Edna Jliese, Fidgety Phil — with Joe McCauley,

Irene Coffin, Mrs* Harold Burmeister and other well-known

little theatre actors in the supporting cast,

A YOUNG AUDIENCE APPROVES

All performances were matinees: tvo each week, on

Thursday and Friday, during the month of February. The entire

front of the house was reserved for children, at 10 cents per

seat. Adults had to sit at the roar and pay from 25 cents to

$1.00, depending on the location.
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Knights of Columbus Hall, however, proved not

large enough to seat all the children who sought admittance

to the initial performance. Two hundred or more had to be

turned away and it was deemed advisable that the performances

should be increased to three a week, instead of the two that

had been scheduled.

Such was the beginning of Holme's Children's Thea-

tre, at about the time when Mrs. Cuddy's group had begun to

achieve theatrical status and a wider, non-scholastic ap*

preciation.

It would be idle to argue the relative merits of

the two: to state that one is a professed little theatre,

whereas the other is a school of drama and stagecraft. Suf-

ficient to point out that each has its particular qualifi-

cations, contributing something in itself unique to a child's

conception of the stage as a whole. Rather than being

rivals, they were complementary manifestations of the chil-

dren's theatre in a large sense: one presenting a polished

drama; the other teaching an intellectual enjoyment of the

stage through participation in actual stagecraft.

The latter might be termed a "children's workshop-

theatre," insofar as it corresponds to those adult groups in

the little theatre movement engaged co-operatively in creat-

ing dramaturgy from its raw elements, in every department

from play-writing to costume and scene designing and

construction, under a supreme artist-director or regisseur.
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Once inaugurated, both children's theatres gave

promise of a long life. Both survived the difficulties of

their first years, later merged and acquired that stability

which was to ensure a continued existence to the present day.

Writing in The Argonaut of February 13, 1915 -- just after

Garnet Holme had produced Shock-Headed Peter -- Josephine

Hart Phelps gave the Children's Theatre its publicity debut

in an article of considerable length:

"On February 4th, 'the theatre of the children'
was opened In San Francisco, the plan being by
its management to give afternoon performances.
In this undertaking it is aimed to follovr the
general plans and purposes already instituted
by those who conduct the Children's Educational
Theatre in the city of New York. That is to
say, it is an undertaking conducted for no
man's financial profit* Gotten up by well-
known people whose ethical and philanthropic
motives are recognized, the enterprise bids
fair to flourish. The children have already
attended by the hundred, many of them having
been turned away for lack of room.

"It is well for San Francisco childhood that
its wishes and needs are thus recognized. The
selfish grown-ups have too long monopolized
this field of amusement for themselves, and
the children have been forced to go without
satisfying that love of the drama that is just
as instinctive with them as with their parents,
or else bend their tastes towards entertainments
fit only for adults. As a result those who are
frequently taken to the theatre, which means,
in their case, vaudeville, become unfortunately
precocious in their tastes and over-developed
on the wrong side. What the children want, and
what they should have, is an appeal to their
instinctive love for the beautiful, the marvel-
ous, and heroic as told in fairy tales, myths
and legends,

"They will take no more kindly to preaching
than their elders will, but like them, will
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absorb the moral, if moral there be, just as
the primitive-minded, adult theatre-goer ac-
cepts the dictum, as developed in melodrama,
that vice is punished and virtue rewarded.
Both in school and at home the children receive
their due share of admonition and exhortation.
To them the drama shoiald be a realm of delight,
appealing to the rich stores of undeveloped im-
agination and idealism enshrined in childish
souls

.

"It is hoped that the enterprise will succeed.
In New York the originators of the child thea-
tre-play found that entertainments for children
had been apt to run towards vaudeville features
of questionable taste and propriety. They
planned to eliminate that tendency entirely,
and they have succeeded. They have also suc-
ceeded in discovering a sufficiency of drama-
tic talent and enthusiasm among the children
to provide plenty of child players.

"Our local enterprise being just past its in-
cipiency, San Francisco children so far will
more particularly fill the role of spectators.
But it is hoped that they may after a time
play a more active part.

"The Forest Theatre at Carmel contributed the
use of the costumes for Shock-Headed Peter ,

and a group of talented amateurs and some
youthful professionals undertook the roles.
Much action and even some acrobatics were nec-
essary, and the piece went off with great
spirit. The Home Recreation League which has
shown Itself solicitous for the best interests
of the children, Is the sponsor for the move,
while Garnet Holme is the producer, and Mrs.
D. E. F. Easton is the manager."

Other publicity appeared in papers and magazines,

but Holme's initial prodiiction did not receive unqualified

approval from all the critics. Thu California Outlook , al-

though approving the pro ject, severely objected to Shock-Head -

ud Peter as having "some sort of sketchy moral" and cautioned
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that "children are at the impressionable stage, extremely

susceptible to outside suggestion," On the whole such criti-

cism was vague, if not irrelevant. The children themselves,

by packing the theatre during the run of this play and the

two which followed it during March and April. Alico in Wonder -

land and Sinbad the Sailor
, gave their sanction to all three

productions

•

A PERMANENT CHILDREN'S THEATRE

For the next several years, however, the children's

theatre had a tenuous existence % It survived largely in

sporadic, independent efforts by different producers. In

1917 Gerda Wismer Hofmann dramatized The Snow Queen , a fairy

tale by Hans Christian Andersen, and presented it at the

Girls' High School Auditorium for twelve successive perform-

ances, under sponsorship of the Board of Education, during

the month of April, The next year, also in April, Reginald

Travers and George E, Lask produced Fuss in Boots , by Lucy

Alanson Smith, at the Casino Theatre, Each of these was

cast for child actors.

In 1919 Garnet Holme died and his Children's Thea-

tre languished until after the Stage Guild was organized in

San Francisco, in 1922, by Samuel J, Hume, Then the projects

started by Holme and Mrs, Cuddy at last crystalized into a

permanent children's theatre, allied to the guild. The em-

phasis now became equally divided between stagecraft and

audience-participation. Men whose names are synonymous with
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the little theatre movement as a whole, joined forces with

Mrs. Cuddy and thereby created the present Children's Theatre

Association, the heir apparent to those separate groups which

had come into the theatrical scene simultaneously seven years

before.

When Snow-Whito and the Seven Dwarfs was produced

in January of 1923, at what was then the Plaza Theatre,'"" we

find both adults and children in the cast, playing for a child

audience and combining those ensemble features which today

represent the ideology of children's drama at its highest de-

velopment.

The Argonaut of January 6, 1923, heralded this

event with an enthusiastic account which proved that, although

the children's theatre had been relatively inactive for a

period, it still retained a large potential audience -- and

this in spite of the melodramatic appeal of the cinema:

"That branch of the Stage Guild which is devot-
ed to giving the children a dramatic represen-
tation of their favorite fairy stories is com-
ing into its own. The glad tidings have been
passed around that drama for childhood's taste
may be had at the Plaza Theatre; on Saturday
mornings, when school terms are on, but during
the holidays extra mid-week performances were
given and the rush began.

"Last Saturday morning the Plaza was stormed by
hundreds and hundreds of groups of children ac-
companied by one or two adult guardians. The
beginning of the performance had to be deferred
until the crowds were accommodated, the theatre
staff not having anticipated that the theatre

* It became the President Theatre, a motion-picture house*
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auditorium would be taxed to its capacity; all
of which is an encouraging index to a success-
ful future

«

"The play-- Snow-White and the Seven Dwarfs --it
goes without saying, was beautifully put on, in
respect to acting, singing, costumes, and the
mise -en-scene'. Two or three adult players were
necessary to give the appropriate suggestion,
among them Dan Totheroh as the Prince,• Melville
Baruh, Frank Roy and Ruth Elma Stevens, who
gratified ear and the eye by the beauty of her
speaking voice and by her talent for effective
posturing in the role of the wicked queen's
witch servant,

"The curtain arose upon a scene that was beau-
tifully designed in respect to color, costuming
and grouping* A softening of the light and a
play of beautiful colors from such as v/ere shed
upon the scene gave to the stage the magic of
fairyland. Some few of the children's voices
were, too soft to penetrate to the depth of the
auditorium, but generally speaking their speech
was clear, musical and penetrating,

"The dictum was such as children love in their
favorite fairy myths; a simple poetic style,
with a certain proportion of repetition like
the refrain in a ballad, which they also love.
The piece, it should be added, has been put in
dramatic form by Mrs, John G, Cuddy-,

"Only one criticism I feel moved to utter; and
that I will not assert is just, For if it
pleases the children's exactions, perhaps in
regard to fairy stories their standards may be
instinctively right. But it seemed to me that
Scene III of the second act, which depicts the
dwarfs mourning at the bier of Snow-White,
might be eliminated, the mourning guard of
dwarfs, birds, and beasts around Snow-White's
glass coffin in a later scene seeming' to be
amply sufficient to convey the idea of the
calamity of the little princess' death."

To ensure continuance of the newly created institu-

tion, its promotors in 1926 established a voluntary-contribution

fund, having learned -- as Holme predicted at the outset
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-- that admission prices scarcely provided an income suffi-

cient for defraying all expenses. Almost none of the artists

in this theatre were paid, however, Rudolph Schacffer, direc-

tor of color and design at the San Francisco Institute of

Fine Arts, gave his rare and imaginative ability to the

creation of settings. Several of his most competent students,

becoming interested in Guild activities, did likewise and so

formed an art staff. The actors, in addition to those adults

who had an important share in all departments of the little

theatre movement in the West, were children of varying ages

who had virtually grown up in this theatre under the super-

vision of Mrs. Cuddy. The directors, of course, included

Mrs. Cuddy herself, Reginald Travers, James Gardener Hellman,

Ronald Telfer, Eva Haskett, and Lorna Williamson Talbot, al-

though others assisted them at times,

PRESENT DEVELOPMENTS
I I

' I. ! Ml I I I jl —^^—

This was the sort of organization the Children's

Theatre had when it began the second and more epochal half of

its career in the Guild Playhouse. Many of its latter pro-

ductions have been staged also in the High School of Commerce

auditorium — especially during the past three or four years.

And these, as might be supposed, have not boon oxcluaivoly

confined to fairy tales and myths, for with the passing of

time, with able directing, staging, acting, child audiences

have been taught to appreciate modern plays like Heidi ,
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Indian Captives , The Lost Treasure , Radio Rescue , to say

nothing of sophisticated ballet technique and the light operas

of Gilbert and Sullivan -- all of which were presented and

vastly enjoyed during the seasons of 1938-39.

After nearly a quarter cf a century the children's

theatre has gained status from having fulfilled its cultural

need in the community. It has also made some advance towards

practical, solid achievement. Nevertheless, it still remains

a specialized institution with, perhaps, the : narrowest

limitations of any little theatre we have yet discussed.

Chronologically, it appeared on the San Francisco scene quite

early in the resurgent movement against commercialism and

stagnation, but it is yet without an appreciable background.

It may be considered therefore an infant prodigy in the

world's theatre, an experiment from which great things might

be expected, but which has little basis for evaluation until

it matures and becomes subject for some future history. And

then, one hopes, a chronicler will be found to record its

achievement in a larger chapter for which there exists at

present an insufficiency of factual substance.
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CHAPTER 8

THE WAYFARERS

When romanticism came into vogue towards the begin-

ning of last century it restored to the theatre some of its

ancient splendor, something of the warmth and sensuousnoss

lost during a sterile period of classicism in art. In mimic

drawing-room or cloak-and-sword fashion the romanticists mir-

rored life. They gave their plays verisimilitude, but no

depth, and thus achieved a superficial theatricality which,

towards the middle of the century, became cloying, stagnant,

and as foolish as the former neo-classicism had been. Then

came the realists -- Ibsen, Chekhov, Hauptmann, Shaw-- to de-

clare a new revolt and finally establish a new mode in drama

production.

This fact largely concerns our story of little the-

atres, for no sooner had realism usurped the stage, after a

bitter and protracted struggle, than war was in turn declared

against it. But the latest revolt came from an entirely dif-

ferent, unexpected quarter. Instead of dramatists wo find

technicians, designers, arti3t-diroctors instignating it,



.
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These have become the leaders of a movement to replace realism

with something else, something as yet not clearly defined,

but in process of painful evolution.

We may conclude, therefore, that realism in play-

writing only indirectly caused the rise and spread of little

theatres, and that it had scarcely any discoverable influence

upon those we have studied thus far. It did, however, pro-

foundly affect the world theatre, completing that degeneration

of theatric art which has been in progress since the time of

Shakespeare. During tho course of these centuries the once

familiar acting platform has been pushed ever farther back

from the audience, until today it has shrunk within the pro-

scenium frame and become a peep-box ideally suited to slice-

of-life drama; ideally suited to those producers (and they

have been in the majority) who outdid the playwrights in

their efforts to probe into the minutiae of common experience.

Realism in producing, then, is the thing that little

theatres rebelled against and it is during the second phase

of their existence (roughly between 1926 and 1940) that the

significance of the struggle becomes evident. As the stage

became more remote from the audience, productions more life-

like, the auditorium itself assumed an air of realism conso-

nant with the other transformations. It became less intimate

and more formal. Theatre-going, in these circumstances,

gradually acquired a conventional sophistication and even

hauteur which managers encouraged in order to raise the prices

of admission. The illusion of reality superseded the play;
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the austere house of realism superseded the once familiar

playhouse

.

This was the condition which existed both in Europe

and the United States when the first little theatras came in-

to being and when their artist-directors began practising the

revolutionary doctrines of Gordon Craig. It still persisted

in San Francisco until the early 1920s, when a number of in-

surgent groups were organized for the purpose of developing a

novel, experimental, highly dynamic stagecraft. Unfortunate-

ly, most of these groups failed to contribute anything, ex-

cept in a collective sense, to the movement. There were more

material failures, in fact, than successes. There were brisf

scintillations, commendable efforts, untold disappearances

among the score cr mors whose names have been recorded during

the past two decades. But few managsd to survive and among

these only two or three at best have achieved substantial

reputations. The Wayfarers, whom vi<j shall therefore consider

next in importance (but only because of their late arrival)

to the Players Club, the outdoor and children's theatros,

represent the little theatre movement in its characteristic

second period of development. For here is a band of play-

makers and dramaturgists, frankly experimental, who have done

much to bring back into the theatre something of it a El'izabcth^-

an intimacy, warmth, and theatrical glamor.



•
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THE NUCLEUS IS FORMED

Most artist-directors are designers in the larger

sense. They are also critics, whether consciously or other-

wise of the reigning theatrical mode of realism. And so it

was with Jack Thomas when in 1928 he established the Wayfar-

ers Civic Repertory -- without the least experience, stage

training, or capital — simply because he deplored bad theatre

and had witnessed too much that was bad in the then current

stage productions. Having studied design at the San Francisco

School of Fine Arts, Thomas decided, without any more equip-

ment than that, to undertake productions himself. He gathered

together a half-dozen enthusiastic friends an,d they began to

write and perform original one-act plays. Their first audi*

ences were guests invited to the Thomas residence, or ' the

residence of some other one of the group j and from this com-

mencement there developed within two years a subscription

membership which constituted a nucleus for the present Way*

farers Civic Repertory players,

THE START IN EARNEST

By 1931 it became imperative to have a theatre,

Thomas therefore began looking for one, and discovered a loft

at 74 Commercial Street, near the waterfront, which he thought

would prove suitable, It had formerly hien a machine shoo, a.

fact which its dilapidated interior 3howed only too well.

Grease, dirt, and metallic debris of all kinds littered the

place*. In order to convert it into a playhouse a tremendous
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physical effort had to be expended, Thomas could raise money

to pay the rent, being employed, but not enough to hire labor

for cleaning and alterations. S the Wayfarers, in spare

time, often at night, converted the loft themselves. They

cleaned, painted, constructed partitions, made an auditorium,

and built a stage. Across the proscenium frame they stretched

a muslin curtain with a design executed by hand in brilliant

colors. '^'hoy placed benches instead of chairs in the narrow

auditorium and painted the beaver board partitions wine red.

Candles in sconces decorated the walls and provided a unique

system of lighting; cigarettes, matches, ashtrays placed con-

veniently for the spectators served to enhance the intimacy

and informality of the theatre, which, when furnished with a

foyer, would seat only fifty-two persons.

THEIR CWN THEATRE OPENS

At the opening, March 26, 1931, Thomas in his new

role as regis seur of the most unique little theatre in the

West, presented a bill of one -act plays. Three of these woro

written by members, the fourth by a prominent San Francisco

writer, Charles Caldwell Dobie. Moreover the Wayfarers had

designed and executed their own sets, created their own cos-

tumes and attended to each detail of the performance without

the slightest outside help. What they accomplished in actual

dramaturgy, even this early in their career, is recorded in a

review by the critic George C, Warren which appeared in the

San Francisco Chronicle, March 28, 1931:
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"The Wayfarers, a group of youthful amateur ac-
tors, took possession of their own theatre, 74
Commercial Street, Thursday night, offering a

bill of one -act plays, three of which were writ-
ten by members of the organization. This group
had held together for several years, acting in
homes of its members before subscription audi-
ences. They are independent of public support,
their .subscriptions supplying sufficient funds
for the maintenance of the theatre and the pro-
duction and royalties of plays.

"An old loft has b son turned into a quite at-
tractive, if very small auditorium, with a sur-
prisingly commodious stage, which has deoth, if
not width. A visit to the theatre is like an
adventure in Bohemia. The lights are candles
for the auditorium and electricity on the stage.

"Taking the loft and opening the theatre had
the significance of a great event for the Way-
farers. The opening bill, which was repeated
last night, and will have its final performance
itonight, has variety to recommend it. The four
playlets variously presented comedy, melodrama,
the social triangle and tragedy.

"A Train At Seven , by Jadet Thane t, a nom do
plume for one of the members, comes first. It
is comedy with a touch of drama, the attempt

>

on the part of a woman, to rekindle the flame
of love after an absence of a year. The scene
is Greenwich Village and there is much imbid-
ing of cocktails and gin. Thanet's treatment
of his theme is naturalistic, and the perform-
ance follows this lead, the little piece being
played low, and rather too slowly paced,

"The setting is good, perhaps too cluttered,
but Greenwich Village bachelor apartments may
be like that. Jerald Elwood, a good-looking
lad, acts the man in the case neatly, and
Asthore Sevison does the girl sensitively. She
might have been more clear of spouch, for even
in the small theatre it was difficult to hear
her. Jack Thomas had a minor role. The play
shows more of promise on the part of its
author, than performance.

"C. J. Cook's The Works , a melodrama having to
do with third-degree methods by the police, is
workmanlike, meaty and enthralling. A boy ac-
cused of murdering his parents is questioned,
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beaten, choked, tortured to get information.
The dialogue carried the story well, without
superfluous speeches, and the climax, when the
boy's real mother comes into the story to de-
clare she is the murderess, has the element of
surprise.

"The play was woll dono on a stage in darkness,
except for a bright light hung low ovor a chair
in which the boy was seated. The other figures
moved in semi-light, their cigarettes making
points of brilliance and disclosing their where-
abouts. The effect was weird and added to the
strength of the play. The author, C. J. Cook,
plays the boy and gives a strong performance,
and Bonita Lester is excellent as his mother.
The other roles are well done by William Han-
sen, Fred Cantwell, and Lawrence Kompton.

"A play for three women, Counterpoint , by Ced-
ric Thomas, follows. It' too, like the first
playlet on the program, is concerned with the
fickle fancy of man. An artist living at Nan-
tucket is bethrothed to a rich woman of tho
city. But, away from his fiancee, his eyes
turn on the fair wife of a missionary, who re-
sponds to his love...,

"Eleanor Rafael has the role of the wife. She
is a pretty, fragile looking blonde, and plays
with sensibility and intelligence. The fianceo
is actod by Margaret Kempton, dark and inter-
esting in appearance, and confident and poised
in acting. Fern Cantwell has the role of house-
keeper,

"Charles Caldwell Dobie's Tho Hidden Pool , fan-
tastic and symbolic tragedy with ^hina for its
setting, closes tho program. It might be called
a "play for marionettes," The Emperor, visiting
his prime minister, is envious of the beauties
of the garden, and angry when ho discovers hid
in shrubbery a golden pool in which swims a

single sky-blue fish of perfect proportions
and great beauty,

"To test the loyalty of Wu, he demands the
heads of Wu T s father, his wife, and his only
son, and that his cook prepare the blue fish
for his dinner. Here the loyalty of the Prime
Minister dies and he becomes the priest of
beauty emd kills the emperor for wishing to
destroy a thing of perfect beauty. The play
was acted by Hansen, Cook, and Thomas,"
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Despite the fact that no other critic took the

trouble to raview this initial production, there was already

present in the loft playhouse a more genuine, co-operative and

significant aspect of thoatre than could be found anywhere

else in San Francisco at the time, except in one or two simi-

lar groups equally obscure. Stock companies were all but ex-

tinct, road shows rarely put in an appearance ; and the Federal

Thoatre (the only one in this city which approximated a

large-scale community enterprise) had not yet been started.

Most of the first audience, as well as subsequent ones, were

subscribers and thus participants in the Wayfarers' theatre.

Some of them, besides subscribing money, lent their assis-

tance in other ways, helping in the workshop to create sets,

costumes and so on. Others sold tickets, attended to the

mailing of announcements. These, and not only the actors on

the stage, had a vital interest in the growth of this ven-

ture, for it belonged to them in a sense far beyond that

which is denoted by mere attendance; they enjoyed participa-

tion in the whole dramaturgy and were a part of it as no com-

mercial theatre audience can ever be -- no matter how keenly

that theatre's occasional spectacular productions may be

appreciated.

SUCCESSFULLY EXPERIMENTAL

It was Thomas' intention to establish a repertory

thoatre comparable to Eva le Gallienne's in New York. But he
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determined to experiment with unusual plays, unusual stage-

craft, also. Apart from the regular subscription season,

therefore, he presented next at the loft playhouse a version

of Oscar Wilde's Ballad of Reading Gaol , during the last Fri-

day and Sattirday nights of August, about five months after

the opening. Behind scenes Thomas read the poem, while actors
»

on the stage, under weird grey light, executed in pantomime

the startling and macabre action pattern which the poem

suggests

•

George Warren, in the Chronicle , called it "an ex-

periment in horror," pointing out that none of the players had

names and that even the reader himself was nameless. Its ef-

fect as drama may have struck an unfamiliar chord, for this

performance lay neither within the scope of true tragedy nor

true melodrama. It was however a notable experiment in stage-

craft and serves to illustrate the trial-and-error method by

which the Wayfarers have always proceeded in their avowed

hope of achieving some excellent productions, even at the

cost of an occasional bad one. This, of course, is one of

the prime objectives of experiment as followed in any genuine

little theatre. In the Wayfarers' case, their exceptional

dramaturgy has more than justified the method.

CLEARING THE HACKNEYED UNDERBRUSH

When the regular subscription season opened early

in December 1931, Thomas presented what can only be termed

an antithetical contrast to Western realism, offering a group
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of Japanese N_o-plays translated into English by Arthur Waley.

To understand the exact significance of modern realistic pro-

ducing, we must first estimate the Oriental concept of the-

atre, which has always avoided the range of tragi-emotion-

alism inseparable from Occidental drama* The East has in lieu

a highly sensuous drama with expressive color, aesthetic deli-

cacy and a symbolism often incomprehensible to Europeans and

Americans. Its methods of presentation, moreover, are can-

didly those of artifice; no attempt is made either to dis-

guise its mechanics or create by the use of mechanics, as in

vie stem theatres, an illusion superimposed upon that created

by the, playwright in his lines. The stage is right out in

the open, almost surrounded indeed by the audience. It has no

concealing curtains, wings, scenery. It is simply a plat-

form with a temple roof. Properties are minimized, symbolic,

sparingly used, A fan, for example, can represent many dif-

ferent articles in the Japanese tradition, but the spectator

must transform it himself, imaginatively, into this or that

object called to mind by the action.

The Japanese No_-play, while conforming to the gen-

eral Occidental concept, is actually much shorter than a one-

act play. It is intellectual, ritualistic, rigid in form and

is intended for the aristocracy rather than the people, who

have a separat? theatre, Reading a No-play the Westerner

would find it undramatic even if he could appreciate its

charm and subtle lyricism. The Wayfarers, in rendering their
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bill of four No-plays intelligible to a San Francisco audi-

ence, adopted masks, utilized music interpretive of the

lyricism of the verse, and had a prologue-speaker who appeared

before each play, explaining it, outlining its story, and de-

nominating the actors. They also made free use of "asides"

during the performance. One character, for example, would

say: "I am a fisherman propelling my boat with mighty

strokes." And another, following the Japanese custom of

speaking of one's self in the third person to denote excep-

tional dignity or august presence: "The heavenly lady enters

the forest."

On the whole it was an entirely non-realistic and

certainly unusual production which Thomas staged. Gerald El-

wood designed the settings in true Oriental fashion and dis-

tinguished himself in the cast, as did John Hoyner, Natalie

Park (who also designed the costumes), Lucie Belvel, John

Kinney, Myrna Thomas, Walter Petterson, and Thomas himself.

Some weeks later a review of the No-plays appeared

in a Batavia, Java, newspaper, proving that an enthusiastic

spectator had outdone even the journalists and written in

Dutch.

AN UNUSUAL AND INTERESTING REPERTOIRE

Thus began the Wayfarers' reputation. They remained

in the loft playhouse for five years, having to enlarge it

once in order to accommodate larger audiences. They played

during this time Ibsen's A Doll ' s House ; a Western premiere
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of Edmond Rostand's Last Night of Don Juan ; a dramatization

by Jack Thomas of Robert Nathan's novel, Jonah ; and Lili Pol-

lack's Entr'acte ,, For all of these they designed their own

settings and costumes. Co-operating in their workshop, they

made plays just as they had built their playhouse. Between

acts they served tea and cake* Soon the newspapers were

speaking of "the little playhouse hard by the ferry tower" in

the most complimentary terms and publishing lengthy reviews

of all their productions.

Meantime Thomas was steadily building a repertory,

steadily experimenting with unusual plays, steadily adhering

to the principle of ensemble-acting and steadfastly remaining

independent. Not only did he realize his ambition to present

unique or rare dramas and give a hearing to unknown play-

wrights; he also gave each of his productions a highly crea-

tive, highly theatric treatment. In the spring of 1933, when

the Wayfarers produced Ben Jonson's Volpone , this fact was

made known by every paper in the city, with such comments as

the following, taken from the Chronicle of March 21, 1933:

"The Wayfarers, aristocrats among the little
theatre groups, having their own theatre and
playing only to their subscribers, are advanc-
ing artistically. At their tiny theatre,
74 Commercial Street, they presented Bon
Jonson 1 s farce, Volpone , Thursday night of 'last
week and are continuing the play through to-
morrow night, six performances in all.

"Gradually the theatre itself is gaining beau-
ty. A new curtain on which two fiery steeds
curvet, is an addition since I was last at a
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performance given by these interesting enthu-
siasts . The lighting system has been modern-
ized and fine effects are obtained. The spirit

of the organization is that of a commune;
everybody works. Jack Thomas, its leading
spirit, directs, acts and looks after the busi-

ness; Gerald Elwood designed the settings for

Volpone and plays the successfully evil Mosca;

Mary ivemper and Mira Thomas planned and executed
the costumes.

"Ben Jonson's satiric farce as adapted by the

German, Stefan Zweig,and then adapted again in-

to English by Miss Langner, is the version used

by the Wayfarers. The five acts and many scenes

of the original are cut down to three acts and

six scenes. Some of the free language of the

Elizabethan period--Vcleone was first acted in

1605--has been inserted; works and phrases that

are taboo in the commercial theatre and in

general intercourse, but which added the rich

flavor of the time to the performance and wore

received with riotous laughter by the Thursday
audience

.

"That and the general idea underlying Jonson's
play are the only things left of his idea.

Zweig chose to show villainy triumphant, for he

leaves Mosca in possession of Volpone ' s wealth,

ready to squander it on riotous living. Jonson

punished him as severely as the other rogues
that people his farce.

"The play is well acted at the Wayfarers' mini-
ature playhouse, and Elwood' s settings, the

changes" wrought in a unit background give vari-

ety and considerable beauty to the stage. The

feeling of vastness is even given to the court-

room, and the glimpses of Venice seen through
the several openings, are jxcellent bits of

scene painting.

"Elwood also scores heavily as the villainous
Mosca, the contriver of evil for his master,

Volpone; together they trick the wisest misers
of the city with their chicaneries. Elwood Is

volatile, quick, intelligently vicious and even
makes the rascal likeable.

"Jack Thomas, the director, chose to give his

characters the look of the Commedia dell' Arte.
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Their makeups have a likeness to carnival

masks, which gives the story the fantastic ef-

fect necessarv for such a plot in this world of

commonplace. ''Thomas acts Corbaccio with a fine

assumotion of evil senility. David Borden is a

good master devil as Volpone : Holland Hansen

does the crooked lawyer with sufficient craft-

iness. Elmer Collett's Benario is a good,

roaring, honest soldier and John Lafferty a

dignified and honest judge.

"The two women characters, Nana, a lady of the

oldest orofession, and Celia, an innocent, are

well acted and prettily costumed by Carmelita

Woodworth and Bernice Abernathy,"

CAMILLB CANNOT BE RESUSCITATED

After Volpone , which was a successful revival of

Elizabethan comedy, the Wayfarers attempted to modernize

Camille and by self-admission on the part of their director,

failed. But, if failure it was, certainly the experiment

showed how grandiose and shallow post-romanticism can appear

on the modern stage. This drama, called in the French La

Dame aux Came lias , is from the pen of Alexandre Dumas fils,

sometimes styled the father of realism. In collaboration with

Emile Au.yier, he wrote many "idea plays" which are the fore-

runners of a type later produced by Ibsen, Chekhov, Shaw and

others. Oddly enough, however, ^mas is only remembered for

Camille , which is not strictly an idea play; and Augier is

remembered for only one comedy, Le Gendre de M. Poirier.

Although the admission might astonish commercial

producers (who have played the younger Dumas' drama almost to

death), Thomas frankly concluded that Camille cannot be

modernized, despite the attractive dramatization and creative
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spirit the Wayfarers put into it, and despite the fact that

it ran six nights to packed houses. This would tend to prove,

empirically, that the theorists of little theatre technique

are quite right in their criticism of the commercial theatre,

designating it stagnant and moribund.

In contrast to the self-styled failure of Camille,

there were at least a half dozen artistic triumphs during the

years from 1934 to 1936. These included modern classics of

Ibsen and Andreyev; one -act plays by members of the Wayfarers;

and Shakespeare's Othello and Hamlet. The little loft play-

house had become a mecca for discriminating theatre-goers;

subscriptions were increasing to such an extent that it was

no longer adequate, and since the theatre could not be

further enlarged, new quarters were needed.

HEW AMD LARGER QUARTERS

Little theatres have always been forced to solve

their housing problems in some individual and usually unique

way. They have been located in churches, barns, schools,

speakeasies, farm yards, laundries, factories, stores and, in

one case, a morjue . The Wayfarers solved theirs by moving

into a wooden frame structure which had been erected shortly

after the fire and earthquake of 1906. It had been

successively used as a church, gymnasium, and marionette thea-

tre. But many changes were necessary to render it suitable

for the civic repertory players and Thomas secured an FHA
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loan which enabled him to finance the remodeling. By the

summer of 1936 the new playhouse, seating over a hundred

people, was ready for occupancy.

With their removal to 1749 Clay Street, where they

are still located, the Wayfarers entered a professional phase

which they have never since abandoned. They began to realize

the ambition set forth at the beginning of their career,

namely, to create in San Francisco a theatre in which the

dilettante or stage-struck amateur has no place; for, in the

director's own words:

"There is real work to be done. Nearly the en-
tire company is composed of working people, and
rehearsals must be held in the evenings, regu-
larly. .The actor must know more than how to
act. In order to know settings he must build
sets; in order to understand lighting, he must
handle the lights—manipulate them. In order
to discriminate in selecting correct costumes,
he must first design and actually create them.
So, all this is done in the theatre, even to
arranging the musical scores, manufacturing
tickets, programs, announcements, posters, etc.
Thus, first the theatre is a workshop; after-
wards a playhouse."*

THE CLASSICS AND THE MACABRE

During the course of their experimentation in the

last few years the Wayfarers have developed an unusual reper-

tory. Aside from the dramas of proven worth already men-

tioned, they produced from 1937: The Merchant of Venic e,

Macbeth , The Taming of the Shrew , Measure for Measure (the

latter two while Thomas was in Europe in 1939); Voltaire's

* Prom an interview with Jack Thomas.
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Candida j Ibsen's Ghosts and Hedda Gable

r

; Gorky's The Lower

Depths ; Moliere's The Miser ; and many others by lesser or un-

known writers -- either experimentally or on trial for pos-

sible addition to the repertory at some future time. In 1940

they produced five one -act plays from the "Grand Guignol

Repertoire" which Thomas brought back with him from his

European travels: The System of Doctor Gourdron . The Cad -

aver , The Dead Rat , Cabinet 6 , and The Sleeping Woman , these

playing February 8-10 and 15-17, 1940.

NATIONAL RECOGNITION

Today the Wayfarers are known both as a group and,

in some cases, individually. They have been publicized in

national theatre magazines and included in at least one book,

Curtains Going Up , by Albert McCleery and Carl Glick, pub-

lished in the autumn of 1939, In a recent Lux Theatre radio

broadcast they were mentioned fourth among the ten leading

little theatres in the United States, and through less of-

ficial sources their reputation has spread abroad, traveling

even to China,,

The individuals who have distinguished themselves

are Natalie Park,Marye Finney, Jessica Wells, Barry Drew, and

Jerald Elwood, Having taught themselves the art of theatre,

the first four of those have since made careers on the pro-

fessional stage and radio, while Elwood has made his reputation

as a scene designer. Sheila Marshal, although not yet a

professional, deserves mention here for her fine work within
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the Wayfarers organization itself, which has attained the

status of genuine, if not professional, excellence.

But not only is Jack Thomas the artist-director of

this theatre workshop which has given some of his associates

a vocation as well as an avocation; he is also the director

of a school of dramaturgy and dramatic art, opened in 1928 at

the playhouse on Commercial Street. The school and theatre

are of course separately maintained, but in conjunction they

offer an important cultural service to the community and one

of the strongest current hopes (since the Federal Theatre has

been abandoned) for a genuine civic theatre of the future.
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CHAPTER 9

THE THEATRE UNION

In the introduction to this volume it was stated

that little theatres in the United States have, during the

past two decades, provided the more interesting half of our

national drama. This is true in both a particular and

general sense, for the movement has penetrated every section

of the country, providing an outlet on an unprecedented

scale for the various regional cultures which in their en-

tirety comprise the American scene. No art form is more ex-

pressive of a civilization than its theatre, which combines

all the arts; and no theatre in modern times has been more

representative of the whole people than the present little

theatres,

Today there are somewhat more than two hundred

separate autonomous groups scattered from Atlantic to Pacif*

ic, Canada to Mexico, engaging the spare-time participation

of some two hundred thousand people in all walks of life and

having a combined annual audience of well over fifteen
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million additional persons."" Those theatres are not the pro-

duct of trained technicians, but in most cases the spontane-

ous creation of the people themselves — just as in the

founding of the Wayfarers. Their increase has been slow,

gradual, rather evenly distributed by years. They omcrgod in

numbers in the larger cities by 1920, spreading into suburban

and rural communities subsequent to 1930 and gaining their

largest permanent accretion in the depression years from 1933

to 1935.

The reason alleged for this apparent phenomenon is

that, denied benefit of material enjoyments, men and women in

the United States began to explore and discover themselves;

in so doing they turned naturally to the creative activities

of the playhouse --an explanation which might well be the

true one, if applied (as indicated by the foregoing data) to

suburban or rual areas exclusively.

THE IMPOVERISHED LITTLE THEATRE

But we can scarcely place so facile a construction

on the deleterious effects of the depression in metropolitan

centers. Here the little theatres had become a luxury of

culture (made possible by the complex industrialization re-

sponsible for all urban luxuries) and when the rupture

# In Curtains Going Up . by Albert McCleery and Carl Glick,
there are statistics which substantiate the above and,
since these authors admit they have not tabulated every
little theatre in the United States, render it upon the
whole a conservative estimate.
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occurred they had to go along with all else of this nature.

Actual want, impoverishment, privation were forced upon whole

cities by sudden unemployment of large proportions of their

residents. The top strata alone remained comparatively un-

touched. The industrialists and their near-dependents, who

(although they had formerly supported amateur dramatics to a

considerable extent) have never contributed anything to the

little theatre movement in its broad, popular, democratic con-

ception — its only meaningful conception as we know it in

the present.

San Francisco little theatres were decimated to

about one-fifth of their total number during the depression

years; and those that still survive, although robust, cannot

count a thousand active members among them (the average per

group elsewhere in America), nor can they be said to repre-

sent, as yet, a complete community participation in drama »*

The reason for this is identical with the reason advanced for

the increase in rural or suburban areas *- where the play-

house became first of all an instrument of sublimation, the

anodyne in which a whole community could submerge its person-

al economic woes. Afterwards, of course, by extension and

development, adventitiously, it became the means of express-

ing a new, self-awakened, self -generated community culture.

* This excepts the Bohemian Club, Children's Theatre, and the
Outdoor Theatre-- special or reserved types and annual
pageants, not urban theatres in the sense here rofered to.
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Urban populations, on the other hand, had always

been accustomed to a surfeit of entertainment. .Anodynes had

been offered on the commercial stage, on a superabundance of

motion picture screens, long before little theatres became

generally established. In cities, where they appeared

first, such theatres were a direct, conscious, and palpable

form of theatric expression from the time of their origin.

They depended then, and to a large extent now depend upon a

special fringe of the populace for support — upon a follow-

ing of artistic, professional, technical, and intellectual

workers -- as against in rural districts, the entire com-

munity of workers. Except in rare instances* they have never

been entirely communal; and when the working people on whom

they depended could no longer afford such luxuries, one by

one they failed. Thus, in San Francisco, the movement suf-

fered a relapse incompatible with the city's erstwhile thea-

trical predominance.

But the theatre, in its large sense belonging to

all the people, cannot really die anywhere while there is

still some popular feeling for it. And so, amid an industrial

crisis, economic maladjustment, the social chaos of unem-

ployment, there came into existence another little theatre --

# Notably the Cleveland Playhouse, which draws from the en-
tire population, plays every night in the week for a season
of eight months, and has assumed an importance and perma-
nence which few commercial houses, or even the cinema, can
rival.
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predicated upon the exact local conditions which had caused

most others to fail — a theatre that derived its necessity

and manner of expression from the crisis itself. Chaos be-

came a matrix for the democratic theatre — the most signifi-

cant and liberally experimental of all the insurgent groups

we have studied thus far — a last group in every sense.

PHOENIX FROM THE FLAMES

For several years prior to the San Francisco general

strike of 1934, when unrest and unemployment reached an acute

stage, there had been established a band of players who called

themselves The Theatre of Action, They were a mobile unit,

without costumes, props, settings, or stage. Reminiscent of

the Commedia Dell 'Arte in an older civilization, they made it

their purpose to bring the theatre direct to the masses of

people who had never beenina position to attend regular show

houses, most of whom were jobless workers, gathered in union

halls or engaged on picket lines. They went about from one

place to another, performing wherever their audience was,

wherever a demonstration was being held. Naturally, they be-

came most usefully active during the general strike and along

the Embarcadero (waterfront). Those were days of violence,

bloodshed, and death. Civil rights, to say nothing of civil

liberties, were openly abrogated by the forces representing

law; and in such a tumult of bitterly contested opposition

the Theatre of Action came to its end. One of the actors to

this day wears a silver plate in his skull.
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The 1934 strike, besides resulting in violent death

for several workers, culminated in a funeral march publicly

staged by daylight along Market street, and caused a dramatic

emotional and intellectual awakening throughout the city.

People in large numbers,workers a little better circumstanced

than the average manual laborer, suddenly began to realize the

injustice and social inequality which exist in America despite

its apparent democratic organization. They began to realize

in particular that the under-privileged, except during des-

perate conflicts with the ovor-privileged — their employers-

possessed no means of stating their plight. Established

theatres — as well as the radio, cinema, magazines, and

general press — when they undertook an expose' of the worker's

problem at all, either caricatured or misrepresented him] con-

demned him outright or made him appear an insensible buffoon.

To the whole populace, therefore, he was a person without in-

dividuality; he existed in society's lowest structure; his

personable attributes swam about in a kind of mass expression-

ism not in itself clearly understood.

FOR, AND OF THE PEOPLE

Inept as were the actors who had entertained pickets

along the Embarcadero, performing skits or crude, one-act

propaganda plays, they at least demonstrated the idea and

practicability of a genuine people's theatre. The strike,

with inevitable conclusiveness, showed that the time had ar-

rived for establishment of such a theatre in San Francisco.
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Elsewhere, close to the pulse of Broadway, playwright -cham-

pions of the masses had already emerged and taken up the bur-

den of a new, wholly autochthonous American realism* Clear-

thinking people in New York and Chicago — while the little

theatre movement, spurred by the depression, was passing

through a phase of dilettantism in many suburban areas -- had

organized the New York Theatre Union and the Chicago Repertory

Group and were producing the socially-conscious realism of

Clifford Odets, Irwin Shaw, Albert Maltz, and others who

sought to give the worker, the common man, a dignity and

stature he had never hitherto attained, in the popular con-

ception.

Although no single individual is responsible for the

San Francisco Theatre Union, one person did initiate its for-

mation and find a responsive group to carry forward its plan-

ning. This was Florence Wyckoff . In the autumn of 1934,

aroused by the recent strike, she assembled a few jobless

theatre technicians in her home and proposed to them a resi-

dent workers' theatre which would, on a more professional

basis, function in place of the now disbanded Theatre of Ac-

tion. They unanimously acclaimed the proposal, spent night

after night discussing it, enlisted help from every ono who

was willing to co-operate -- without regard for political be-

liefs or party affiliations.

In that time of readjustment, when nearly the whole

social strata had been upheaved and had felt the onormous
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crushing forces of economic change, the Theatre Union ex-

perienced little difficulty in acquiring constituents. They

were of all occupations imaginable , skilled and unskilled,

educated and uneducated; but all were workers in the ultimate

sense> whether manual, intellectual, professional, or techni-

cal. There were teamsters, sailors, longshoremen, teachers,

carpenters, ministers, students, professors, fishermen,

painters, housewives and almost everything else In the occu-

pational category, among the thirty-five members which com-

prised this people's theatre when its first play went into

rehearsal in September of 1934. Besides tho active membership,

there was also a board of twenty advisers whose names would

stand high on the cultural register of the Bay region — if

one were ever compiled **

THE FIRST MA JOR PRODUCTION——t*——

—

'

The director, George Bratt, had worked in the the-

atre with Boleslavsky and for eight years had played with the

Neighborhood Theatre and Theatre Guild of New York. He had

at his disposal a few experienced actors, one or two trained

* This board, composed of college professors, clergymen, art
patrons, and critics, is both indicative of The Theatre
Union's non-partisan character and its estimated value as an
instrument for the dissemination of culture throughout the
region. It included: Prof. George P. Adams, Albert Bender,
Prof. James R. Caldwell, Prof. James M. Cline, Rev. Horton
Colbert, Mrs. Bartley C. Crum, Prof, Willard Durham, Rev.
Alfred Fiak, Mrs. Warren Gregory, Dr. Charles Hogan, Mrs.
John Galen Howard, Miss Elizabeth LIvermoro, Prof. Jacob
Lowenberg, Rev. A, Edgar Lowthcr,Mrs» Alexander Moiklejohn,
Rev. Edward L. Parsons, Prof. Max Radin, John F k Ross, Noel
Sullivan, and Prof. Thomas K» Whipple.
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amateurs; but the remainder of the huge cast assembled for

Peace on Earth , by George Sklar and Albert Malta, was utterly

new to the stage* Nine months of intensive rehearsing were

necessary to prepare the production — months of discourage-

ment and interference, in which the police, fire department,

and American Legion participated all too often. Florence

Wyckoff presents an illuminating commentary on these months

of struggle in a letter written two years later and now part

of the Theatre Union's official records:

"it was the director's spirit that really put
the whole thing over. He could inspire the
actors and sustain their morale through the
terrific, long training it took to whip the raw
material we chose to use, into shape. We did
not encourage many old theatre people or little
theatre people to join us, because we found that
their attitude, in the first case,, their tenden-
cy towards exhibitionism, in the second, spoiled
the work we were trying to do. It was a super-
human task to get the play on_» starting from
scratch, and it took us nine months merely to
build the organization to a point of production.

"San Francisco was certainly ready for this
kind of drama and it was received with great
enthusiasm. We had all sorts of trouble with
the police and fire department; the American
Legion harassed us without end. But theae
demonstrations opened the eyes of many members
of the cast, who were for the first time begin-
ning to realize what the play was all about.
Most of them, when they saw concrete evidence
of the forces of fascism at work, became per-
manently and vitally interested in the Theatre
Union- -even though thoy had come into it with
the idea that it was only a temporary job;
something to occupy their idle time. Many of
the cast came from the East Bay and after our
production organized a section of the Theatre
Union there. It is now a flourishing group,
who have produced many short plays and are now
at \rork on Till The Day I Die (Clifford Odets).
Up to this time the East Bay made a number of
false starts, probably because their personnel
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did not contain sufficient numbers of those who

properly under at oond the problems of theatre

organization and technique. 1

Peace on Earth had been selected with a multiple

purpose in view. Often described as an "anti-war play," its

cast demanded a wide range of types, a representative cross-

section of American society which would, on that account, ap-

peal to an equally democratic audience. Thus it became, as

Florence Wyckoff indicates, an instrument for welding both the

internal and external structure into a harmonious relationship.

But the Theatre Union did not rise full-grown, over night.

Its first performance was given on May 31, 1935 at the Neigh-

borhood Playhouse (1749 Clay Street), the same building in

which the Ytfayfarers later established themselves.

It had an executive committee of twelve, among them

Edward Berhart, George Bratt, Warren and Florence Hagee,

Robert Triest, and Florence and Hubert Wyckoff, who served as

a permanent staff. No provision had as yet been made, nor

could it then be made, for a larger permanent organization

and a theatre in which to house it. The cast of Peace On

Earth was for the most part an experimental one; and the

Neighborhood Playhouse had merely been engaged temporarily.

A CREDITABLE DEBUT

Despite the factors which militated against it, the

Theatre Union made a creditable debut in San Francisco, and

later performed the same play in Berkeley. This is not to

imply that the performance itself had become smoothly articu-

lated, even after its nine months of incubation. Such a thing
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would have been too much to expect, considering the raw ele-

ments with which director Bratt had to work. But it did con-

tain sufficient of that abstract quality of theatre to cause

wonder, comment, and controversy on the part of those who

witnessed it. Even that most conservative publication the

San Francisco News Letter and Wasp , could find something good

in it, and published, on the whole, a rather favorable criti-

cism in the issue of June 22, 1935:

" Peace on Earth , the controversial anti-war
play, is being given a staging by the San Fran-
cisco Theatre Union at the Neighborhood Play-
house every night except Sunday. The 'Scene-
shifter' (meaning the writer of these lines)
made a visit to this theatre the other evening
and witnessed a most unusual performance. The
play, as a play, is not great theatre, although
it is being played with success in New York at
the present time.... But the parody on modern
law and order, and many witticisms, make the
rather sketchy plot entertaining. A large cast
of players, who have probably never trod the
boards before, are enjoying their brief oppor-
tunity. The war propaganda and revelation of
some social facts is good, nevertheless dis-
turbing. A great deal of verve was manifested
by Joel Coffield as the maligned professor, and
George Bratt was an interesting figure as the
unfortunate McCracken.

"Commendable is the handling of so many people
in such a small theatre. The stage direction
lacks technique and color, but the simple set-
tings made up for this. Ralph Chesse and
Lawrence Kempt on, old friends in the Little
Theatre, are also in the cast, which includes
fifty."

Most little theatres, gratified with such a start,

would have considered their initial production safely behind

them with the termination of its run, which is to say they

would utilizo the experience gainod by their individual actors

in forthcoming productions, hoping to stage these to bettor
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advantage. But the Theatre Union was faced with a distressing

problem of reorganization when Peace On Earth closed, after

completing its circuit of the East Bay. The original intent

had been to create a people's theatre, predicated upon the

principle of a constantly changing personnel, so that every

one who so desired would have a chance to participate in pro-

ductions of future plays. Only the executive staff, it was

supposed, would remain intact.

Almost the entire cast, however, signified their do-

sire to become active members. The director objected, on

grounds that such a large and unwieldy group would hamper,

rather than advance the theatre's progress. Nevertheless tho

constitution was altered, the actors were admitted and a com-

plete,more democratic structure began to form in place of the

old. In the end their director resigned. He contended, ac-

cording to Florence Wyckoff, that "democracy would never work

in the theatre." "Maybe he was right," she adds, "but all the

rest of us felt that it was more important for the group to

go on together and learn by experience ourselves, even though

we might make many mistakes. Fortunately, we have two good

experienced assistant directors, who have been able to carry

on the work and bring it to a point of technical perfection

much higher than our first director ever could have done."

LABORATORY, SCHOOL, AND PRODUCING GROUP

Much of this technical perfection they acquired in

a garage building, an enormous concrete structure at 2229
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Geary street. It became their laboratory, workshop, head-

quarters, in the autumn of 1936, but offered no possibilities

whatever (considering the cost of remodeling) for a theatre.

They were transients still in every important sense. In the

first place, the garage was a temporary location; in the sec-

ond, their plays had to be given elsewhere. Nevertheless,

night after night they worked together in the barren upper

story of this vault, learning the technics of acting, play-

writing, and dramaturgy. Florence and Warren Hagee, tho new

directors, proved themselves competent instructors in these

arts. Before long they opened a formal school in conjunction

with the workshop, offering comprehensive courses in all de-

partments of theatre. Here also they cast and rehearsed their

next two plays: Black Pit , by Albert Maltz; and Bury the Dead

by Irwin Shaw.

PRAISE, PITFALLS, AND PUBLICITY

Taking the place of the erstwhile Theatre of Action,

they staged Black Pit in various union halls, then gave it a

public performance at the Jewish Community Center in Sep-

tember 1936. Like Peace On Earth , this play contains powerful

drama, rich atmospheric realism, and strong dialogue.lt tells

the story of a strike in the coal fields of West " Virginia,

and the personal struggle of a miner who, having to provide

for his family and risk letting his wife die in childbirth,

cliooses the alternative of betraying his co-workers' plans, for

a certain sum of money, to the mine operators. But it is more
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than mere character drama, since it portrays with startling

effectiveness the problems of all labor unions and by impli-

cation the larger social problems by which these are caused.

Since the Theatre Union had been able to rehearse

Black Pit and Bury the. Dead on the scale in which thoy were

afterwards produced, tho hundreds of spectators who attondod

tho Community Contor production of tho former, and the Oakland

Women's City Club production of tho latter, wero highly grat-

ified by the results. Even the newspapers, following an ex-

ample set in Now York, subscribed their approbation to tho

popular approval, publishing {with but one notablo exception)

a series of complimentary, if brief, reviews. The Examiner

alone remained stolidly non-committal although, subsequently,

it attacked the advisory board for sponsoring such productions.

It reflects the uncompromising integrity of these people that

they refused to be intimidated — save one member, coerced

by economic pressure, whose husband was an employee of

William Randolph Hearst,

Inasmuch as its first tactic had proved unfruitful,

the Examiner next turned upon those active members of the The-

atre Union who happened, at the time, to be on relief, with the

result that one was separated from SRA rolls for a short per-

iod and then, under protest, reinstated.

Such occurrences naturally brought publicity. Pub-

licity brought an increase in membership and,what is more im-

portant, a mounting respect for the Theatre Union on the part
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of all intelligent San Franciscans. In accord with its en-

larged democratic structure, questions of policy were decided

by the entire, diverse group of participantsjnot superimposed

from without by any political or nonpolitical organization.

But although exercising its own electoral autonomy, the group

managed to contact that larger democratic theatre which had

grown up in America, by affiliating v ith the New Theatre

League, whose aims are set forth as follows, in an open letter

from the national executive committee:

"In the past few years the little theatre move-
ment has made tremendous strides in the cultural
life of America. Hew worth-while plays, new
ideas in staging, lighting, and acting technique
have been developed, and a new social conscious-
ness has found its way into the theatre. The
growth of the theatre in this period came as a
remit of conscientious theatre workers getting
together, discussing their problems, exchanging
ideas, out of which came an organization that
gave impetus to the actor, director, playwright
and stage technician. The organization called
itself the Now Theatre League. Its primary
purpose was to inculcate the arts of the theatre
into our native cultural scene. This they have
done by their publications and prize play con-
tests held yearly. Any one acquainted with the
New Theatre magazine and Theatre Workshop will
testify to the valuable contribution these pub-
lications have made to the theatre arts. The
work this organization has done in stimulating
the production of such plays as Waiting For
Lefty , Private Hicks , and Bury the Dead has re-
ceived acclaim from some of the best critics of
America...

.

B*

A PICTURESQUE NEW HOME

In June of 1936 the Theatre Union incorporated un-

der the laws of California, which compelled them to change

i « i ii i

* Theatre Union Official Records.
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the original title to the San Francisco Theatre Union School,

Inc. But this caused no change in either its external or in-

ternal constitution. With increasing numbers in both the

workshop and school, it now became imperative to find a res-

idence suitable to play production on the same premises.

There were several old, unoccupied downtown theatres which

could be obtained cheaply, but all existed in such a state of

disrepair that the cost of renovation was prohibitive. There-

fore the group decided to locate in some neighborhood play-

house. They found one at last in North Beach, which had the

romantic distinction of being adjacent to Portsmouth Plaza,

site of the old Bella Union gaming house- and some of San Fran-

cisco's earliest theatros. This neighborhood today, however,

is rendered somewhat unsavory bythc existence of two burlesque

houses which feature nudes and sensational sex shows — one

on Kearny Street within a few feet of where the Bella Union

stood; the other on Broadway, between Grant Avenue and

Stockton.

About three blocks north, where Stockton intersects

Columbus Avenue and Green is the Green Street Theatre, former-

ly occupied by a French company playing musical shows and bed-

room farces,and long associated with a bit of theatrical non-

sense called Easy For Zoo-Zeo . Its unpretentious location,

combined with a past euphemistically considered "doubtful,"

had given this playhouse an atrnosphcro of low life when tho

Theatre Union took it over in the spring of 1937.
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In physical appearance it scarcely resembled a the-

atre at all. In fact, one is inclined to question the legend

inscribed on its tiny marquee. For, crowded between two mer-

cantile establishments, its narrow entrance and broad pink fa-

cade above suggest a house dedicated to much shadier purposes

than the presentation of drama. Just inside the double doors,

where there should be a foyer, is a flight of steps divided in

the center bya box-like structure which has the appearance of

a motion picture projection room. At the head of the stairs,

on each side this box, another pair of doors open into tho

thoatron — or auditorium proper — which, with its small

balcony, scats well under 200 persons. It Is intimately cozy,

as might be imagined from its former usago; stage and audito-

rium are so integrated that tho first row of seats stands

within a bare few feet of tho proscenium. The heating systom

is archaic and faulty.

The small stage had no curtain, but its contiguity

to the auditorium offered a challenge which offset most of tho

obvious disadvantages of such an arrangement. It inspired the

development of a new dramaturgy which would bring audience and

players closer together, in an ideal as well as a physical

sense. So, with this objective in mind, the gifcoup set about

to make their theatre play-worthy — which entailed in this

case not only the familiar cleaning, painting, repairing, and

refurbishing, but the additional and not entirely reverent

labor of stripping the walls of risque pictures -- remnants
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of the palmy days when Zee Zee, in all her seductive glamour,

had experienced little or no difficulty in filling the house

to its doors.

AN AUSPICIOUS WORLD PREMIERE

Meantime the mobile unit, in conjunction with

school and workshop, was busily engaged producing the skits

and one-act plays of Theatre Union writers before various

labor organizations throughout the state -- sometimes trav-

eling far afield — providing a real trouper's experience for

the actors, directors, technicians, and an empirical-academic

training for the dramatists.

When the resident playhouse had been thoroughly

renovated, all attention was centered on the next major pro-

duction, a world premiere, which has since made theatrical

history and started a trend vhose influonco penotratod even

the cinema. This occurred two months after the lease had

been signed, when the Green Street Theatre opened to the pub-

lic with a dramatized version of John Steinbeck's novel Of

Mice and Men . The book had already achieved wide popularity,

had taken its place among the epochal, socially-conscious

literature of the last decade; but no one seems to have con-

sidered its potential dramatic qualities until tho Theatre

Union read and discussed it from this point of view. Presi-

dent Wollman Parley then conferred with Steinbeck at his Los

Gatos home, at once aroused his interest, and secured produc-

tion rights. The author himself personally collaborated with



.
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the group during its adaptation, casting, and rehearsal, which

necessitated a long prelude to the performance.

Produced alternately with Bury the Dead , Of Mice and

Men played every Friday and Saturday night until the end of

August 1937. Inasmuch as the book had been successful, the

play attracted hundreds of curious people who may or may not

have expected to see an artistic performance, but came away

with the firm conviction that they had seen one. As so often

happens in such cases, the full import of this achievement

was not recognized until Steinbeck took the play to New York

and George Kaufmann produced it, whereupon it became one of

the hits of the season. Hollywood became interested, the

screen rights were purchased, the movie released. What began

as a little theatre experiment, must take rank, historically,

as a fine artistic achievement.

2*Y5PEP PUBLI C OPINION

It was only natural, after its 1937 season which

ended with a revival ofBlack Pit, that the Theatre Union shouM

gain a large share of public notice. No group in San Fran-

cisco had ever put forward such audacious dramaturgy or posed

such frankly realistic and challenging social problems. None

had ever attempted to reveal the theatre in its ultra-insur-

gent aspect, opposed not only to commercialism but to all

forms of isolation which tend to exclude the common man, as

though art were some esoteric and sacred thing reserved for

the upper classes. None, in fine, had been utterly democratic.
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It must be admitted that such a concept of theatre

is still largely regarded as unorthodox. Many people fail to

understand its ideology and cannot therefore sympathize with

its objectives. Aristocratic playgoers of the so-called up-

per middle class will not grant that longshoremen or sailors

or shop-girls can come upon the stage and give a sincere, con-

vincing and often artistic performance.""" Nor will they concede

that plays dealing with such protagonists are anything else

than propaganda. Thus, the whole phenomenon of democracy In

the theatre has been labeled "left-wing," a term which has to-

day, although perhaps faintly, a certain lingering odium at-

tached to it. We find this attitude typified by the San Fran-

cisco News Letter and Wasp February 25, 1938, when the Theatre

Union presented Maxwell Anderson's Valley Forge ;

"The Theatre Union, local Left -Wingers, are do-
ing Maxwell Anderson's Valley Forge at the
Green Street Theatre, former home of hotsy-hot-
sy French farce. Valley Forge is less 'left'
than such stuff as Black Pit that they've done.

"Maybe they're profiting by the success of the
New York Group Theatre, (now enjoying its
greatest success with Odct ' s commercial Golden
Boy) and eschewing propaganda plays in favor of

* An apparent exception to this might be adduced in the case
of Pins and Needles , a satirical musical review (with its
cast composed entirely of workers in the International La-
dies Garment Workers' Union) which became a Broadway sen-
sation in 1937; a road-show sensation in 1938; and, after
these lengthy runs, has been returned to Broadway for what
promises to be another sensational run during the season of
1940. (See Burlesque , Vol. XIV of this series, p. 314).
Since it is not a play, however, certain non-dramatic fac-
tors—which must be taken into account when comparing the-
atrical dissimilitudes of this kind--may be responsible for
the Pins and Needles popularity.
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sound drama. The Anderson poetical play unfor-
tunately hardly ranks as the latter, however,
And may he the Theatre Union is trying to
picture George as America's first class-con-
scious radical on account of his running the
Revolutionary War."

The critic here quoted, apart from being inconsis-

tent (probably in an attempt to be witty), is certainly too

facile in his criticism. Even if one accepts at full value

the premise on which his inference is based, there is still a

major obstacle to acceptance of the inference itself. Let us

admit that all revolutionary plays -- that is, plays which

violate prescribed formulae, or conflict in some manner with

the thematic or topical expression of the day — are propa-

gandists. Does that fact alone render them unsound? Con-

versely, must we grant that all conventional plays are non-

propagandistic and hence "sound drama?"

An historical judgment on this matter reveals quite

the contrary. At one time, as we saw in the last chapter,

realism itself, including even the grossest and most popular

commercial realism, was a revolutionary doctrine in contrast

v/ith what had preceded it. Only when it had become the mode

and been made acceptable through establishment did realism

become non-revolutionary. Propaganda or the lack of it is

not, then, an ultimate criterion of theatre — or any other

art — although often, as in the present instance, it servos

as a defamatory refuge for those whom the theatre, or the art,

offends. If played to a pro-British audience in the sixteenth

century, Valley Forge would have been labeled just "such
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stuff," if not worse, as this critic regards Black Pit today.

The Theatre Union selected Anderson's play not as

the News Letter and Wasp erroneously suggests, but in accord

with a universal and vital principle -- truth in art. Relat-

ing the theatre to the whole people, rather than a special

class, they believed that variety, when consistent with truth,

should obtain as far as possible in their productions. They

realized that an historical perspective, showing man in his

relation to society, is one of the sharpest instruments of

truth in art -- whether the art be classic or modern. Ac-

cording to a declaration issued by Wellman Parley, president

of the Theatre Union: "Our emphasis will be on those plays

(comedy, drama, or satire) which call for new methods of

staging, and permit the sincerity of performance which is

present when the members of a group feel the truth and impor-

tance of what they are doing." And this they followed con-

sistently throughout.

FINANCIAL STRUGGLES

Between major productions the Green Street Theatre

was frequently dark for weeks at a time — all little theatres

are -- but this does not mean that the school and workshop re-

mained idle. Under the direction of Helen Cross, elected to

the post in 1936, when Florence Hagee resigned as school di-

rector, students were being trained in all phases of drama-

turgy and putting their knowledge to practice in mobile unit

productions, or in tho workshop -- whore continual experimen-

tation was going forward. Committees were constantly in
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session, solving the problems incident to the whole organization,

chief of which, as might be expected, loomed the one relating

to finance. Staging three or four major productions a year

proved no easy task, especially since ticket sales and box of-

fice receipts failed to provide enough money to meet expenses.

Therefore, when not otherwise engaged, the entire active and

associate membership, comprising nearly 165 persons, was per-

ennially involved with the business of raising funds — large-

ly through parties given for that purpose.

In October 1938, after a rather lengthy run of S. N.

Behrman's comedy End of Summer , all this incidental activity

culminated in a production which has done more than any other

to justify the entire little theatre movement in San Fran-

cisco. Most communities have had their artistic triumphs,

their seasonal smash hits, their unprecedented box-office

successes, in recent years, even outside the commercial the-

atre; but no other besides San Francisco has witnessed a

world premiere of such significance as that which occurred at

the Green Street Theatre with the production of Please Com-

municate .

ANOTHER PREMIERE OF SIGNIFICANCE

This first play by Ettore Rella, a writer-membor of

the Theatre Union, '"'actually prefigures one conception of what

the future theatre may be. It brings to a vivid awakening

* Rella ha 3 since been summoned to New York by the Group The

atre and on the strengtl
awarded a scholarship by
atre and on the strength of Please Communicate has been

in by the Rockefeller foundation.
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climax the whole struggle against realism which was discussed

in the last chapter. Not only is it revolutionary in tech-

nique; it is inseparable from the playhouse, from being acted;

for Rella virtuaxxy conceived and wrote it there. It has the

compelling human drama which springs from the people them-

selves. The characters speak in their own vernacular -- col-

loquial, natural, full-bodied and robust. But the poet also

speaks and utters in a virile verse the idiom of truth.

Please Communicate pictures the life of a small

Colorado mining town, sifting the townspeople -- from highest

to lowest, from envied mine boss to despised harlot — through

a cross-sectional vista of their existence. A multitude of

characters move through its twelve scones (originally there

were fifteen) against a background of poverty, cruelty, pan-

demic debauchery, and ceaseless competitive antagonism. With-

out some unifying element, a drama of this nature would be

loose and disjointed; but Rella ingeniously integrated its

components by means of a device familiar to musicians, which

is known as counterpoint. Its stark realism would likewise

have militated against it, had not unique and appropriate

technics been employed in the dramaturgy — in staging, light-

ing, acting, and directing — and for all these innovations the

production must be taken into account, judged a powerful and

significant counter-thrust against the established mode of

realism in the theatre.
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A NEW TECHNIQUE

The play's structure, of course, suggested its man-

ner of presentation. Each of the prominent characters, moving

on a level of consciousness (on the stage proper),had his or

her counterpart on a level of sub-consciousness, below the

stage. These were the voices of conscience, the enemy of man

within himself — the poetical truth speakers. Ranged on a

series of steps leading up to the proscenium apron, virtually

a part of the audience, they were discernible as ghosts or

silhouettes within a murky half-darkness, and resembled cor-

poreal spirits within a region of souls. When one or another

of them came to life, answering in lyrical passages the bold,

dissembling or hypocritical dialogue spokon by his represen-

tative on the stage, there would occur a palpable movement --

a gesture of arms, a change of posture, supplicating atten-

tion to itself — to that in man which must remain forever

impalpable at the stage of reality. And when there came time

for the mass-conscience to assert itself — in the theme of

terrible frustration, — the entire ghostly ensemble so moved,

chanting like a Greek chorus.

Eugene O'Neill, it may be remembered, had previously.

used a somewhat similar technique in his Strange .Interlude ;

but the effect in that play was achieved by the actors them-

selves, without doubles, without counterpoint — speaking

their thoughts in paronthoses or "asides." While no attempt

is being made here to comparo the two (they are incomparable,
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really, owing to extreme difference of theme, treatment,

structure, and characterization) , it should be pointed out that

Please Communicate is more spectscular, more factitious, more

obviously contrived, larger in scope and implication, more

numerously peopled than the O'Neill drama, and therefore more

theatrical in the sense that the Greek theatre was more the-

atrical -- that is, sensuous — than the theatre of present-

day, slice-of-lif c realism."

UNIQUE PRESENTATION

In the Theatre Union's production, actors and spec-

tators were intor-relatod by moans of the counterpoint. The

strict formal barrier between stage and theatron was dis-

solved. Even on the upper level, within the proscenium frame,

there was little to defraud one's perception of drama-being-

acted — not transposed from everyday life. Settings and

props limned the fragmentary scenes under spot lighting, con-

veyed them suggestively rather than in their harsh, bald

actuality; and, of course, no curtain intervened, between

scenes, while the sets were being changed — just total dark-

ness.

The actors, including Rella, were known to most of

the audience. They were playing roles into which they fitted

naturally, because, in life, their roles were not entirely

* For a scholarly, comprehensive treatment of this wholo sub-
ject, see Sheldon Cheney's The Theatro, chaptors XX-XXIV.
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dissimilar; and so there came into this production an air of

intimacy, sincerity, and vitality which is seldom found in the

modern theatre. Just as in Elizabethan days, when acting took

place on naked platforms in the spectators' midst, something

in the fusion of theatrical elements and common people pro-

claimed: The play is the thing here. It has implications

pertinent to life. It reveals the truth about life with a

clarity and objectivity that life itself seldom manifests.

Therefore it is not to be construed as one of life's cross-

sections transposed whole and unchanged into the realm of a

projection box.

This, perhaps, is an over-statement of the case, but

it asserts an ossential audience-reaction which may become

familiar in the not very distant future, if tho theatre tran-

scends its present condition and emerges upon a true, origi-

nal, democratic plane, as in tho time of Dionysus.

SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENT

Neither its author nor mombors of the Theatro Union

made any pretentions about Please Communicate . They hold va-

rious opinions as to its technical status, but were unanimous

in disclaiming unqualified praise. For, in their opinion,

this was an experiment and not finlshod drama. After each

performance thoy debated among thomselvcs — tho question of

how to make improvements. They cut scenes, changed the dia-

logue in parts, manipulated the technique throughout, regu-

lated the tempo, and thus kept the dramaturgy plastic. They
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created the play in actual product! on, rather than (as Is gen-

erally the practice) in the theatre workshop. Please Commu-

nicate , they felt, was significant enough and dynamic enough

in its own right to deserve such treatment.

So also declared the spectators, many of whom were

not Theatre Union members and neither prejudiced nor predis-

posed, unless it were to judge unfavorably. They demanded

an extension of the originally scheduled six performances,

and the experiment continued every Friday and Saturday night

until lato in December, a three months' run which brought the

1938 season to a climactic and memorable end.

Still more indicative of tho playwright's genius,

tho play's originality, and the group's splendid dramatur-

gical accomplishment in its production, wore the roviews

which appeared in San Francisco metropolitan newspapers. Of

them all, howevor, tho ono written by John Hobart in tho

Chronicle , (Nov. 6, 1938) is tho most definitive:

"Consider the playwright who is told, on one
hand, that his play isn't a play and, on the
other, that it's so good it ' s worth seeing two
or three times extra.

"That is the case of Ettore Rella, whose
tumultuous social drama, Please Communicate ,

has been stirring up controversies all over
town since the San Francisco Theatre Union put
it on at the Green Street Theatre four weeks
ago.

"But Mr. Rella isn't greatly disturbed by these
differences of opinion. After all^ nobody who
dares to write a play that is revolutionary in
its technique and forthright in its analysis of
the cankers infesting present-day society can
ask his audiences to assimilate it as easily as
they would, say, Boy Meets Girl or Room Service.
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"Mr. Rella expected that people might find
Please Communicate a difficult play, but the
fact that some are confused on minor points is,
to him, relatively unimportant. Just as long
as the Theatre Union audiences come away from
the play with the general idea of it, Mr. Rella
is happy.

"Please Communicate is its author's first play,
which is amazing when you consider its monu-
mental proportions, its firm character-drawing
and dexterity with which Mr. Rella uses its
self-evolved technique,

"First plays are usually make- shift joint-
pieces, but this one is a many-peopled drama
in 12 scenes (originally 15), containing 55
characters. It is an enormously interesting
play, no matter how you look at it, whether as
a rueful pageant of life in a Colorado mining
town, or as a polemic against fascism, or as an
experiment in theatre form.

"The author, who is only 29, admits that a lot
of it is autobiographical. His home town

—

Telluride, Colo. --is a town very much like
the one depicted in Plea ce Communicate and he
could name off quite a few Telluride citizens
who served as original models for his dramatis
personae. (Many of the prototypes have been
re- shaped, of course, to fit the theme, but
there is enough authenticity in the play to
make a performance before a Telluride audience
an interesting event).

"You may have heard something about the remark-
able technique of Pleace Communicate . It
involves two stage levels--an upper one on
which the action is carried forward realisti-
cally; and a lower one where contrapuntal
characters, speaking a richly poetic speech,
clarify that action in terms of tho past and
the future.

"Poetry in the modern theatre is one of Mr.
Rella ' s chief interests, and he has tried, he
says, by the use of it, to give the characters
of main action a more-than-one dimension. When
Soliloquy was recently at the Curran, he saw it
and was struck by its flatness of the lines on
its 'thought' sound track.
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"For it is his theory that a man's everyday
thoughts are apt to he pretty uninteresting.
('This toast is burnt .. .My wife looks terrible.
...It's rotten weather today.') A man's feel-
ings, says Mr. Rella, and not the mere flotsam
and jetsam drifting along on his stream of con-
sciousness, must be somehow projected in the
theatre if a genuine dramatic vitality ia to be
obtained.

"Mr. Rella has written separate poems, which
have appeared in what he describes as 'some of
the lesser-read left-wing magazines.*

"At the moment he is writing a second play,
which will deal with the problem of migrants
to this country—the ones who try to acquire
a veneer of American culture and who find, in
the long run, that it is useless to them."

MORE COMPLIMENTS FROM THE PRESS

In 1939 the Theatre Union opened its season with a

bill of one-act plays which seem to have established the the-

sis for all of its major productions that year. Naturally

this was pertinent to the times and is likely to remain so,

considering the present European situation, for an indefinite

period in the future. Stated in its familiar terminology,

which has now become a slogan in America — perhaps in other

democracies -- this thesis is the struggle against war and

fascism. Again, as one or two of the lesser journals implied,

the Green Street Theatre became a refuge of propaganda; but

it was propaganda of a kind that could onlist an almost total

national sympathy. Thus when Tho Informer , Seiiora Carrar's

Rifles , and Pretext wore presented early in February, we find

even the Argonaut belatedly approving the group endeavor

which had been productive of two world premieres of suf-

ficient magnitude to arouse the daily press. On February 10,
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1939, the dramatic critic on this journal, John Vickers,

wrote

:

"There seems to be something vital, something
alive, in the San Francisco Theatre Union.
You sense it as you enter the doors of its
playhouse at 629 Green Street. Then there is
a greater awareness of it as you mix with the
cosmopolitan audience which this rather left-
wing group attracts. The physical atmosphere
of their house is one of communal enterprise,
and the mental atmosphere, virile. The plays
produced, such as John Steinbeck's Of Mice and
Men , and the recent production of Ettore Rel-
la s Please Communicate , are always provoca-
tive. They are never mere entertainment, but
always of thought-compelling nature.

"Such are the three scenes from contemporary
Europe which were presented last Friday and
Saturday nights and will continue to be pro-
duced on like evenings throughout the current
month. Two of the three plays, The Informer
and Senora Carrar's Rifles , were written by
Bertolt Brecht, a German refugee now living
in Sweden, and the third, Pretext , by Peter
Bernt, also a refugee from the country of the
National Socialists, who now makes his home in
Los Angeles.

"The first of the group, The Informer , is set
in the living room of a German middle class
family. It deals with the tension developed
in homes through fear of being reported to the
government--even by members of ' dne * s own fami-
ly—for words of censure spoken, either thought-
lessly or advisedly, against the party.

"The second play, Pretext , by Bernt, has as
its locale the office of the Ministry of Prop-
aganda, and also an office at the German Em-
bass.y at Paris. The plot depicts the finan-
cial difficulties which Germany is undoubtedly
encountering, and the search for a 'pretext'
for confiscating the wealth of the German Jews.
This, obviously, is founded on the shooting of
the Embassy official, Erich Von Rath, by the
young Jew, Grynzpari, in Paris.

"The third scene of the evening was Bertolt
Brecht 's Senora Carrar's Rifles. This play
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was set in a fisherman's hut in an Andalusian
village, with the low rumble of Generalissimo
Franco's artillery as a background. It in-
dicates the grief of a native woman who has
already lost her husband in the fighting, and
who now struggles to keep her two sons from
going to the front. She controls a number of
rifles badly neodod by tho Loyalists, but, due
to her belief that, by laying down one's arms
and remaining neutral, all danger can be a-
voided, she refuses to donate them to the cause.
By a turn of events, however, not only does she
surrender the guns, but taking one, goes her-
self to the front.

"These are strictly propaganda plays, but done
with a sincerity and earnestness that make for
a solid evening of interest. The work of all
the participants was splendid, with that of
Guy Wernham, Alice Hult, Thomas Hughes, and
Florence Walters Hagee being exceptionally good.
George Altman directed, and while there was a

tendency in Senora Carrar's Rifles to become
talkative, with a rosultant drag, the movement
and pace of plays, on tho whole, was indeed
well handlod.

A POLICY TEMPERED WITH VARIETY
| . I >, ,1.. ! I I, I l lll. II y i H * — <»

Despite their topical similarity to the bill of one

acts, the two remaining productions of 1939 wore as different

in other respects as can possibly be imagined. The first was

Shakespeare's Julius Ceasar , played in modern dress during

the summer; and the last was George Bernard Shaw's Arms and

the Man , a satirical treatment of war, and hence contrasting

with the realistic treatment of the three one-acts.

Other little theatres had played Julius Ceasar in

modern dress, but those experiments had been concerned with

only the dramaturgy. This one attempted likewise to bring in-

to perspective a new political significance, showing the dem-

agoguery of Rome in Ceasar's time, about 43 B, C, in direct
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historical relation to the dictatorships of today. The char-

acters were attired therefore in uniforms not dissimilar to

those of the Fascist! or Nazis in Italy and Germany; and in

other respects, but without intent to mimic, the action was

identifiable with events in the current scene.

Despite the inspired direction of George Altman and

his assistant, Florence Hagee, and the fine impersonations of

the cast — especially the Brutus played by Myron Beggs; the

Cassius of Warren Hagee; the Antony of Paul Langton, and the

Ceasar of Jorgen Christian -- the experiment was not an un-

qualified success* Many criticised it as too deliberate,

forced, obvious; others held that it violated or misinter-

preted Shakespeare ' s original conception. Whether these cri-

ticisms were justified or not, the production abounded in vi-

tality, courage, and technical initiative. It attested, as

former presentations had done, the value of the Theatre

Union school as an institution inseparable from its work-

shop. Above all "it demonstrated once more the commendable

efforts of this group in their role of pioneers.

Shaw's satire received a much better reception from

both audience and critics. Commencing late In December 1939

it extended well into January of 1940 — not alone the high-

light of all recent productions since Please Communicate , but

also their finale — for another season has not since been

inaugurated.

Arms, and the Man , directed by Warren Hagee, pos-

sessed an unusual, lively, and entertaining tempo which Paul
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Speegle reproduces, with an ironical touch, in his review in

the San Francisco Chronicl e of January 10, 1940:

"The San Francisco Theatre Union, laying aside
(for the nonce) their perfervid attempts to
solve such questions as capital vs. labor, de-
mocracy vs. totalitarianism, and the fate of

the WPA, have turned their social-consciences
to the timely and highly commendable task of

ridiculing war.

"Their instrument of sarcasm was welded by
that master in the barbed art of higher calum-
ny, George Bernard Shaw, and is, now that the
suspense has been properly built up, Arms and
the Man . The group bounced through it merrily
last .Friday and Saturday nights, with another
romp scheduled for this Friday and Saturday.

"Playing against sets which might have been
painted for a peasant f s show in a Russian car-
nival, so vividly contrasting were the designs,
the players attained a speed of pace which has
been noticeably lacking in some of their ef-
forts. The credit for this, as if it were any
secret, must go to Warren Hagee, who directed
the affair ... .And when one takes into consid-
eration the fact that the playing area of the
Theatro Union stage is more suited to a band
of midgets than a group of full-grown humans,
tho liquid quality of Mr. Hagee' s staging takes
on added significance....

"There was a curious admixturo of realism and
the exaggerated manners of the Commedia dell'
Arte in tho characterizations. They ranged
from the natural style exhibited by Paul Lang-
ton in the playing of the war-weary, common-
senso Captain Bluntschli to the opera bouffo
technique of Joel Cofficld as the blustoring
Major Saranoff. It just might bo wiser to
bring tho human touch to all tho portrayals and
dispenso with tho grotesquorios; tho satire
will bo achieved without such over-emphasis

.

"Mr. Cofficld stole the show with his manner-
isms, but his voice, excellent in itself, can
supply the humor without the gymnastics. Mr.
Langton has developed a few mannerisms which
aren't particularly desirable, especially a

tendency to shift from one foot to another
without any provocation, but ho is possessed
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of a dramatic instinct which carries him through
a performance with marked success. Jean Mac-
Millan was a colorful Raina, coy, spirited or
melting—as the occasion demanded.Helen Manuian
was vitally independent as Louka, the maid and
Helen Cross, Arthur Wilcox and Sam Gisnet con-
tributed much to the general exuberance of tiia

evening."

BUT THEIR. IDEAS LIVE ON I

When the Green Street Theatre recently went dark,

when the settings and props for Arms and the Man were laid

away, some doubt was cast on the possibility of its ever being

re-opened as a people's theatre. This doubt has since re-

ceived confirmation and poses once more the old spectre of

little theatre finance: How can the rent be paid? Whore is

the money for royalties coming from? How can the organiza-

tion continue when box-off ico returns, subscriptions, dona-

tions, funds raised in other ways, are all insufficient to

tho needs of subsistence?

If, as seems probable at tho moment, tho Theatre

Union is not able to resume, San Francisco will have lost

one more stone in its crumbling theatrical edifice, which

once, in tho 1850s, rivaled Now York's Broadway, But more

than that, it will have lost the cornerstone of its future

theatre -- a playhouse of democracy where the common man, as

well as the plutocrat, can bo represented in play productions

for and by the whole people. And what remains is this: a

precedent with significant foundings and guides for any group
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which has the initiative to start another such venture, be-

side which stands the monumental achievement of Please Com-

unicate — enough to justify the space accorded them in this

present history of the little theatre.
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CHAPTER 10

FINALE

The main story of San Francisco's little theatres

has now been told. But like all such stories, this one ha s a

few side-lights of sufficient import or interest to merit

their inclusion, especially if the book is to appear finished

and wear the gloss of workmanlike conventional histories. The

present chapter, then, is to be a summary of minor groups (one

or two, perhaps, in the class of oddities or phemomena ) which

helped to intensify and entrench the insurgent movement, but

which in no conceivable manner affected its permanence. Many

such groups, indeed, were not true public theatres, and cer-

tainly not insurgents in the universal theatre. They were

simply swept along vith the current, achieving possibly some

notable piece of dramaturgy, rendering here or there a con-

tribution to the general pattern and thus becoming claimants

to the title, little theatres.

It would of course be impossible to record every

such claimant which appeared on the scene between 1915 and

1940; they are too numerous and most of them have left a
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fragmentary or wholly unimpressive record. The burden of that

kind of text, moreover, would be one of comminution rather

than scholarship -- dull for the reader, tedious for the

writer, and quite unprofitable for both.

History in its unwritten form is made by the jux-

taposition of indiscriminate facts, accreted and associated

within a definite category — in this case the theatre. But

if it is to be rendered intelligible in retrospect and lan-

guage, it must go through a process of eclectic re-assembling

which seeks to preserve only its fittest elements. As, in

biology, the process of natural selection operates, so must

the historian. Once his anatomy- in-narrativc- has been clear-

ly enunciated, ho must hesitate, consider his remaining mater-

ial, and then select from it only that which will add color,

decoration, and original flavor to the whole. And this is

the procedure in selecting the side-lights to illuminate our

narrative of the little theatre

.

THE MAITLAND PLAYHOUSE

In 1917, when the theatrical horizon in San Fran-

cisco was still dominated by flourishing stock companies and

the perspective beyond was somewhat clouded by the invidious

after-effects of amateur dramatic performances -- with which

the city had been surfeited — it is hardly surprising to

find a little theatre manifesto like this one published in

the News Letter and Wasp of July 14, that year:
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"A group of society folks have organized the St.
Francis Little Theatre Club, with e membership
limited to 150 people. The performances will
be directed by Arthur Maitland and will con-
sist of the best one-act plays obtainable.

"According to present plans, there will be an
afternoon and evening performance in the St.
Francis Ballroom. The evening performance will
be followed by dancing."

At first glance, and during its first two years of

oxistonce, the St. Francis Little Theatre Club cannot be con-

sidered a genuine little theatre, even though wc exercise a

certain amount of leniency, to say nothing of mental presti-

digitation in rendering our judgment. Its name, paradoxical

enough in definition, is far from being a paradox in fact;

for it describes with amusing naivete' — by addition of the word

'club' -- both the structure and function of these actors, and

states thoir amphibious character, from beginning to end, in

tho baldest possible terms. They wore indeed straddling the

line of demarcation between amateur dramatic societies per so

and little theatres per se -- soi-disant playmakers in enc

aspect, dilettanti in another, but on tho whole combining

characteristics of both -- with tho result that nowhere else

can be found so clear an example of the metamorphosis, by

which the insurgent movement became general, and the meta-

phonomona on which it is predicated. That, from the disin-

terested viewpoint of the historian, is their sole claim to

distinction, the raison d'Stre of thoir inclusion in this

chapter rather than merely in the appendix. As for their

initial period of existence, that can be summarily, although
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whimsically evaluated by repeating a sentence from the mani-

festo: "The evening performance will be followed by dancing"

-- all too reminiscent of an old, too familiar, and by this

time very wearisome theme.

With the exception of Arthur Maitland, an erstwhile

professional actor and manager, the group consisted of

wealthy, society folk intent on amusing themselves within

their own sphere of influenco, at their own expense, by per-

forming ono-oct plays in the Colonial Ballroom of the St.

Francis Hotel. Many of these plays were original creations

by members of the group, who were pen struck as well as stage

struck. Others were importations: originals by non-members,

or Broadway successes. But however well acted, directed, or

staged, these performances had little significance as theatre,

for the very simple and obvious reason that the general public

was not admitted <•- only members, their friends and guests —
with the membership limited to 150 persons.

Among the so-called "notable" productions of the

Maitland Players during their initial period were a world

premiere of the Chinese play Laughter , by Richard Harding

Davis (then editor of Munsey's magazine) and his collaborator

Perley P. Sheehan; The Littlest Girl , by Richard Harding

Davis; Woman 1 a Honor , by Susan Gla spell; Happiness , by

Hartley Manners (a club member); The Matrimonial Fog , by

Florence Clay Knox; The Traveling Man , a "little miracle play"

by the Irish dramatist Lady Gregory; Jamie , by Mrs. Irving
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Wright (a club member); and Safety First , by Randolph

Bartlett — described in the News Letter and Wasp of April 19,

1919 as a "newspaper nan and pre sent -Californian, "presumably,

also, a member of the Maitland group.

Within their own small, exclusive sphere, however,

these amateur society players seem to have been highly ap-

preciated; so much so, in fact, that certain wealthy sponsors

thought they deserved their own theatre. Accordingly, one

was fitted out for them, on Stockton Street, between Post and

Sutter, not far from the St. Francis Hotel and in the midst

of San Francisco's downtown area.

Thus, by assumption of the guise, in o proper play-

house, the group at once acquired the status of little the-

atre. The Maitland Players were nominated with grandiloquent

disregard of history as San Francisco's "first insurgents" in

the News Letter and Wasp of April 19, 1919, when that journal

published an announcement of their removal to the new loca-

tion:

"The growth of the city along artistic linos
has finally reached the point whore it is to
have a permanent home, or theatre, for the
professional Little Theatre, or 'The Insurgent
Theatre,' to use the happy words of Thomas H.
Dickinson in a recent book which treats of the
aims of the Little Theatre movement in this
country and Europe, where lovers of the drama
seek intellectual pleasure and are not forced,
as in the purely commercial theatre, to 'check
their brains with their hats.'

"The new theatre is to be located on Stockton
street, between Sutter and Post Streets, and
an agreement was perfected today by which it
will be financed by the following prominent
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men and women of the city: John A. Britton,
Mrs. A, A, Moore, Jr., Mrs, John B. Casserly,
Jesse W. Lilienthal, John I. Walter, Major Mark
Gerstle, Hamilton P. Bee, E. P. Baker, Richard
J. Hotaling, Irving J. WIel, William F. Wilson,
Edward Brandenstein, and Edgar Walter.

"These people have been active patrons of the
Arthur Maitland professional players in the
Little Theatre in the St. Francis Hotel. The
new home is intended for the Maitland coterie
and Mr. Maitland is to be its actor-director.

"New York and Boston arc the two cities in the
United States ^having at present theatres of
this character""" and Maitland and his backers
wish to make San Francisco a trinity with them
in giving a real community theatre where play-
lets and more ambitious efforts like The Master
can be produced without anything to mar or jar
the artistic delight of the audience.

"The precise location of the theatre will bo
announced in a few days. It will have comfort-
able s^ats for two hundred people. More can
bo crowded in when the occasion requires it.

"The interior design and decorative effect of
the interior lobby and tho theatre proper,
with its pleasing intimacy, arc- now being plan-
ned. The purpose is to give all the dolight to
be found in an artistically arranged parlor.

"The Maitland Flayers first appeared at the
St. Francis Hotel by giving a benefit of eight
weeks for tho Rod Cross. Last Monday and Tues-
day afternoon closed its second season of twen-
ty weeks.

"During all this time the company has given
many little plays worth while, depicting the
foibles and' weaknesses of human nature, tho
grimnoss, and pathos, and glory of tho groat
war and also those sentiments which show that
lifo, aftor all, has an optimistic via....

This is not at all consistent with the facts. Soe the in-
troduction to this volume ;al so Chapter V, The Players Club.
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"Frankly, Mr. Maitland says he has attained
his ambition by the promise of the new the~
atre. Mr. Maitland in past years has attained
marked success elsewhere on the stage and has
had at different times four successful com-
panies in the East.

"The great movie actor, Douglas Fairbanks, was
the comedian in those days, while at one time
Frances Starr was the ingenue of one of his
companies.

"Each Sunday night is to be community night for
the general public, with reduced prices for ad-
mission."

The writer of this piece not only reveals categori-

cal ignorance of little theatre ideals, purpose, structure,

and accomplishment, but also shows, by implication, the vague

and murky popular conception which in that day prevailed; and

besides that, affords us a glimpse of just how, by similar

devious publicity, the conception came to be so haphazard

(if not false) in the minds of all but a mere handful of per-

sons, who, by accident or design, came upon reliable sources

of information.

Particular attention must be directed to the last

paragraph of the announcement quoted above. On the strength

of their "community nights" alone, when the general public

was admitted, the Maitland Players must base their claim to

consideration as a serious and genuine little theatre. For

the rest, even as the Wasp observer unwittingly but unmis-

takably indicates throughout, their actual accomplishments

were inconsiderable -- not of sufficient dramaturgical sub-

stance or import to merit comparison, impartially, with a few
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achievements of one or two amateur dramatic societies which

flourished in San Francisco during the last century; and cer-

tainly not comparable with even the least of the genuine lit-

tle theatre productions we have studied.

And so, to the end, the Maitland Players remained

an amphibious organization -- ono of those bizarre links in

the sequence of little theatre evolution which illustrates

whence part of its impulse was dorivod, especially that less

important and vitiated part known as "art for art's sake."

Both in principle and practico, they still remained a "club"

for six days of the week. On the seventh day, (tho Sabbath,

ironically) they opened their playhouse to the people, admit-

ted the man in the street into their exclusive circle. Of tho

few three-act plays they produced, it is sufficient to men-

tion Oscar Wilde' 3 The Importance of Being Earnest , played

every night (according to an Argonaut announcement, Nov. 8,

1919) except Sunday and Monday; and John Galsworthy's The

Silver Fox ,

But, with the tell-tale Argonaut in mind, it is

difficult to close the account without one final criticism.

Even as a sometime little theatre the Maitland Players failed

to be consistent; and since they had no mission, apart from a

private one, their descent into limbo early in 1921 can hard-

ly be regretted

.

THE TELEGRAPH HILL PLAYERS

Of all the little theatres in San Francisco, none

perhaps had a more auspicious beginning, a more purposeful
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objective, a more professional constituency, than that organ-

ized in 1924 by Ben Legere, who had previously been director

of the Greenwich Art Theatre in Greenwich, Connecticut; yet

none, ironically, save those spawned in the offing of sheer

accident, has had a briefer life, for the Telegraph Hill

Players have left a record of only two seasons end a reperto-

ry, in that time, of only five play3. But hero, nevertheless,

we find exemplified a genuine insurgent group which gave mean-

ing and substance to the movement during a period when it was

still indefinite, phenomenal, and narrowly misconstrued.

In 1924, although little theatres were relatively

numerous, most people looked upon them as glorified amateur

dramatic societies, seeking to attain professional status --

or at least to graduate individuals into the professional the-

atre. But the Telegraph Hill Players clearly demonstrated

this proposition in the converse. Many of them had been pro-

fessionals; they were now in revolt against their former sta-

tus, seeking the milieu of non-professionals for the sake of

the freedom it allowed in theatrical expression. Untrained

observers, when confronted with this fact, always seem to have

found some fugitive explanation for it, adducing the term

"art" -- with its Bohemian connotation -- in order to save the

embarrassment of fact-finding, or the alternative of leaving

an unsolved mystery. Thus, in the News Letter and Wasp of

May 24, 1924, we find:

"The Little Theatre movement spreading over the
United States and offering the best in drama to
hamlet and city alike, will reach its highest
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development in San Francisco, according to Miss
Barbara Pennington, who has identified herself
closely with the movement for some time. So
great is her faith in this city as the future
center of uncommercialized play production,
that she has surrendered a prominent place in
the nationally known Theatre Guild of New York
to assist in the upbuilding of a local 'art 1

theatre. Miss Bennington appeared in the role
of Ida Wayne, in Herman Bahr's Tho Master ,

produced by the ^olograph Hill Players, May
21st. Ben Legere, director of the players, an-
nounces that many professionals, most of whom
have retired from the commercial theatre, havo
joined the organization. Victor Byrne, young
local player of this city, was assigned an im-
portant role."

The fact is, Logcro camo to San Francisco for the

specific purpose of starting an insurgent theatre. He had

been in the show business, in one capacity or another, since

the age of fifteen; had written two plays, acted in stock

companies, toured the principal eastern cities (working under

directors such as Arnold Daly, Margaret Wycherly, George

Arliss and others) and had finally learned its limitations.

Then, with realistic rather than "arty" cognizance

of the facts, he abandoned it, cast his lot with the little

theatre, first joining the Washington Square Players of New

York (later the Theatre Guild) and afterwards becoming direc-

tor of the group in Greenwich, Connecticut. He sought to

make his Telegraph Hill Players not a band of exclusive art-

for-art ' s-sake enthusiasts, but a thoroughly professional

little theatre in the self-sustaining tradition, with the

widest possible public appeal, and engaged the Plaza Theatre

* Later the President, a motion picture house.
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on McAllister Street, near Jones, for his initial season.

Barbara Fennington, who had "surrendered a prominent place in

the nationally known Theatre Guild of New York to assist in

the up-building of a local 'art' theatre," became treasurer

of the organization, and Miriam Allen De Ford -- writer, poet,

playwright -- its secretary.

In the spring of 1924, with casts largely composed

of renegades from the commercial theatre, the Telegraph Hill

Players performed Angel's Flight , by Miriam Allen De Ford;

The Master , by Herman Bahr; The Showing Up Of Blanco Posnet ,

by George Bernard Shaw; and Strindberg's Countess Julia --

all plays which had seldom, if ever, been seen in San Fran-

cisco prior to this time; all plays with a definite social

significance. That fall, Legere went to New York on business,

but on his return -- bringing the rights to recent Theatre

Guild productions --in 1925, he reorganized the group and

commenced the second season in the former Elk's Club audito-

rium at 540 Powell Street. That his intentions and plans

were anything but exclusively artistic -- save in the most

unprecise definition of that term, in which case all true

theatre art is "arty" — is shown by a press notice in the

Wasp of August 15, 1925:

"The selection of a cast for Fdmond McKennn's
play, The Red Knight , is proceeding at the
studios of the Telegraph Hill Players. Ben
Legere, director of the Players, has announced
that the play would be ready for production in
September, the date of the opening depending on
whether the entire cast can be completed this
week.
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"There are ten characters in the McKenna comedy
and the selection of the players for five of
these has just been made. Mr. Legere has been
trying out in preliminary rehearsals. A number
of capable players are still being considered
for the remaining five characters, but, as Mr.
Legere desires to assemble the very best avail-
able cast, his final decision will not be made
until the opportunity has been given to try out
others in these parts. Two of the most impor-
tant characters in the play still remain with no
candidates in sight, and players residing any-
where in the Bay District are urged to commu-
nicate with Mr. Legere at 1266 Washington Street
immediately. A complete alternate cast will
also be selected.

"The players comprising this cast will not be
regarded as under-studies merely. It is ex-
pected The Red Knight will have a sufficiently
long run in San Francisco to make It possible
for all alternates to play in a number of per-
formances. While most of the players selected
have had considerable professional experience,
talented amateurs will be given every opportu-
nity to join the group and have their abilities
developed ."

But further and even more convincing evidence appears in the

Wasp of September 5, 1925, not quite a month later:

"The Telegraph Hill Players, under direction of

Ben Legere, have turned their faces towards the
center of the city in search of a permanent
home .

"This permanent home the Hill group believe
they have at last found in the spacious audi-
torium of the former Elk's Club at 540 Powell
Street. The auditorium there has been rented
for six weeks to house the World Premiere of

Edmond McKenna ' s comedy- sat ire, The Red Knight,
which is to open on Thursday evening, Sep-
tember 29th. The conditions of rental give Mr.
Legere option to take a lease for a five-year
oeriod at a stipulated annual rental. Clauses
of the option and lease call for remodeling and
re-decorating according to plans submitted by
Mr. Legere. The fulfillment of these remodel-
ing plans would virtually make the auditorium
over into one of the most modern art theatres
west of New York.
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"The finished theatre, according to Mr . Legere '

s

requirements, would not be in any sense a

'little' theatre, but a theatre seating in the
neighborhood of five hundred persons, with a

rebuilt stage capable of accommodating first-
class modern productions. The auditorium is at
present fitted with excellent dressing rooms and
has a commodious lounge.

"Productions here, it is hoped, will reveal
some outstanding local talent in the field of
dramatic authorship, as well as in the acting
and scenic departments. American plays of
worth will be welcomed first and these will be
supplemented by plays of the New York Theatre
Guild and other progressive theatre movements.
The theatre will do six plays a year and as
time goes on the best of these will be retained
and offered in repertoire that will give this
city the distinguished place it is entitled to
in the field of dramatic arts."

These plans, however, never did materialize, despite

a successful four weeks' run of The Red Knight -- after which

its author took it to New York, assured of a Broadway "suc-

cess" — and a revival of The Master ; for Herman Bahr * s drama

terminated the Powell Street interlude about the middle of

November 1925, Thereafter the Telegraph Hill Players became

homeless again. They had encountered and failed to conquer

the financial dragon which has devoured so many little the-

atres .

For the next two years they gave occasional perfor-

mances of the last named play at the Golden Bough Theatre in

Carmel, and at the San Francisco Women's City Club; but in

1927 even this tenuous flame of life expired. Legere, its

prime motivator, returned to the commercial stage, appearing

with Ian Keith in The Fire Brand.
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In attempting to classify the Telegraph Hill Players

and define their true status, it should be emphasized that

they started in a more pretentious manner than most of their

predecessors, contemporaries, or successors; they rented a

large and proper theatre right at the beginning, sought to

attract a city-wide public, by establishing themselves down-

town, and attempted to finance their costly venture through

the box office, as would any theatrical entrepreneur.

Manifestly, these are probable reasons for the

failure; but also they indicate a hard-headed practical at-

titude, rather than "arty" Bohemianism, and serve to delin-

eate this group as a professional little theatre in every

sense -«- a theatre that could have done much towards strength-

ening and clarifying the movement's community relationship,

had it survived

.

MACONDRAY LANE

The material of this chapter could not have been

more contrasting if it had been arbitrarily selected and so

arranged, instead of following, as it does, a chronological

sequence. Thus, a natural order of appearances now shows

forth a group which was the exact opposite of the Telegraph

Hill Players -- a Bohemian little theatre originated and con-

ducted in a spirit of play-acting, for the pleasure of it and

without thought, or even physical presence, of any sort of

box office to mar the pleasure. Those who were so liberal

with their application of the term "art theatre" would have



.
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been for once within its true province had they designated

the Macondray Lane players in that manner. Unfortunately,

however, drama critics from the Wasp and Argonaut , or indeed

any drama critics whatever, not once, during the decade or so

of productions there, were privileged to enter the minute

basement playhouse seating fifty persons and situated in a

lane-ond all but lost among the landscape mazes of Russian

Hill. Moreover the general public never enjoyed this privi-

lege either. Those admitted -- as spectators, participants,

or both -- were the personal friends and acquaintances (and a

few of their friends, acquaintances, or guests) of its foun-

der-owner-manager, George Burkhardt.

The Macondray Lane playhouse, easily unique among

little theatres anywhere in the world, originated adventiti-

ously in circumstances as blithe and impromptu as can well be

imagined. Burkhardt, one day in 1927, decided to build a

hand-ball court in the basement of his house, and solicited

the help of several neighborhood friends. Someone observed

that the basement had a naturally sloping floor (being on a

hillside) and that with very little trouble it could be

converted into a theatre. The initial project was thorefor

abandoned. On the moment's impulse they constructed a play-

house in miniature, of course, but furnished with necessary

theatrical equipment; a stage whose backdrop afforded a view

of San Francisco Bay as seen through a window. Patrons of

this house, unconventional even to the home-made benches used
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in lieu of chairs, gained admittance through a door so low

they had to pass through it stooped.

With the exception of two initial offerings,East of

Eden and Ten Nights in a Barroom , Burkhardt and his associates

have never produced any but original plays, a practice wholly

compatible with their idea of pleasure for pleasure's sake.

As far as can be learned, however, there were no professional

playwrights among the group, nor were there any aspirants

seeking to use this as a means of entry to the commercial

theatre. Burkhardt himself was an accountant; the other writ-

ers, actors, stage-hands, scenic designers, technicians, di-

rectors — every one seems to have been a man-of-all-work in

this playhouse -- came from many occupational categories.

Nevertheless, they created and staged one hundred and twenty

one-acts during their ten years of existence, and are said to

have achieved a high degree of excellence in the dramaturgy.

Often the theatron would not hold all of the exuberant, en-

thusiastic audience; late-comers had to sit on the front

steps, or stand out in front of the house, unable to see, yet

avidly listening.

The proficiency of these Macondray Lane players,

though it subsists chiefly on private recommendation, has at

least one outward index in the Northern California Drama As-

sociation's records. During the annual amateur one-act play

contest held by the Association in 1935, George Burkhardt '

s

Oriental Fragrance was awarded first prize; again in 1936
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David Dodge's A Certain IV!an Had Two Sons captured a similar

award; and Frances Montgomery's The Last -Buffalo took second

honors in 1937. In the unofficial records -- kept by word of

mouth among the apostles of art in San Francisco's remnant

Bohemia -- the painter Matthew Barnes is said to have written

for the Macondray Lane theatre one of its best unpublished

plays. The play's title cannot readily be learned. Barnes

himself, when broached on this subject, merely smiles and

maintains a sly reticence. After all, he has made his repu-

tation as an artist -- "Why," he apparently asks behind the

mask of humor, "should any one wish to be known as an amateur

playwright, first-rate, second-rate, or any rate?" One i3

inclined to agree with him. Like the other Macondray players,

he participated in dramaturgy for relaxation and fun.

Perhaps this theatre in an obscure lane-end on Rus-

sian Hill would be extant today had not a fire razed the

Burkhardt residence in the autumn of 1938, thus terminating

its existence in the spectacular fashion which illuminates

the history of San Francisco's theatres on the Gold Coast

during the 1850s. Being unique among little theatres,

Macondray Lane deserves a passing, if whimsical, attention

and should be noted for certain characteristics nowhere else

manifest: a record of world premieres in miniature, by un-

known authors, which also became world finales; a total ab-

sence of any consideration for box office, press, or public;

and a spirit of play-acting for the sheer pleasure of it,

which has scarcely an observable counterpart in the world to-

day.
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SHAKESPEAREAN REPERTORY FLAYERS

For a brief period, beginning in 1934, the San

Francisco little theatre movement was impelled forward with

new interest and fresh vitality, when Ronald Telfer organized

his Shakespearean Repertory Players and began producing some

of the lesser-known and least frequently staged of Shake-

speare's plays. Most of the actors in this group were re-

cruited from the prof essional stage, either intransigents like

Telfer himself, or jobless renegades .But although competent,

although deserving a resident theatre, thc-y wore forced to

take their productions vagrantly from one place to another,

and never acquired that solid reputation which comes through

being established in a definite place.

Prior to 1939 Telfer had been for three years with

Henry Duffy's stock companies on the Pacific Coast, but find-

ing it increasingly difficult to earn a livelihood in the

commercial theatre after the "crash" of that year, he turned

his attention to semi-professional activities, particularly

to teaching. His energy, then, was divided; not all of It

could be given to the serious task of directing his players,

producing his plays. Moreover, he became interested in the

children's theatre, and this fact is largely responsible for

the brevity of the Shakespearean company, after a year and a

half of creditable, often admirable performances.

Much Ado About Nothing , first of the projected

plays, was produced at the University of California, June 17,
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1934; and then, in October, Telfer announced a "Shakespearean

Festival of Three Comedies" at the Community Playhouse, 609

Sutter Street, San Francisco; Much Ado About Nothing , Octo-

ber 15; Two Gentlemen of Verona , October 17; and Love '

s

Labor' s Lost , October 19. These signalized all of the ac-

tivity for that year.

The following spring brought productions of King

Richard, the Second , so seldom played that it became a momen-

tous event at the Community Playhouse, March 5, 1935, espe-

cially since Frances Teresa Creel, daughter of Blanche Bates,

performed the role of Queen Anne. By this time there was

plenty of approbation and public support for Telfer' s enter-

prise -- support that would have warranted his continuing

much longer than he did; approbation that found its echo in

such press notices as this one from the Wasp of March 16,

1935:

"Viewing the San Francisco Shakespearean Reper-
tory Players 1 King Richard, the Second , at tne
Community Playhouse, had its charms for this
writer. Ronald Telfer, who was interpreting
the title part and also this splendid company's
director, used the Sir Beerbohm Tree version
of this great tragedy which is played in three
acts instead of the usual five. It divides
Richard's reign into three periods: early ar-
rogance, downfall, and death. Frances Teresa
Creel heads the supporting cast as the sweet
Queen Anne, while Dennis O'Shea portrays the
mighty Bolinbroke, who afterwards overthrows
Richard and crowns himself King.

"Worthy of applause was the colorful opening
which takes place in the king's audience cham-
ber, London, with the entire court and royal
train present in the colorful splendor of the
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Medieval period. The drama under Telfer's di-

rection moves with impressive swiftness and

each succeeding episode builds skilfully on the

previous one. Perhaps the two most exquisite
scenes in the play are the Queen's garden and

the King's farewell interlude with the garden-
ers .

"Miss Creel proves her right of Thespis with
her beautiful interpretation which points to

the climax of her fallen realm, and where she

hears from the lips of her serving men the sad

story of the politic state. Her lovely wait-
ing ladies are Dorothy Levison and Barbara
Jones, and the gardeners are Franklin Harwood
and M. J. Griffin. Tolfer does a great piece
of acting in his farewell to the mortal world
in prison. It is here that the true character
of the man himself is revealed--all his thwarted
ambitions and desires bear a touching meaning,
and the bard has used twigs as a simile. Dennis
O'Shea Is an impressive Bolingbroke and Walter
Pell is fine as the downtrodden Mowbray. Alice
Renebrom is s tender Duchess of York and her

pleading scene for the life of her son,Aumerle,
Arthur Dolan, will be long remembered, whilst
Frederick Smith rises to dramatic heights as

the determined York. Willie Wise, the co-pro-
ducer, has arranged the simple settings and
habiliments with a concise understanding and
conception of how one of the most remarkable
plays ever penned should unfold."

But despite all of this, the Shakespearean Reper-

tory Players produced only one more "festival," in October

1935, The Tempest , featuring Claude La Belle -- dramatic

critic on the San Francisco Mews -- as Caliban; and All's

Well That Ends Well . After that Telfer definitely turned his

attention to the children's theatre; and the hope which had

been promised for a Shakespearean repertory finally failed.

It has never since been revived.
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GOLDEN BOUGH PLAYERS

It is appropriate, in the sense of leaving a final

impression, that the Golden Bough Players should come last in

this parade of minor groups. Organized in 1936, they were of

course subsequent from a chronological standpoint and could

not logically appear sooner in these pages. But also they

must be considered ultimate from a genealogical standpoint,

implying that culmination of stature and superiority which ac-

crues to the latest in a species by process of evolution. In-

deed, had they a longer history t had -uney survived the declina-

tion which overtook so many of their kind, Edward Kuster'

s

Civic Repertory Players, so-called, might have been among the

major little theatres.

Kuster, originally a lawyer, graduated into the the-

atre through a course of intensive study, first under Ruth

St. Denis; then successively, under Mme . Henrietta Hovey,

Maurice Browne, and Ellen Von Volkenberg, terminating his

academic courses with several years of what he chose to term

"backstage observation" in the theatres of Munich and Berlin.

In 1922 ha established himself as regisseur of the Golden

Bough Playhouse at Carmel, built from his own design, at his

own expense, and destined to become internationally famous in

the tradition of the little theatres of Europe.

For twelve years he remained in Carmel attracting

to his workshop students from all over the world, alternating

guest productions by other regisseurs with his own. When the

Carmel playhouse was destroyed by fire in 1935, Kuster found
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himself without sufficient funds to rebuild, and came to San

Francisco and occupied a building at 1337 Sutter Street, just

west of Van Ness Ave., where in January of 1937 he started a

new enterprise, although retaining the old impressive title.

Here we find a man intimately associated with the

universal idea of the insurgent movement -- a disciple of

Gordon Craig, a follower of Constantin Stanislavsky; a be-

liever in that synthesis of all the arts of theatre which

seeks to unite the playwright, actor, technician, and audience

within the framework of an indissoluble dramaturgy. The point

he constantly stressed was "sincerity towards the workin

hand. Not the grim sincerity of comercial industry, but the

enthusiastic self -forgetful sincerity of a college athlete

training for a place on the team."

Many of the plays Kuster produced in San Francisco

were unique or unusual -- plays of intellectual depth or frank

experimentations which seldom found popular favor and often

elicited from the critics a kind of mildly reproachful cynic-

ism. Commencing with a world premiere of Elmer Rice's There

I Go , (It caused many a head-shake, many a dubious smile of

censure) in June 1937, and following that with Siegried Geyer's

By Candle Light four months later, Kuster ended his initial

season with Maxwell Anderson's Winter set , which ran for a

week towards the last of November, that year. Shortly before

the play opened, its director wrote concerning the choice:

"My group is being presented by the Golden Bough
Theatre Guild in Winterset, beginning next Mon-
day, the 22nd. Awarded the New York Drama Crit-
ic's Circle prize, and easily the most notable
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play of the season '35-' 36, the commercial the-
atre nevertheless declined to roadshow the play
West. Ours will be the first, and possibly the
only, San Francisco product-ion. With this, our
third effort, it looks as though the group is
getting into stride, though I must say there has
been precious little encouragement from \Lt> cut-
side thus far. But with the slow Oarrael devel-
opment in mind, I am prepared to be patient and
allow a couple of years or so for the enterprise
to find general favor. No 100 per cent, profi-
cient professional stock is going to jump fully-
equipped out of the money-bag of any local or
distant Maecenas—not in. these days. So we
shall peg away and build up a play audience,
with what support and encouragement we can get,
and see what happens.

"Looking toward eventual expansion, we have
adopted a working title within the definitions
set up in Mackay's book The Civic Theatre, re-
alized to a certain extent by Ev o T. 6Gall i enn e s

Civic Repertory. My group , operating under the
wing of the C-olden Bough Theatre Guild, #will be
the Edward Kuster Civic Repertory* • Anticipat-
ing the possible comment that an activity can-
not properly be called 'civic' unless it enjoys
official municipal support. I will say that we
shall in good time definitely invite munici-
pal aid, even to the point of ultimate absorption
(possibly in company with one or more other
groups) into a municipally-operated theatre.
Such a theatre should have both a professional
and ama t eur side." *»

Plainly, this letter was addressed to those critics

whose unsympathetic attitude towards experimentation often

counter-weighed their judgment, and to those unsympathetic

* The Golden Bough Theatre Guild was the organization of sub-

scribers who paid c2.00 each per year (#1,00 per production,
per 3 eat) in support of the theatre and its subsidiary ac-

tivities; i;e. , workshop and school. On its advisory board

were Albert Bender, Sheldon. Cheney, Adolph Bo Ira, Martin
Flavin. Robinson Jeffers, Dr r Aurelia Reinhardt, Robert
Sproul, Noel Sullivan, and Charles Erskine Scott Wood —
whose importance in the world of affairs and art needs no
comment.

#*Reprinted from the Wasp of Nov. 26, 1937.
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persons whose concept of little theatre principles and prac-

tice had not yet reached the stage of clarity. In the latter

respect, however, it failed, as can be seen in the concluding

paragraph of a review of Winterset published in the Wasp De-

cember 3, 1937:

"Edward Kuster's Civic Repertory concluded a
week's showing of Maxwell Anderson's Winter -

set at the Golden Bough Theatre Guild last
Saturday. It was the only San Francisco pro-
duction of the play that won the New York Drama
Critic's Circle prize for the season 1935-1936,
the Broadway managers declining the risk of
running a 'metered dialogue' play on the road,
although it had achieved success in New York to
the surprise of the hard boiled.

"if you saw Winterset as a moving picture you
can understand why the commercial theatre was
wary; if you didn't, T. S. Eliot's somewhat
smug description will explain: 'For the sim-
plest auditors, there is no plot; for the more
thoughtful, the characters and conflict of
character; for the more literary, the words and
phrasing; for tho more musically sensitive, tho
rhythm; and for the auditors of greater sensi-
tiveness and understanding, a meaning which re-
veals itself only gradually.'

"Now that's quite a hunk for a Little Theatre
group like Kuster's to chew off. To their
credit, they did an excellent production. The
play was sometimes slow-footed and often wordy
(windy is a better term), but that was tho fault
of Maxwell Anderson rather than tho Golden
Boughers. Anderson burdened his characters with
long sustained spoeches and a great deal of so-
porific soliloquy, violating the tenets of good
theatre. But there wore moments when tho play
fired to life and burned across the footlights
into the audience, and those moments wore note-
worthy because it is a rare thing when a Little
Theatre production can overcome the handicaps
of a small stage and a meagre budget and non-
professional actors.

"Richard Mir sky played Mio with a sharpness
Burgess Meredith saw fit to mellow in his orig-
inal interpretation. Anderson's Mio, despite
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of, or because of, his sensit iveness, is a
ranting young punk* Meredith made him a mystic,
Mirsky realistic—whether he intended to or not.
Mio's soliloquies were a little more than Mirgky
could handle; elevating his chin wasn't enough.
Acting honors of the production, however, went
to Royal MacDonald as Judge Gaunt, done with
restraint and richness. The Kuster repertory

"Now these are ambitious plans and worth-while
plays. But it seems to us that Mr, Kuster could
kindle a greater popular enthusiasm for his pro-
ject by presenting shows whose names have an es-
tablished publicity value. Once he draws at-
tention and people to his productions, he can
do 'quality f plays and be sure of an audience. 11

Those plays which the critic deplored from a pub-

licity standpoint, together with Gorky's Lower Depth s, Elmer

Rice's Counselor At Lav/ , and a few others of lesser Im-

portance -- interspersed with guest productions during the

next two years -- at length brought the Golden Bough players

to financial insolvency. Thus, in the autumn of 1939, they

unobstrusively passed from the theatrical scono.

In the circumstances, Kuster' s intentions being

what they were, it is doubtful whether the gratuitous sugges-

tion handed down by the Wasp commentator, if followed piously,

could have made any difference. Many another group has tried

this 'popular play' antidote to no purpose and Kuster did

temper his dramatic offerings with such plays as The Glass

Splinter , The Tovaritsch Misses , and Madame Sans Gene .

The point of significance to us, however, i3 that

the experiment, although in the outcome it failed, has done
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much to identiiy the little theatre movement in San Francisco

with the world concept of this insurgency, and that it has

prefigured one other and quite new aspect of the future the-

atre; that is, a real civic theatre municipally owned and op-

erated. Hitherto we have several times encountered the name

'civic' but never its factual representative, v/hich remains

as yet the ultimate in revolutionary ideals.

MARIONETTES

In San Francisco, as elsewhere, there has been al-

most from the beginning a second type of non-commercial the-

atre which some may think deserves a chapter in the present

volume; namely, the theatre of marionettes. That theatre,

however, has been purposely omitted. It is too special, and

far too lengthy for compression into a chapter. The "Doll

Shows" -- often so designated for humorous effect -- must

stand as a work in themselves, distant from the intensified

emotions of a peopled stage and definitely outside the ex-

periences and experiments recorded here.

A NATIONAL THEATRE?

Inasmuch as the little theatre movement in San Fran-

cisco has been no local manifestation, but bears a direct

genealogical relationship to all phases of the movement in

Europe and America, it must likewise — unless it is to per-

ish entirely — have some meaningful connection with the fu-

ture of this movement: the theatro of democracy, already
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forecast or apparent in widely separated localities in the

United States.*""

This distinction, in terms of actuality, has become

a most important one, for the word "little" has never done

more than indicate a surface aspect of tho thing it is sup-

posed to represent, and today even that narrowly doscriptivo

uso of the title has become outmoded in a general sense Lit-

tle theatres, indeed, have outlived and outgrown their initial

status; from an art phenomenon, in the collective, they have

become the practitioners of an art proper which reflects the

conditions of American life and thought. "Through them," in

the words of Gilmor Brown, "a national theatre is coming into

being,"*

What kind of theatre will this be? How will it dif-

fer from its archetype, the commercial theatre, and — to

draw a fine distinction between words -- its prototype, the

little theatre? Surpassing both of these, to what degree will

it become a genuine people's theatre -- or the theatre of de-

mocracy?

* Charleston, South Carolina; Chapel Hill, North Carolina;
Dallas, Texas; New Orleans, Louisiana; Chicago, Illinois;
Cleveland, Ohio; Indianapolis, Indiana; Seattle, Washington;
Palo Alto, California; and Pasadena, California. The little
theatres in these communities are representative of a type
bordering on the civic theatre ideal; some are trustee-owned
and administered; one i3 supported by taxation. See Cur -

tains Going Up , by Albert McCleery and Carl Glick for cora-
plete treatment

.

-»--
::-In a foreword to Curtains Going Up by Albert McCleery and
Carl Glick.
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These questions, of course, cannot be specifically

answered at present, but their answers are already prefigured

in the trend towards civic theatres, imperfect examples of

which point the way toward perfection of the new type and its

culmination in the genuine civic theatre as outlined by Percy

MacKaye,a pioneer and prophet in that field of theatrical en-

deavor. Thus, the theatre of democracy and the civic theatre,

unless present indications are misleading, will become one and

the same thing « a culmination of the little theatre movement

in our future national theatre.

The term "civic theatre," originated by MacKaye in

1909, has often been incorrectly applied to phases of the the-

atre which in themselves are subsidiary to the ideal:

"Now a confusion of terms (states MacKaye"*)

is very likely to imply or cause a confusion
of ideals. To apply indiscriminately to the
municipal theatre of Germany, to the state the-
atre of Athens, to the Comedie Francaise, to
the Abbey Theatre at Dublin, to the repertory
theatre at Manchester, England, the designation
'civic theatre' results in a twofold infelicity
of terms: it adds a superfluous name to old
ideals of the theatre already clearly named,
understood and established; and it leaves with-
out any distinctive name a new ideal of the
theatre, not yet established or clearly under-
stood .

"The Civic Thcatro idea, as a distinctive is-
sue, implies the conscious awakening of a people
to self-government in the activities of its
leisure. To this end, organization of the arts
of the theatre, participation by the people in
these arts (not mere spectator ship), a new tech-
nique, leadership by means of a permanent staff
of artists (not of merchants of art), elimina-
tion of private profit by endowment and public

* MacKaye, Percy. The Civic Theatre .
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suooort, dedication in service to the whole

community: these are chief among its es-

sentials, and these imply a new and nobler

scope for the art of the theatre itself."

The term, then, not only applies to more

than a mere phase of the extant theatre, it connotes an en-

tirely new democratic principle in theatre art. Soecifically

it removes the theatre from private exploitation and places

it in a category with public libraries, universities, museums,

and playgrounds. Such a theatre woula_.be available to all the

people for a nominal admission charge . It would be profes-

sional in the highest sense, employing a permanent staff of

artists under the supreme direction of a regisseur; it would

pfford a workshop for experimentation, a school for training

and developing actors, directors, technicians, playwrights;

it would co-ordinate all of the functions of recreative art:

aesthetic, educational, sociological, and religious. On the

physical side it would contain subdivisions expressive of its

various functions :one central auditorium with two wings, each

containing a smaller auditorium. The central division, adapt-

ed to convene the largest numbers of people, would be the

playhouse proper — of broad-scale dramatic effects whose

technique might be comparable in scope and practice to the

drama of Shakespeare, Sophocles, or Rostand.

The left wing would contain *> much smaller audito-

rium, adapted to the intimate technique needful in producing

the drama of Ibsen, Brieux, or the more exquisite style of
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poetic drama like that of Mollere. The right wing would com-

prise the sociological theatre, involving in its conduct those

functions outside the sphere of traditional theatre: the edu-

cational theatre; experimental theatre and workshop, in which

everybody could participate; and the fourth function, the re-

ligious, would be out of doors — in a specially designed am-

phitheatre.*

Such, in brief, is America's hypothetical theatre

of the future — different from all previous theatres in that

it is based on endowment rather than a principle of merchandis-

ing. MacKaye himself makes this unequivocal distinction:

"Endowment is a term often vaguely used and
vaguely understood. The dictionary defines
it as 'permanent provision for supoort,'

—

permanent provision, not temporary, There is

private endowment, and public endowment. In
either case, endowment is the expression of an
intellectual prevision. It is the sign of man
reasoning, not man drifting. It recognizes
cause and effect; it supplies the means to an
end. Whenever mon become sufficiently reason-
able to recognize certain objects as for their
common good, they tnke steps to defend those
objects from the fury and blindness of un-
reason. To do so, they remove them from the
greed and anarchy of natural competition into
the co-operative harmony of human institutions.
To strengthen those institutions, they build
around them a permanent wall of defense: that
wall is endowment.

"Thus, in some form, endowment is the very
basis of civilization. The most ancient of en-
dowed institutions is human government; the no-
blest use of endowment is to support democracy
itself. All that I shall have to suggest re-
garding theatrical endowment is Implied in the
conception of democracy.

* For a more comprehensive treatment of this subject see The
Civic Theatre, pp. 87-112.
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1,Most of those who may ridicule the notion of
theatrical endowment as aristocratic, or un-
virile, are loyal supporters of the American
government.

"Yet, a3 the basis of civil government, endow-
ment—under the name of taxes--has long been
in principle a platitude. As the basis of many
other institutions—churches, hospitals, uni-
versitiss, public schools, libraries— it is al-
so a commonplace. .. .Without it, the progress of
education would be impossible.

"What, then, of the theatre in America? Is not
the theatre worthy to be classed among institu-
tions of education? If so, why then is not en-
dowment for the theatre as much an accepted ax-
ioir, as endowment for public schools and univer-
sities ?"-;-

Assuming that endowment is unquestionable as an ac-

ademic doctrine, many people have asked: "But why is it nec-

essary? Cannot the theatre support itself, either as a com-

mercial or artistic enterprise, through the box office? Have

not t'ir little theatres managed to support themselves In com-

munities where the commercial theatre has failed?" The an-

swer to the first question is of course implicit in the an-

swers to the second and third questions. Doubtless the com-

mercial theatre can support itself within a given circum-

scribed sphere of influence which at present excludes almost

everything outside Broadway; but it cannot support a

national drama, as the decrease in road shows — whicl

now visit only the larger cities — and failure of stoc 1

companies have amply demonstrated. The little theatres whic-

* Ibid pp. 119-121
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do provide our national drama, and give the vast majority of

people their only chance to attend the playhouse in lieu of

the cinema, have largely supported themselves byconscription

and donation — all save those which have become permanent

professional or semi-professional institutions; and they are

subsidized, or In one manner or another endowed.*

Thus MacKaye's statement of the case has at last

found its empirical as well as its theoretical application.

Albert McCleery and Carl Glick, the co-authors of Curtains

going Up , further clarified the situation in 1938 (twenty-

six years after the original enunciation) in a statement re-

garding national organization of the theatre:

"It is only too obvious that a national organi-
zation of some sort is needed. Here and there
little danger signs are appearing that may
threaten the life and existence of the Com-
munity Theatres. They have grown too rapidly
and spread too fast to be completely ignored as
the ungainly stepchild of the theatre.

"In the June 11, 1938, issue of Billboard there
was a brief story to the effect that .iotors'
Equity was considering the possibilities of
taking over the 'little theatres' in order to
stimulate increased employment among its mem-
bers. And a committee was formed headed by
Blanche Yurka to study several suggestions
along these lines.

"If anything comes of this suggestion, it is to
be hoped that both Equity and the local stage-
hands' unions will recognize that amateur or
community dramatics hinge upon the enthusiasm
of discriminating and intelligent individuals.

* See footnote page 258. One community -- Palo Alto -- has
a Theatre supported by taxation. Complete details may be
found in Curtains Going Up , McCleery, Albert and Glick, Carl.
pp. 287-292.
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and that anything that tends to spoil their
pleasure or aesthetic appreciation of their ef-
forts will destroy the entire Community Theatre
Movement

,

"But what of the Community Theatre actor—the
banker and the baker who have found enjoyment
In this leisure»time activity? Would he turn
from active participation to becoming again a
part ef a submissive audience? Hardly that.
He*4 etart all over again in come remodeled
barn e? oU church. «••

•During the pact twenty cr thirty years while
the CoMBinlty Theatre* have been spreading
their wings # perfecting their organizations,
producing their Own play* cinee Broadway left
them stranded for lack of the spoken drama,
and building their own playhouses, the profes-
sional theatre ha* turned a condescending
glanee in their direction* And now that the
Community Theatres have become firmly rooted in
their communities, the professional theatre is

casting a look of dismay in their direction....

"Even in 1912 Parcy MacKaye in his chapter on
Scope and Organization' in The Civic . Theatre
foresaw this need {of national organization).
And he made the suggestion: 'First: Appoint and
empower a committee of national standing to act
as sponsors for the civic theatre ideal, and
for the wise application of that ideal in all
American communities that desire it.'

"But how? That is the problem."

These authors, in several following paragraphs, an-

swer their question by pointing out that initiative must come

from the individual communities, adding: "There is already the

example of organizations and associations in several states,"

There are, in fact, many notable examples of the civic theatre

ideal — on the Pacific Coast at Seattle, Washington; Palo

Alto, and Pasadena, California — and as time goes on more

will be established until, by concerted effort, an American
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civic theatre under centralized planning will eventually take

shape. Meanwhile, what of the situation in San Francisco?

At this writing there are Tout two little theatres

operating on a regular seasonal schedule, producing each from

six to eight plays a year: The Players Club and The Way-

farers, both "little" in the strictest sense and certainly not

comparable to the Palo Alto Community Players, wbo bare

achieved twenty-four productions each year, for the past five

years, in a theatre which seats four-hundred and twenty-eight

persons. The Players Club and Wayfarers, combined, do not

constitute a community theatre, since both their appeal and

accommodations are' restricted to a very small percentage of

the population. Virtually, therefore, no resident theatre of

any kind exists in San Francisco, which was once the theatri-

cal metropolis of the West, and the city must depend, for its

spoken drama, on road shows which appear at the Geary and Cur-

ran -- commercial productions with a wide popular appeal,

usually, but prohibitive to most of the puople because of

price, and hence not democratic.

The theatre as an institution, as an instrument of

culture, education, and pleasure for all men, is being kept

alive elsewhere in America by judicial leadership, by appli-

cation of the democratic principle of endowment, San Fran-

cisco, a community of some 700,000, should not lag in this re-

spect. The potential support for a civic theatre should be

as apparent as its need -- which no clear-thinking person,

with the facts at hand, can truthfully deny.
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Unless present conditions radically alter — and

there is little hope that they will if left to chance -- the

city of San Francisco is faced with the alternatives of re-

maining without any theatre at all, save occasional roadshows,

or having its own endowed civic theatre, free from exploita-

tion and available to every one. Popular feeling for the

theatre still exists; the example set in other communities

shows that popular taste, given leadership, can be revital-

ized and redirected towards that nobility of culture which

may be realized only in the playhouse, where all arts con-

join, There is of course the problem of 1 adership, but that

must come from some responsible civic body, such as the Art

Commission,

If such a thing finally happens, the theatre of de-

mocracy will be born and San Francisco will be ready to par-

ticipate in the ideal expressed by Percy MacKaye: "Forty or

more state theatres -- from the State Theatre of California

to the State Theatre of Massachusetts. A thousand or more

municipal theatres -- from the Theatre of San Francisco to

the Theatre of Boston. .. .Leading and harmonizing those, one

national theatre at Washington, endowed by the Federal Gov-

ernment fc All these organized by civic aders, safeguarded

to perform their highest functions, directed by experts in

theatrical art, dodicated to cultivating — creatively in

artists, critically in audiences -- the liberal art of a
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drama of democracy."*

If it does not happen, San Francisco must remain

outside a movement which has already begun.

« The Civic Theatre ,pp. 155-156
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1922; Mar. 15, 1924.

Town Talk (San Francisco) Aug. 1, 1903.
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AMATEUR DRAMATIC ORGANIZATIONS OF SAN FRANCISCO

PERFORMANCES 1861-1939

1861

GOLDEN STATE AMATEURS

June 5 The Miser of Marseilles (Drama) Turnvereln Hall
The Merry Cobbler (Farce) n "

1861

S. F. AMATEUR DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

Aug. 26 Metamora (Drama) Piatt's Hall
My Friend in the Straps (Farce) " "

1863

Aug. 25 The Lady of Lyons (Drama) Metropolitan
Michael Erie (Romantic Drama) "

1862

THE UNION AMATEUR DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

Sept, 30 The Death of Ellsworth (Drama)
Lend Me five Shillings (Farce)

1862

S. F. SHUETZEN VEREIN

Oct. 9 The Compact With the Devil Metropolitan
(German Drama)

1863

THE DASHAWAY HISTRIONIC ASSOCIATION

Jan. 17 Lend Me Five Shillings (Farco) Dashaway Hall
The Man with the Carpet Bag (Farco)
Box and Cox (Farco) " "

Fob. 13 My Fellow Clerk (Farce) " "

To Paris and Back for Five Pounds
(Farce)



•

'

I

i



THE DASHAWAY HISTRONIC ASSOCIATION (Cont.)
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1863 (Cont.)

Mar* 18 Slasher and Crasher (Farce)
The Blundering Irishman
Tho Two Buzzards

22 The Honeymoon (Comedy)
29 Ingomar, The Idiotic (Burlesque)

A Conjugal Lesson (Serio-comic
Drama)

Apr.
June

Dashaw;



I
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1865

THE AVONITES

Dec. 15 Michael Erie (
homantic Drama) Turnverein Hall

Romance under Difficulties (Farce) " "

1966

Feb. 8 The Golden Farmer (Melodrama) Piatt's Hall

1866

EDWIN FORREST DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

Mar. 16 The Porter's Knot (Serio-comic) Turnverein Hall
Nora Creina (Drama) " "

June 10 The Golden Farmer (Melodrama) Piatt's Hall
The Loan of a Lover (Vaudeville) " "

July 24 Hamlet (Tragedy) Turnverein Hall
Michael Erie (Romantic Drama) " "

Oct. 5 The Carpenter of Rouen (Romantic " "

Drama

)

1866

THE PHILO-DIALESIAN SOCIETY

July 17 Armend of the Heath (Drama) Turnverein Hall
Parents and Guardians (Farce) " "

1866

THE CALIFORNIANS

THE EXCELSIORS

THE AEOLIANS

1867

B'NAI B'RITH LITERARY AND SOCIAL CIRCLE

Jan. 15 Black-Eyed Susan (Drama) Piatt's Hall
Box and Cox (Farce) " "

Married and Settled (Drama) " "

Aug. 7 The Marble Heart (Romantic Drama) Academy of Music
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AMICI DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

1867

THE PIONEER AMATEURS

Jan. 50 Tho Denouncer (Play)
The Toodles (Farce)

Turnverein Hall

1867

Jan.

March

April
it

May

THE HAWTHORNE THEATRICAL CLUB

Union Hall
ii50 Sent to the Tower (Farce)

Dombey and Son (Play)

7 Trying It On (Farce)
Poor Pillicoddy (Farce)

1 Bull In a China Shop (Comedy)

5 A Model of a Wife (Farce)
Dombey and Son (Play)

24 The Thumping Legacy (Farce)

The Two Buzzards
.

23 Number One Round the Corner (Farce) Union Hall

Woodcock's Little Game (Comedy)
|( |(

The Lady of Lyons (Burlesque)

ti

ii

ii

ii

a

Lincoln Hall
ii it

1867

May
June

THE CIPRICO AMATEUR CLUB

21 The Lady of Lyons (Drama)

27 The Honoymoon (Comedy)

Union Hall
Turnverein Hall

1867

Aug.
Oct.
Doc.

THE OCCIDENTAL AMATEURS

20 Hamlet (Tragedy)
14 Don Cesar de Bazan (Drama)

17 Merchant of Venice (Tragedy)

Opera House
Turnverein Hall

it ii

1868

Sept. 3 Richelieu (Play) Union Hall
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Nov.

Doc

.

1867

THE HESPERIAN DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

28 Gambler's Fato (Drama)
The Spectre Bridegroom (Farce)

20 Charcoal Burner (Drama)

Turnveroin Hall
it ti

1868

Apr. 25 My Uncle (Farce) Turnveroin Hall

Oct.

1869

15 The Honeymoon (Comedy)
The Porter's Knot (Serio-comic)

Alhambra Theatre
it it

Oct.

1370

19 The Stage Struck Yankee (Farce)
Make Your Wills (Farce)

Turnveroin Hall
u it

1867

BAY VIEW PRIVATE THEATRICAL SOCIETY

Mar. 1 The Harvest Storm (Drama)

The Thumping Legacy (Farce)
The Review (Play)

sidence of
S. Wright

it ii





512o

1873

Jan. 6 The Yellow Hat (Extravaganza) Metropolitan
Humpty Mampty's Dream (Pantomime) "

Gymnastic Feats "

1900

Feb. 9 The Olympic Club Minstrels

1867

HEBREW YOUTH'S LITERARY ASSOCIATION

July 27 The Freedom of the President Turnverein Hall
(Earco )

1868

July 51 Hush, or the Knights of the
Ku-Klux Klan (Farce) Mozart Hall

1867

STATE GUARD AMATEURS

Aug. 15 Nan, the Good for Nothing (Farce) Turnverein Hall
Follies of a Night (Comedy) " "

1867

DRAMATIC AMATEUR ASSOCIATION

Nov. 26 The Ticket -Of-Leave Man (Drama) Turnverein Hall
A Rough Diamond (Comedy) " "

1868

Jan. 21' The Three Guardsmen (Play) Turnverein Hall
April 4 A Model Wife (Farce) " "

Handy Andy (Comedy) " "
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186 8

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL DRAMATIC SOCIETY

Fob. 1 Deaf as a Post (Domestic Drama)

The Clockmaker's Hat (Comedy)

National Guard
Armory

ii it

1867

SHAKESPEAREAN AMATEUR SOCIETY

Mar. 2 The Eton Boy (Farce)
Paddy Miles (Farce)

June 6 Turn Him Out (Farce)
Charles II (Tragedy)

Aug. 27 The Irish Tiger (Farce)
The People's Lawyer (Comedy)

Residence, W» Green

1868

PARLOR AMATEURS

Apr. 7 Innocence Triumphant (Drama) Turnverein Hall

Mar.

1868

ACME ETHIOPIAN AMATEURS

6 Minstrel Performance Piatt's Hall

Nov.

1370

3 Minstrel Performance Mozart Hall

1871

Jan. 11 Minstrel Performance
Election Day In the South (Farce)

Mozart Hall
II IT

1376

Nov. 3 Minstrel Performance
Trip to Paris (Farce)

Piatt's Hall
ii :i





ACME ETHIOPIAN AMATEURS ( Cont . )
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1877

Feb. 10 Minstrel Performance
Apr. 14 Minstrel Performance

Aug. 31 Minstrel Performance
German Courtship (Farce)
Looking for Work (Farce)

Piatt's Hall
Bush St. Opera
House

Piatt's Hall

1878

Mar. 9 Minstrel Performance
Nov, 5 Minstrel Performance

Ireland Vs Italy (Farce)

Piatt's Hall
ii it

1868

THE FIDELIA AMATEUR CLUB

May 20 The Husband of an Hour (Drama)
A Rough Diamond (Comedy)

Turnverein Hall
Turnverein Hall

1868

THE LIGHT STAR AMATEUR AND SOCIAL CLUB

ALHAMBRA AMATEUR DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

THE GRANT AMATEUR SOCIETY

THE ANDERSON AMATEURS

ADELPHI AMATEURS

1868

Aug.

EDWIN BOOTH AMATEURS

5 Robert Macaire (Melodrama) Turnverein Hall

1868

THE ALCATRAZ ISLAND DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

Aug, 8 Time Tries All (Drama)
Irish Assurance (Farce)
Yankee Modesty

Island Theatre
it ii
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1868

THE NUCLEUS LITERARY CLUB

Sept. 2 To Paris and Back for Five Turnverein Hall
Pounds (Farce)

Oct. 5 The Poor of New York (Drama) " "

1869

Feb. 24 Night and Morning (Drama) Piatt's Hall
Bombastes Purioso (Burlesque Opera) " "

May. 22 Slasher and Crasher (Farce) Turnverein Hall

PROGRESS LITERARY AND DRAMATIC UNION

THE LANGSTON AMATEUR ASSOCIATION (Colored)

Mar. 14 Evadne (Tragedy) Turnverein Hall

1870

ADELPHI SOCIAL CLUB

May. 2 All that Glitters is not Gold Turnverein Hall
(Play;

Omnibus (Farce) " »

1870

FIRE-FLY SOCIAL AND DRAMATIC CLUB

Oct. 22 Accusing Spirit or the Three
Travelers or Tyrol I comic Drama) Piatt's Hall

1871

Feb. 26 Writing on the Wall
'
(Melodrama) Turnverein Hall

June 23 A Life's Kevenge (.Drama) " "

Niimber One Around the Corner (Farce) " "

1370

EUREKA AMATEUR CLUB
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1870

THE COLORED DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

Dec, 19 Evadne (Tragedy) Metropolitan

Dec

.

1870

HESPERIAN-NUCLEUS ASSOCIATION

28 Ten Nights in a Bar-Room (Drama)
His List Legs (Farce)

Turnverein Hall
I! II

1S71

Feb. 14 The Ticket-of'-Leave Man (Drama)
Mar. 8 The Old Guard (Drama)

Katherine and Petruchio (Comedy)
Apr. 16 Delicate Ground ( Comic 'Drama

)

A Regular Fix (Farce)

n

u

it

n

1871

PARLOR ETHIOPIAN AMATEURS

1871

ECLIPSE ETHIOPIAN AMATEURS

Apr. 28 Minstrel Performance Turnverein Hall

May

1871

DRUID'S LITERARY CLUB

4 A Good Night's Rest (Farce) Mozart Hall

1872

E BOHEMIAN CLUB*

# For complete lists of the Bohemian Club's Grove Plays, see
History of Opera , Vol. VIII, this series.
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1872

THE SPANISH AMATEUR COMFANY

Aug. 12 Marcella (Tragedy)

Divorce

Maguire ' s Opera
House

!t t!

Feb.

1882

19 Faith, Hope and Charity
(Drama

)

Piatt's Hall

1885

June 13 La Fe Perdida (Comedy) " "

1875

CITY GUARD COMPANY B.
f
FIRST REGIMENT, N. G. C .

Feb. 19 Delicate Ground (Comic Drama) Piatt's Hall
La Blonde Dormant e (Local

original Burlesque) " "

1873

GOLDEN CITY AMATEUR MINSTRELS

Oct. 20 Minstrel Performance
Coalheavers Revenge (Farce)

Piatt's Hall
II H

1874

Jan. 29 Scenes in a Police Court (Farce) Piatt's Hall

1875

Mar. 1 Trabbling Back to Georgia (Planta-
tion Sketch)

Apr. 12 Minstrel Performance
Heinrich's Serenade (Farce)
Uncle Jasper at Home (Character

Sketch)
Scenes in a Barber Shop (Farce)

PI a





GOLDEN CITY AMATEUR MINSTRELS (Cont.)

518

1875

Aug. 19 The Lily of the Valley (Farce)
The Baby Elephant (Farce)

Piatt's Hall
n it

1876

Oct. 21 Minstrel Performance
Life in a Tenement House (Farce)

Dec. 30 The Coming Man (Farca)
The Four Prophets (Farce)

II
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CALIFORNIA ETHIOPIAN MINSTRELS ( C ont .

)

1875

Mar. 8 Minstrel Performance Pacific Hall
Carry the News to Mary (Farce)
Little More Cider (Farce)
The Siamese Twins (Farce)

ii it

it it

it tt

1875

THE ADELPHI AMATEUR MINSTRELS

Mar. 15 Minstrel Performance Pacific Hall
Echo in the Woods (Farce) " "

Apr. 17 Golden Showers (Farce) Piatt's Hall
Here She Goes and There She

n~*~ ti itGoes

1875

YOUNG MEN'S CATHOLIC TEMPERANCE SOCIETY

Apr. 12 Handy Andy (Comedy) St. Joseph's Hall
The Detective's Revenge (Original

Drama)

1876

Nov. 25 Minstrel Performance Pacific Hall

1875

THE BRYANT AMATEURS

1875

THE SCANDINAV IAN DRAMATIC SOCIETY

Dec, 4 Entertainment and ball. For Sick
Fund Piatt's Hall
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THE LYTTON DRAMATIC CLUB

Oct, 23 Caste (Comedy) Grand Central Hall

1876

Nov.

ii

Dec

.

• tt

ii

4 Box and Cox (Farce)
Simpson and Company (Comedy)

10 Time Tries All (Drama)
Romeo and Juliet (Tragedy)

2 Shadows (Drama)
My Turn Next (Farce)

9 Caste (Comedy)
Bull in a China Shop (Comedy)

23 Miriam's Crime (Drama)

Pacific Hall
it ti

Grand Central Hall
n it tt

Piatt's Hall
it tt

Grand Central Hall

1877

Feb. 1 Married Life (Comedy)
Mar. 2 The Great Divorce Case (Comedy)

1!

it

1878

Mar. 30 Dollars and Cents (Original
Comedy) 2211 Divisadero St,

1875

TEMPERANCE LEGION DRAMATIC CLUB

Dec, 23 The Last Leg
Seeing the Elephant (Adapted

Local Burlesque)

Y. M. C. A.

tt tt !l It

1876

SOCIETE ARTISTIQUE d' AMATEURS FRANCAIS

Nov. 13 Take Away Your Daughter If
You Please (Comedy) Maguire's Opera

House
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1876

THE MOMUS CLUB

Dec. 9 A Phenomenon in a Smock Frock
(Comedy) Pacific Kail

1376

THE SILVER L:<]AF DRAMATIC CLUB

THE BYRON CLUB

1876

THE ECLIPSE AMATEUR MINSTREL CLUB

Residence A. Levy
Dec. 30 Parlor Entertainment

Apr,

Oct, 27

1877

Minstrel Performance
Coolie VS Negroes (Original

Farce

)

The Dutch Rivals (Original
Sketch)

Minstrel Performance

Piatt's Hall

ti

n

1891

Aug. 10 The Charity Bawl (Burlesque) Hamilton Hall

Jan,

1877

SUNSET SOCIAL CLUB

22 Still Waters Run Deep (Comedy) Pacific Hall

1877

THE CALIFORNIA AMATEURS

Piatt's Hall
Feb. 3 Lay Down in the High Grass

(Sketch) „

Mar. 14 Nine Points of the Law (Comedy)
n

Masquerade Ball (Sketch)
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1877

THE PLATONIC LITERARY AND DRAMATIC SOCIETY

Apr. 21 The Brigand (Drama) Pacific Hall

Sept* 21 Robert Macaire (Melodrama)
t(

A Regular Fix (Farce)

1878

Jan. 1 The Knight of Arva (Boucicault ^ n
Drama)

1882

THE STANDARD DRAMATIC CLUB

Mar. 26 Celebrated Case (Drama) Piatt's Hall

Oct. 4 Under the Gaslight (Drama of
(| |(

American Life)

1877

THE LOTUS AMATEURS

THE LOMPOC AMATEURS THE ZIMMERMAN MINSTRELS

THE YOUNG PACIFIC IVY CLUB TTTE ECHO AMATEUR MINSTRELS

THE TWILIGHT MINSTREL CLUB THE ACTIVE AMATEUR MINSTRELS

MURPHY'S CELEBRATED PHILADELPHIA MINSTRELS

THE SILVER STAR AMATEUR MINSTREL CLUB

THE PALACE AMATEUR AND SOCIAL CLUB

PHILHISTORIAN DRAMATIC SOCIETY

THE BOOTH AMATEUR DRAMATIC CLUB

1877

THE PACIFIC AMATEUR AND SOCIAL CLUB

Apr. 14 Uncle Ben at Home (Sketch) Piatt's Hall •

Mischievous Monkey (Farce)
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Apr,

June

Aug.

Nov,

THE ORION CLUB

24 What Shall We Do with our Boys? Piatt's Hall
(Sketch)

The Coming Man (Farce)
Matrimonial Squabbles (Farce)
Scientific Explosion (Sketch)
The Law (Comedy)

16 Too Much Draught (Original Act)
What Shall We Do with our Boys?

(Sketch)
11 The Divorce (Farce)

Dutch Against Irish (Original
(Sketch)

17 Louisa Grouse (Original Sketch)
Bulls and the Bears (Farce)

t!

ti

ii

n

ti

ti

ii

ii

it

it

1878

Apr. 27 Discipline (Farce) Piatt's Hall

1888

Aug. 11 Miriam's Crime (Comedy) Irving Hall

BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ORDER OF ELKS

Anthony's Hall
ti ii

Y. M. C, A. Bldg,
ii ii ti ii it

May





1877

THE GROVE AMATEUR MINSTREL CLUB
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June 23 Minstrel Performance
The Boardinghouse (Farce)

St. John's Hall
ii h ii

1877

CALIFORNIA DRAMATIC CLUB

July 7 The Lost Will (Comedy) Saratoga Hall

1881

July 26 Hamlet (Tragedy)
Nov. 22 The Ticket -of-Leave Man (Drama)

it

it

it

ii

1882

Feb. 19 A Celebrated Case (Drama)
Nov. 26 The Marble Heart (Drama)

v M

II

1383

May
July
Sept,

21
24
6

Julius Caesar (Tragedy)
Rosedale (Comic Drama)
Louis 11th (Hist. Drama)
Richard 3rd - 5th Act (Tragedy)

II





CALIFORNIA DRAMATIC CLUB (Cont.)
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Aug. Hamlet (Tragedy) Saratoga Hall

1893

Jan. 20 The Danites (Drama)
Aug. 26 Metamora (Drama)

My Friend in the Straps. (Farce)

Mission Ooera Hall
tl "" il I!

il t» II

1877

Nov.

THE ORIGINAL SOCIAL AND DRAMATI C CLUB

9 Old Black Joe (Original Drama) Club, Clementina
Street

1377

FRENCH CHOIR

Dec. 12 Me 1 oman i a (Comic Opera)
Les Deux Timides (Vaudeville)

Piatt's Hall
ii it

1873

GODOY AMATEURS

Jan. 29 That Hat of Mine (Original
Farce )

A Twice ^old Tale (Comedietta)
Jan. 29 A Rough Diamond (Comic-Drama)
Mar. 5 My Uncle's Will (Comedietta)

Stocks (Local Sketch)
Nov. 5 A Soup-tureen Without a Cover

(Comedietta), adapted from
the French)

School (Comedy)

218 Eddy Street
ii it it

926 Clay Street
ii n it

Western Addition
Hall





11



•
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THE BATES DRAMATIC SOCIETY

May 19 Esther (Oratorio) Grand Ooera House

1879

Dec. 7 Our Boys (Comedy) Standard Theatre

1881

Aug. 18 Caste (Comedy) Saratoga Hall

1383

Sept. 24 The Honeymoon (Comedy) Saratoga Hall

1878

THE CALIFORNIA JUVENILE DRAMATIC COMPANY

June 16 Richard 3rd (Tragedy) California Theatre

1878

THE CARSON AMATEURS

June 20 The Boston Boy (Comedy)

1878

THE FORREST DRAMATIC AND SOCIAL CLUB

Jul^ 10 Home (Comedy)
Paddy Miles (Farce)

Oct. 2 Michael Erie (Romantic Drama)

Paddy Miles (Farce)

Pacific Hall

Western Addition
Hall
tl !l

1878

ROSSDALE SOCIAL AND DRAMATIC CLUB

Sept. 18 Delicate Ground (Comedy) Y.M.C.A. Hall



.
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1878

THE NEW ENGLAND SOCIAL CLUB

Sept. 18 A Little More Cider (Farce) Nuddy's Hall

1378

TYRO LITERARY CLUB

Oct. 4 David Garrick (Comedy)
Dec. 30 Cool as a Cucumber (Comedietta)

Grand Opera House
V.'e stern Addition
Hall

1878

THE SIDDONS AMATEUR DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

Oct. 18 At Last (Original Sketch)
School (Comedy)

1829 Pine Street
I! It 11

1878

THE SWEDISH SOCIETY

Oct. 27 Vanity Forever (Comedy) Piatt's Hall

1878

ST. MARY'S SOCIETY

Nov. 6 A Wonderful Woman (Comedy) Piatt's Hall

Nov. 29

1878

THE FLORENCE DRAMATIC CLUB

The Young Rebel (Farce)

An Object of Interest (Farce)

Western Addition
Hall

ii it

1879

May 14 Dot, or the Cricket on the Hearth
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1878

GOLDEN GATE AMATEUR MUSICAL CLUB

Dec. 8 Military Recruits (Original Sketch) Piatt'

a

Hall
Prima Donna (Burlesque) " n

Sullivan's Christmas (Farce) " "

The Sausage Makers (Farce) " "

1878

THE WESTERN ADDITION LITERARY AND SOCIAL CLUB

Dec. 23 Naval Engagements (Comedy) Western Addition
Hall

1881

Aug. 1 Betsy Baker (Farce)

Nov. 22 An Alarming Sacrifice (Drama)

Western Addition
Hall

it ii

1886

May 19 Who is Who (Fares)
Oct. 20 My Uncle's Will (Comedy)

Saratoga Hall
ti ii

1887

Sept. 9 The Hunchback (Play)
Nov. 21 Living Statues (Farce) Produced

by the M.P. Comedy Company

Saratoga Hall

it it

1888

Mar. 21 Withered Leaves (Dramatic Idyl) Saratoga Hall
June 22 Othello, Act. 3, Sc:no I (Tragedy) " "

1890

Nov. 20 Woodcock's Little Game (Comedy) Odd Fellows' Hall

1893

Mar. 15 First Love (Comedy)





THE WESTERN ADDITION LITERARY AND SOCIAL CLUB ( Cont . )
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Jan.
Mar

.

17
28

Anything
The Dear

for
Old

1894

a Change
Southern

(Comedy)
Home

Odd Fellows' Hall
u it II

1895

Jan. 16 The Snowball (Farce)
Mar. 20 Sugar and Cream (Comedy)
Oct. 16 In Honor Bound (Comedy)
Nov, 20 The Day After the Wedding

( Interlude)

II
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MINERVA CLUB
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Dec. 31 Mr, and Mrs. Peter White (Farce) First Baptist
Church

1879

THE PACIFIC COTERIE

Apr. 21 The Lady of Lyons (Play) Western Addition
Hall

1879

TENNYSON LITERARY AND DRAMATIC SOCIETY

Apr. 22 Don Cesar de Bazan (Drama) Dashaway Hall

1879

THE 0. T. H. E. R. CLUB

June 17 Dramatic Readings

Aug. 25 My Turn Next (Farce)
Nov. 19 The Boots at the Swan (Farce)

Western Addition
Hall
n it ti

ii it n

1S80

Feb. 14 Othello, 3rd act (Tragedy)
To Paris and Back for Five

Pounds (Farce)
Apr. 17 Only Somebody (Farce)

Othello, 3rd act (Tragedy)
Saratoga Hall

ii n

1879

WESTERN ADDITION DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

Aug. 1 Led Astray (Drama) Western Addition
Hall



.
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WESTERN ADDIT

I

ON DRAMATIC ASSOCIATI ON ( C ont .

)

May

1882

The Pink Dominoes (Adapted
for French Play)

1880

THE C. P. F. CLUB

May 8 Poor Pillicoddy (Farce)
Nov. 6 Sarah's Young Man (Farce)

Longhead's Hall
Western Addition

Hall

Sept

1880

THESPIAN AMATEUR MINSTRELS

Minstrel Performance Mission Music Hall

1881

Sept Minstrel Performance Mission Music Hall

1881

THE HAWTHORNE SOCIETY

Jan. The Merchant of Venice
(Tragic -comedy) Mowry's Opera Hall

1881

Jan.

WINDSOR DRAMATIC CLUB

An Object of Interest (Farce)
The Rough Diamond (Farce)

Windsor House
ti ii

1381

THE INGHAM DRAMATIC CLUB

May 4 Othello (Tragedy)
Aug. 20 Richard 3rd (Tragedy)

Saratoga Hall
ti ii





THE INGHAM DRAMATIC CLUB (Cont.)
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1883

Aug. 4 Hamlet (Tragedy) Piatt's Hall

1884

May 10 Richelieu (Play)

July 28
Aug. 2

1881

THE ONLY TEN MINSTREL CLUB

Minstrel Performance
Minstrel Performance
The Sleep Walker (Sketch)

Piatt's Hall
ii ii

Aug.

1831

THE ALDBN DRAMATIC COMPANY

Our Bitterest Foe (Drama)

Woodcock's Little Game (Comedy)

Avalon Theatre-
Mare Island

1386

Sept. 28 Sweethearts (Comedy)

Dr. Mondshein (Comedy)
Oct. 9 Home (Comedy)

A Change of Base (Farce)

Avalon Theatre-
Mare Island

1831

THE LONGFELLOW LITERARY AND DRAMATIC SOCIETY

Aug. 26 Partners for Life (Comedy)

1882

Mar. 12 The Merchant of Venice
(Tragi-comedy)

Saratoga Hall

Saratoga Hall
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THE LONGFELLOW LITERARY AMD DRAMATIC SOCIETY ( Cont . )

1885

Feb. 1 The Sea of Ice (Romantic
Drama) Piatt's Hall

Feb. 4 The Corsican Brothers (Farce) " "

Aug. 11 Othello, 3rd Act (Tragedy) Saratoga Hall
The Merchant of Venice (Tragi-

comedy) " "

1381

THE LITERARY AND DRAMATIC CLASS OF '81

Sept. 20 Louis XI (Historical Drama)

1881

THE UNITED DRAMATIC CLUB

May 15 Our Best Society (C-medy) Howard Hall
Sept. 22 An Alarming Sacrifice (Farce) " "

1889

May. 9 A Wife's Devotion (Drama) Minerva Hall
Aug. 26 Nevada or the Lost Mine (Drama) Irving Hall

1S82

ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST LITERARY AND DRAMATIC SOCIETY

Apr. 9 Sold Again (Farce) Saratoga Hall
Oct. 8 Befriending the Enemy " "

Don Paddy de Bajan (Farce) "

1885

Mar. 28 Milky White (Comedy) Saratoga Hall

1382

THE KESNE DRAMATIC CLUB

Aug. 6 All that Glitters is Not ^old
(Comic Drama)



'
'

'
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1382

THE SPANISH DRAMATIC CLUB

Feb. 19 Faith, Hope and Charity (Drama) Piatt's Hall.
Aug. 6 "Karuja" by Alarcon " "

1885

June 13 La Fe Perdida (Comedy) Piatt's Hall

1882

THE STANDARD DRAMATIC CLUB

Feb. 1 Oliver Twist (Drama) Saratoga Hall
Mar. 26 Proof; or a Celebrated Case (Drama) " "

1882

THE SOCIETA FILODR/iMMATICO ITALIANA

Feb. 12 The Two Sergeants (Historical
Drama) Piatt's Hall

Two Hours After Midnight (P'arce) " "

1832

THE MADISON-SQUARE DRAMATIC COMPANY

Feb. 15 Colorado (Drama) Saratoga Hall
Sept. 28 Two Orphans (Drama) Piatt's Hall
Nov. 12 The Momentous Question (Domestic

Drama

)

" "

1882

EDWIN BOOTH DRAMATIC CLUB

Feb. 27 Richard 3rd (Tragedy) Edwin Booth
Hall

1882

ST. PETER'S LITERARY SOCIETY

Nov. 12 Comrades (Comedy) Mission Hall





ST. PETER'S LITERARY SOCIETY (Cont.)

1883
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June 7 Esmeralda Mission Hall

1886

Nov. 18 Romance and Reality (Operetta)

1882

THE PLAYERS

Nov. 14 Dot (Drama) Saratoga Hall

1883

Feb. 17 Clippings (Sketch)

1883

THE SARATOGA DRAMATIC CLUB

Jan. 15 Led Astray (Drama)
Mar. 6 The Octoroon (Play)

Saratoga Hall
Piatt's Hall

1883

BEULAH CLUB

Jan. 20 Dora (Drama) Mission Music Hall

1887

Oct. 10 The Clowns Play (Burlesque)
By the M. P. Comedy Company Mission Opera Hall

1883

THE BRILLIANT DRAMATIC COMPANY

Feb. 6 Proof; or A Celebrated Case
(Drama) Saratoga Hall

Mar. 3 The Ticket-of-Leave Man (Drama) " "
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1333

THE UNION SQUARE DRAMATIC CLUB

Feb. 10 The Octoroon (Play) Piatt's Hall

1839

Dec. 30 Coralie the Unfortunate
(Drama) Irving Hall

1683

THE STAR MINSTREL CLUB

Feb. 21 Minstrel Performance Woodward's Garden
Pavilion

Sept. 5 Minstrel Performance Mission Music Hall
Nov. 28 Minstrel Performance Blair's Hall

1884

Feb. 16 Happy Days (Farce) Blair's Hall
Fun in Mrs. Croc-ker's

Kitchen (Sketch) n it

1883

ALEXANDRIAN LITERARY AND DRAMATIC SOCIETY

Feb. 28 Richelieu (Play) Saratoga Hall
Clippings (Sketch) " "

Aug. 30 Richelieu (Sketch) " "

1885

THE SN017FLAKE DRAMATIC COMPANY

Mar. 16 Handy Andy Mission Hall

1885

THE FATHER MATTHEW SOCIAL AND DRAMATIC CLUB

Mar. 17 Kathleen Mavourneen (Drama) Dashaway Hall
Aug. 27 Inshavogue (Irish Drama) Piatt's Hall
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THE FATHER MATTHEW SOCIAL AND DRAMATIC CLUB ( C ont . )

1884

Mar, 17 Ireland as It is Piatt's Hall
Nov. 28 The Drunkard (Melodrama) " rt

1886

Mar, 17 Kathleen Mavourneen (Drama) Piatt's Hall
Mar. 25 A New Way to Pay Old Debts Irving Hall

(Comedy)

1885

THE CRITERION DRAMATIC COMPANY

Apr. 10 The Lancashire Lass (Drama) Saratoga Hall
June 22 Matt Granger's Daughter (Romantic

Drama

)

" "

1385

THE EUREKA LITERARY AND DRAMATIC SOCIETY

1885

THE ARCADIA MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC CLUB

June 5 The Mascot Saratoga Hall

1885

THE ALARCON (Spanish) DRAMATIC CLUB

July 21 Los Milliones de Diablo (Comedy) Piatt's Hall
Aug. 26 Del Dicho al Hecho (Drama) " "

1885

THE OCTSAN MINSTREL CLUB

THE
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1885

CALIFORNIA MILITARY ACADEMY DRAMATIC CLUB

Sept. 18 I've Eaten My Friend (Farce)
Wong Fat's Laundry (Farce)

Oct. 28 The Clown's Play
Monsieur Dunarest (Drama)
Coals of Fire (Farce)

1885

THE LAUREL SOCIAL AND DRAMATIC CLUB

Nov. 5 Anniversary Party Ixora Hall

1885

THE CAMILLA DRAMATIC CLUB

Nov. 6 Camilla's Husband (Society Drama)

1883

THE SHERIDAN DRAMATIC CLUB

Dec. 4 Dreams of Delusion (Drama) Mission Music Hall
Turn Him Out (Farce) ii n ti

1887

Nov. 20 Othello (Tragedy) Bush Street Theatre

1888

July 15 Louis XI (Historical Drama) Saratoga Hall

1890

Apr. 11 Mr. Barnes of New York (Drama) " "

1884

IRVING DRAMATIC COMPANY

Jan. 9 Nevada (Drama) Saratoga Hall
Apr. 24 Virginius (Tragedy) " "
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1884

T,ONE_S;rAR_?;iINSTfvBL AND SOCIAL CLUB

Feb. 14 Minstrel Performance Saratoga Hall

Uncle ten's Birthday (Sketch)

Feb, 16 Minstrel Performance Blair's Hall

Pun in Mrs. Croc-ker's Kitchen
(Sketch)

1884

8:45 DRAMATIC AND SOCIAL CLUB

Sept. 16 Above the Clouds (Drama) Blairs' Hall

1885

Mar. 26 Michael Erie (Romantic Drama)

1884

JOLLY MINSTREL CLUB

Oct. 1 Minstrel Performance

1884

THE SAM FRANCISCO DRAMATIC CLUB

Nov. 9 The Fool's Revenge (Tragedy) Saratoga Hall

1885

June 23 Richelieu (Ploy) Saratoga Hall

Nov. "6 Eugene Aram (Drama) riv.zz s naxo.

1886

Feb. 12 The Ticket-of-Leave Man (Drama) Saratoga Hall

1885

GARDEN CITY MINSTREL CLU3

Fob. 10 Minstrel Performance Irving Hall
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THE IDEAL SOCIAL CLUB
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Feb. 17 Refinement (Sketch) Grand Central Hall

1385

THE BYRON DRAMATIC CLUB

July 21 Blow for Blow (Drama) Saratoga Hall

1885

THE WHITTIER DRAMATIC SOCIETY

Oct. 1 The Crazy Patch (Comedy) Saratoga Hall

1885

THE LASCINIAN LITERARY AND DRAMATIC SOCIETY

Feb. 18 New Brooms Sweep Clean (Comedy) Saratoga Hall

1886

YOUNG MEN'S INSTITUTE

Feb. 22 Richelieu (Play) Alcazar Theatre

1836

THE MINIATURE THEATRE DRAMATIC CLUB

Mar. 25 Milky White (Comedy) Irving Hall
Goose with the Golden Egg (Farce) " "

June 20 Bitter Cold (Drama) Club, 445 - 9th St
My Turn Next (Farce) " " » ti

1886

THE MATHESON DRAMATIC COMPANY

June 3 Zedekiah's Courtship Irving Hall
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1886

PACIFIC COAST ASSOCIATION SONS OF VERMONT

Sept. 10 A Cure of the Fidgets (Farce) Irving Hall

1888

May 12 Penelope, the Milkman's Bride " "

(Comic Operetta)

1890

May The Love Chase (Comedy) Odd Fellows 1 Hall

1395

Feb. 10 A Model Pair (One-act Comedy) " " "

1894

Feb. 9 My Uncle's Will (Farce) " " "

1895

Nov, 8 Change Partners (Comedy) " "

1896

Jan. 10 Written in Sand (Comedy)
Dec. 11 An Oak in a Storm (Comedy)

1397

Jan. 17 The Country Farm
Feb. 14 Yellow Roses (Dramatic Sketch)
June 20 A Modern Ananias (Comedy)
July 11 Naval Engagements (Comedy)
Aug. 8 Our Girls (Comedy)
Dec. 12 The Contest (One -act Farce)

1898

Feb. 11 A Pair of Lunatics (Sketch)
Aug. 7 The Nettle (Comedietta)

n ii n

it n ii

II
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1086

SAN FRANCISCO VBREIN

Sopt. 25 Unapproachable (Comedy)

1886

THE FORD MINSTREL CLUB

THE CUPID MINSTREL CLUB

THE ROBERT BURNS DRAMATIC SOCIETY

THE LINCOLN DRAMATIC CLUB

1887

THE Ai-IATEUR MINSTREL CIRCLE
i.i . , .. ., — ip i, /̂tmm^imi^i ^mmmmmmmm m »

Jan. 18 Minstrel Performance Saratoga Hall
Nov. 14 Minstrel Performance

1888

May 9 Minstrel Performance

1887

THE EXCELSIOR DRAMATIC COMPANY

ti ti

Jan. 25 Handy Andy

1387

THE FAR WEST DRAMATIC CLUB

1887

THE ESOTERIC DRAMATIC CLUB

Apr, 18 Among the Breakers (Comedy) Scottish Hall





1887

THE ERMINIE MINSTREL CLUB
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June 14 Minatrel Entertainment Irving Hall

1888

Apr, 20 Minstrel Entertainment

1887

THE M, P. COMEDY COMPANY

Nov, 10 A Vendetta (Comedy)
A Living Statue (Force)

Irving Hall

1888

THE ALCAZAR DRAMATIC CLUB

Jan. 26 Above the Clouds (Comedy) Saratoga Hall

1889

Feb, 4 Enlisted for the War (Military
Drama)

June 24 Above the Clouds (Comedy)
Nov. 13 My Partner (Drama)

1



I

E
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1888

THE SAN FRANCISCANS

Apr. 16 A Woman's Won't (Comedietta)

1888

THE YOUNG MEN'S CATHOLIC UNIONS

June 4 The Fool's Revenge (Play) Grand Opera House

1888

THE ORPHEUS CLUB

July 16 Our Minnie (Operetta) Irving Hall

1888

THE GARRICK DRAMATIC CLUB

Sept, 3 Love Letters (Comedy) Saratoga Hall

1889

Mar. 4 Nevada (Drama) " "

1889

BIJOU AMATEUR COMEDY COMPANY

Feb. 25 Irish Aristocracy (Comedy) Irving Hall

1889

SHERIDAN DRAMATIC COMPANY

Feb. 25 The Marble Heart (Drama) Saratoga Hall
Aug. 18 Held by the Enemy (Military Drama) " "

1890

Aug. 11 My Partner (Drama) " "



.



SHERIDAN DRAMATIC COMPANY (Cont.)
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1891

Feb, 15 The Mountebank
Apr. 3 A Celebrated Car.e (Drama)
July 10 Davy Crockett (American Drama)
Oct. 25 Van the Virginian (Drama)

Sarat
ii
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1889

METROPOLITAN DRAMATIC COMPANY

May 7 Two Galley Slaves (Melodrama)
June 14 The Confederate Spy (Melodrama)

Irving Hall
Saratoga Hall

1889

CALLIOPEAN CLUB

May 13 Turn Him Out (Farce) Saratoga Hall

1889

ACME COMEDY COMPANY

STAR MINSTREL CLUB

1889

BOOTH DRAMATIC COMPANY

Dec. 12 Othello (Tragedy) Irving Hall

1890

Dec. 14 Virginius

1889

THALIA DRAMATIC COMPANY

Nov. 5 The False Friend Irving Hall

1889

PHOENIX DRAMATIC CLUB

Dec. 3 Better Than Gold (Drama) Irving Hall

1890

GEORGE F. GREENE'S DRAMATIC COMPANY

Mar, 3 Shadows of Crime Mangel's Hall
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1990

MELPOMENE DMl^TJC_C^FAjn

Jan. 12 Esmeralda Irving Hall

1890

THE BULWSR DRAMATIC, CHORAL, AND SOCIAL CLUB

1890

THE NEW CALIFORNIA DRAMATIC COMPANY

Mar. 14 Private O'Brien (Melodrama) Irving Hall

Aug! 27 The Danites (Melodrama)

1890

THE ALOMA AMATEUR DRAMATIC CLUB

Mar. 22 A Hole in the Ground (Farce)

1890

THE GOODWIN COMEDY COMPANY

Mar. 27 The Sea of lee (Comedy) Saratoga Hall

1891

ii ti

I! II

i! «

Jan. 14 French Flats (Farce)
Feb. 20 The Cold King
Feb. 26 The Silent Witness (Comedy)

May 7 A Foor Young Man (Comedy) Irving Hall

Aug. 20 The Ulster (Farce) Saratoga Hall

1892

Apr. 21 The Coquette (Comedy) Saratoga Hall

1894

Mar. 5 The Skating Ring (Musical Comedy) Mowry's Hall
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1890

THE ALTA DRAMATIC COMPANY

Apr. 28 A Scrap of Paper (Comedy Drama) Irving Hall
Dec. 1 A Serious Family (Comedy) " "

1391

Aug. 17 A Russian Romance Irving Hall

1390

THE CALIFORNIA AMATEUR PLAYERS' CLUB

June 23 The Confederate Boy Saratoga Hall

1390

TEE EDWIN FORREST DRAMATIC _CLUB

Sept. 1 Ten Nights in a Earroon ( Melodrama )Turnvere in Hall

1891

Mar. 30 The Two Bonneycastles (Farce) Rohwedor's Hall
Aug. 7 Hazol Kirko (Drama) Irving Hall
Sept. 28 Kind to a Fault (Comedy) " "

1890

THE LYCEUM COMEDY COMPANY

Sept. 12 A Night Off (Comedy) Saratoga Hall

1891

Feb. 27 The Private Secretary (Comedy) Saratoga Hall
Sept. 24 The Opera Singer (Comedy) " "

Oct. 23 A Night Off (Comedy) Odd Fellows Hall

1892

Mar. 7 The Opera Singer (Comedy) Saratoga Hall
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1890

NORTH STAR, SIALISM SOCIAL CLUB

Dec. 15 Love and Tricks (Drama) Union Square Hall

18C1

THS UNKNOWN DRAMATIC CLUB

Jan. 5 Popping the Question (Farce) Private Residence

1891

THE EXCELSIOR MUSIC AND DRAMATIC CLUB

1891

THE MARCH CLUB

Mar. 2 The Flower of the Family (Comedy) Cambrian Hall
June 22 Comrades (Comedy) " "

1891

THE WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL UNION

Aug. 24 To Oblige Benson (Farce) Clubrooms

1892

Jan. 22 First Love (Comedy) Irving Hall

1891

THE DEL MONTE AMATEUR PLAYERS

Sept. 28 The Clemenceau Case (Drama) Saratoga Hall
Aug. 27 Allatoona (Military Drama) " "

1891

THE THESPIANS

Oct. 5 The Banker's Daughter (Comedy) Saratoga Hall
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1891

THE 60UCICAULT COMEDY CLUB

Nov, 12 Sharps and Flats (Farce) Irving Hall

1891

THE SAN FRANCISCO AMATEUR DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION

Dec* 30 Ticket of Leave Man (Drama) Irving Hall

1392

THE KAJANKA DRAMATIC COMPANY

Feb. 26 The Fair Lass of Lichfield Saratoga Hall

1892

THE SAN FRANCISCO VERSIN

Feb. 22 Romeo & Juliet Up to Date
(Travesty)

1895

Nov. 25 The Babes in the Woods (Travesty) Turnverein Hall

1897

Dec. 31 The 'Thirst Gone (Burlesque) " "

1398

Dec. 31 A Pair of Trousers (Farce) "

1892

ADELAIDE MFILSON DRAMATIC CLUB

Apr. 18 The Girls (Comedy) Irving Hall





1892

552

INCOGS

July 22 Who's Who (Farce) Irving Hall

1893

IRVING DRAMATIC CLUB

Jan. 2 The Happy Pair (Comedietta)
On the Staircase (Farce)
At Sixes and Sevens (Farce)

Feb. 12 Box and Cox (Farce)

Private Residence

Scottish Hall

1893

THE STANFORD PLAYERS

Jan. 27 Olio, and 5th act of Othello
(Tragedy) Mission Music Hall

1893

AMERICAN ACADE.HY OF THE DRAMATIC ARTS

Mar, 21 Final Chorus from "Antigone"
(Greek Drama)

First Ode from "The Seven
Against Thebes" (Greek Drama)

Third S cene from "Oedipus
Tyrannus" (Greek Drama)

1894

DE LA SALLE LITERARY SOCIETY

Feb. 26 The Illustrious Stranger (Comic
Opera

)

Sacred Heart Col-
lege

1894

NATIONAL DRAMATIC COMPANY

Mar. 12 Kathleen Mav ourne en ( Drama

)

Mission Opera Hall
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1895

ALCAZAR BOHEMIAN DRAMATIC CLUB

Jan. 28 A Noble Outcast (Comedy) Mowry's Hall

1895

GARRICK CLUB

Feb. 1 Jealousy Scene from Othello
(Tragedy) Standard Theatre

The Two Bonneycastl es (Farce)
The Fourth Act of Richelieu (Play)

1897

July 25 Andy Blake (Comedy Drama) Hinman's Hall

•
1897

CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF ACTING

Mar. 14 Little Christopher (Farce)

1897

CALIFORNIA DRAMATIC CLUB

Apr. 28 Rosedale. or The Rifle Ball
(Drama) Native Sons' Hall

Sept. 5 Lochinvar (Drame) " " "

1897

THURSDAY NIGHT DRAMATIC CLUB

June 13 My Albany Home (Comedy) Mission Opera Hall

1897

ZAUHONIE DRAMATIC CLUB

1898

LA VIOLA DRAMATIC CLUB
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1898

HISTRIONIC SOCIETY OF TRINITY SCHOOL

Apr. 21 7-20-8 (Comedy) Bush Street Theatre

1898

CORINTHIAN YACHT CLUB— ,— m — ..| ! »! » I | „ ,

May 1 Stranded, or A Night in the
Cave (Farce)

1898

THE FORUM CLUB

May 25 A Fair Encounter (Comedietta)
The Window Curtain (Comedy)
Three Miss Biddies (Comedy)

1898

CONCORDIA CLUB

Nov. 19 Rehearsal Scene from Mistakes
Will Happen (Farco)

Dec. 31 The Royal Bluff (Musical
Farce

)

Dec. 21 The Other Way

1899

LADIES ENDEAVOR SOCIETY OF THE BETH ISRAEL

Mar. 6 Women of Israel (Tableau) Native Sons' Hall

1900

THE CALIFORNIA CAMERA CLUB

Mar. 3 A Telephone Romance (Comic
Monologue) Acad, of Sciences

Bldg.
May 26 Crimson Wings Priv. Res. of Mr.

J. I. Sabin
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1902

THE GRAND PACIFIC HEIGHTS ALL STAR COMPANY

Jan. 3 The Christmas Chime, A Sketch
(Burlesque) Private Residence

Mr. JWc Cut chen, 2016
Pacific Ave.

First Whiff from Opera Carmen
(Burlesque) H "

Une Belle Marquise (Satire) » "

Trouble for Two (Satire)
Die Walkure (Burlesquo)
An Inch Under the Sea (Satiro)
The Son& f the Shirt (Burlesque)
Pagliacci (Burlesque)
The Wheezy Six (Burlesque)

1902

COOPER-GERSON SCHOOL OF ELOCUTION AND DRAMATIC ART

1905

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PLAYERS

Nov. 16 Under Protest (Farce) Alhambra Theatre

1903

THE ALAMEDA LUST SPIEL ENSEMBLE

Nov. 29 Im Wcissen Roessl
or The Sign of the White Horse-
Tavern (Gorman Drama) Columbia Thoatro

1904

Jan. 24 Als Ich Wiedcrkam (Gorman
Comedy) Columbia Theatre

Apr. 3 Das Opfcrlaumm (German Farce)
Nov. 27 Grosstadtluft (German Comedy) " "

1905

Feb. 7 Grosstadtluft (Gorman Comedy) Columbia Theatre
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1904

PAUL GERflON SCHOOL OF ACTING

Jan. 1 Juvenile Department Opened

Feb. 12 The Doll's House (One-Act)
The Jade (One-Act Comedy)
The Mouse Trap (Farce)
The Rightful Heir - One Scene

(Satire)
Bacchante (One-Act Fantasy)

May 6 The Other Woman (Play)
The Mouse Trap (Farce,

California Theatre
it n

ii ii

it »

n it

Native Sons 1 Hall
it ti

1905

June 19 The Call of Duty (Play)
Broken Hearts (Fantasy)
Miss Civilization (Comedy)

Alcazar Theatre
it ii

1908

Apr. 25 The New Boy (Comedy) Buckett*s Hall

1904

SEQUOIA CLUB

Club Founded and Officers Elected
(For plays, see 1914)

Oct.

1904

THE COLUMBIA PARK BOYS CLUB

3 Vaudeville at Teachers Annuity The Chutes

Benefit

1907

Sept. 7 Vaudeville and Farce Van Nes3 Theatre

1905

ARTHUR BECKER LUSTSPIEL ENSEMBLE

Jan* 28 Die Beruhmte (Comedy)





ARTHUR BECKER LUST SPIEL ENSEMBLE (Cont.)

1906

Jan. 7 Zwei Wappcn (Comedy)

557

Columbia Theatre

1906

THE NEW INDEPENDENT THEATRE PROJECT

1907

EBELL CLUB

Nov. 14
15, 16 Bi Bl (Comedy)

1908

THE SAN FRANCISCO STAGE SOCIETY

Fob. 17 Trelawney of the Wells (Comedy) Green Room of Hotel
St. Francis

1910

Apr. 12 In Honor Bound (Comedy)
Op o' Mo Thumb (Play)
How He Lied to Her Husband

(Satire)

n

it ti it

tt tt

it tt tt tt

1908

ADELPHIAN CLUB

Apr. 10 The Knickerbocker Damoa (Comedy) Adelphian Clubrooms

1908

CALIFORNIA CLUB

May 16
& 18 Trial by Jury (Operetta) California Club-

House
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1903

THE FRFTTMONT PARLOR #59 N.D.G.W. & EL DORADO PARLOR #52

Nov. 27 Glow Worm Idyls Colonial Theatre

19G9

THE PHILOMATH CLUB

Feb. 15 Original One -Act Operetta California Club Hall

1910

THE TELEGRAPH HILL NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION

Jan. 25 Professor Napoleon (Musical
Extravaganza

)

Valencia Theatre

1910

PAUL GERSON COMPANY

Apr. 30 The Old Guard (One-Act Drama)
The Taming of the Shrew (Comedy)

Van Ness Theatre
it ii it

1911

CAP AND BELLS CLUB

Apr. 22 The Londoners (Comedy)
Mary Magdalene (Religious
Drama

T

Century Hall

1911

The Toad

1915

May 29 Peggy's Ideal (One-Act Sketch)

Musical & Dramatic Numbers

Cap and Bells Club-
House

1920

Mar. 27 Original Fantasy
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FLAYERS CLUB

Oct. 17 Dies Irae (A Dramatio Frag-
ment)

Oct. 24 The Idle Born (Comedy of Man-
ners)

Nov, 6 Mary Magdalene (Religious
Drama

)

Dec. 19 Candida

Sorosis Clubhouse

u n

Scottish Rite Aud

.

Sorosis Club House

1913

Jan. 23 Anatol (Two Episodes)
Jan. 23 Elga (Play)
Feb. 3 Ladv Patricia (Satire)
Feb. 24 Candida (Comedy)

Apr. 24 La Pompadour (One-Act Drama)
The Tragedy of Nan (Drama)

May 2 Mary Magdalene (Religious Drama)
Oct. 9 The Amazons (Farcical Romance)
Nov. 14 The Pigeon (Fantasy)

Sorosis Club House
Sorosis Club House
Scottish Rite Audit.
California Club
House

Sorosis Club House
ii

u n

it

H

Scottish Rite Audit.
Sorosis Club House

1914

Jan. 30 The Bells (Fairy Drama)
How He Lied to Her Husband

(One-Act Satire)
Mar. 11 The Philanderer (Satire)
Mar. 25 Matsuo (Jap. Tragedy)

The Pierrot of the Minute
(Fantasy)

Neighbors (Comedy)
Suicide (Farce)

May 7 Prunella (Dramatic Composition)
Sept. Prunella (Dramatic Composition)
Oct. 29 Herod (Play)
Dec. 16 The Truth (Play)

Sorosis Club House

ii ti ti

Clay
The
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July-





PLAYERS CLUB (Cont.)
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1917

May 28 The Red Robe (Play)

July 21

Sept. 24

Nov.

Dec. 21

The Tongman (Orig. Drama)
The Infernal Triangle (Satire)
The Merry Game
The Talisman
Matsuo (One -Act
The Fallen Star

Sketch)
(Sketch)

The Fawn (Play)
The Dragon's Claw (Chinese

Tragedy)
Big Kate (Comedy)
Just Women

The Belgian Baby
The Tragedy of Nan (Tragedy)
The Mikado (Comic Opera)

Little Theatre on
Clay St.

U. C. Greek Theatre
ti it ii ii

Little Theatre on
Clay St.

Little Theatre on
Clay St.

1918

Jan. 28 Christmas on the Border
(Original Drama)

Jan. 28 Ruby Red (Comedy)
Joint Owners in Spain (Comedy)
The Merry Death (Harlequinade)

Feb. 14 Ditto Above Bill

Mar. 4 The Simoon (Tragedy)
The Unre turning
The Price of Orchids (Comedy)
Big Kate (Comedy)

Apr. 8 The Rose of Auvergne (Operetta)
Prisoners of War (Drama)
The Shoes that Danced
The Love Affairs of Anatol (One

episode)
Apr. 9 The Price of Orchids (Comedy)
May 25 Patience (Comic Opera)

June 10 The Mikado (Comic Opera)
July 20 The Rivals (Comedy)

Little
Clay





PLAYERS CLUB (Cont.)
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1918

Sept. 16 Winter and Spring (One-Act
Drama

)

Quarrel Scene fr. Mary Stuart
Oct. 28 Streaks of Light (Tr. of

Sudermann Drama)
Dec. 2 Roses (Tr. of Sudermann Drama)
Dec. 50 The Merry Cuckoo (One-Act Play)

All For the Sake of Sylvia
(One -Act Play)

Little Theatre on
Clay St.
it it ii

it it

ti ii
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1919

Feb. 8 Three Pills in a Bottle
(Fantasy)

Veska (Orig. One-Act Drama)
March 27 Even in the Wilderness

The Pierrot of the Minute
Violet Soul
Bondage

June 1 The Mikado (Comic Opera)
June 7 The Mikado (Comic Opera)

Oct. 22 Hamlet (Tragedy)

Nov. 14 Behind a Watteau Picture
The Locked Chest
Everybody's Husband

Dec. The Chimes of Normandy (Light
Opera)

Little Theatre on
Clay St

Colonial Ballroom,
St. Francis Hotel

At New Little The-
atre 1757 Bush St
ii ii it

1920

Jan. 23 Salome (Drama)

Jan.
Feb. 27

Little
Bush

Lima Beans (Comedy)
The Enchantress (Chinese Pantom.

Play)
The Frice of Orchids (Comedy)
Shepherdess and the Chimney Sweep
Cinderella (Opera)

Theatre
St.

M

H

n

ii
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PLAYERS CLUB ( Cont .

)

Mar

.

Apr. 26
May 22

June
July 10

Oct. 8

Oct.
Oct.

Nov.

1920

The Dancing Girl (Melodrama)

Hedda Gaoler (Plat)
Happiness (Play)
Big" Kate (Comedy)
Hemlet
The Sweetmeat Game
The Madcap Duchess (Operetta)
Richard III
King Richard III (Tragedy)

Charity (Orig* Satire)
Thieves (Orig. Morality)
The China King's Daughter

(Extravaganza)
The Breaking of the Calm (Early

Calif. Drama)
Richard II (Hist. Drama)
Ruddigore (Comic Opera)
Julius Caesar
Hamlet (Tragedy)

Players Theater
Bush St.

U. C. Greek Theatre
Berkley

Players Theatre

Plavers Theatre

Mar. 11

Nov. 11

May 20
Oct. 29
Oct. 29

Nov. 11

Sept.

1921

The Emperor Jones (Drama)
Jonathan Makes a Wish (Play)

A Night at an Inn (One -Act Play)

The Queen's Enemies (Tragedy)
Yoeman of the Guard (Comic Opera)

Girofle-Girofla (Comic-Opera)
Dance Recital by Ruth St. Denis
Julius Ceasar (Tragedy)
Sister Beatrice (Miracle Play)

La Pompadour (Comedy Drama)
The Bracelet (Play)
The Yeoman of the Guard (Comic

Opera)
Ramati, or the Seed of the Lotus
The Sorcerer (Comic Opera)

Players Theatre
rt it

ii

ti

ii

ii

!l

II

II

II

II

II

May
Aug.
Oct.

Dec.

1922

The Pierrot of the Minute
The First Fifty Years (Drama)
Nuju (Psychological Drama)
The First Born (Romantic Tragedy)
Violet Souls (Comedy)
School for Scandal (Comedy)

avers
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Jan.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

June

Sept.

Sept.
Sept

.

Oct.

Oct.
Dec

.

Dec.

23 Salon Intlmes Performances
(a la Chauve Souris)

26 The Man in the Stalls (Comedy
The Ghost Story (Comedy)
The Queen's Enemies (Tragedy)

1 Fourteen (Play)
The Man in the Stalls (Comedy)
The Ghost Story (Comedy)
The Queen's Enemies (Tragedy)
Doubling in Brass (Drama)
King Arthur's Socks (Comedy)
Two Crooks and a Lady (Comedy)
A Marriage Will Not Take Place
The Love of Lady Lotos Eyes
The Merchant of Venice (Tragi-

comedy)

3 The Merchant of Venice (Tragi-
comedy)

7 Jeremiah (Religious Drama)
The Marriage Game (Comedy)

5 The Merchant of Venice (Scenes
from) over K.P.O. Radio Station

15 Patience (Comic Opera)
1 Literature (Tr. of Sennit zer Play)

Aria da Capo (Dramatic Poem)
Ille (Drama)
The Bear (Comedy)
Nativity and Adoration (Cycle of

12
17

30

St. Francis Hotel
Players Theatre

Players Theatre

it

ii

it

it

U. C. Greek
Berkeley

Theatr;

Mystery Plays) Players Theatre

1924

Jan.

Mar.
May

The Sabine Women (Comedy)
In the Shadow of the Glen

(Comedy)
Be au Brumme 1 ( Drama

)

Roots (Orig. Play)
Joey Martin, Fisherman (Orig.

Play)

1925

June

June

Emperor Jones

Fashion

Players Guild The-
atre
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1925

Sept. 11 Princess Ida (Comic Opera)

Oct. 16 Princess Ida (Comic Opera)
Nov. 18 The Man Who Ate the Popomack

(Tragi -Comedy)
Nov. Androcles and the Lion

Players Guild The-
atre

ti ii ti

Players Club The-
atre

1926

Jan. 9 Liliom (Play)

Feb.



-
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Sept

.

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

1928

25 The Witch (Norwegian Play)
The Devil in the Cheese (Melo.)

27 Live Life Again (Drama)
5 Fallen Angels (Satire)

Fanny's First Play (Satire)
Rollo's Wild Oats (Comedy)
The Jest (Tragi -comedy)
Aren't We All (Comedy)
The Rivals (Comedy)
In Abraham's 3osom (Drama)

Goat Song

Community Playhouse

II
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Apr.
May
May-

Sept.

Sept.

Nov.
Dec.

1932

14 Lady Windermere's Fan (Satire)
Pinafore

19 The Drunkard (Melodrama)

12

19

25
11

The Bells
Tonight We Rehearse (Farce)
Dragon Gabe (Chinese Romance

Play)
Caballero
On Approval

Dec. 27 The Geisha (Operetta)

Cavalcade, A Reading
Brief Moment, a Reading (Comedy)
The House of Connelly, a

Reading (Drama)
The Barretts of Wimpole Street,

a Reading (Comedy)
The Left Bank, a Reading ( Satire

)

Cynara, a Reading (Play)

Travers Playhouse
Tivoli Theatre
Travers Playhouse

Fairmont
ii

ii

n

ii

Travers Theatre
Fairmont Hotel The-

atre
Travers Playhouse

Fairmont
ii

ii

ii

ti

ii

I!

Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.
July

Nov. 10

1933

Jap and Jill
The Importance of Being

Earnest (Satire)
Streaks of Light (Social Drama)
Alice in Wonderland (Fantasy)
Salome (Drama) (Fantasy)
Dragon Gabe
Alice in Wonderland

Guild Playhouse

Travers Playhouse
Columbia Theatre

Travers Theatre
Fairmont Hotel

1938

March Patience
May Craig's Wife (Drama)
July 23 Julius Ceasar, in Modern Dress

(Tragedy)

Aug. Julius Ceasar
Aug. 27 The Persians (Greek Drama)

Players Club
n ii

U. C. Greek Thea-
tre, Berkeley

1566 Calif.
Players Club



1

1
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Oct.

Oct.
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THE MOUNTAIN PLAY ASSOCIATION (CONT.)

1917

May Jeppe-on-the-Hill (Comedy) Mt. Tamalpias The-
atre

1918

May 19 Sherwood, or Robin Hood and
the Three Kings (Play) " " "

1919

May 18 Tally-Ho (Early California
Play)

1920

May 17 As You Like It (Comedy)

1921

May Tamalpa (Indian Legend Play)

1922

May 21 The Pied Piper of Hamelin

1925

May Tamalpa (Indian Legend Play)

1925

May Drake (Pageant Play)

1926

May Rip Van Winkle (Play)

ii ii ii

it it ti

ii ii it

ii ti it

ii it it

ii ti ii

ti ti ii



-
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THE MOUNTAIN PLAY ASSOCIATION (Cont.)

1927

May The Gods of the Mountain Mt, Tamalpias The-
(Fantasy) atre

1928

May 20 Flamenca (Tr, of Provencal
Drama)

1929

May 19 Peer Gynt (Drama)

1950

May 25 The Sunken Bell (A Fairy Play)

1951

June 7 The Trail of the Padres

1952

May 22 Rob Roy (Comic Opera)

1955

May 21 The Daughter of Joria( Pastoral
Tragedy)

1954

May 20 The Girl of the Golden West
(Play)

1955

May 19 The World We Live In (Satire)

it ti it

it it it

ti it if

it n ii

it it it

ti it ti

it ti ti

ii n it
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THE MOUNTAIN PLAY ASSOCIATION (Cont.)

1936

May 24 Androcles and the Lion (Comedy) Mt. Tamalpias The-
atre

1957

May 23 Thunder In Paradise (Play on " "

Hauptman ' s Life

)

1958

May Tamalpa ( Indian Legend Drama ) " " "

1913

THE MISSION PLAYERS

Aug. 25 The Mission Play (Early Calif. Columbia Theatre
Pag't Play)

1914

SEQUOIA CLUB

Jan, 21 Mona Vanna Sequoia Clubrooms

1915

Sept. 23 An Original Play " "

1917

Apr. 21 Bohemia Follies (Vaudeville) "

1918

Oct. 2 An Evening of Literary Calif- " "

ornia

1921

Nov. 15 An Evening of Dramatic Enter- " "

tainment
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THE PAPYRUS CLUB
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Jan. 23 Our Aunt From California (Farce) Papyrus Clubroom

1915

Feb. 20 Drifted Apart (Dramatic Sketch)
May 1 The Rebels
Nov. 20 The Suffragette (One-Act Sketch)

II



.
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PHILANTIS CLUB
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May 16 Vaudeville Columbia Theatre

1915

MUIR WOODS THEATER GROUP

July A Midsummer Wight's Dream
(Fairy-Drama) Muir Woods Theatre

1915

THE FORENSIC CLUB

Oct. 2 The Brixton Burglary (Farce) Knights of Columbus
Hall

1917

THE CORONA CLUB

Mar. 10

Nov. 10
Dec.

Dec, 28

The Other Woman
Our Aunt from California

(Farce

)

Two Little Rebels (Play)
The Old Peabondy Pew (Roman-

tic Play)
An Expos, of Period Costumes

and Dancing

Corona Clubroom

Presidio Y. M. C. A

1917

THE CHILDREN'S PLAYHOUSE

Apr. 21 The Snow Queen (Fairy Drama)

1918

LITTLE PEOPLE'S THEATRE

Apr, 13 Puss in Boots Casino Theatre

1918

PHILOMATH CLUB
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1918

ST. FRANCIS LITTLE THEATRE CLUB

Nov, 25 Laughter (Chinese Play)

The Littlest Girl (Play)
Woman's Honor (Satire)
Suppressed Desires (Play)

Dec. 7 Happiness (Comedy)
The Matrimonial Fog (Comedy)

Dec, 14 Kisses (Comedy)
After (Thriller)
The Traveling Man (Miracle Play)

St. Francis Little
Theatre

1919

THE MAITLAND PLAYERS

Apr . 16

Apr. 17

Jamie

Safety First

St. Francis Little
Theatre

ii it it

1920

Sept, The Tyranny of Tears (Comedy) Maitland Theatre

1920

MILLS COLLEGE DRAMA ASSOCIATION

Jan. 31 The Turtle Dove (Chinese Play)
The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife

(Satire)
Jan. 31 Prunella (A Dramatic Composition)

Sorosis Hall

1920

CENTURY CLUB

Mar. 13 Different from and Superior To
(Comedy)

Century Club

1927

Jan. 1 The Pearls of Dawn (Fantasy) Century Club



'
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May

THE DRAMATRES

Wanted: A Private Secretary
(Orig, Farce) Native Sons Audi-

torium

1920

WESTERN ARTS ASSOCIATION DRAMATIC SECTION

May 15 Confession (Drama)

A Game of Solitaire (Orig. One-
Act Play)

Killarney Shadows (Orig. One-Act
Play)

Western Arts Asso«
elation Little
Theatre

1921

LA GAITE FRANCAISE*

1922

LA BOHEME CLUB

Feb. 4 The Maker of Dreams (Fantasy) Women's City Club
Theatre

1928

Mar. 9 Clytemnestra (Greek Drama) it tt

1929

Apr. 6 The Speeders (Satire) ii n

1922

PACIFIC PLAYERS

Apr. 29 Trifles (One-Act Play)
Suppressed Desires (One-

Act Play)

Sorosis Hall

I! II

-::- See Volume French Theatre
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1922

June 16 Carrots
The Bishop's Candlesticks

(One-Act Play)
June 28 The Boor (Comedy)

The Baby Carriage (Comedy)

Sorosis Hall

1923

REGINALD TRAVERS SALONS INTIMES

Jan. 23 Chauve-Souris St, Francis Colo«
nial Ballroom

1924

THE TELEGRAPH HILL PLAYERS

May 21 The Master
Angels' Flight
Countess Julia (Tragedy)
The Showing Up of Blanco Posnet

(A Sermon in Melodrama)

Plaza Theatre
ii ti

Plaza Theatre

1925

Sept. 29 The Red Knight (Satire)
Oct. 26 The Master

Elk's Club
ti ii

1926

Apr, The Master Women's City Club
Playhouse

1925

Mar. 30

ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE

The Pageant of Youth (Mus«
Masque

)

Civic Auditorium
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1925

THE ALUMNI AND STUDENT PLAYERS OF ST. MARY'S COLLEGE

Apr, For All the World (Passion
Play)

Wi Ike's Theatre

1925

THEATRE ARTS INC

May 29 The Fifth Commandment
When Love Dies (Comedy)
The Dragon's Claw (Chinese

Tragedy)
Trifles (Play)
The Parting Party (Play)

Players ' Theatre

Jan,

1926

Wreckage (One -Act Play)
The Star of Bethlehem (Christmas

Play)
A Christmas Chime (Farce)

Players ' Theatre

1927

Sept. 27 Drums of Oudo (Play)

Hanging and Wiving (Play)
Sept. 4 The Delta Wife (Play)

One of Those Things (Play)

Community Play-
House

1928

Jan. 24 Where the Cross Is Made (Sea
Drama

)

Joe (Play)
The Cracked Teapot
Appearances (Comedy)

Apr. 30 Hedda Gaoler (Drama)
Sept. 27 The Eldest Son (Dom. Drama)

The Delta Wife (One -Act Play)

Womens City Club
Playhouse

ii

it

it

ii

1929

Feb. 26 Mr. Pim Passes By (Comedy) Community Play-
House
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1929

Apr. 27 Children of the Moon (Play)

Aug. 13 Tea for Six (Comedy

J

All Gummed Up (Satirical Farce)
Cash $2,000 (One-Act Play)
Why Girls Stay Home (Satire)

Oct. 5 The Engagement Ring (Comedy)
Nov. 16 Drums of Oude (One-Act Play)

Lennie Looks Down
In Chambers (Melodrama)
The Third Angle (Comedy)

Community Play-
House

Ferrier's Theatre
of Art

La Gaite Francaise

Ferrier's Theatre
of Art

Mar.
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1952

Nov. 22 Candida (Comedy)
Nov. 26 Town

Grandma Old Style (Comedy)
The Giants' Stair (Play)
The Tea-Pot on the Rocks (Farce)

Travers Theatre
ii ii

1934

Jan. 26

Feb. 19

Aug. 21

Eyes (Tragedy)

The Taint (Play)
Counsel's Opinion (Comedy)
Gloria Mundy (Tragedy)
Romance is a Racket (Farce)
Madonna (Play)
Five Minutes from the Station
The Home of the Free (Comedy)

Theatre Arts
Dramatic Studio

Community Playhouse

Community Playhouse

1935

May 4 Lucky Break (Farce) Community Playhouse

1925

ALLIED ARTS CLUB

1927

MACONDRAY LANE PLAYERS

1928

THE TEMPLE PLAYERS

Mar. 24 The Torch Bearers (Satire)
Oct. 29 The Dybbuk (Folk-Drama)

Temple Theatre
Temple Playhouse

1929

Mar. 9 A Bill of Divorcement (Play) Temple Theatre
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1933

MARIONETTE GUIID

Feb.





REGINALD TRAVBRS PLAYERS (Cont.)

1932

581

May 19 The Drunkard (Melodrama)
May 24 "Ghosts" from Spoon River

Anthology (Interpretative
Reading)

Aug. 26 Curtain Calls
Sept, 12 The Bells

Tonight We Rehearse
Nov. 10 Caballero (Historical Play)
Dec. 11 On Approval (Comedy)

Travers Theatre

11
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COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE PRODUCT IONS UNDER DIRECTION OF BALDWIN
McGAW (Cont.)

1950

May 10 The Queen's Husband (Satire)
May 28 To Serve the Queen (Arthurian

Legend Dramatized)
Oct. 1 The Duke of Killikranie (Comedy)
Dec. 13 The Dover Road (Comedy)

Community Playhouse

I!
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LUCILLE GORDON PLAYERS (Cont.)

1931

Oct. 9 The Easiest Way (Play) Community Playhouse

1932

Oct, License (Comedy) Travers Playhouse

1931

INTERNATIONAL DRAM WORKSHOP

May 18 Kusunoki Masashige (Japanese
drama) Community Playhouse

A Pot of Broth (Comedy)
Vislugilsa (Russian Drama)

1932

COLLEGE PLAYERS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF S. F.

Feb. 3 Overture (Play) University of S. F.
Little Theatre

Apr. The Bad Man (Comedy) " " "

Oct. The Youngest (Comedy) " " "

1934

Oct. Men Must Fight (Anti-War Play) " " "

1938

Nov. 28 Father Malachy's Miracle( Play) " "

1932

CLOTHES & THE MAN COMPANY

Feb. Clothes and the Man (Orig. Light Community Playhouse
Opera)



.

.
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Mar,

1952

EASY FOR ZEE ZEE PLAYERS

Whoops,, my dear (French farce) Green Street Thea<
tre

May

1932

SARA DIX HAMLIN PLAYERS

Romeo and Juliet (Tragedy) Community Playhouse

1932

WAYFARERS

Aug. 18 The Ballad of Reading Gaol
(Dramatic Poem)

Sept.. 22 A Threnody for Golondrina
(Comedy)

Oct. 19 Ghosts (Tragedy)
Nov. Jonah (Satire)

Wayfarers Theatre

It





Feb.
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1932

DRAMATIC CLUB OF COURT WEST OF TWIN PEAKS
CATHOLIC DAUGHTERS OF AMERICA

1932

ACTORS' CLUB

Sept, 8 Officer 666 (Farce)
Nov. 21 Love and Geography (Comedy)

Community Playhouse
it ti

1955

May 1 Canaries Sometimes Sing (Comedy) Community Playhouse

1953

GOLDEN BOUGH PLAYERS OF CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA

Oct. 2 The Tovaritsch Misses Travers Theatre

1932

DOROTHY SANDS

Nov. Styles in Acting Community Playhouse

1932

CHAMBER OPERA SINGERS

Jun£

Oct.

Nov. 6

Dec. 10

Tales of Old Japan (Opera with
Ballet)

The Marriage of Figaro (Comic
Opera)

Hamlet (Tragedy)
Orpheus (Greek Tragedy)

Little Theatre,
Palace Legion of
Honor

ti it it

1932

HACKETT PLAYERS

Nov. Adrift (Hist. Drama) Community Playhouse
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HACKETT PLAYERS (Cont.)

1955

Apr. Ada Beats the Drums (Comedy)
Oct. The First Mrs. Fraser (Domestic Community Playhouse

Drama)

1955

Apr. Matrimonial Madness (Comedy) Hackett Playhouse
Dec. 17 The Willow Tree (Drama) "

1956

Mar. Elga (Romantic Drama) Hackett Playhouse

1957

Dec. Paris Bound
Charm School (Comedy)

1958

Mar. Lola Montez (Orig. Hist. Drama) Community Playhouse

1952

PARAMOUNT ROBIN HOOD PLAYERS

Dec. 1 Sugar Daddy Community Playhouse
Her Victory (1-act play)
Musical Novelty Numbers

1954

Apr. 6 Oh, Clarissa (Comedy) Robin Hood Studio
Theatre

July 20 One Acts and Variety " " "

1955

Mar* 1 East Lynne (Melodrama) Robin Hood Studio
Theatre



.

'
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1935

TEMPLE PLAYERS

May 19 The Devil Passes (Drama)

1933

RONALD TELFER REPERTORY PLAYERS

May 23 Curtain Call (Comedy)
July Maya ( Drama )

Sept* 16 The Wizard of Oz (Mus. Play)
Nov. 22 Much Ado About Nothing (Comedy)

Community Playhouse

it ii

Kamokila Theatre

1954

Oct. 15 Much Ado About Nothing (Comedy)
Oct. Love's Labour's Lost (Comedy)
Oct. 17 Two Gentlemen of Verona (Comedy)
Nov. 10 The Pied Piper of Hamelin (Mus.

Play)

Community Playhouse
it ii

Commerce High
School Auditorium

1955

Jan. Robin Hood (Comedy)
Mar. 9 Robin Hood (Comedy)
Mar. Love's Labour's Lost (Comedy)
Mar. King Richard the Second (Tragedy)
May Patches ( Oz Play)
June Death Takes A Holiday (Comedy)
Oct. All's Well That Ends Well (Comedy)
Oct, The Tempest (Fantasy)

Community Playhouse

n

n

it

ii

it

ii

Mar.
Dec.

1957

The Cherry Orchr.rd (Comedy)
Personal Appearance (Comedy)

Community Playhouse
Golden Bough Thea-

tre

1958

Jan. 15 Ah, Wilderness (Comedy) Community Playhouse
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Hune

1953

KAMOKILA, HAWAIIAN THEATRE

Hawaiian & Samoan Dances Kamokila Theatre

July

Oct.

1935

JOHN T. SIEFFERT'S PLAYERS

Scarlet (Comedy)

Tweedles ( Comedy)

Geary Street Play-
house
it ii it

Sept. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 26

1933

FAIRMONT PLAYHOUSE

Dangerous Corner (Play)
The Left Bank (Satire)
Olympia

Fairmont Playhouse

Nov* 18

Nov. 25

1953

"UP WITH THE CURTAIN" COMPANY

The Season (Political Fantasy)
Revue tte (Character Sketches J

The Drunkard (Melodrama)

Community Playhouse

Fugazi Theatre
(North Beach)

1933

JUNIOR LEAGUE PLAYERS

Dec. 20 Why The Chimes Rang (1-Act Play) Fairmont Playhouse

1934

May 12 The Drunkard (Melodrama) Palace Hotel

Sept, 22

1954

MRS. JEAN WATSON'S PLAYERS

Smiling Maska (Orig. Play) Private Reading
(Mrs. Jean Watson)



.

*
'

.
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1934

SAN FRANCISCO THEATRE GUILD

May 25 Ham-om-Lot (Nogro version of
Shakespeare Tragedy

Fugazi Theatre

1954

PINE STREET PLAYERS

Juno 29 Enoore (Orig. Pic.-)
What Pepy's Said (Orig. Play)
Bedecked and Bedamned (Orig. Play)
Short Cut (Orig. Play)

Aug. 50 She Carries a Gun (Musical
Comedy- Orig.

)

Nov. 15 The Living Lie (Drama)

Pine St. Playhouse

Pine St. Playhouse

1956

Feb. 6 Cerise Shirts (Musical Comedy-
Orig.

)

Apr. 16 Under the Thorn Roof (Orig. Play)
May Frankie and Johnnie ( Orig. Comedy

)

Pine St. Playhouse

1957

May 20 The Path of ^lowers (Farce) Pino St, Playhouse

1959

June 20 Frankie and Johnnie (Orig.
Comedy)

Pine St. Playhouse

1955

THE INTERLUDERS

1955

SAN FRANCISCO THEATRE UNION SCHOOL INC.

May 51 Peace on Earth (Anti-War Play) Neighborhood
Playhouse
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SAN FRANCISCO THEATRE UK ION SCHOOL INC. (Cont.)

1956

Sept. Black Pit (Play) Jewish Community
Center

Of Mice and Men (Social Drama) Green St. Theatre
Bury the Dead (Anti-War Drama) " " "

Oct. Black Pit (Play) " " "

1958

Feb. Valley Forge (Hist. Drama) Green St. Theatre
June End of Summer (Play) " " "

Oct. 14 Please Communicate (Social Drama) " " "

1959

Jan. 29 Three One -Act Plays Green St. Theatre
May 7 Julius Caesar, in modern dress

(Tragedy) " " "

Dec. Arms and the Man (Satire) " "

to Jan. 1940

1935

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA EXTENSION PLAYERS

May The Flattering Word (Vaudeville) Community Playhouse

1955

ELIZABETH HOLLOWAY PLAYERS

May The Great Dark Community Playhouse

1935

GATEWAY GUILD OF GOLDEN GATE JR. COLLEGE

May The Valiant (1-Act Tragedy) Community Playhouse
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1955

THE NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYHOUSE PLAYERS

Juno 15 La Gioconda (Drama)

July
Sept

Artists Must Eat (Farce)
The Informalities of 1935

(Variety)
Big Kate (Comedy)
The Four Flushers (Satirical

Farce

)

The Shadow

Neighborhood
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May-

May
Aug , 14
Oct, 30

1936

DUART PLAYERS

The Green Bay Tree (Play)
Three Cornered Moon (Comedv)
The Double Door (Melodrama)
A Murder has been Arranged (Drama)

Community Playhouse

ii

ii

1937

CURTAIN CLUB PLAYERS

Dec, 11 The Shining Hour (Play)

Dec, 27 The Mikado (Comic Opera)
Dec* 30 Pinafore (Comic Opera)
Dec, 31 The Pirates of Penzance (Comic)

Opera

)

Trial by Jury (Comic Opera)

Green Room, Wash-
ington St.
II



-

.

-

.
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1938

GEORGB BRAT OF PLAYERS

Dec. A Doll's House (Social Drama) 1470 Washington St.

1939

BALTIMORE WAY PLAYERS GUILD

Jan. Three One -Act Plays 156 Baltimore Way

1939

SAN FRANCISCO CIVIC THEATRE

Jan. A Trip to Chinatown 1337 Sutter St.

1959

PENINSULA LITTLE THEATRE

Feb. 24 The Masque of Kings (Play) Recreation Bldg.
Treasure Island

Apr. Post Road (Comedy) " " "
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SAN FRANCISCO THEATRE RESEARCH

LITTLE THEATRES

INDEX

Abbey Players, 13, 17, 166
Abernathy, Bernice, 227
Abraham and Is aac , 176, 177
Academy of Music, 42
A Certain Man Had Two Sons

284
Adams, Prof. George P. 239
Ahakuntala , 180
Aiken, Robert, 115
Alcazar Theatre, 155
Alhambra Theatre, 83
Alice In Wonderland , 163,

204, 209
All's Well That Ends Well

Almar, George, 81
Altman, George, 263, 264
Amateur Dramatic Association

89
Amazons, The , 138
American Dramatic Association

34
American Legion, 240
American Made , 164
Amphitheatres, 172
Anatol , 134
Ancient drama, 170
Andersen, Hans Christian

209
Anderson, Maxwell, 251, 252,

253, 289, 291
Andre, R. 32
Andreyeff, 156, 228
Androcles and the Lion , 159,

193
Angel's Flight , 278
Angl in , Margaret, 196
Ankrum, Morris, 149
Annals, Bohemian Club, 109
Antolne, Andre, 4, 5, 6, 9,

21, 46, 175
Apollo , 123
Arms and the Man , 263, 264,

265, 266

Arthur, Alfred, 59
As You Like I t, 181, 183
Augier, Emile, 227
Ayton, Richard, 37

Bahr, Herman, 278
Ballad of Reading Gaol , 222
Ballet ensemble, 192
Ballet technique, 213
Bandit Chief, The , 37
Bannister, N.H. 31
Barker, Granville, 138
Barnes, Col. W.H.L. 90
Barnes, Matthew, 284
Barnsdall, Aline, 10
Barrett, Lawrence, 75
Barry, John D. 178
Bartlett, Randolph, 272
Baruh, Melville, 211
Bates, Blanche (Mrs. George

Creel) 192
Bay View Private Theatrical

Club, 66
Beatty, Williard W, 202
Beau Brummel , 156
Belascc, David, 90, 190, 191
Bella Union, 247
Bells, The , 138
Belvel, Lucie, 224
Bender, Albert, 239
Bennett, Raine, 144
Bennet, Raphael, 182
Berhart, Edward, 241
Bernard, W.B. 81
Berrie, Theresa, 54
Besier, Rudolph, 135
Beveridge, Ada, 182
Blackfriars' Theatre (London)

172, 200
Black Pit , 244, 245, 250,

251 253
Bohemian Club, 96,98,99-126, 234
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Boleslavsky, 239
BoneHi, Sam, 160
Bonnell, George, 73, 74
Booth, Hilliard, 143
Booth, Junius Brutus, 52
Borden, David, 227
Boucicault, Dion, 43, 82, 86
Bowman, J.F. 101
Box and Cox , 32, 43
Bracelet, The , 151
Brahm, Otto, 6

Bratt, George, 239, 241, 242
Breaking of the Calm, The

150
Brieux, Eugene, 142
Broadway, 196, 204, 238, 266
Brown, Maurice, 10
Browning, Robert, 183
Bulwer-Lytton, 28
Bunglatoe, McCracken, 101
Burbage ' s playhouse, 172
Burkhardt, George, 282, 283
Burlesque , 251
Burmeister, Mrs. Harold, 205
Burnett, Frances Hodgson, 204
Bury the Dead , 244, 245,

246, 250
By Candle Light , 289

Cabinet 6 , 230
TTadaver, The , 230
Caldwell, Prof. James R. 239
California Club, 63
California Dramatic Club

56-63
California Theatre, 76
Camille , 227, 228
Candida , 135
Cantwell, Fern, 220
Cantwell, Fred, 220
Capek, Carol, 192
Capek, Joseph, 192
Carmel Theatre Association

138
Carpenter of Rouen, The

54, 55

Carton, James E. 88
Casino Theatre, 209
Catlin, John C, 174, 176
Cave Man , The

,

Celebrated Q. S w j

Charcoal Burnor

123
A,

Charity
,

Charle s

150
II, 37

59
82,

Charlotte Crampton's Dramatic
School, 44

Chekov, 214, 227
Cheney, Sheldon, 172, 200,

257
Cherry Lane Theatre, 156
Chesse, Ralph, 242
Chicago Repertory Group, 238
Children's Educational Theatre

(New York) 207
Children's Theatre, 199, 201,

202, 203, 204, 206, 207,
209, 210, 212, 213, 216,
234

Children's Theatre Association
210

Children's workshop theatre
206
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